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Introduction to Lamrim Year

The most important thing is the continuity of developing your mind in the 

lamrim, the stages of the path to enlightenment. It doesn’t matter if you are 

in Africa, Tibet, on the moon, in Iraq or wherever, whether you are rich 

or poor: continue to develop your mind in the lamrim. That is the most 

important thing. —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Lamrim Year is a standalone one-year study program for anyone who wants 
to taste the essence of this ancient and powerful set of Buddhist teachings. 

It is inspired by Lama Zopa Rinpoche’s advice to the students of Amitabha Bud-
dhist Centre, Singapore, in April 2013 to meditate on the lamrim teachings over 
the period of a year, commencing with two months’ study of guru devotion. 

The 365-day outline and interdependent elements of Lamrim Year provide a 
clear and practical structure that is suitable for both individual and group study 
and will support students of various capabilities in establishing and maintaining 
a regular lamrim meditation practice. 

The quote at the top of each page is both an introduction to and a summary 
of the day’s meditation topic. The text on each page summarizes the key points 
of the lamrim topic according to the outline of the renowned book, Liberation 
in the Palm of Your Hand by Pabongka Rinpoche. Along with the accompany-
ing quote, it has been selected from the published or unpublished teachings of 
either Lama Yeshe or Lama Zopa Rinpoche and offers a taste of their teaching 
style and scope.

The three recaps below the text summarize the key points from each para-
graph, providing a quick and practical way for students to review their under-
standing of the material. The references in italics at the bottom of each page 
closely follow the outline of Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand. They provide 
a point of reference and navigational guide through the lamrim topics, from 
beginning to end. 
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Sources are listed on the LYWA website for students who wish to explore the 
material more deeply. 

In addition to following the individual lamrim topics, Rinpoche recommends 
reciting at least one complete lamrim overview each day. One such overview—
The Foundation of All Good Qualities—is included in the appendix to Lamrim 
Year. Others can be found in the lamrim section of the FPMT website at www.
fpmt.org. Rinpoche’s advice is to do effortful meditation on the lamrim again 
and again until stable realizations are achieved.

The ultimate aspiration of Lamrim Year is to inspire and support people at all 
stages on the Buddhist path to put the lamrim into practice and to gain lasting 
realizations, thereby creating the cause for peace and happiness for themselves 
and all living beings. 

The lamrim contains everything we need to take us all the way to the 
ultimate state of enlightenment. In fact, I can definitely say that the lamrim 
is the very essence of the Dharma. —Lama Zopa Rinpoche
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Editor’s Preface

My suggestion would be to divide the twelve months of the year into lam-
rim meditations and then meditate on each subject for one month or two 
weeks to finish the whole lamrim in one year. . . . To meditate like this each 
year, wow, wow, wow! That would be great. Your life would be so rich and 
you would be getting closer to realization and closer to enlightenment. . . . 
At the time of death you can be happy and satisfied that you spent enough 
of your life practicing Dharma. —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When I first came across this advice from Lama Zopa Rinpoche during 
the summer of 2013, it immediately struck a chord. “Great! That’s my 

new year’s resolution!” I thought. On January 1, 2014, I sat down on my cushion 
with Pabongka Rinpoche’s Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand, full of virtuous 
excitement at the prospect of working my way through the lamrim over the 
coming year. For a few days I conscientiously followed my new routine, identi-
fying suitable passages from the substantial volume in front of me and doing my 
best to listen, reflect and meditate on their meaning. Then I missed a day, started 
again, missed another day, then missed a few days in a row, and eventually had 
to admit that I’d lost momentum and sadly it just wasn’t going to happen. 

Four months later I found myself in eastern Oregon, USA. Following an 
FPMT Inc. meeting in Portland, my husband and I decided to spend a few days 
exploring cowboy country. Late one afternoon we followed a dirt track down a 
lonely canyon in our little red rental car and just before sunset reached a small 
settlement where time seemed to have stood still. Apparently we were the first 
overseas guests at the town motel since some German engineers the year before. 
What would it be like to live in such an isolated place? I wondered. Where would 
I find my inspiration? In the town’s general store I found an answer, in the form 
of a small lilac-covered book: a “Daily Devotional” of spiritual quotes and stories 
for each day of the year. 

That’s when I had the idea to create a Buddhist version of this homely volume: 
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a 365-page daily route map through the lamrim that would consist entirely of 
extracts from the teachings of Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche, and pro-
vide the best possible chance of fulfilling Rinpoche’s advice in the rough and 
tumble of modern life. 

My first step was to gather together Lama’s and Rinpoche’s lamrim teachings, 
both published and unpublished, and identify suitable passages that aligned with 
the outline provided by Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand. I was fascinated 
to discover how even the most radical of Lama’s teachings generally presented 
a traditional line of reasoning—albeit in his own unique style and language. I 
marvelled afresh at the ability of Lama and Rinpoche to dissect the problems 
of modern life with such dazzling precision, and their ever- imaginative use of 
storytelling and metaphor (even in a second language) to patiently reiterate the 
same points over and over again. There was so much compelling material that 
it often seemed an impossible task to choose the most appropriate text for each 
page—a pearl among pearls—and add it to the garland. 

Just as the lamrim teachings themselves can lift us up and cast us down, my 
two years of working on this volume both plunged me into despair and filled 
me with rejoicing. After over thirty years “in the Dharma” I was horrified to see 
how many topics I’d avoided, how few I’d understood, and even how little I had 
absorbed when I revisited passages that I’d been working on the previous month. 
It was a humbling experience of the many obstacles to Dharma study and prac-
tice. A late night or a grumpy mood made it almost impossible to progress the 
work, whereas saying extra prayers, making offerings or carrying out practical 
kindnesses for others would suddenly restore my flow. As the task neared com-
pletion I felt distraught, my only comfort being that I eagerly looked forward to 
making daily use of Lamrim Year myself. 

I hope and pray that this volume will prove similarly powerful and mean-
ingful for you. May the profound methods and extraordinary wisdom of these 
teachings assist each of us in deepening our understanding and practice so that 
we can swiftly lead ourselves and all other beings out of suffering to perfect and 
unassailable happiness and peace. 
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 Day 1 The lamrim is the main road,  
the direct highway to enlightenment 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The full responsibility of each of us is to free every sentient being from 
suffering and its cause and bring them to enlightenment, by ourselves alone. 

In order to do this, we first need to attain enlightenment ourselves; we need to 
achieve the omniscient mind that sees all sentient beings directly. Then we can 
read sentient beings’ individual minds, see all their characteristics, levels of mind 
and karma, and know all the methods that will suit even one sentient being’s 
mind to lead that being from happiness to happiness to full enlightenment.

To reach enlightenment ourselves, we need to actualize the path, which 
doesn’t happen without cause and conditions. That is, we need to actualize the 
steps of the path to enlightenment, to follow the graduated path to enlight-
enment, the lamrim. That’s the only way to complete the path. And to bring 
realizations, the steps of the path have to be practiced in the right order. By just 
meditating on the bits we like and avoiding the bits we don’t—like the sufferings 
of the three lower realms, impermanence and death, and the suffering nature 
of samsara and life—by not thinking about or meditating on what we feel to be 
unpleasant, not putting these teachings into practice, and focusing only on the 
parts that sound good, we can’t really achieve any realizations.

For example, without meditating on samsara as only in the nature of suf-
fering, without feeling as if we’re caught in a fire or trapped in a tank of raw 
sewage or sitting naked in a thorn bush, we can’t develop total aversion to sam-
sara or renunciation of it. Without that, we can’t realize compassion for other 
sentient beings or bodhicitta, and therefore we can’t enter the Mahayana path. 
In other words, we have to achieve the realizations of the graduated path to 
enlightenment.

 ■ To free all beings from suffering we must first achieve enlightenment ourselves
 ■ Every topic in the lamrim needs to be practiced, and in the right order
 ■ This is the only way to achieve realizations and complete the Mahayana path

Introduction
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 Day 2 In the lamrim, we deal with reality,  
and reality speaks to us —Lama Yeshe

The lamrim reveals our ignorance, desire, hatred and ego and demonstrates 
how these negative minds result in complications and misery. Each lamrim 

meditation is an antidote to a certain delusion and helps us eliminate it. 
I tell you, Buddhism is something really scientific and practical, and the lam-

rim is like an apple, ready to eat—we can nourish ourselves simply by consum-
ing it. If every morning we do a short meditation with good understanding and 
the strong motivation of wanting to help others, I truly believe our entire day 
will unfold very smoothly. It’s that simple. Normally, how much energy do we 
expend in trying to make ourselves happy? For example, we spend months and 
months, years and years, in school studying all kind of things, but we don’t put 
energy into something that will actually make us happy. It’s so silly. However, 
we can change our way of thinking and our entire life, and that is the beauty 
of Buddha dharma, which shows us how to change our life from negative to 
positive.

Don’t believe in something supernatural up there. If we act in a certain way, 
meditate on certain things, we turn our wisdom on. Each lamrim meditation 
is like a switch—when we have a particular problem, we turn on the relevant 
switch and there is light. If we have another problem, we turn on a different 
switch. We push the right button, the Dharma light comes on and our disaster 
situation vanishes. It is very scientific, therefore we can do it. 

 ■ The lamrim shows us our delusions and gives us meditations to eliminate them
 ■ Buddhism is a realistic and scientific method to change our way of thinking
 ■ Each lamrim meditation is designed to generate wisdom and eliminate suffering

Introduction
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 Day 3 Dedicating our life to achieving lamrim 
realizations is the most important thing  
we can do —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Going through the main points of the lamrim outline gives us a wonder-
ful overview of the Buddha’s teaching. From it we can see the full array of 

subjects dealt with by Buddhism and understand the path that all the buddhas 
followed on their way to enlightenment. Also, as we look at the various divisions 
of the teaching as shown in the lamrim outline, we can see that everything the 
Buddha taught is in there; everything we need to receive enlightenment our-
selves. Thus, great faith in the teaching arises within us. When we have faith in 
the teaching of the Buddha, listening to it is much more beneficial.

The great meditators, the highly realized yogis, all followed outlines in their 
practice. This was their skill; this was how they attained enlightenment quickly. 
And this is the great treasure that they passed on to their disciples, to people like 
us. Thus, they have made it easier for us to gain realizations quickly, with less 
hindrance. When we first encounter the lamrim teachings, neither the teachings 
themselves nor the outline make much sense to us. But as we continue to prac-
tice analytical meditation on the various topics and gain experience of them, 
even just remembering the outline will give us a fantastic feeling. The entire 
path, everything the Buddha taught, will come home to us without our having 
to go through all the countless words. Just bringing the outline to mind will be 
such a strong, powerful experience. 

At the moment, even when we do read the many detailed words, it takes a 
long time and we don’t feel much, but we have to be patient. If we persevere, all 
will come in time.

 ■ The lamrim outline gives us an overview of all the Buddha’s teachings
 ■ All the great meditators of the past used this outline to quickly gain realizations 
 ■ We need to be patient: with perseverance we will definitely make progress

Introduction
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 Day 4 Guru devotion is the root  
of the path —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Guru devotion, seeing the guru as a buddha, is called “the root of the path” 
because just as the trunk, branches, leaves and fruit grow from the stable 

root of a tree, all the realizations of the graduated path to enlightenment grow 
from stable devotion to the guru. If there is no root, nothing can grow. If we have 
the stable root of guru devotion, all realizations come quickly. 

By being introduced to guru devotion practice first, we become careful from 
the very beginning not to make mistakes. We then start our Dharma practice, 
our spiritual life, without mistakes because we have full understanding of the 
subject of devoting ourselves to the virtuous friend. We understand that this is 
the root that enables us to successfully actualize the rest of the path. By being 
educated in this practice from the very beginning, we don’t make mistakes. I 
think this is why Lama Tsongkhapa put this subject at the very beginning.

Unless we know the importance of correct devotion to the virtuous friend, no 
matter how much the rest of the path is explained to us, we won’t be successful 
in actualizing it because, without guru devotion, we will have no way to stop 
obstacles and no way to receive blessings. With the practice of guru devotion, 
all our wishes, including our wish to quickly achieve enlightenment, will be 
fulfilled. Therefore, the teaching on how to devote to the virtuous friend is the 
most important one, more important than any other teaching. It is the root of 
all happiness, from now up to enlightenment.

 ■ Guru devotion is called the root of the path because all realizations grow from it
 ■ It comes at the beginning of the lamrim so we can start our spiritual life without mistakes
 ■ Guru devotion is the most important of all teachings and is the source of all happiness

Guru devotion
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 Day 5 The guru is the antidote to the  
confused mind —Lama Yeshe

Why do we need a guru? Because in order to cure our diseased minds, we 
need the help of someone who knows how to do it. Since it is extremely 

difficult to understand how the mind works, we need the guidance of an expert 
in this area. Furthermore, gaining liberation, or inner freedom, is not an easy 
thing. Everything we have ever said or done on this trip we call life has had its 
origin in the mind, and in the same way, the entire path to liberation and enlight-
enment depends on the mind.

However, if we think of all our life’s experiences, how convinced are we that 
they have all come from the mind? In order to really understand how this is 
true, we need someone with the right kind of knowledge to explain it to us. In 
other words, we need a guru. If we just think about this in a superficial way, we’ll 
probably say to ourselves, “I know what I want; I know what my life’s about.” We 
might think we know, but we really don’t. We think environmental pollution 
comes from industry, but where does industry come from? It’s a creation of the 
human mind. In the same way, all the world’s confusion—from that of societies 
to that of the individual—is mind- created. 

If people could simply imbue their minds with peaceful tranquility and loving 
kindness, none of the world problems we see around us would arise. To achieve 
this, we have to employ a method that brings that result. Since we don’t know 
what such methods are or how to put them into practice, we need an experi-
enced teacher to show us that reality.

 ■ In order to cure our diseased minds, we need expert guidance in how the mind works 
 ■ All the confusion of the world, from society to the individual, is created by the mind
 ■ We need an experienced teacher to help us develop tranquility and loving kindness

Guru devotion
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 Day 6 The virtuous friend is the most powerful 
object in our life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The moment we establish Dharma contact with someone with the recogni-
tion of a guru- disciple relationship, that person becomes the most powerful 

object in our life, more powerful than numberless buddhas. Once we recognize 
someone as our guru, as the person we will rely upon to guide us to the happi-
ness of future lives, liberation and enlightenment, and ourselves as their disciple, 
that person becomes the most powerful object for us. So, it’s a mental thing. 
The power is created by our making that decision to recognize someone as our 
guru and then making Dharma contact with that recognition. The power comes 
from the Dharma contact, not from whether or not the person is an enlightened 
being. 

When we make the decision to form a guru- disciple relationship with some-
one, the Dharma connection can be established by our receiving a teaching, an 
initiation, vows, or simply the oral transmission of om mani padme hum or 
a single verse of Dharma. The Dharma connection doesn’t come simply from 
hearing the teaching or being there for an initiation or vows, but from doing so 
with the recognition of the person as our guru and us as their disciple.

The meeting of two atoms to produce nuclear power can be constructive, as 
in medical treatment and the generation of electricity, or destructive, as in an 
atomic bomb. The meeting of a guru and disciple is similar. If we are careful and 
practice guru devotion well, we can accumulate the greatest merit in the shortest 
time, but if we are not careful and make even a small mistake in our practice 
of guru devotion, we can experience the heaviest suffering for the longest time.

 ■ The person we recognize as our guru becomes the most powerful object in our life
 ■ The Dharma connection comes from receiving teachings as a disciple of the guru
 ■ The quality of our guru devotion will determine whether it brings merit or suffering 

Guru devotion 
1 Devoting to the guru 
1.1 The power of the guru
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 Day 7 There is the need for an organic, living kind 
of force to come in touch with our heart 
—Lama Yeshe

The main reason that religion in both the East and the West has degenerated 
so much nowadays is the rarity of meeting good spiritual examples. If peo-

ple never meet highly realized beings they have no way of knowing the limitless 
possibilities of their own human consciousness. It is not enough that there are 
texts recording the deeds and accomplishments of past masters. By themselves, 
such stories cannot inspire us very much. In fact, they may only increase our 
feeling of remoteness: “Buddha and Jesus lived such a long time ago,” we may 
think, “and their purity belongs to another age. It is impossible for someone like 
myself living in this degenerate twenty- first century to attain anything resem-
bling their level of purity.”

The only way we can lay to rest these feelings of doubt, incapability and cyn-
icism is by coming face to face with someone who has activated their highest 
potential. Only then do we have an example of purity and spiritual evolution we 
can actually see and relate to ourselves. Thus the outer guru is of utmost impor-
tance. We need the example of someone who, while human like ourselves, has 
developed beyond the bounds of what we presently think possible.

When we see someone who has reached beyond selfishness, who has tran-
scended the petty concerns of this world while still living in the world, who 
speaks and acts from intuitive wisdom and who is truly dedicated to the welfare 
of others, then we can have faith and conviction that these attainments are pos-
sible for ourselves as well.

 ■ Religion has degenerated because of the rarity of meeting highly realized beings
 ■ We need the example of someone who has developed beyond what we think is possible
 ■ Seeing the great qualities of others gives us faith that we can have the same attainments

Guru devotion 
1 Devoting to the guru 
1.2 The qualities of the guru 
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 Day 8 A spiritual friend needs to be wise in leading  
the disciple on the path to future lives’  
happiness, to a perfect human rebirth  
and then to nirvana and full enlightenment  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

To achieve enlightenment, we have to complete the realizations of the 
graduated path. There are many levels of realizations that we have to receive 

and there are many delusions that we have to eliminate. So, to be able to make 
this aim successful, it is not sufficient to have a teacher who knows just one tech-
nique like single- pointed concentration but has no idea of other meditations; 
who knows only how to teach breathing meditation, but has no idea of others. 
It’s not sufficient. 

To teach on the graduated path, first the teacher must have perfect under-
standing, or at least correct understanding, no misunderstanding. The most 
perfect thing is having the experience. If a teacher doesn’t have perfect under-
standing of the higher graduated path, that teacher can’t show it to us and can’t 
lead us to enlightenment. If a teacher doesn’t have perfect understanding of the 
teaching of the graduated path for the middle being, that teacher can’t show that 
teaching and can’t lead us even to the cessation of samsara. They can’t lead us 
even to the lower nirvana. They can’t make us, the disciples, free from samsara. 

Understanding refuge and karma is among the most important things. If 
the teacher doesn’t have that basic understanding of the teachings on the lower 
graduated path, there’s no way they can save the disciple from the suffering of the 
lower realms. If what the teacher does is opposite to good karma—the virtuous 
action, moral action—if that’s the path that they show, there is no way to help 
the disciple to be happy even in the present life.

 ■ If our aim is to achieve enlightenment, we need a teacher with many levels of realization
 ■ Our teacher must have perfect understanding of both the higher and middle being paths
 ■ To save us from the lower realms they must also show us the teachings of the lower path

Guru devotion 
1 Devoting to the guru 
1.2 The qualities of the guru 
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 Day 9 From the disciple’s side, we have to have firm 
devotion, enjoy meditation and like virtue 
very much —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A disciple’s achievement of enlightenment depends upon both the guru 
and the disciple. The guru should be someone who is perfectly qualified 

to lead the disciple in the complete path to enlightenment, but if the disciple 
doesn’t have the fortune to be led in this path, they won’t become enlightened. 
If the guru is perfectly qualified and the disciple also has the fortune to be led in 
the complete path, enlightenment comes very easily.

In Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand, Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo mentions 
five qualities that a disciple should have. A good disciple is impartial, intelligent 
and hardworking, has great respect for their guru and listens carefully to their 
guru’s instructions. If we’re impartial, we’re able to examine and understand 
other views. If we’re willing to check both sides of an argument, we have the 
opportunity to learn through clarifying what is right and what is wrong. If we’re 
biased toward our own wrong beliefs, on the other hand, we never even allow 
ourselves to examine other views and thus have no opportunity to learn; we 
don’t listen to what is said and don’t allow ourselves to examine and understand 
the teachings. For example, if we take reincarnation to be complete nonsense, 
no matter how much it is explained using logic and quotations, we won’t even 
take the time to understand the teachings on it. We will stubbornly hold to our 
own wrong view.

When we make a tsatsa from a perfect mold, the image of a buddha comes 
out easily and perfectly in the clay, without any details missing. In a similar way, 
enlightenment comes easily and perfectly to a qualified disciple. 

 ■ A disciple’s achievement of enlightenment depends upon both the guru and the disciple
 ■ A good disciple is impartial, intelligent, hardworking and respectful and listens to instructions
 ■ Enlightenment comes easily and perfectly to a qualified disciple

Guru devotion 
1 Devoting to the guru 
1.3 The qualities of the disciple 
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 Day 10 The success of all our future lives will be 
determined by our guru devotion practice in 
this life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Our practice of guru devotion in this life is incredibly important because 
the greatest profit and the greatest loss are related to correctly devoting 

ourselves to the virtuous friend and to making mistakes in relation to the virtu-
ous friend respectively. If we are careful to correctly devote ourselves to the vir-
tuous friend from the very beginning, when we first establish Dharma contact, 
we will experience fewer shortcomings later.

We need to understand and study well the lamrim teachings on the benefits 
of correct devotion and the shortcomings of incorrect devotion and then to 
practice as perfectly as we can. Practicing guru devotion correctly in this life 
determines whether or not we meet a virtuous friend in our future lives and 
whether or not that virtuous friend will be perfectly qualified. We must be most 
careful about these points in order to protect ourselves from all these dangers 
and shortcomings, now and in the future, and in order to have success, now and 
in the future.

By knowing the benefits of correct devotion to the virtuous friend, we see the 
importance of relying upon the virtuous friend and all the profit to be gained 
from doing so. If we don’t know the shortcomings, we won’t be careful in cor-
rectly devoting ourselves to the virtuous friend because we won’t see the impor-
tance of it. In that way we will create more obstacles. We see how extremely 
important it is to be careful, because if we do this practice well, there will be no 
obstacles to the success of our temporary wishes or to our accomplishment of 
the path to enlightenment.

 ■ If we devote correctly from the beginning we will have fewer shortcomings later
 ■ We must understand, study and practice the guru devotion teachings as well as we can
 ■ Knowing the benefits of correct devotion inspires us to take great care in our practice

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru
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 Day 11 Pleasing the guru by fulfilling their 
wishes is itself the quick path to 
enlightenment —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Without a guru, there is no way we can end our samsara. If we never 
meet a guru, the time of our achieving enlightenment will never come. 

But if we rely upon a guru who shows the infallible path, our own samsara, even 
though it is beginningless, can have an end. By meeting a guru and following 
their advice, we will quickly achieve enlightenment.

When we meditate on this first benefit, we should relate it to every single 
activity that we do, whether daily practice, retreat or serving others. In our 
daily life, every single time we carry out our guru’s advice—and here we’re not 
talking about just sitting meditation—we accumulate the most extensive merit, 
perform the greatest purification and become that much closer to enlighten-
ment. With each task that we do, we lessen our negative karma—the cause of 
the lower realms—and our obscurations become thinner, so we become closer 
to enlightenment. Each piece of advice that we follow brings powerful purifi-
cation because the virtuous friend is the most powerful object in our life. We 
should remember all the practices and advice the guru has given us and relate 
our meditation to them.

In our daily life we become closer to enlightenment each time we are able to 
carry out a piece of advice given to us by our virtuous friend, each time we are 
able to practice the teachings. If we are aware of this benefit we will see that we 
are gaining inconceivable merit all the time we are following our guru’s advice. 
Our life then becomes extremely enjoyable.

 ■ Relying on a guru who shows the infallible path means our own samsara can have an end
 ■ All the activities we do for the guru accumulate merit and purify our negative karma
 ■ Every time we follow the guru’s advice we become closer to enlightenment 

Guru devotion 
2. The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.1 We become closer to enlightenment  
2.1.1 We become closer to enlightenment by practicing the advice given by our guru
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2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.1 We become closer to enlightenment  
2.1.2 We become closer to enlightenment by making offerings to our guru

 Day 12 The merit we accumulate in an instant by 
making offerings to our guru is unimaginable 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We become closer to enlightenment not only by practicing the advice 
given us by our guru but even by making offerings to our guru, showing 

them respect and serving them. This is because in order to achieve enlighten-
ment we need to accumulate extensive merit and the supreme merit field is 
the virtuous friend. If we make offerings to our guru we can accumulate in a 
moment the extensive merit that would take an inconceivable number of eons 
to accumulate through following any other path. 

Sacrificing ourselves by making charity of our body and even our life to other 
sentient beings for one thousand eons, a great length of time, is incredible. But, 
as far as finishing the work of accumulating merit is concerned, simply offering 
one glass of water to a virtuous friend accumulates as much merit. We create 
infinite merit and this infinite merit is received through the kindness of our 
guru, through our having a guru- disciple relationship with them. 

We have so many incredible opportunities to collect merit; we don’t have to 
make offerings only far away in the East. Even by making offerings to the guru’s 
“pores”—to any being who is related to or belongs to our guru—we collect more 
merit than from having made offerings to numberless buddhas. Also, our offer-
ing doesn’t need to be only food. It can include supporting the meditation center 
itself, through a building project or something similar. We are then helping all 
the students of the center and everyone who comes there to learn Dharma. This 
naturally becomes an offering.

 ■ The guru is the supreme field through which we accumulate extensive merit
 ■ Simply offering one glass of water to the guru creates unimaginable merit
 ■ We also collect merit by offering to the pores of the guru and by supporting a center
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 Day 13 Fulfilling the guru’s wishes is the best cause 
for our own success —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Whenever we are able to offer service to our guru we are fortunate beings, 
because everything we do, from morning to night, is following the guru’s 

advice. On this basis we accumulate unbelievable merit. If we are working at a 
job that the guru has given us—whether cleaning toilets, building houses or even 
running a business—it is easy for us to think that our purpose in being alive is 
to serve the guru. 

If we remember the benefits explained in the sutra and tantra teachings, any 
work we do for the guru becomes very effective for our mind, just like reading 
scriptures or doing meditation, and even enjoyable, because we are confident of 
the result we will receive from it. No matter how hard the work, our motivation 
for doing it will easily become Dharma. Otherwise, if we don’t relate the practice 
of guru yoga to our own work, instead of working for the guru we’ll be working 
for ourselves. Our motivation will become egocentric, we’ll get physically and 
mentally exhausted, and the work we’re doing won’t make much sense to us. 
Then there’s the danger that we will lose our faith and generate heresy and other 
kinds of negative thoughts, which throw us into the hells.

When we have been working hard to serve our guru, we should feel great 
happiness. We don’t have to worry that we don’t have time to meditate or do 
prostrations or any of the other preliminary practices. Whatever wish we have 
will be fulfilled without hindrance: it’s a natural process, a dependent arising. 

 ■ Whenever we offer service to our guru we accumulate unbelievable merit
 ■ Remembering these benefits makes our work for the guru very effective and enjoyable
 ■ All our wishes are fulfilled without hindrance as a natural result of serving the guru

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.1 We become closer to enlightenment  
2.1.3 We become closer to enlightenment by serving our guru
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 Day 14 Pleasing the guru means pleasing all the 
buddhas —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Just as a mother is very happy when she sees someone helping her beloved 
child, all the buddhas are pleased when we devote ourselves correctly to our 

virtuous friend. Even though the person doesn’t actually help the mother, she is 
still extremely pleased that her child is receiving help. Similarly, if we correctly 
follow our guru’s advice, which is the main service, and make offerings and so 
forth, all the buddhas are extremely pleased with us from their hearts. 

Why is this? Because the guru is the embodiment of all the buddhas. In order 
to subdue our mind, all the buddhas manifested in this particular aspect, in 
accord with our karma or, in other words, our merit. If we correctly follow 
our virtuous friend, even without needing to be invoked, all the buddhas living 
in all the directions will happily abide in our guru’s holy body and accept our 
offerings.

Offering the guru even one cup of tea is like having actually made offering to 
all the buddhas, but the benefit is much greater. As Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo 
points out, if we make an offering to the buddhas of the three times, we gain 
the benefit of having made the offering, but we can’t be sure that the buddhas 
actually accept our offering with pleased holy minds. However, by making an 
offering to the guru, we receive both the benefit of having made an offering to 
all the buddhas and of having the offering accepted. In this way we are able to 
quickly finish the work of accumulating merit.

 ■ By correctly following our guru’s advice, all the buddhas are extremely pleased with us
 ■ If we correctly follow our virtuous friend, all the buddhas will abide in their body
 ■ Offering one cup of tea to the guru is more beneficial than offering to all the buddhas

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.2 We please all the buddhas
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 Day 15 Having wholehearted devotion enables us to 
conquer all our enemies —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

By correctly devoting ourselves to our virtuous friend through thought 
and action, allowing ourselves to be under the control of the virtuous friend, 

then we won’t be harmed by maras or evil friends. Because of our strong devo-
tion, we purify inconceivable obscurations and past negative karma and accu-
mulate extensive merit; non- human beings, such as the devas and spirits who 
disturb the practice of virtue, and even human beings cannot then harm us. Even 
the four elements—earth, water, fire and air—cannot give us harm.

Generally speaking, someone with a lot of merit has much power and cannot 
be harmed by others, even though others might dislike the person and want to 
harm them. Such a practitioner has much success in their practice, in achieving 
realizations. However, when our level of merit becomes low because we create 
some heavy negative karma or stop creating extensive merit, we experience a lot 
of problems in our life. Human and non- human beings are then able to harm us.

There are two types of maras: inner and outer. Inner maras are delusion and 
karma. Outer maras are worldly beings who cause delusions to increase, such as 
nagas, devas and various types of spirits. They can also be human beings, “evil 
friends.” When we practice correct devotion to our virtuous friend, we can’t be 
harmed by evil friends because we’re following our virtuous friend and not the 
evil ones. Because of that, even evil friends can’t be a bad influence and lead us 
in the wrong path.

 ■ Correctly devoting to the guru with thought and action protects us from harm
 ■ A person with a lot of merit has much power and cannot be harmed by others
 ■ With correct devotion, neither karma, delusions, spirits nor evil friends can harm us

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.3 We are not harmed by maras or evil friends
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 Day 16 When we correctly devote ourselves to 
the guru we cannot be led in the wrong 
way —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As we understand what is to be practiced and what is to be abandoned, we 
 are able to give up wrong conduct. Either because we follow our teacher’s 

example or because we practice correct devotion from our own side, all our 
disturbing thoughts and negative actions are naturally stopped. When we are 
following a guru, we allow ourselves to be under their control instead of that of 
our delusions. 

Because of the teacher, the disciples will naturally become pure Dharma prac-
titioners, leaving behind all concern for happiness, comfort, food, clothing and 
reputation. When the thought of worldly concern is left behind, the disciples will 
tend not to generate delusions and create negative karma. If teachers are strict 
in the practice of virtue, rather than eating, sleeping and enjoying themselves 
all the time, they will always attempt, day and night, not to waste time, and stay 
up late at night practicing virtue. Such teachers’ disciples will also continuously 
attempt to practice virtue and not spend much time on the pleasures of this life.

If a virtuous teacher is a great learned being who has done extensive listening 
and reflecting, the disciples of that teacher will also have extensive understand-
ing of what is to be practiced and what is to be avoided. If the teacher is strict 
in moral conduct, abstaining from vices with their three doors, the teacher’s 
disciples will also naturally be careful in moral conduct. Good disciples will 
automatically be like their teacher, renouncing even small vices. In this way, 
delusions and wrong actions will naturally cease.

 ■ When we follow a guru correctly, our negative thoughts and actions naturally cease
 ■ If our guru practices virtue and avoids worldly concerns, we will follow their example 
 ■ Good disciples will automatically be like their teacher, renouncing even small vices

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.4 All our delusions and negative actions naturally cease
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 Day 17 The skillful way to meditate on the lamrim and 
complete the lamrim realizations is to realize 
guru devotion —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we follow the virtuous friend correctly, even if we don’t meditate 
much, realizations will be generated spontaneously, effortlessly. The 

quickest way to achieve realizations is to do what most pleases the holy mind of 
the virtuous friend, which means following their advice.

We normally have such questions as “How can I gain realizations quickly?” or 
“How can I develop my mind quickly in the path to enlightenment?” but some-
how we don’t think of this section of the lamrim, which contains the answer. 
Our answer is normally not this basic one, but that we need to do more retreat 
or some other practice. We don’t know or we forget that it is guru devotion 
practice that made it possible for the past and present practitioners to achieve 
realizations quickly. We think that some other practice will enable us to achieve 
realizations quickly, but it doesn’t work. 

Even though a person might be very foolish, if they have indestructible devo-
tion they have the most important thing in life. It looks a little strange to say 
that generating realizations depends on devotion to the guru rather than on 
understanding teachings. It seems illogical, but it’s something that we can clearly 
understand through our own experiences. When the water of devotion to the 
guru has dried up, our mind is like a rock. Our meditation doesn’t touch our 
heart and isn’t really effective for our mind. At other times, when we have more 
devotion and really feel the kindness of the guru from our heart, any meditation 
we try is very effective and very powerful.

 ■ Realizations occur spontaneously and effortlessly when we follow the guru correctly
 ■ Guru devotion is the key to developing our mind quickly in the path to enlightenment
 ■ We can see how devotion makes our meditation very effective and powerful

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.5 All our realizations of the paths and bhumis increase
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 Day 18 Many practitioners have achieved 
realizations by actively serving their guru 
rather than by sitting on a meditation 
cushion —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Kadampa Geshe Chayulwa was an incomparable practitioner and disci-  
 ple who correctly devoted to the virtuous friend, following the guru per-

fectly. If he was doing his mandala offering, piling up the mandala to create 
merit, and his guru called him, the moment he heard his guru’s voice, he would 
immediately stop his mandala offering and run to his guru. If he was writing 
something, for example, the Tibetan letter na, the moment he heard his guru’s 
voice, he wouldn’t even wait to finish that letter but would immediately run to 
his guru’s room to offer service. He had unbelievable devotion.

Geshe Chayulwa cleaned his guru’s room every day, collecting the garbage in 
his lower robe, his shemthab, holding the robe in one hand and going down the 
steps to throw it out. One day he collected the garbage, put it in his shemthab 
and went down the stairs as usual, but when he reached the third step he gained 
a realization. His level of mind reached the path of merit and of that path’s 
three levels—lower, middle and great—the great path of merit. Then, just there, 
because his mind had become purer, he suddenly saw numberless buddhas in 
their nirmanakaya aspect.

We think that we can attain realizations only by doing formal meditation, 
with our eyes closed, but it’s not like that. In his great commentary, Pabongka 
Rinpoche has cited many stories of guru devotion, correctly devoting to the vir-
tuous friend, that illustrate how many practitioners have achieved realizations 
by actively serving their guru rather than by sitting on a meditation cushion.

 ■ Geshe Chayulwa was an incomparable practitioner who followed his guru perfectly
 ■ He attained the great path of merit while going down the steps with his guru’s garbage
 ■ It is a mistake to think that formal meditation is the only way to achieve realizations

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
The story of Geshe Chayulwa 
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 Day 19 Correctly devoting ourselves to the virtuous 
friend helps us not to lack gurus in future 
lives —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Guru devotion in our future lives could be easy—with our easily meeting 
a perfect guru and succeeding in our guru devotion practice—or difficult—

with our not even finding a guru or making many mistakes when we do. How 
perfectly we can practice guru devotion in our future lives depends on how 
skillful we are at devoting ourselves to our virtuous friends in this life. And how 
it is turning out in this life has to do with our past lives, with our past karma. 

For example, in Dharamsala in India, where His Holiness the Dalai Lama 
and many other lamas live and give many teachings, not everyone comes to 
the teachings. Even though they live close to the lamas, even in the same town, 
many people never come to listen to the Dharma. His Holiness, an actual living 
buddha, is there, but somehow they still can’t realize it. They have no interest in 
or are unable to come to the teachings.

So many people cannot find a guru who can teach them how to create the 
unmistaken cause for even the happiness of future lives, let alone enlightenment. 
We should appreciate how fortunate we are and how precious this opportunity 
is. Otherwise, it becomes commonplace, like having breakfast or lunch every 
day. It’s amazing, like a dream, that we have the karma even to meet such quali-
fied teachers, let alone be able to hear complete teachings from them. We should 
rejoice in how fortunate we are. And because of our good fortune, we should 
continue to practice as much as possible.

 ■ Our future practice of guru devotion depends on how skillfully we devote in this life
 ■ For example, in Dharamsala in India, many people never come to listen to the Dharma
 ■ We should rejoice at our good fortune and make best use of this precious opportunity

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.6 We will never lack virtuous friends in all our future lives
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 Day 20 Thinking of the guru immediately protects 
us from having to experience rebirth in the 
lower realms —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we correctly devote ourselves to the guru, all the heavy negative 
karma to be reborn in the lower realms, such as the five uninterrupted 

negative karmas, can be completely purified in the shortest time—even in an 
instant. Instead of our having to be born in the lower realms and experience 
there the heaviest suffering for an incredible length of time, we completely purify 
our negative karma through experiencing disease, famine or some other diffi-
culty in this life. All that heavy negative karma can be purified even by having 
a terrifying dream or by being scolded by our guru, as in Milarepa’s life story.

No matter how much heavy karma we have created in this and past lives, 
correctly devoting ourselves to the virtuous friend is the answer. What is the 
most powerful method of purification? Again, the answer is correct devotion to 
the virtuous friend, because the virtuous friend is the most powerful among all 
the powerful objects.

By practicing perfect guru yoga, we can purify the heavy negative karma that 
would cause us to be born in hell and suffer there for many eons by experiencing 
just a headache, a toothache or some other small problem in this life. We have to 
realize that the more problems we experience in doing the guru’s work, the more 
negative karma and obscurations we purify and the more merit we accumu-
late. In other words, by thinking of the benefits, we should see any difficulty we 
experience in doing the guru’s work as a good thing and as something we need.

 ■ Guru devotion can purify our heaviest negative karmas in the shortest time
 ■ Correct devotion to the virtuous friend is the most powerful method of purification
 ■ The more problems we experience doing the guru’s work, the greater the purification

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.7 We will not fall into the lower realms
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 Day 21 Those with indestructible devotion are the 
most fortunate of beings: all success comes 
to them —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As a result of carrying out our guru’s advice and serving them, all our 
 wishes for temporary and ultimate happiness are quickly fulfilled. Cor-

rectly devoting ourselves to the guru establishes the root of all future happiness, 
including enlightenment. Everything—the works for self and other sentient 
beings—succeeds and we quickly become enlightened. In short, all the mul-
titudes of goodness we experience in this and future lives depend on correct 
devotion to the guru.

If we do a retreat, we’re able to complete the retreat and it is very successful. 
If we’re studying, we’re able to continue our studies without obstacles and study 
well. How much success we have in our study of Dharma, how much oppor-
tunity we get to study and to successfully complete our study depends on our 
practice of guru devotion. The same applies to living in ordination. 

How extensively we can benefit sentient beings and the teachings of Buddha 
in this life and in future lives also depends on how correctly we devote ourselves 
to our virtuous friends. Lama Atisha, Dromtönpa, Milarepa, Lama Tsongkhapa 
and so many of the past pandits and yogis were able to offer incredible benefit to 
sentient beings and the teachings because of their perfect practice of guru devo-
tion. Lama Atisha himself said, “I have many gurus but I haven’t done a single 
thing that those gurus disliked.” That is why Lama Atisha was able to bring ben-
efit as extensive as the sky to the teachings and to sentient beings in both India 
and Tibet. Even nowadays Lama Atisha’s holy actions are still working for us.

 ■ Correctly devoting ourselves to the guru establishes the root of all future happiness 
 ■ All success in doing retreat, studying or living in ordination depends on guru devotion
 ■ Perfect guru devotion gave teachers such as Lama Atisha their capacity to benefit others

Guru devotion 
2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru 
2.8 We will effortlessly achieve all our temporary and ultimate wishes
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 Day 22 If we are not careful, the guru, like electric-
ity, can be dangerous —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

After meeting a virtuous teacher who reveals the unmistaken path, if we 
 devote ourselves to them correctly, we gain all the eight benefits men-

tioned in the texts. Thus we can easily see that if we don’t rely upon a virtuous 
friend at all, we don’t receive those eight benefits, which itself is a powerful 
shortcoming. And if we have established a relationship with a virtuous friend 
but devote ourselves to them incorrectly and don’t confess and change our neg-
ative thoughts and actions, we experience eight shortcomings.

Without understanding the complete teachings on the eight shortcomings 
of incorrectly devoting ourselves to a guru, we have no way to practice, no way 
to face and stop our wrong conceptions. How much effort we put into avoiding 
the eight shortcomings depends on how much we understand their importance. 
Doing the practice is our own responsibility. If we do a lot of Dharma practice—
studying, doing preliminaries or retreat, reciting many mantras—but continu-
ously make mistakes in our devotion and displease our virtuous friend, we create 
a great obstacle. There is no greater obstacle than this.

Even though electricity seems insignificant, if we are not careful with it, we 
can endanger our own life. Similarly, even though we can obtain the greatest 
benefit in relation to the guru, we can also create the greatest suffering. Even a 
small mistake made in relation to the guru becomes a great obstacle to devel-
oping our mind in the path to enlightenment, to achieving our own happiness 
from this life up to enlightenment.

 ■ If we devote ourselves incorrectly to the virtuous friend we incur eight disadvantages
 ■ We need to understand these disadvantages to face and stop our wrong conceptions
 ■ A small mistake made in relation to the guru becomes a great obstacle to our happiness

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru
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 Day 23 To disrespect the guru is to disrespect all 
the buddhas —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Having established a Dharma connection and accepted a guru- disciple 
relationship, if we then criticize or give up that guru, we incur the same 

heavy negative karma as having criticized or given up all the buddhas. The 
Tibetan term, nyä mö, has two aspects: the heavier aspect is giving up, or aban-
doning, the guru as an object of respect of our body, speech and mind; the other 
aspect is criticizing the guru and generating anger, heresy and other negative 
thoughts.

This is related to the explanation that the virtuous friend is the essence, or 
embodiment, of all the buddhas. If we serve or make offering to our virtuous 
friend, we are serving or making offering to all the buddhas. On the other hand, 
if we criticize or give up our virtuous friend, it is the same as criticizing or giving 
up all the buddhas. Leave aside criticizing or disrespecting the lama who reveals 
Dharma by sitting on a high throne, even doing so to our everyday teacher, the 
one who taught us to read and with whom we live, becomes in fact criticizing or 
disrespecting all the buddhas of the ten directions.

Most of us have minds that have been habituated to attachment, anger and all 
the other delusions during beginningless rebirths. Because of this it is extremely 
difficult for us to overcome negative thoughts toward the guru. So if we don’t 
practice guru devotion we’ll continue to generate negative thoughts toward our 
guru, especially anger and heresy, the shortcomings of which are very heavy.

 ■ Criticizing or giving up the guru is as harmful as criticizing or giving up all the buddhas
 ■ This is because our guru and even our everyday teacher is the essence of all the buddhas
 ■ By practicing devotion we can stop our habitual negative thoughts toward the guru

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.1 If we criticize our guru, we criticize all the buddhas
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 Day 24 Generating anger or heresy toward the guru  
creates the greatest of all obstacles and  
results in the heaviest suffering  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Each moment of anger toward our guru destroys merit for eons equal in 
number to the moments of our anger, and will cause us to be reborn in 

the hells and suffer for the same number of eons. The most dangerous thing is 
generating anger or heresy toward our guru. The longer we have to be in hell, 
the more distant we will be from temporary happiness, and from the ultimate 
happiness of liberation and enlightenment. 

Also, our realizations of the path will be delayed for the same number of eons 
as the moments of our anger. If we are about to realize renunciation, bodhicitta, 
emptiness or some other realization, and get angry at our guru, our realization 
will be delayed for eons equal in number to the moments of our anger. Even if 
the merit has been dedicated, the experience of the result of that merit is delayed 
for that number of eons.

During all those eons that we are in hell, a whole world system will have 
evolved, existed, degenerated and become empty several times over. Even when 
this world has completely disappeared, our own karma to be in hell will still 
not have finished. From there we will again reincarnate in hell in another of the 
numberless universes and continue to experience suffering. This is something 
to keep in mind. Simply meditating on this point is very effective because we 
can then easily control our disturbing thoughts and avoid creating the heaviest 
negative karmas, which destroy our liberation and enlightenment and interfere 
with even our temporary happiness.

 ■ Each moment of anger toward our guru destroys our merit and causes rebirth in the hells 
 ■ Our realizations will be delayed for eons equal in number to the moments of our anger 
 ■ Meditating on this point enables us to avoid creating these heaviest of negative karmas

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.2 Anger toward our guru destroys our merit and causes rebirth in the hells
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 Day 25 No matter what heavy negative karma we have 
created, we can purify it —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Even if we have been angry at a virtuous friend, criticized or given them up, 
harmed their holy body, gone against their advice or disturbed their holy 

mind, we can definitely purify the negative karma we have created to be born in 
hell. It’s not that the negative karma is so heavy that it can never be purified, like 
in Christianity, where once people are born in hell they are stuck there forever, 
with no opportunity to change from that realm. Karma is a dependent arising, as 
is the mind that creates hell. Because karma depends on causes and conditions, 
it can be changed through other causes and conditions.

There are many ways we can purify the negative karma we have created in 
relation to the guru. The lamrim teachings advise that if the lama is living, we 
should immediately confess our mistake to the lama with strong repentance. 
The best way to purify is, on the basis of confessing our mistake, to then do 
something that pleases the holy mind of that guru, whether by following some 
advice that they have given us, offering them service or something else like that. 
By recognizing our mistake we change our attitude and actions. 

If we don’t purify the mistakes we have made with the virtuous friend in 
this life, even if we do meet a virtuous friend in our future lives we will again 
make the same mistakes, which is creating the result similar to the cause. We 
will repeat our mistakes again and again and will have no development of mind 
from life to life. 

 ■ Because negative karma is a dependent arising, it can definitely be purified
 ■ The best purification is to confess our mistakes and then follow our guru’s instructions
 ■ If we don’t purify our mistakes in relation to the guru, we will repeat them in future lives

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.2 Anger toward our guru destroys our merit and causes rebirth in the hells 
Purifying our mistakes
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 Day 26 No matter how much we practice tantra,  
if we have criticized our master from the 
heart we won’t achieve any realizations in  
this life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we have made mistakes in our guru devotion practice, even though 
we practice tantra, we can never achieve enlightenment. No matter how 

well we understand the tantric path and no matter how many eons we meditate 
on it, we can never achieve the sublime realization. Until we purify the negative 
karma accumulated in relation to the guru, no matter how much we practice 
tantra, there will be no enlightenment.

Those who have criticized their guru from the heart, even if they practice 
tantra, won’t have any achievement. Sometimes a critical thought just comes and 
goes, but here, from the heart means something serious. If we are careless in our 
relationships with our gurus but on the other hand do hundreds of thousands of 
prostrations and other practices, nothing will happen in our mind. No realiza-
tions will come even if we do retreat on secret, profound tantric meditations for 
many years in an isolated place. We will have no experiences; our mind will still 
be the same as before. We will not have even a good sign in a dream. 

If we confess and purify, it changes the situation. The whole point is that it is 
different if we change our attitude, confess our mistake and attempt not to make 
the mistake again. Otherwise, if we don’t change our attitude and don’t try not to 
repeat the mistake, no matter how much we practice tantra we will never achieve 
the sublime realization. This outline is very important to remember, especially 
if we feel we have made these mistakes.

 ■ If our guru devotion is faulty, even the practice of tantra won’t lead us to enlightenment
 ■ Nothing will change in our mind if we are careless in relating to our virtuous friends
 ■ We must change our attitude, confess our mistakes and try not to repeat them

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.3 Even though we practice tantra, we will not achieve enlightenment 
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 Day 27 If we intentionally abuse or despise our 
guru it is as if we are striving for the 
hells —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As a result of having criticized, become angry at or made some other mis- 
 take in relation to our guru, as long as we don’t confess our mistake or 

revive the samaya, even attempting to practice tantra for many years by under-
going hardships such as forgoing food and sleep will be like attaining hell and 
the like. Again, this is not referring just to getting angry at our guru but to giving 
them up as an object of respect of our three doors.

It is not saying that all this intensive practice becomes the cause of the lower 
realms, or that we are not collecting merit. Even though such heavy negative 
thoughts are arising, we may be collecting merit by performing various practices 
such as making prostrations and offerings to Buddha. Of course, even from the 
power of the object, such actions become virtue. However, the mountains of 
negative karma from our negative thoughts toward the guru are so heavy that 
the good karma we collect becomes insignificant.

If we don’t change our thoughts and actions, no matter how hard we practice 
not just tantra but even Highest Yoga Tantra, the quickest path to enlightenment, 
because of the mistakes we have made in relation to the virtuous friend, it will 
be like achieving hell rather than enlightenment. If we have ingested a deadly 
poison and continue to ingest it, it can become so strong that even taking its 
antidote has little power to benefit us and we move in the direction of sickness 
and death. It’s similar with this particular result of making mistakes in our guru 
devotion.

 ■ If we fail to respect our guru, our attempts to practice tantra will be like attaining hell
 ■ The negative karma we collect is so heavy that our good karma becomes insignificant
 ■ It’s similar to ingesting a deadly poison that is so strong that even the antidote fails

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.4 Even if we practice tantra with much hardship, it will be like attaining hell and the like
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 Day 28 When guru devotion decreases, everything  
degenerates, even pure practice  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A further shortcoming of incorrect devotion is that we will be unable 
 to achieve new scriptural understanding and realizations, and even those 

qualities we have generated within our mind will degenerate. In this way, incor-
rect practice of guru devotion is most harmful for the development of our mind. 
Our previous experiences of compassion, emptiness, renunciation, imperma-
nence and so forth will be lost. Our faith will also degenerate. We will also forget 
things—we won’t even remember very much of the teachings. 

When there is no devotion in our heart, our mind is dry and empty, like a hot 
desert where nothing grows. At that time, there’s not the happiness and richness 
that we feel when we have devotion. When we have no devotion or our devotion 
is weak, like a thin cloud about to disappear in the sky, we have no feeling for 
any of the rest of the path. No matter how many times we repeat the words, no 
matter what lamrim teachings we read, no matter what we meditate on, we feel 
nothing from our heart. Everything becomes just words. 

If we don’t correctly devote ourselves to the virtuous friend, our life becomes 
messy. There is no development in any of our practices. We continuously make 
mistakes and find it difficult to follow the guru’s advice and it is then very diffi-
cult for us to develop our mind. Our mind creates many obstacles to being able 
to follow the guru’s advice, which means many obstacles to practicing the path 
to enlightenment. 

 ■ Incorrect practice of guru devotion blocks new realizations and harms the old
 ■ When guru devotion is weak or absent, we have no feeling for the rest of the path
 ■ If we fail to devote correctly there will be no development in any of our practices

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.5 We will not generate any fresh realizations and those we have will degenerate
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 Day 29 If we devote incorrectly to the virtuous 
friend, even in this life we will be harmed by 
disease and many other undesirable things 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It is very easy for the fortune of those who have degenerated or broken samaya 
with their guru to go lower and lower. There is then more possibility of them 

receiving harm from the elements, nonhuman beings, such as spirits, and even 
human beings. They may also die by suicide. Even if there’s no one who kills 
them, they kill themselves. They have a terrible death.

There is a story about Acharya Buddhajñana. One day while Buddhajñana 
was teaching to a large gathering of his disciples, his guru, the great yogi Sau-
karika, a swineherd, passed by the teaching place. Buddhajñana saw his guru but 
pretended he hadn’t and continued teaching. Later, after the teaching was over, 
Buddhajñana went to see Saukarika. As Buddhajñana was making his prostra-
tions, Saukarika asked him, “Why didn’t you prostrate to me earlier?” Buddha-
jñana replied, “Oh, I didn’t see you.” Both of his eyes immediately dropped out 
onto the ground. Saukarika blessed both of Buddhajñana’s eyes but was able to 
restore only one of them.

Acting in ways opposite to correct devotion to the virtuous friend is the root 
of all failure, from failure to find happiness and success in this life up to failure 
to achieve enlightenment. One way of making mistakes is not to recognize the 
mistakes we are making because we haven’t checked our behavior in terms of 
the guru devotion teachings in the lamrim. Another way of making mistakes is 
simply to be careless. For people who don’t know the complete teachings on guru 
devotion, life becomes the continual creation of heavy negative karma.

 ■ Breaking our samaya with the guru causes our fortune to go lower and lower
 ■ Buddhajñana’s eyes dropped out onto the ground because he was untruthful to his guru
 ■ Acting in ways opposite to correct devotion to the virtuous friend is the root of all failure

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.6 We will be afflicted even in this life by illness and other undesirable things
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 Day 30 There is no heavier karma than disturbing  
the guru’s holy mind or criticizing them from 
our heart —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

After we have established a Dharma connection with a teacher—even if we 
 have received only the oral transmission of a few syllables of a mantra or 

one verse of a teaching with the recognition of a guru- disciple relationship—
there is no doubt that the heaviest negative karma is criticizing or renouncing 
the guru. One after another, endlessly, we will experience the sufferings of the 
lower realms. We will wander in the lower realms for an incredible length of 
time; it will be difficult to see the end of our suffering.

Vajrapani once asked Guru Shakyamuni Buddha, “Bhagavan, what is the rip-
ened aspect result of despising the guru?” Buddha replied, “Don’t ask me that, 
Vajrapani. If I explained the shortcomings of having made mistakes in devotion 
to the virtuous friend, all the devas and other worldly beings would be terrified.” 
He added, “The bodhisattvas, who have great compassion for sentient beings, 
would vomit blood.” In other words, bodhisattvas, who have so much compas-
sion for sentient beings, wouldn’t be able to stand the shock of hearing about 
the heavy suffering such a sentient being would have to bear for an unbelievable 
length of time. The bodhisattvas would find it unendurable, like a mother who 
knows the son she loves very much is being tortured.

Because this negative karma is so heavy, even if we participate in some enjoy-
ment with a person who has criticized our vajra master from their heart, it takes 
away our own realizations and causes the experiences we have developed to 
degenerate. It becomes the root of the pitiful suffering of the lower realms.

 ■ Criticizing or renouncing the guru will cause us to wander endlessly in the lower realms 
 ■ The Buddha was unwilling to describe the terrifying results of such karma to Vajrapani
 ■ Even spending time with someone who has criticized the guru brings disastrous results

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.7 In future lives we will wander endlessly in the lower realms
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 Day 31 The result of disrespecting the virtuous  
friend is that in all future lifetimes we will  
not find a virtuous friend, so we will not  
hear the holy Dharma —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The final disadvantage of making mistakes in our devotion to the virtuous 
friend is that in all our future lives we will lack a virtuous friend. Even if the 

country where we live has thousands of qualified teachers—Tibet or India, for 
example—we won’t be able to find a guru. We will never meet a virtuous friend, 
someone to guide us to liberation and enlightenment. Endlessly we will have to 
wander in samsara and experience suffering.

Karma is expandable, more expandable than, for example, many millions of 
seeds coming from planting one seed. If we generate negative thoughts toward 
our virtuous friend or the teachings in this life, these become the cause for the 
same things to happen for many lifetimes. Even though it takes only a short time 
to commit the mistake, we will experience the result for a long time, making the 
same mistake over and over again in many future lifetimes. Even if we are able to 
take vows, we will break them again; it will be very difficult to keep them purely. 
If we think of the long- term disadvantages we will be careful in this life to put 
all our effort into practicing purely.

It is very helpful to know these important points and feel repentance. We 
should feel great regret about any negative karma we have accumulated in the 
past by having made mistakes in our devotion to our virtuous friends, as if we 
had swallowed poison. Because of our strong repentance, the thought not to 
repeat our mistakes will naturally arise and we will have a strong wish to purify 
our negative karma.

 ■ If we devote incorrectly we won’t find a guru in future lives and will remain in samsara
 ■ Because karma is expandable, the negative results will continue for many future lifetimes
 ■ By generating strong regret, the thought not to repeat our mistakes will naturally arise

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru 
3.8 In all our future lives we will lack virtuous friends
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 Day 32 Making a strong determination to put guru 
devotion into practice now and in the future 
is the remedy that prevents mistakes from 
happening again —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We know about these eight benefits and eight shortcomings from our 
own experience; they describe the failures and successes in our own life. 

For example, we may try to do retreat, but after some time many disturbances 
arise and we fail to complete it. Or we may be living in ordination with the great 
ambition to work for the teachings and sentient beings, but it doesn’t turn out 
that way. The wish is there, but it doesn’t happen because there are many obsta-
cles. Even though we may have all the conditions to practice Dharma, many 
obstacles arise, and we fail. 

Such experiences are due to having made mistakes in our practice of guru 
devotion in past lives or this one. Because we didn’t practice guru devotion well 
in past lives we experience shortcomings in this life and many lifetimes to come, 
even though we meet the Dharma. Because we have made the same mistakes for 
many lives in the past, we create the result similar to the cause in this life. Even 
on those rare occasions when we meet a virtuous teacher and the teachings, we 
make the same mistakes again in our practice. 

However, even if we have made many mistakes, it is very important to make 
the determination not to make them again. Using every means, especially quo-
tations and strong reasoning, we should meditate again and again on the advan-
tages of devoting to the virtuous friend and the shortcomings of not doing so 
or of making mistakes in devoting to the virtuous friend. If we do this, the wish 
to devote to the guru will arise and we will feel great happiness in devoting 
ourselves to the guru.

 ■ These benefits and shortcomings describe the successes and failures in our own life
 ■ When we don’t practice guru devotion well, the same mistakes continue from life to life
 ■ Using quotations and reasoning, we should meditate on these subjects again and again 

Guru devotion 
3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru
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 Day 33 We regard our guru as a buddha for our  
own sake; for our own mental development  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Training our mind in devotion to the guru means using quotations and 
logical reasoning to prove to the mind that does not see the guru as a bud-

dha that the guru is a buddha. It means training our mind in this meditation. 
Our ultimate goal is to bring all sentient beings to enlightenment. To succeed 
in this, we ourselves need to achieve enlightenment first; to do this we need to 
actualize the path; to do this we need the blessings of the guru. Since the cause 
of receiving blessings is our devotion, we need to look at the guru as a buddha. 

Unless we clearly establish the reasons that we have to practice guru devo-
tion, our guru devotion will be dependent on external factors and not stable or 
fully established. It can then disappear at any time. Whenever we perceive some 
mistake in the actions of the guru’s holy body, speech or mind, guru devotion 
that is not well established through reasoning will disappear. If our devotion is 
established through wisdom, however, even if in our view there appear to be 
faults in the actions of the guru, we won’t believe it is the reality. Because of our 
stable devotion, any appearance of faults won’t affect our mind or cause us to 
lose our devotion. 

Devotion, or faith, is necessary generally for practicing Dharma and partic-
ularly for generating the realization of guru devotion. Along with recognizing 
all sentient beings as our mother, seeing the guru as a buddha is one of the 
most difficult realizations to generate. Even though it’s very difficult, if we don’t 
attempt to realize this, we can’t generate the rest of the path to enlightenment.

 ■ We should train our mind in devotion to the guru using quotations and logical reasoning
 ■ Unless our devotion is well established through wisdom it can easily disappear
 ■ Seeing the guru as a buddha is a difficult but essential step on the path to enlightenment

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought  
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru
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 Day 34 If we want profit and don’t want loss we have  
to practice seeing the guru as a buddha  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The fundamental reason that we need to look at our guru as a buddha is 
connected with the purpose of our life, which is to benefit other sentient 

beings. Benefiting other sentient beings doesn’t mean bringing them just the 
happiness of this life by giving them money, food, shelter or medicine; it means 
bringing other sentient beings the happiness of all their coming future lives and 
the ultimate happiness of liberation from samsara and full enlightenment. 

The only way we can achieve all this profit, all this success, is by transforming 
our mind into the devotion that sees our guru as a buddha. As a disciple, prac-
ticing guru devotion is our responsibility. If we have a certain disease and have 
been told which medicine to take, it is then up to us whether or not we take it. 
We are free to choose. In other words, we have to use our own wisdom to choose 
whether or not we practice guru devotion.

If we don’t concentrate on guru devotion, we have missed the most important 
preparation for all our future lives. Our practice of guru devotion is the source 
of all the progress and all the problems in this life and from life to life. From our 
practice in this life, we receive all the benefits from life to life, up to enlighten-
ment. This is the source of the greatest loss and the greatest profit. If we don’t 
understand this point well or don’t concentrate on it, we experience the greatest 
loss. Each of us has the answer to achieving success in all our future lives. It is 
in our hands. 

 ■ Seeing the guru as a buddha enables us to fulfil our purpose in life—to benefit all beings
 ■ As a disciple, practicing guru devotion is our responsibility and our choice
 ■ Concentrating on guru devotion is the most important preparation for all our future lives

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
4.1.1 Why we should look at the guru as a buddha
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 Day 35 Pure appearance doesn’t come from the side 
of the object; it has to come from our side, 
from our own mind —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Devotion is the basis of generating all realizations. Pabongka Rinpoche 
says that even if the instructions we receive are mistaken, if we believe in 

them, we can still achieve some small common attainments.
The story of the old woman and the dog’s tooth supports this. An old Tibetan 

woman wanted very much to have a relic of the Buddha, so she asked her son to 
bring one back from India. He forgot, but on his way home he saw a dead dog by 
the side of the road and pulled out one of its teeth. When he got back he gave it 
to his mother, telling her it was a Buddha’s relic. His mother believed it actually 
was the holy tooth of Buddha and prayed to it with devotion. By her praying 
and making offerings to the dog’s tooth every day, the Buddha’s blessings entered 
the tooth so that actual Buddha’s relics came from it. The dog’s tooth was merely 
the condition; the principal cause of the relics was her devotion. Through her 
devotion, the old woman got what she wanted.

In a similar way, we can achieve enlightenment through guru yoga practice. 
Even if the guru is not an enlightened being, if we devote ourselves to the guru 
as a buddha, we receive the blessings of a buddha through the guru. Even if our 
virtuous friend is not a bodhisattva but just an ordinary person—or even cruel, 
impatient or immoral—if we practice guru devotion by looking at that person 
as a buddha, as in the story of the old woman and the dog’s tooth, Buddha’s 
blessings enter the virtuous friend, and we are able to develop our mind. In that 
way we receive the blessings that enable us to achieve enlightenment.

 ■ Even devotion based on mistaken instructions can bring small attainments
 ■ Due to devotion, the tooth of a dead dog became an actual relic of the Buddha
 ■ In a similar way, we can receive the blessings of the Buddha through the guru 

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
The story of the old woman and the dog’s tooth
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 Day 36 Once we understand that it is possible to see 
our guru as a buddha it is logical that we can 
train our mind to do so —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The basic reason that we are able to see the guru as a buddha is that the 
nature of our mind is such that we can train it in any way we wish. As 

Shantideva says, there is nothing that the mind cannot be trained to become. 
In other words, the mind is a causative phenomenon, dependent on causes and 
conditions. Our mind is like a child: what it becomes depends on how we guide, 
or direct, it.

It doesn’t matter whether or not the guru is an enlightened being. If we look 
at the guru as a buddha by focusing on their good qualities, we will see them as 
a buddha; if we look at the guru as an ordinary being with faults, we won’t see 
them as a buddha but as an ordinary being. In other words, we see the guru as 
a buddha by looking at the guru as a buddha.

Compendium of Valid Cognition, a teaching on logic, explains that with a 
physical activity such as jumping, we need to apply effort every time we jump; 
however, the more we train our mind in mental phenomena, such as in gener-
ating compassion, the less effort we require to generate compassion. After some 
time, we can feel compassion effortlessly. It is similar with seeing the guru as a 
buddha. At first we need to apply effort to generate devotion through using logi-
cal reasoning and quotations; then, after some time, our mind will effortlessly be 
in the nature of devotion. Seeing the guru as a buddha has all to do with mental 
training; it has all to do with the way we train our mind. 

 ■ The key to guru devotion is the fact that we can train our mind in any way we want
 ■ We need to look at the guru as a buddha, not as an ordinary being
 ■ At first we need to apply effort, but gradually our devotion will become effortless

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
4.1.2 Why we are able to see the guru as a buddha
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 Day 37 Focusing strongly on the good qualities of  
the guru naturally overwhelms the wrong  
conception that sees faults in the guru  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are two techniques we can use to enable us to see the guru as a bud-
dha. The first is to train our mind to focus on the good qualities of the guru. 

Lama Tsongkhapa suggests that we use ourselves as an example. Even though 
we have many faults, focusing strongly on even one good quality that we have 
overwhelms any thought of our faults, so that we see ourselves as only good. Our 
faults become invisible. 

When considering the good qualities of our gurus we should think of our 
own personal experiences of the special qualities of the holy body, speech and 
mind of each of our gurus and any stories we have heard about them. Think of 
the particular qualities of that lama that are not common to ordinary people, 
such as the lama’s understanding, loving kindness, humility, patience or ways of 
guiding sentient beings. 

By looking at the guru’s good qualities, we train our mind to see the guru as a 
buddha. Afterwards, we won’t find the slightest fault but only good qualities. At 
that time we will see the guru as a buddha. All the time—whenever we hear our 
guru’s name, see their holy body or remember them—we’ll have the thought of 
them as a buddha, an enlightened being. When this awareness arises effortlessly 
and spontaneously from the very depths of our heart without needing to rely on 
quotations or reasoning, we have the realization of guru devotion. All realiza-
tions, from the perfect human rebirth up to enlightenment, will then descend 
like rain falling.

 ■ The first technique for training in devotion is to focus on the good qualities of the guru
 ■ Using our personal experience and stories, we reflect on what is special and uncommon
 ■ With practice, awareness of the guru as a buddha will arise spontaneously in our heart

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
4.1.2 Why we are able to see the guru as a buddha
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 Day 38 A key element of guru devotion practice is 
the understanding that the guru shows the 
aspect of having faults while actually having 
none —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The second technique that enables us to see the guru as a buddha is to use 
any faults we see in the guru to increase our devotion and thus achieve real-

izations of the path to enlightenment. When we see a fault in our guru we can 
remember that a buddha manifests various forms and does various activities by 
seeing that this is exactly what benefits and suits the mind of a particular sen-
tient being. We can then think, “There must be a special reason for this mistake. 
Perhaps it was purposely done to benefit me or other sentient beings.” 

This technique also causes us to remember the special kindness of our gurus, 
because without depending on these ordinary aspects, no buddhas can guide us 
to enlightenment. We then appreciate the faults in the human aspect of each of 
our gurus. During a Guru Puja commentary in Dharamsala in 1985, His Holi-
ness the Dalai Lama touched on the most important point in a clear and effective 
way. His Holiness explained that “manifesting in ordinary aspect” itself means 
displaying faults. Otherwise, there is no object to label “ordinary aspect.”

If we understand this point, any fault that appears to us in the actions of the 
guru becomes only a cause to develop the devotion that sees their good qualities. 
At the time when our seeing faults doesn’t disturb our mind but instead becomes 
the cause of devotion, the stable root of guru devotion has been established 
within our heart. This way of thinking is essential to the development of our 
mind, to guru devotion, and to all other realizations of the path to enlightenment.

 ■ A second technique is to use any faults that we see to increase our guru devotion
 ■ The buddhas manifest to us in an ordinary aspect, which itself means displaying faults
 ■ This way of thinking is essential for developing our mind and achieving realizations

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
4.1.2 Why we are able to see the guru as a buddha
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 Day 39 Everything depends on how we as disciples 
train our mind —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The great meditator Gen Jampa Wangdu told me the following story about 
two disciples of a teacher in Tibet, which shows how the way the guru 

appears depends on the mind training of the disciple. 
When the two disciples returned exhausted to their monastery from their 

home, which was very distant, their teacher greeted them with cold tea. One 
disciple got angry at his teacher. He thought, “We’ve come such a long way, we’re 
exhausted, and he hasn’t even bothered to heat the tea up for us.” The other dis-
ciple thought, “Our teacher is so kind! He knew we’d be hot and exhausted after 
coming so far, so he’s purposely kept the tea cold for us.” The disciple who looked 
at the situation in a negative way had no profit, only loss. He created heavy neg-
ative karma by getting angry at and criticizing his guru. The other disciple, who 
thought that his guru had compassionately kept the tea cold for them, got only 
profit. This is a simple example of how the way the guru appears depends on 
how the disciple looks at the guru. It all depends on the disciple’s interpretation.

Looking at the good qualities of the guru and generating devotion becomes 
the cause of achieving all the realizations of the graduated path to enlighten-
ment. Even if the guru has many faults and few good qualities, ignoring their 
faults and looking at even one of their good qualities becomes the cause of 
attainments. And if the guru has many good qualities, looking at the few faults 
that they have becomes an obstacle to achieving realizations of the path.

 ■ The way the guru appears depends on the mind training of the disciple
 ■ Two disciples interpreted the same action of their guru in completely different ways
 ■ Realizations come when we look at the good qualities of the guru and ignore their faults

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
The story of the two disciples and the cold tea
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 Day 40 Since our mind is so obscured, how can we 
judge whether someone is a buddha or a 
sentient being? —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There is nothing to trust in our own view is the most important outline 
in guru yoga practice; meditating on this topic is like dropping an atomic 

bomb on our superstitious thoughts that see faults in the guru. It is the most 
powerful outline for the mind because it stops the arising of wrong conceptions, 
the hindrances to realizations. 

“Nothing is definite in our own view” refers to the fact that it is uncertain 
whether the way the guru appears to us accords with reality because we have so 
many wrong concepts, so many layers of hallucination. Our seeing the guru as 
an ordinary being, which means having faults, doesn’t necessarily mean that in 
reality our guru is an ordinary being. How we see our gurus depends on how 
they appear to us, and how they appear to us depends on how we look at them, 
on our projections. How they appear to us depends on whether we look at them 
with devotion, as a buddha, or as an ordinary being.

How things appear to us is completely determined by our own level of mind; 
in accordance with different levels of mind, there are different worlds, different 
views. We should be aware of this and not think that the view we have is the only 
way to see an object. The same object can appear in different ways to different 
people. Awareness of this is very helpful in dealing with problems in our daily 
life and in controlling our delusions, especially in controlling the thought of 
faults in guru yoga practice.

 ■ There is nothing to trust in our own view is the most important outline in guru yoga practice
 ■ The way we see the guru doesn’t depend on reality, but on our concepts and projections
 ■ How things appear to us is completely determined by our own level of mind 

Guru devotion 
4 Devoting ourselves through thought 
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru 
4.1.3 How to see the guru as a buddha 
4.1.3.1 There is nothing to trust in our view
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 Day 41 When we go to a market or an airport or a 
train station we can’t really tell who there is 
a buddha and who is not —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We can use the stories of present and past great yogis to show how there 
is nothing to trust in our own view. When sentient beings look at a bud-

dha, even a buddha will appear in many different ways in accord with the level 
of mind of each individual being. Some will even see an animal, as Asanga did.

After doing retreat in a hermitage for twelve years to try to achieve Maitreya 
Buddha, Asanga hadn’t seen Maitreya Buddha, so he decided to give up the 
retreat. As he was leaving his hermitage for the final time, Asanga saw a wounded 
dog in the road. Although it was actually Maitreya Buddha, Asanga saw only a 
wounded dog, its lower body an open wound filled with maggots. Asanga felt 
unbearable compassion for the wounded dog and was willing to sacrifice himself 
to help it. He completely gave up concern for himself and cherished that being. 
In those moments, he purified the negative karma that for such a long time had 
blocked his seeing Maitreya Buddha. Because he finished purifying that karma, 
he no longer saw a dog. That ordinary, impure appearance ceased and he actually 
saw the holy body of Maitreya Buddha.

Asanga later carried Maitreya Buddha on his shoulders into the nearby town, 
shouting to all who could hear, “I’m carrying Buddha! Please come to see Bud-
dha!” Most of the people thought he was crazy because they couldn’t see any-
thing at all, but there was one old woman who saw him carrying a wounded dog 
on his shoulders.

 ■ A buddha will appear in different ways according to the level of mind of each being
 ■ Maitreya Buddha appeared to Asanga in the form of a wounded dog infested by maggots 
 ■ Most of the local people couldn’t even see the dog, let alone Maitreya Buddha
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 Day 42 If our present gurus are not buddhas who are  
leading us to enlightenment, who else is?  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When I introduce the concept of the buddhas and bodhisattvas working 
for sentient beings to my students I normally recommend that they first 

use their own experience of compassion as an example, as this makes it easy to 
understand. When we feel compassion for someone, we want to help, not harm 
them. In other words, we try to benefit that person by doing whatever we can for 
them with our body, speech and mind. Even though we don’t feel compassion 
for every sentient being, we do whatever we can to help those for whom we do 
feel compassion. If we did feel compassion for all sentient beings, we would try 
to help all of them according to our capacity. This is logical.

Therefore, there is no doubt that enlightened beings, who have completed the 
development of compassion for all sentient beings, are working for us, guiding 
us. We should first make this point clear through the use of quotations and 
logical reasoning, before considering our gurus. On the basis of certain faith 
in this, we can then consider our gurus. The subject of guru devotion will then 
have taste and meaning.

There is no other way that all the buddhas and bodhisattvas are working 
for sentient beings, including us, except in the forms of the teachers who are 
directly guiding us by giving us the three levels of vows, oral transmissions, 
initiations, sutra and tantra commentaries and advice. Every single word of our 
guru’s teaching is guiding us to enlightenment. If our gurus are not those num-
berless buddhas and bodhisattvas working for us, there is no one else to point 
out as the ones guiding us to enlightenment. Therefore, our gurus are buddhas.

 ■ Our own experience of compassion can help us understand the activity of the buddhas
 ■ First we develop faith in the compassion of enlightened beings, and then of our gurus
 ■ The only way the buddhas and bodhisattvas can guide us is in the form of our teachers
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 Day 43 Why are the gurus the doers of all the 
buddhas’ actions? —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

During our beginningless lifetimes until now, all the virtuous teachers 
we have met—those who gave us ordinations, initiations and teachings—

are one being, the absolute guru, who has manifested in various aspects, with 
different names and forms. When the sun or moon rises, billions of reflections 
spontaneously arise in all the bodies of water on the earth—in oceans, rivers, 
ponds and even dew drops. Like this, effortlessly, spontaneously, buddhas work 
for sentient beings, by revealing the various means that suit them. All our virtu-
ous teachers are the dharmakaya, the absolute guru, from where all the buddhas, 
Dharma and Sangha come. 

If the buddhas manifested in purer forms than we now see, we wouldn’t have 
the karma to see them and receive teachings from them. Because our mind is 
obscured by impure karma, we can’t see a buddha’s holy body or hear a buddha’s 
holy speech. Therefore, in order to guide us, the buddhas have manifested in the 
ordinary forms of our virtuous friends, which exactly suit the level of our mind 
and our karma. In other words, our gurus are the ones who do the activities of 
all the buddhas, just as ambassadors act on behalf of their country. 

Without these gurus in ordinary aspect, there is no way that we can receive 
the blessings of the buddhas; there is also no way that we can receive the bud-
dhas’ actions of teaching and so forth. All the buddhas can guide us only through 
our gurus. Therefore, even though there are numberless buddhas, without the 
ordinary forms of our gurus’ holy bodies, we would be lost. 

 ■ All the virtuous teachers we have met are one being—the absolute guru, the dharmakaya 
 ■ Our gurus manifest on behalf of the buddhas just as ambassadors work for their country
 ■ Without these gurus in ordinary aspect we can’t receive the blessings of the buddhas
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 Day 44 Who is the Buddha that is guiding me to  
enlightenment in this quarreling time?  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are many quotations from Guru Shakyamuni Buddha and Buddha 
Vajradhara explaining how, in order to guide sentient beings in the future, 

they would manifest in the forms of virtuous friends and in various other forms. 
Such stories and quotations give us more feeling and make it easy for us to gen-
erate devotion, the root of the path. They help us to lean more to the side that 
the guru is a buddha.

Once, on a high mountain in south India where Guru Shakyamuni Buddha 
was teaching, bodhisattva Amoghadarshi asked Buddha, “At the moment we can 
receive teachings from the Buddha, but what shall we do in the future when you 
have passed beyond sorrow? Who will guide us?” Guru Shakyamuni Buddha 
replied, “Amoghadarshi, in degenerate times in the future, I will manifest in the 
form of spiritual masters and abbots. In order to ripen the minds of sentient 
beings, I will also show birth, old age, sickness and death. Don’t worry that you 
will not meet me in the degenerate times. At that time I shall manifest as the 
abbot or as the teacher.” 

For those who have accumulated great merit, hearing the quotations from 
Vajradhara and Guru Shakyamuni Buddha will be enough for them; they won’t 
need any further reasons to prove that the guru is a buddha. For people who 
develop devotion easily, simply hearing a quotation can be sufficient to convince 
them, without need of any logical reasoning. However, using logical reasoning 
to prove a point brings greater and more certain understanding.

 ■ Buddha Vajradhara promised to manifest in forms that included the virtuous friend
 ■ Shakyamuni Buddha also said that he would reappear in the form of spiritual masters
 ■ For people with great merit, hearing these quotations proves that the guru is a buddha
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 Day 45 Correctly devoting to the guru is like 
grabbing hold of a rope that is sent down  
to us by the buddhas —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Even if the sun is shining and we have dry grass or tinder, without a magni-
fying glass we can’t start a fire. When sunbeams hit tinder through a magni-

fying glass, however, fire comes effortlessly. In a similar way, the blessings of all 
the buddhas, who are like the sun, come through the guru, who is like a magni-
fying glass, to the minds of the disciples, who are like the tinder. Even though the 
fire comes about through the beams of the sun passing through the magnifying 
glass, the actual function of producing fire comes from the magnifying glass. 
Like a magnifying glass, the guru burns the delusions in the disciple’s mind.

Another effective way to meditate is to think of the guru as being like a rope 
and ourselves as having fallen into a deep pit of fire. Being in samsara is like 
being in a fire. If we fall into a fiery pit, people standing at the top can’t rescue us 
without a rope. Similarly, without the guru, all the buddhas of the three times 
and ten directions can’t guide us to enlightenment.

If we hold onto our gurus, if we correctly devote ourselves to our gurus, there 
is no doubt that we can be saved from the sufferings of samsara, particularly 
those of the three lower realms, and also from the lower nirvana. Not devoting 
ourselves correctly to our gurus is like ignoring the rope that is sent down to us. 
If we don’t grab hold of the rope, we can’t be saved. 

 ■ The guru is like a magnifying glass that creates fire from the rays of the sun
 ■ Just as a rope can rescue us from a fiery pit, the guru can rescue us from samsara
 ■ If we practice correct devotion there is no doubt we will be saved from suffering 
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 Day 46 Guru devotion is something realistic and  
very natural —Lama Yeshe

From the practical point of view, when the teacher gives us some kind of 
knowledge, some kind of instruction that we can check out, something so 

truthful, something that touches our heart, and this initiative somehow puts us 
into the right direction, we feel their great kindness in touching our mind in 
such a way and putting it in the right direction. Actually, almost no one in the 
world can do that, I tell you. I am talking about my own experience.

For me, guru devotion is like a kind of energy. If somebody gives us a good 
present, we say, “Thank you so much, thank you.” We thank them, don’t we? 
Again, we use the relative mind. “They are very kind. They gave me this.” Sim-
ilarly, when someone is opening our heart, there is some kind of natural grat-
itude. If somebody gives us happiness, naturally there is some gratitude. And 
if somebody is also concerned about our life and our happiness, that makes us 
think, “Somebody is concerned about my life and me, and for that I am very 
grateful.” I think that is very reasonable, isn’t it? 

If somebody is really concerned about our life and wants to lead us to perfect 
happiness, I think that is an incredible thing. Normally, my worldly father and 
my mama, of course they are concerned. In Eastern culture, good papas and 
mamas are concerned that we are healthy and happy. But somehow, some of our 
teachers are concerned in a tremendous way and are so interested in making us 
happy. I think that is incredible; it makes my heart shake.

 ■ When the guru’s instructions touch our heart, we feel their great kindness
 ■ If someone brings us happiness, it is natural to feel grateful 
 ■ How incredible that our teachers have such tremendous care and concern for us
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 Day 47 All our gurus are just one being: the unified 
primordial savior, the primordial dharmakaya 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are two ways to think about how the guru is kinder and more pre-
cious than the buddhas. One is to think that our present virtuous teacher, 

who appears in an ordinary aspect, is a manifestation of the absolute guru and 
everything—including Buddha, Dharma and Sangha—comes from the absolute 
guru. 

Our gurus are the absolute guru, the dharmakaya; therefore, our present 
gurus are all the gurus from our beginningless past lives who have guided us to 
the point of our present perfect human body and they are the same ones who, 
in our future lives, will guide us to enlightenment. Each of our gurus has been 
kind to us during beginningless samsaric lifetimes, is kind to us in this life and 
will also be kind to us in the future, until we achieve enlightenment. Recognizing 
our guru’s past, present and future kindness deepens our appreciation of their 
kindness.

Here it helps to understand the meaning of “unified primordial savior,” an 
expression found in one of the requesting verses in Guru Puja. It describes the 
all- pervasive Vajradhara. If we keep in mind the real meaning of guru, we can 
see all our past- life gurus as just one. All our gurus—those who gave us vows 
and teachings in all our past lives, the gurus we have now and those we will have 
in the future—are just one being: the unified primordial savior, the primordial 
dharmakaya. All our past, present and future gurus are just one, and they guide 
us through the conventional guru, who appears in accordance with our karma. 
This is the aspect we can see and receive direct guidance from.

 ■ As a manifestation of the absolute guru our present guru is kinder than all the buddhas
 ■ Recognizing our guru’s past, present and future kindness will deepen our appreciation
 ■ We are guided by the conventional guru, who is the unified primordial savior 
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 Day 48 Our guru is unbelievably kind in showing 
the aspect that suits our present level of 
mind —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A second way to think about how the guru is kinder and more precious 
 than the buddhas is to think that the numberless buddhas can’t guide us 

in the aspect of buddhas because we don’t have the karma to see them; only our 
present gurus can guide us. Without them we’d be without a guide, like a child 
without parents. We would be like a crawling baby who doesn’t know anything, 
not even what to eat. 

There have been numberless buddhas in countless universes, but we haven’t 
been subdued by any of them. During our beginningless past lives, we didn’t 
have the fortune to receive teachings directly from those buddhas and become 
enlightened. Numberless other sentient beings who were wandering in samsara 
with us have become enlightened, but we still haven’t achieved any realizations. 
Like this, we are pitiful. We are like the student who has been kicked out of 
school because they are impossible to help. 

Numberless other sentient beings have become enlightened during our 
beginningless rebirths, but we have been left out, which shows very clearly how 
selfish and unsubdued our mind has been. Even though our mind is like this 
and we are so pitiful, our guru has shown us the complete and unmistaken path 
to the happiness of future lives, liberation and enlightenment. Even if each guru 
hasn’t personally revealed the whole path, all our gurus together have shown us 
the complete path. Therefore they are unbelievably kind, and without wasting 
this opportunity, we must practice this path, on the basis of correctly devoting 
ourselves to our virtuous friends.

 ■ Since only our guru can guide us, they are kinder and more precious than all the buddhas 
 ■ Numberless buddhas in countless universes have failed to subdue us in the past
 ■ Even though we are so pitiful, our guru has shown us the complete and unmistaken path
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 Day 49 While Guru Shakyamuni Buddha is kinder than 
all the other buddhas of the three times, our 
virtuous friends are even kinder than the 
Buddha —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Guru Shakyamuni Buddha taught Dharma in Rajgir and many other 
places but we didn’t have the fortune to be his direct disciples and hear 

teachings directly from Buddha, achieve realizations of the path and become 
enlightened along with his other disciples. We were left out; we didn’t have the 
karma to be subdued by Guru Shakyamuni Buddha. Now, when the Buddha’s 
teaching is setting like the sun and everything is about to become dark in this 
world, our gurus are guiding us by revealing the Dharma.

Like a discarded bone, we have been cast aside by Guru Shakyamuni Bud-
dha, all the Indian pandits and all the great Tibetan yogis. However, since our 
present gurus are guiding us, they are much kinder than all those other holy 
beings. If we hadn’t met our present gurus we would be completely ignorant. 
We would be called a human being simply because we have the external form 
of a human. If we hadn’t met our present gurus we would have had no opportu-
nity at all to practice Mahayana Dharma, to create the cause of temporary and 
ultimate happiness and to abandon the cause of suffering. We would have had 
no opportunity to make preparation for the happiness of future lives, liberation 
and enlightenment. 

If our present gurus weren’t guiding us, what would happen to us? We would 
be completely lost. There would be nobody to guide us on the path to the hap-
piness of future lives and especially to liberation and full enlightenment. There-
fore, our gurus are extremely kind, kinder than all the buddhas before Guru 
Shakyamuni Buddha and kinder than even Guru Shakyamuni Buddha. 

 ■ We didn’t have the karma to hear teachings directly from Guru Shakyamuni Buddha
 ■ If we hadn’t met our present gurus we would be completely ignorant
 ■ The kindness of the gurus who guide us exceeds even that of Guru Shakyamuni Buddha
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 Day 50 We should compare the kindness of our guru  
in teaching us Dharma to the kindness of a  
doctor or healer who cures us of cancer  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If we had cancer and were afraid of dying, we would find the situation unbear-
able. Day and night we would look for help. If we found a doctor who could 

cure our cancer we would regard that person as very kind and precious, and con-
sider the rest of our life to be a gift from them. Yet the kindness of a doctor who 
cures our cancer is nothing compared to the kindness of our guru. Even if our 
guru gives us just the oral transmission of one mantra or one verse of teaching, 
the benefit we receive is as limitless as space. If we do nothing about the actual 
cause of our cancer—delusion and negative karma—our recovery from cancer 
will only be temporary. We can’t purify delusion and karma simply by taking 
medicine or having an operation. 

Our present gurus are unbelievably kind because they are leading us to full 
enlightenment by revealing the unmistaken Mahayana teachings. Think of how 
all their actions of giving vows, oral transmissions, initiations, teachings and 
personal advice are guiding us to enlightenment. 

First, we can think of their kindness in revealing the Buddhadharma, espe-
cially Mahayana Dharma, which enables us to achieve not only a good rebirth in 
our next life and liberation from the whole of samsara, but full enlightenment. 
Then, if we have received tantric teachings, we can meditate on the kindness of 
the guru who, by revealing tantra, grants us enlightenment quickly, within just a 
few years or even in one short life. Think how unbelievably kind to us the guru 
is; there’s no greater kindness than this. 

 ■ Our guru is infinitely kinder and more beneficial than the doctor who cures us of cancer
 ■ Every action of our guru reveals the Mahayana teachings and leads us to enlightenment
 ■ The guru’s kindness in sharing the Buddhadharma is unbelievable and incomparable
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 Day 51 The arising of every single virtuous thought  
within our mind is because of the kindness  
of the guru in blessing our mind  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Having experiences or realizations of the path to enlightenment depends 
on receiving the blessings of the guru within our own mental continuum. 

The clear, strong feeling in our heart and deep benefit to our mind are what is 
meant by the blessings of the guru. Without a guru, we can’t achieve realizations. 
This is why it’s not sufficient to have just intellectual knowledge, like that gained 
from studying with professors in a university. 

The guru’s blessings transform our mind from being hard and unsubdued 
into being soft and subdued. Even from our own experiences, we can tell that 
what the teachings say about the blessings of the guru is true and have complete 
faith in it. When we have strong guru devotion in our heart, if we meditate on 
the perfect human rebirth, we feel its preciousness very easily; if we meditate on 
impermanence and death, we feel the transitory nature of life very strongly and 
easily; and the same thing happens if we meditate on compassion, emptiness or 
any other lamrim topic. In a state of strong devotion, our mind is also calmer, 
more subdued. Our delusions arise only with difficulty and are easy to control. 

Just as rain moistens the ground so that seeds planted in a field can grow, the 
rain of the guru’s blessings moistens the field of our mind so that realizations 
can grow. If we have no devotion, we have no cause to receive the blessings of 
the guru, and without blessings we have no cause for realizations of the path to 
enlightenment. This means that we can’t achieve enlightenment and accomplish 
the ultimate goal of our life. 

 ■ All our experiences and realizations on the path depend on the guru blessing our mind
 ■ The guru’s blessings transform our mind into being soft and subdued
 ■ Blessings lead to realizations and enlightenment just as rain enables a seed to grow
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 Day 52 By fulfilling our temporal needs, our guru  
can inspire us to transform our mind  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Another kindness of the guru is in making us happy and inspiring us to 
 practice Dharma through gifts of food, clothing and other material things. 

Because we like material things more than Dharma, the guru is able to guide 
us into the Dharma by providing us with material enjoyments; in this way we 
continue to follow the guru and to practice Dharma. 

Sometimes we may generate negative thoughts toward the guru because we 
have experienced suffering in fulfilling their demands and they haven’t even 
bothered to express their gratitude or compliment us. At such times we could 
have a negative view of our lama, seeing them as heartless and filled with noth-
ing but self- cherishing. By fulfilling our temporal needs, the lama can transform 
the situation; the lama can make us happy, cause us to generate devotion and 
stop us from creating negative karma. Also, when we don’t care much about 
practicing Dharma, by fulfilling our temporal needs, our guru can inspire us 
to transform our mind and follow their advice. When the guru gives material 
gifts to those no longer interested in practicing Dharma, we can be inspired to 
practice. When we are tired from listening to teachings, for example, after our 
guru gives us a cup of coffee, we are able to listen to more.

We can relate to the kindness of the guru in a general and extensive way and 
then meditate on specific examples of the kindness of each of our gurus. We 
should remember the kindness of our gurus from our heart.

 ■ A further kindness of the guru is to inspire us to practice Dharma through material gifts
 ■ By fulfilling our temporal needs the lama makes us happy and strengthens our devotion
 ■ We can remember the guru’s kindness in general and then meditate on specific examples
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 Day 53 We need someone to make sure we’re on the 
right track and not hallucinating —Lama Yeshe

We are going around and around and are so lost. We don’t know what 
we want to do and don’t know what we want to understand. We are lost. 

Since countless lives we are lost but still we think we are not lost. “I know exactly 
what I want because I want chocolate.” The fact is that we are lost. But we are not 
going to admit it. To be lost is pretty sad.

When we come to understand this we will feel some relief and gain some 
kind of respect for the kindness of the guru: “By your kindness, I, who am such 
a worthless beginner, can by your incredible method and wisdom reach the 
highest state. Through your great skillful wisdom and method I can attain the 
enlightened realizations comparatively in the time it takes to snap my fingers. 
The awakened state, the realization of enlightenment, the great blissful siddhis 
can be attained in a moment by your great skillful wisdom. You are the most 
precious phenomenon. I prostrate to your vajra feet. You, the guru, are the most 
precious thing in all existence.”

Guru devotion is not something we practice because Buddhists do it and 
because the guru says so. This is not enough. Guru devotion comes from having 
had a helpful experience, from better understanding, from finding some kind 
of solution. Then it is logical to have guru devotion. When we decide this is the 
right path and the right direction for me, devotion to the guru will naturally 
arise.

 ■ Even if we don’t want to admit it, we have been lost and confused for countless lives
 ■ Realizing this brings us some relief and we gain respect for the kindness of the guru
 ■ Genuine guru devotion comes from having helpful experiences and finding solutions
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 Day 54 Sincere practitioners see each piece of 
their guru’s advice as a wish- fulfilling gem 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

With guru devotion, seeing the guru as a buddha, we are able to devote 
ourselves correctly to the virtuous friend with thought, and then natu-

rally we devote ourselves correctly with action. We are able to follow the guru’s 
advice easily and joyfully, practicing the teachings according to our guru’s 
instructions, which is the best way to devote to the virtuous friend with action. 
Correct devotion to the guru with action comes easily as a result of correct 
devotion with thought. How well we are able to devote ourselves to the guru with 
action is determined by how well we devote ourselves with thought.

Once we have meditated on the eight benefits of correct devotion to the guru, 
trained our mind in the devotion that sees the guru as a buddha and gener-
ated respect by remembering the guru’s kindness, each piece of advice given 
to us by our guru is like a wish- fulfilling gem, because each time we follow our 
guru’s advice we purify inconceivable negative karma and obscurations and 
come closer to enlightenment. Everything—all the happiness not only of this 
life but of future lives, liberation and enlightenment—comes from following 
each instruction. 

If we have strong faith, or devotion, we are the luckiest people alive, because 
we’re able to abide by our guru’s advice twenty- four hours a day. No matter what 
difficult situation arises, because of our devotion we experience no hardship. We 
happily and easily abide by our guru’s advice, whether it is to do Dharma prac-
tice or offer service. No matter what difficulties we encounter, with the devotion 
that sees the guru as a buddha, we feel incredible joy twenty- four hours a day. 

 ■ Correct devotion to the guru with thought leads to correct devotion with action
 ■ Each time we follow our guru’s advice it brings purification and progress on the path
 ■ People with strong devotion feel incredible joy no matter what difficulties they face

Guru devotion 
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 Day 55 Whether we are near or far, we can still 
serve the guru —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Many people think that to serve the guru we have to be with the guru. 
This is not so. It doesn’t matter whether we’re living in the guru’s house or 

on the other side of the world. We could be on the moon or the sun and still be 
serving the guru by keeping purely the vows we have been given: refuge vows, 
pratimoksha vows, like the five lay vows or the eight Mahayana precepts, and 
higher vows, such as those of monastic ordination or the bodhisattva or tantric 
vows. If we are keeping those vows we are following the guru’s advice, fulfilling 
their wishes; we are serving the guru. 

Also, meditating, studying such things as the lamrim, the commentaries and 
the philosophical teachings—learning the Dharma and integrating it into our 
practice—is what the guru wishes us to do, and doing all that is also serving 
the guru, fulfilling their advice. Doing whatever else the guru has advised us to 
do, such as going into retreat or teaching Dharma, is also service to the guru. 
In general, anything that benefits sentient beings and helps liberate them from 
suffering is service to the guru because that is exactly what they advise us to do. 

Making prostrations to the past, present and future buddhas for ten million, 
six hundred thousand eons cannot compare to being expert in serving the guru; 
being fortunate and wise enough to do so is far more meaningful. If we can 
accomplish whatever the guru advises us to do, all our wishes, our desires, will 
succeed just like that, and we will collect unimaginable merit. 

 ■ Wherever we are, we can serve the guru by keeping our vows and fulfilling their wishes
 ■ Service to the guru includes following their advice and benefiting other beings
 ■ Being expert and wise in serving the guru brings unimaginable merit and every success

Guru devotion 
5. Devoting ourselves through action 
5.2 Offering respect and service
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 Day 56 As with all guru devotion practice, making 
material offerings is done for our own sake 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we offer even a glass of water to our guru, we should make the 
offering by thinking that the guru is all the buddhas and bodhisattvas 

of the ten directions. Since making an offering to even a pore of the guru cre-
ates more merit than making offerings to all the buddhas of the three times, 
there is no doubt about the benefit of making offerings to the actual guru. Even 
though there is already this benefit, our practice will be more effective if we 
meditate that the guru is all the buddhas and bodhisattvas when we serve the 
guru, because it will help us to constantly keep guru devotion in mind and stop 
negative thoughts toward the guru. 

Whether or not we physically hear or see that the guru is pleased, the guru is 
someone who is pleased by our practice, not by receiving material offerings. This 
is how it should be. However, if we see our virtuous friend made happy by receiv-
ing material offerings, it’s a mistake to think that this is wrong. That is incorrect 
devotion to the virtuous friend. High lamas will often show the aspect of being 
pleased when receiving material offerings just to make the disciple happy.

We become closer to enlightenment each time we follow our guru’s advice, 
make offerings or offer service to them because we thus perform the most pow-
erful purification and collect the most extensive merit. In this way our level 
of mind continuously gets higher and higher and we get closer and closer to 
enlightenment. 

 ■ We should offer to the guru thinking of them as all the holy beings of the ten directions
 ■ The guru is someone who is pleased by our practice, not by receiving material offerings
 ■ Making offerings to the guru brings powerful purification and collects extensive merit

Guru devotion 
5. Devoting ourselves through action 
5.3 Making material offerings
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 Day 57 Before we visualize the guru as inseparable 
from the deity we need to have laid the 
foundation of the sutra practice of guru 
devotion —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In the practice of guru devotion according to the Mahayana sutra, there is 
no instruction to stop the ordinary appearance of the guru and there is no 

mention of visualizing the guru as the deity. This is mentioned only in the guru 
yoga practice of tantra. 

The teachings of Mahayana sutra mention that we use quotations and logical 
reasoning, supported by our own particular experiences (if we have any), to see 
the essence of the guru as buddha. And we see the holy mind of the guru as the 
dharmakaya. By looking at the guru as buddha, we then see the guru as bud-
dha, as pure, even though their appearance is ordinary. When by looking at the 
guru as buddha, we see the guru as buddha, the appearance of the guru doesn’t 
change. This is the main point.

In tantra, on top of that, even the external appearance is pure. Tantric guru 
yoga practice is done on the basis of the sutra practice. First, we use logical rea-
soning and personal experiences to prove to our mind, which sees the guru as 
ordinary, that the guru in essence is buddha. This is the foundation. On this basis 
we then see the guru in the aspect of the deity by looking at the guru in the deity’s 
aspect. This is the foundation when we do Lama Chöpa, six- session yoga or any 
other guru yoga practice in which we generate the deity. We have to establish the 
mind of guru devotion in place of the mind that projects ordinary appearances 
and concepts of the guru, especially in relation to the mind of the guru. 

 ■ Visualizing the guru as the deity is a tantric guru yoga practice not found in the sutras
 ■ The teachings of Mahayana sutra use logic to show how the guru in essence is a buddha
 ■ In tantra, not only the essence but also the external appearance of the guru is seen as pure

Guru devotion 
5.4 Guru yoga 
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 Day 58 The really qualified teacher puts nuclear 
energy into our heart —Lama Yeshe

By practicing guru yoga, by seeing the totally positive qualities of the guru, 
we can let our negative perceptions go. Most of the time our human mind 

thinks, “I’m a human being; I’m like this. They are also a human being; therefore, 
they must be like me.” This is a misconception. By practicing guru yoga, we learn 
to understand that in reality, the guru is inseparable from the compassion and 
wisdom of the deity. And then we start to see the inseparability of these qualities 
and ourselves. 

Another way of saying this is that guru yoga practice gives us the inspiration 
to develop our own human potential. When we see someone with such positive 
energy, such compassion and wisdom, we are powerfully affected; we want to 
be like that, too. We have the same potential; we just need to activate it. It’s like 
when our friend buys a beautiful new car. When we see what a good time they 
are having, we are energized to get one as well. We can understand this, can’t 
we? It’s a good example. 

So definitely, when we encounter such powerful, good qualities as great com-
passion and wisdom and see the possibility of having an everlasting good time, 
we will definitely think, “Why not that, rather than confusion?” And not just for 
ourselves, but to help all universal living beings. We talk about unity, oneness, 
equality, impartiality, but we have to know how to achieve these qualities. How? 
Through guru yoga, that is the method.

 ■ In guru yoga, the guru is inseparable from the compassion and wisdom of the deity
 ■ Seeing someone with such positive qualities inspires us to develop our own potential
 ■ Through guru yoga we can achieve these qualities not just for ourselves but for all beings 

Guru devotion 
5.4 Guru yoga
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 Day 59 A dry, intellectual approach to spiritual 
matters leaves our heart untouched and 
unaffected —Lama Yeshe

A common problem for all of us is that our knowledge of so- called spiritual 
 matters is often just in our head, not in our heart. We are proud of how 

much we have studied and learned about the world’s religions and may even 
have mastered the vocabulary of their philosophy and meditational practices, 
yet we remain basically unsubdued and deluded. 

What is lacking is the proper inspiration, or blessing, in our mind. We have 
to be convinced by some kind of heartfelt, living experience of the existence 
and effectiveness of a potent spiritual reality both inside and outside ourselves. 
Otherwise our wisdom- eye remains closed and we are incapable of perceiving 
this profound reality no matter how much we might have studied. 

It is the guru who provides this necessary inspiration, this link between our 
consciousness and the actual experience of transcendence. In the behavior of 
our own guru we can see for ourselves the beneficial effects of training the mind 
in love and wisdom. By thinking of our guru’s lifetime devotion to others and 
their lack of self- cherishing, as well as the many other excellent qualities our 
guru embodies, and then by dissolving and absorbing the entire lineage of gurus 
into our heart, we are enabling these enlightened qualities to take root deep 
within us. It has been the experience of generations of gurus and disciples that 
the repeated practice of such visualizations, done in conjunction with the letting 
go of our concrete conceptions of self, has a profound effect on the mind and 
can transform dry, intellectual knowledge into an organic experience of insight. 

 ■ Our knowledge of so- called spiritual matters is often in our head, not our heart
 ■ We need the blessing of a heartfelt living experience that opens our wisdom- eye
 ■ The guru is the link between our consciousness and the experience of transcendence

Guru devotion 
5.4 Guru yoga 
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 Day 60 We need somebody to teach us how to find the 
answers from within ourselves —Lama Yeshe

The tantric texts often mention that all realizations come from the guru. 
This is true, but we have to understand that “guru” has two different levels 

of meaning. The relative, objective guru is the teacher who, by communicating 
with us in different ways, shows us how to act so that we can discover our own 
totality. But on a deeper, more subjective level, our guru is none other than our 
own inner wisdom, our own fundamental clarity of mind. 

Practically speaking, there is only so much the relative, external guru can 
do for us; they cannot guarantee that we gain insight and realizations. But our 
inner guru, our own clear wisdom, can accomplish everything. The practice of 
guru yoga, therefore, is primarily a method for learning how to listen to this 
inner guru. 

Ordinarily, even though we do possess this inner voice of wisdom, we do 
not listen to it. We do not even hear it! We are too busy listening to the garbage 
conversation of our gross dualistic minds. We are so accustomed to this that 
even when wisdom does arise, as an intuitive insight, we often reject it. By prac-
ticing guru yoga we are able progressively to cut through our superficial ways 
of relating to the world and make contact with the innate wisdom at the heart 
of our being. When we have done this, then we can communicate deeply with 
the outer guru as well. But as long as we are out of touch with our inner guru, 
no matter how profound the teachings of the outer guru may be, we will never 
be able to integrate them. 

 ■ “Guru” has two meanings: the external, relative teacher and our own inner wisdom
 ■ Guru yoga practice is primarily a method for learning how to listen to our inner guru
 ■ Practicing guru yoga connects us with the innate wisdom at the heart of our being

Guru devotion 
5.4 Guru yoga 
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 Day 61 There is no deity other than the guru  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In guru yoga, the essential point to understand is that all the buddhas are of 
one taste in the dharmakaya. The dharmakaya is the absolute guru, and this 

is all the buddhas. This is the very heart of guru yoga practice. Without under-
standing this, there’s no way to practice guru yoga comfortably. Even if we do the 
visualizations it won’t be completely satisfactory because we’ll be unclear as to 
how a buddha is the embodiment of the guru and the guru is the embodiment 
of a buddha. However, it will be extremely clear if we understand the very heart 
of guru yoga, that the guru is a buddha and a buddha is the guru.

The dharmakaya is like the ocean in which many waters are mixed and our 
various gurus are like drops from the ocean. All our gurus are manifestations 
of the dharmakaya, the absolute guru, the holy mind of all the buddhas; the 
absolute guru manifests in an ordinary form in accordance with our karma. 
This ordinary form is the conventional guru, the essence of which is the absolute 
guru. When we actually see or visualize a deity or see statues or paintings of 
deities we should recognize that they are all the guru. 

Now, with this recognition of what the guru is, with this understanding of 
the absolute guru, it is easy to relate to all the buddhas of the ten directions. No 
matter how many different external aspects there are—male, female, two arms 
or a thousand—they are all manifestations of the guru, and the guru is all those 
buddhas.

 ■ The essential point in guru yoga is that all buddhas are of one taste in the dharmakaya
 ■ The absolute guru appears in ordinary form according to the level of our karma
 ■ All buddhas and deities are manifestations of the guru, and the guru is all those buddhas

Guru devotion 
5.4 Guru yoga 
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 Day 62 No matter how many years or even lifetimes 
it takes, we have got to face the hardships 
involved in generating the realization of  
guru devotion —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Because guru devotion is the most difficult realization to achieve, we 
need to put a lot of effort into it. Just doing the meditations a few times can’t 

transform our mind into the realization of seeing the guru as a buddha. We won’t 
feel this after doing the meditations for just a few months—or even a few years. 
Since we can’t easily stop the faults of our mind and generate this devotional 
thought, we need to apply great effort. 

From the very beginning of our guru devotion practice we should do much 
analytical meditation as explained in the sutra and tantra teachings. We shouldn’t 
be satisfied by thinking about a few of the points just once or twice. We must 
reflect on the points over and over again, using quotations and reasoning, until 
we generate the realization. If our guru devotion is well established through 
logical reasoning and analytical meditation, we’ll be able to transform our mind 
into the devotion that sees the guru as a buddha. 

We then stabilize our devotion by doing fixed, or single- pointed, meditation 
on our feeling that the guru is a buddha. In this way, we preserve that experience 
of devotion. We train again and again with analytical and then fixed meditation. 
After we have transformed our mind into the devotion that sees the guru as 
a buddha, we keep our mind in that state of devotion for as long as possible. 
If possible, we should do guru devotion meditation every morning when we 
meditate on lamrim, then try to continue the experience during the rest of the 
day. This is the best way to ensure quick and stable development of the guru 
devotion realization.

 ■ Guru devotion is the most difficult realization to achieve, so it demands great effort
 ■ Using quotations and reasoning, we must reflect on the points again and again
 ■ Once the mind is transformed into devotion, stabilize it through fixed meditation

Guru devotion 
Wrap- up
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 Day 63 Our own experiences answer any questions 
we might have about the importance of guru 
devotion —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The actual proof of how experiences and realizations of the path to 
enlightenment depend on the root of strong guru devotion comes when 

we practice. We can clearly see the difference in our everyday life between times 
when we’re correctly devoting ourselves to the guru with thought and action 
and times when we’re not. 

When our guru devotion is strong our experience of whatever we are med-
itating on—impermanence and death, renunciation of samsara, bodhicitta, 
emptiness and so forth—is strong. We find it very easy to feel the meditations. 
Because we are continuously receiving blessings, any meditation we do is effec-
tive and any prayer we do moves our mind and brings understanding. Even 
though we might have been saying the same prayer for many years, each word 
now affects us because we discover its meaning. This is a sign that our mind has 
been ripened through strong practice of purification and accumulation of merit 
in dependence upon the holy object of the guru. 

With strong devotion, we also have complete trust in our guru and no diffi-
culty in following whatever advice we are given; we find it very easy and enjoy-
able to follow it. When our mind is filled with devotion we also experience 
great inner peace. Our heart is full of incredible joy and we see ourselves as 
unbelievably fortunate. Even though there might be other difficulties in our 
life, such as no money, no visa or no job, our strong guru devotion overwhelms 
our problems and external things don’t bother us much. Our life becomes very 
enjoyable and very meaningful. 

 ■ We can see for ourselves the importance of correctly devoting to the guru 
 ■ When our guru devotion is strong, our meditation is more powerful and effective
 ■ A mind filled with devotion brings inner peace and an enjoyable and meaningful life

Guru devotion 
Wrap- up
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 Day 64 An appreciation of the perfect human 
rebirth is fundamental to our Dharma 
journey —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The great meditator, Lama Tsongkhapa, who formalized the whole lamrim 
structure, broke the lamrim up into two: appreciation of this life of freedom 

and richness—the perfect human rebirth—and how to make use of this precious 
opportunity—the rest of the lamrim topics from impermanence and death, ref-
uge and karma up to the point where we attain full enlightenment. 

The lamrim is not like a buffet, where we can pick and choose whatever we 
fancy. We have to eat the whole feast, otherwise we won’t get what we want, 
liberation or enlightenment. When we explore the lamrim we will see how each 
topic leads to the next and how each is therefore indispensable. The meditations 
on the perfect human rebirth come right at the beginning of the path, just after 
relying on a spiritual teacher. We need to understand karma and we need to have 
refuge, and to deepen our commitment we need to understand impermanence 
and death. But none of that will happen if we squander this precious and unique 
opportunity that we now have, this one time only. 

Only those of us with this perfect human rebirth can become inner scien-
tists and discover the true cause of happiness. We’re unbelievably fortunate. 
We have the opportunity to study, meditate and understand everything that 
the Buddha taught, from the simplest lamrim topic to the most advanced. We 
have the opportunity to develop the altruistic heart, the attitude that wishes to 
be fully awakened to benefit others, and to understand the reality of things and 
events—emptiness. There is nothing we cannot understand with this perfect 
human rebirth. 

 ■ The first section of the lamrim focuses on the perfect human rebirth
 ■ Each lamrim topic is an essential step on the journey to enlightenment
 ■ Only a perfect human rebirth gives us the opportunity to discover true happiness

The perfect human rebirth
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 Day 65 The only chance of practicing Dharma is 
having exactly the set of conditions that we 
have at this very moment —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Lama Tsongkhapa and Pabongka Rinpoche divide the topic of the perfect 
 human rebirth into three sections: identifying the perfect human rebirth, 

understanding its benefits and understanding the difficulty of obtaining it. The 
first part shows exactly what we have that is so precious: eight freedoms—states 
of existence from which we are free—and ten richnesses—qualities that we have 
that make this situation so special. Only when we have all eighteen of these 
extraordinary conditions can we say we have a perfect human rebirth. Only then 
can we take full advantage of what we have and develop our mind to its ultimate 
potential. 

A good way to meditate on the perfect human rebirth is to go over each of the 
eight freedoms and ten richnesses individually, reflecting on each one in depth, 
trying to see just why we are so fortunate to have these eighteen qualities. But 
we shouldn’t meditate on each of the freedoms and richnesses as if we were an 
observer. We must really put ourselves into the situation as if that were us, and 
feel what it would be like. Then we can really get an appreciation of the actual 
situation we’re in at the moment.

In some ways, meditating on the eight freedoms and ten richnesses also 
becomes a meditation on compassion, because we have to think about the prob-
lems experienced by other sentient beings who do not have the opportunity to 
practice the holy Dharma. We are free and they are trapped. The only conclu-
sion we can draw from this is that we must do everything in our power to help 
them as much as we possibly can. From that determination, the precious jewel 
of bodhicitta arises. 

 ■ The first section of this topic describes the extraordinary conditions we have
 ■ We should reflect deeply on each of the eight freedoms and ten richnesses
 ■ In this way we naturally develop compassion for beings who lack these opportunities

The perfect human rebirth 
1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth
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 Day 66 There is no way the hell being can do anything 
other than suffer —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Of the eight freedoms, the first is having the chance to practice Dharma 
through not having been born in the hell realms. For the hell being, the 

suffering is so intense that pain and suffering are what defines its existence. 
There is no space in that being’s mind for anything other than the unbearable 
suffering that it has to endure for what seems like an infinitely long time without 
the slightest respite and without any understanding that it will eventually end. 

Imagine if somebody were to throw us into a tub of boiling water and hold 
us there. We wouldn’t be able to meditate on emptiness, we wouldn’t be able to 
generate compassion—in fact, all we would be able to do would be to struggle to 
be free from the unendurable pain. Getting free would be all that we could think 
of. The suffering a hell being has to endure is billions of times worse than this. 
Therefore, this first freedom is the freedom from that terrible suffering, which 
means the freedom to practice Dharma and develop positive qualities such as 
compassion and wisdom.

If we don’t contemplate the suffering of the lower realms we won’t be able 
to see what a miracle this perfect human rebirth is and will be very likely to 
squander it. Perhaps we can see that practicing Dharma is worthwhile and that 
we might become a better person if we do it, but somehow, without the impetus 
of understanding life in the lower realms, we will never have the energy to really 
take on the essence of the Dharma. That is why it is so important to try to fully 
understand what each freedom means. 

 ■ A hell being’s mind has no space for anything except unbearable suffering
 ■ It’s impossible to develop positive qualities when experiencing terrible pain
 ■ By contemplating such suffering we generate the energy to really practice Dharma

The perfect human rebirth 
1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth 
1.1 The freedom of not being born as a hell being
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 Day 67 Hungry ghosts can’t practice morality or 
generosity; they would literally kill for a 
scrap of food —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The second freedom is not having been born as a hungry ghost, whose 
main sufferings are hunger and thirst, caused by miserliness and desire, 

although they also have many other forms of suffering. Most of us have probably 
never been truly starving in our life. Can we remember a time when for some 
reason we weren’t able to eat for two or three days? Unless we were very sick, the 
feeling of hunger would have been very unpleasant. Now think what it would be 
like if we had to go without food for a week. The pain in our stomach would be 
terrible—it would be almost impossible to think of anything else and certainly 
impossible to meditate with so much hunger. 

Any feeling of hunger we could possibly have is nothing compared to what 
hungry ghosts have to suffer every moment of their lives. For hundreds and 
hundreds of years they wander, searching for a scrap of food or a drop of water, 
unable to find anything. It’s impossible to imagine the desperation that must 
totally overwhelm their lives. 

We should take time to really reflect on the suffering of the hungry ghosts 
and the causes of that suffering—attachment and miserliness—and determine 
to never create such causes again. We should think, “If I were born now as a suf-
fering hungry ghost, it would be impossible to practice the holy Dharma. How 
fortunate I am to have the freedom to practice Dharma through not having been 
born in the hungry ghost realm. With this freedom, within these twenty- four 
hours, within this hour, even within this minute, I have the incredible freedom 
to obtain whichever of the three great purposes I want.”

 ■ The suffering of hunger and thirst makes it near impossible to think of anything else
 ■ The lives of hungry ghosts are totally overwhelmed by desperation
 ■ If we were reborn as a hungry ghost we would have no freedom to practice Dharma

The perfect human rebirth 
1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth 
1.2 The freedom of not being born as a hungry ghost
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 Day 68 It is extremely difficult for animals to create  
any merit, no matter how long they live  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The third freedom is not having been born as an animal, whose main suf-
fering is being dumb and foolish, with a mind incapable of understanding 

anything other than survival, although there are many other sufferings besides. 
The main cause of being born in the animal realm, ignorance, traps them in a 
life without choice. Those who must kill to survive do so without choice; their 
victims are powerless not to be killed by them. If we were to suddenly find our-
selves in the body of an animal, we’d be terrified. 

But in fact, this is what we could be by this time tomorrow. We simply do not 
know when we will die or what our next rebirth will be. We could soon be living 
in a glass tank full of water in a restaurant, a tasty lobster or a fat fish, waiting for 
a customer to choose us for their meal. We could soon be a fish struggling on the 
end of a line with a hook in our mouth or a worm being eaten alive by thousands 
of ants. We just don’t know. If we did know, we would then really value this most 
precious of things, the human life.

Thinking of the suffering of animals, we can start to appreciate how there is 
no escape as long as we are in samsara. It really is unbearable and terrifying and 
we need to do whatever we can to be free from it. Only the practice of virtue can 
free us. This is something no animal can understand. But we are not an animal; 
we are human and we have the capacity to understand this. This is an amazing 
freedom. 

 ■ Animals are dumb and foolish, trapped by ignorance in a life without choice
 ■ We need to realize that by this time tomorrow we could be a lobster, fish or worm 
 ■ Reflecting on the suffering of animals enables us to appreciate our own freedom

The perfect human rebirth 
1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth 
1.3 The freedom of not being born as an animal 
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 Day 69 The gods are so overwhelmed by pleasure 
that they have no way of knowing the nature 
of suffering and no way to practice Dharma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It is easy to see that as a hell being, hungry ghost or animal it is almost impos-
sible to create any virtuous action. But also as a long- life god—either in the 

desire realm distracted by pleasure or in the form or formless realm absorbed in 
concentration—it is extremely difficult to see the nature of suffering and there-
fore extremely difficult to practice Dharma. Unless we see its faults, how can we 
renounce samsara? 

The world of the desire realm gods is free from the problems that we expe-
rience—having to work to feed ourselves, having to expend energy to be com-
fortable and happy. Every pleasure comes to them effortlessly. With all this 
luxury, their minds are constantly distracted by sense pleasures and they have 
no thoughts other than what to experience next. We can see this a little bit in 
our own life, where we can easily be distracted from meditation by thoughts of 
the new car or computer we want to buy or the movie or restaurant we’re going 
to that night. The main problem, of course, is attachment. Material possessions 
bring with them attachment, and with attachment comes the mind that always 
wanders to the object of attachment. This becomes a huge distraction when we 
try to practice Dharma. 

Contemplating the suffering of the gods, even with their unbelievable plea-
sures, helps us appreciate how precious this human life is. Only with this perfect 
human rebirth can we practice the Dharma—no god can, no animal can, no 
hungry ghost can and certainly no hell being can. We should feel this deeply in 
our heart and determine never to waste even a second of this life. 

 ■ It is very difficult for the gods to see the nature of suffering and practice Dharma 
 ■ We can see for ourselves how material possessions bring attachment and distraction
 ■ Contemplating the suffering of the gods helps us appreciate this precious human life

The perfect human rebirth 
1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth 
1.4 The freedom of not being born as a long- life god 
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 Day 70 Imagine a world shrouded in the darkness of 
ignorance where the light of Dharma does 
not shine —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The next four freedoms are about being free from the four types of human 
existence that prevent us from developing our full potential. The first of 

these is the freedom to practice Dharma through not having been born at a time 
when no buddha has descended. Even if we were born human but in a dark age 
where there was no buddha and therefore no Dharma—no teachings leading 
us from nonvirtue to virtue—what would be the point of our human existence? 

There are vast periods of time when there are no teachings of the Buddha and 
there is just complete darkness, no existence of the Dharma, no light of Dharma 
whatsoever. These are called dark periods. So, even though we may have been 
born human, due to karma we might have been born in a dark period, where 
there is no light of Dharma. Born at such a time, we would have no chance to 
even understand what virtue is, let alone create it. 

The purpose of studying teachings on the perfect human rebirth is to realize 
how incredibly rare and unique this opportunity is. So often, when we have 
something precious we take it for granted until we have lost it, and then feel 
deep regret that we failed to appreciate what we had. Well, there’s nothing more 
precious than the perfect human rebirth and there’s no greater loss than not 
using it to realize our potential as a human being. Thus, once we understand this 
subject intellectually we need to meditate on it again and again until we realize it.

 ■ If we were born in an age with no buddha we would never encounter the Dharma
 ■ There are dark periods when the teachings of the Buddha do not exist
 ■ We need to meditate again and again on our rare, unique and precious human rebirth

The perfect human rebirth 
1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth 
1.5 The freedom of not being born where no buddha has descended
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 Day 71 Try to feel how awful it would be to stumble 
blindly though life with no sense of right  
and wrong —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The sixth freedom is not being born as a “barbarian,” the literal translation 
of the Tibetan term la lo, which refers to somebody who lives in a border 

region or irreligious country and therefore has no chance to hear or practice 
Dharma. These outliers have no understanding of what is a positive action and 
what is a negative one, what is the cause of happiness and what is the cause of 
suffering. 

Like a dark night without moon or stars, there is no sun of the Dharma and 
barbarians stumble from one suffering to the next. Without any concept of 
karma, how can they know why they suffer or what to do about it? Therefore, 
their whole lives are spent in chasing happiness in the wrong places, mistaking 
the cause of suffering for the cause of happiness. Because they have no faith in 
refuge and no understanding of karma, the thought of purifying negative actions 
cannot possibly arise in their mind. They have no opportunity to improve them-
selves, to purify their obscurations or negative karma accumulated in the past, 
no opportunity to practice the holy Dharma. 

How amazing and precious is this time when we do have faith in Buddha, 
Dharma and Sangha, the wish to practice Dharma and the opportunity to do so. 
However, knowing that life is like a water bubble and can end at any moment, we 
should determine strongly not just to practice Dharma but to practice Dharma 
continuously, from this moment on.

 ■ If we were born as a barbarian we would have no opportunity to hear the Dharma
 ■ Lacking any concept of karma or faith in refuge, barbarians are trapped in suffering
 ■ We must appreciate this opportunity and practice Dharma continuously from now on
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 Day 72 If we are incapable of understanding or 
communicating, we are unable to practice 
Dharma —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The next freedom is the freedom to practice Dharma through not having 
been born a fool. Although the Tibetan, ’on pa, literally means “deaf,” it 

has the connotation of somebody utterly unable to understand or communi-
cate. With this freedom, we are not just talking about people who have trouble 
understanding things; we are talking about people who have no way of taking in 
anything at all, people who have such extreme mental difficulty that their minds 
are incapable of functioning above a basic motor- function level. 

This is not necessarily something we are born with. Karma can ripen at any 
time and we can lose the ability to understand or communicate. A car accident 
can leave us in a coma, a disease can turn us into a human vegetable, even age 
can rob us of our wits. These days, Alzheimer’s and dementia are big problems 
for many old people. Think of how terrible it would be if we had started to study 
the Dharma and then, a few years later, were unable to remember even one syl-
lable of a mantra because our memory had failed.

What is so unique about the position we are in is that we have a choice. We 
can choose to study the cause of happiness; we can choose to learn to use our 
mind as a tool to create that happiness by learning how to meditate. We can lis-
ten to great teachers and we have the intelligence to understand their message; 
we have the literacy to read Dharma books, the wisdom to see the truth in them 
and the intelligence to start to live our life according to the Dharma. 

 ■ If we were mentally incapacitated we would have no freedom to practice Dharma
 ■ Karma can ripen at any time and take away our ability to understand or communicate 
 ■ We have the choice to study Dharma and use our mind as a tool for happiness

The perfect human rebirth 
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 Day 73 Heretics have no opportunity to practice  
virtue and abandon nonvirtue  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The last freedom is the freedom to practice Dharma through not having 
been born a heretic. In Buddhism, heresy is the belief that something that 

exists does not exist. There is such a thing as karma but a heretic will deny 
that. Similarly, to a heretic, the Buddha, liberation, enlightenment and the other 
important topics within Buddhism are just lies or fantasies—the self is perma-
nent and independent, impermanent phenomena are permanent, suffering is 
happiness. Heretics also deny that there is such a thing as reincarnation; they 
believe that the consciousness stops at death. 

With no karma and no life after death, there is no base upon which to develop 
morality. There is no cause and effect, therefore harming somebody will not bring 
future suffering and helping others will not bring future happiness. Following 
such wrong doctrines, heretics not only create the cause for heavy suffering, but 
such wrong views also become deeply entrenched, blocking any acceptance of 
the Buddhist path, no matter how often it is heard. Believing mistaken views 
creates the cause to hear them again, in this or a future life, and so the chances 
of understanding the Dharma become even more remote. 

Heresy is a very ignorant mind. Imagine being a heretic. Imagine thinking 
that there is no such thing as cause and effect, that Buddha, Dharma and Sangha 
don’t exist, that impermanent things are permanent and relying on them for 
happiness. Think how wonderful it is that we have met the Dharma and now 
have the opportunity to learn these profound subjects and turn our life around. 

 ■ If we were a heretic we would see all the important topics within Buddhism as false
 ■ By following wrong doctrines, heretics have heavy suffering in this and future lives 
 ■ It’s wonderful that we have met the Dharma and can turn our life around
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 Day 74 That we have found such a perfect human 
rebirth is like a dream, as incredible as a  
beggar finding a diamond in the garbage  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Just as there are the eight situations from which we are free that give this life 
great meaning, there are also ten things that we have received that enrich our 

life enormously. These are called the ten richnesses, or endowments. The first 
five are personal richnesses, things that we have within ourselves that make life 
so full: being born as a human being, being born in a religious country, being born 
with perfect organs, being free from the five immediate negativities and having 
devotion to the teachings. 

By taking each richness in turn and building on it, we can see just how unique 
having a perfect human rebirth is. It’s amazing to have a human body at all, but 
to have one and live in a religious country is even more amazing. And more 
amazing still is to be a human being in a religious country and to have perfect 
organs with which we can practice even Highest Yoga Tantra. Having just one 
richness is quite rare and having several of them together is far rarer still. To have 
all of them at once is unbelievably rare. 

The more precious we feel our rebirth to be, the greater the happiness in our 
mind. Just as a beggar finding a diamond in the garbage would be overjoyed, 
that’s how we should feel whenever we simply think, “I have received a perfect 
human rebirth.” In this ordinary, mundane life full of work and problems, we 
have suddenly discovered a priceless jewel. When that happens and our Dharma 
practice becomes a ceaseless joy, it is a sign that we are making the most of our 
perfect human rebirth.

 ■ The five personal richnesses are the qualities that enhance our lives 
 ■ It’s unbelievably rare and amazing to have all these richnesses at the same time 
 ■ The more precious we feel our rebirth to be, the greater the happiness in our mind

The perfect human rebirth 
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 Day 75 Hardly any other human being on this planet 
can practice Dharma and yet, somehow, 
miraculously, we can —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The second five richnesses relate to others: being born at a time when a 
buddha has descended, being born when the teachings have been revealed, 

being born when the complete teachings exist, being born when the teachings are 
being followed and having the necessary conditions to practice Dharma. There are 
so many factors that must come together before we can encounter and follow 
the Buddhist teachings that it sometimes seems a miracle that anybody is able 
to do it all. 

However, the period of the existence of the Buddhadharma has almost fin-
ished. The teachings still exist but their time is almost up. There are still great 
teachers but for how long will they be around? The time is fast approaching 
where practicing Dharma will be totally impossible because the teachings will 
no longer exist on this planet. The path before us is illuminated by the light of 
Dharma but it is the last flickering of a dying candle. While it is still there we 
have the chance to create the cause for real happiness, to follow the method 
that cuts ignorance and delusion, to attain full enlightenment. That is why this 
human rebirth is so precious. 

We have just made it. Like arriving at the airport moments before they close 
the gate and the plane is about to take off. If we had been born too late to receive 
the teachings—when all the Tibetan lamas had passed away and no one could 
reveal the complete path to enlightenment—it would be extremely difficult to 
even plant the seed of the entire path to enlightenment in our mind let alone 
hear the complete teachings. We have just, just made it. 

 ■ The second five richnesses are external factors that enable us to practice Dharma
 ■ We have this precious opportunity only while the teachings still exist
 ■ We are just in time, like arriving at an airport at the moment before the gate is closed
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 Day 76 Wasting this perfect human rebirth is like 
having a winning lottery ticket and not 
bothering to cash it in —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The eight freedoms and the ten richnesses are not just a list of ideals that 
cannot be matched. We already have most if not all of them. We have already 

come a long way on our journey to enlightenment. We should rejoice that this 
is so but must never be complacent. We have created the causes to get this far, 
to have this degree of freedom and richness, but we must continuously keep on 
creating such causes, otherwise we could easily lose our hard- won freedoms 
and richnesses. 

When we’re feeling down and depressed we should think of the suffering of 
the hells and realize that although we are not in those realms at the moment, the 
delusions that are currently troubling our mind can lead us there. When we are 
overwhelmed by desire we should think of the hungry ghosts who are tormented 
with unfulfilled craving caused by the strong attachment they had in previous 
lives and see how destructive it is. If we are bitten by a mosquito we should not 
get angry but reflect on the story of that mosquito—what caused it to take that 
body and need to drink our blood. 

We can look at every freedom and richness in this way. We can take every 
experience every day and relate it to the freedoms and richnesses we have. Any-
thing that happens in our daily life can be a Dharma teaching, telling us how 
incredible our life is and how rare these freedoms and richnesses are. Every 
experience we have can remind us that we must make the most of every oppor-
tunity to practice Dharma and destroy the delusions that still plague us. There 
is not one minute to waste. 

 ■ Great care must be taken not to lose our hard- won freedoms and richnesses
 ■ We should compare our problems to the greater sufferings of the lower realms
 ■ Every experience in daily life is a reminder to practice Dharma without delay

The perfect human rebirth 
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 Day 77 This perfect human rebirth is like a ticket to 
any place we want to go —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

This perfect human rebirth is unbelievably useful in three ways: bringing 
us the temporal benefits of happiness in this and future lives; bringing us the 

ultimate benefits of liberation and enlightenment; and bringing us the benefit of 
allowing us to make every moment of this life highly meaningful. Whatever hap-
piness we wish for can be ours. The temporal benefits—eons as a long- life god, 
future lives in pure lands and so forth—are called temporal not only because 
they are not the ultimate meaning of life but also because they are experienced 
while we are still in samsara and one day will end. 

Whether we want to be born as a human being, a wheel- turning king or a 
long- life god, when we have a perfect human rebirth we can choose our rebirth. 
Even if we want to be reborn in a pure land to hear the teachings of the bodhi-
sattvas and buddhas and quickly attain enlightenment, that is possible. Through 
having, in previous lives, kept pure morality, practiced great generosity and 
made stainless prayers to be born with these conditions, we have now received 
this perfect human rebirth. By doing the same in this life we can ensure another 
perfect human rebirth in the future. 

Just as this life is the gift of the hard work we did in previous lives, our future 
lives are determined by what we do now. It is entirely up to us. We prayed 
strongly for a long time to have this opportunity; now we have to pray for the 
opportunity to continue this good work. Whatever rebirth we want is there wait-
ing for us if we create its cause. 

 ■ The perfect human rebirth can bring us both temporal and ultimate happiness
 ■ We can choose whether to be reborn as a human, king or god, or in a pure land
 ■ Our future rebirth is determined by what we do now; it’s entirely up to us
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 Day 78 Anything less than complete and perfect 
enlightenment for the sake of all kind mother 
sentient beings is unworthy of this amazing 
life we have —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Of the three great purposes of the perfect human rebirth, the greatest 
meaning is the opportunity we have to attain full enlightenment. We have 

already seen just how rare and precious it is to have all eighteen attributes. The 
rarest of all is to have met a fully- qualified Mahayana virtuous friend who can 
show us not just some of the path but the whole path, without one single mis-
take. Only when we set our mind to attaining enlightenment in order to benefit 
all other sentient beings can we say we are truly using the full potential of our 
perfect human rebirth.

With the entire Buddhadharma at our fingertips and a pure guide to show us 
the way, we have the perfect conditions to go beyond this limited existence and 
eliminate all obscurations from our mind, developing the selfless wish to help all 
beings. This is possible. The road is there ahead of us: taking refuge, developing 
renunciation, cultivating compassion and bodhicitta and realizing the nature 
of reality. All it takes from our side is the determination to take that road. And 
using the techniques taught in Vajrayana with bodhicitta motivation, we can 
reach the end of that road very quickly, without having to wait the eons it would 
take following the Sutrayana path. 

We need to see just how valuable this precious body is. We have been born 
human before; we have even had some of the freedoms and richnesses. But we 
have never had all of them at the same time, so our attempts at real happiness 
have been flawed and doomed to failure. Now we have all eighteen and, if we 
apply ourselves, liberation and enlightenment are possible. 

 ■ The perfect human rebirth offers the opportunity to attain full enlightenment
 ■ We have the perfect conditions to follow the path and quickly reach our goal
 ■ With this body, for the first time liberation and enlightenment are within reach 

The perfect human rebirth 
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 Day 79 The more we understand what an incredible 
opportunity this is, the less we will carelessly 
waste even a moment of it —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If extracting the essence from our perfect human rebirth means practicing 
Dharma, then striving to attain bodhicitta and enlightenment is the heart of 

the essence. This is something we should do “all day and night.” There is not one 
second to waste; and with bodhicitta, every second becomes infinitely valuable. 

When we light a stick of incense with bodhicitta motivation we are fulfilling 
our incredible potential because at that moment we are doing what we need to 
do to attain enlightenment. As that incense burns we are fulfilling our potential 
and as it finishes we are fulfilling our potential. Every action we do with bodhi-
citta motivation helps us fulfill our ultimate potential of enlightenment. If it were 
form, the merit we create by the charity of giving a crumb of food to an ant with 
bodhicitta would encompass the whole of space. We can do this because we have 
this perfect human rebirth. 

Imagine if, when we were a child, our father had given us a bag of diamonds 
to save us from any difficulties in our life, but, being a child and not understand-
ing what it was, we threw it into a river. Now, as an adult, we realize what we 
did. How terrible we would feel. That’s how we should feel whenever we realize 
that we have wasted a moment of this perfect human rebirth. If we could really 
understand how precious our life is we would never think about wasting even a 
second, and the thought of using it for even a moment’s nonvirtue would feel a 
greater loss than having thrown that bag of diamonds into the river. 

 ■ The perfect human rebirth enables us to make every second of our life beneficial
 ■ Every action we do with bodhicitta motivation helps us to fulfil our potential 
 ■ Wasting a single moment is like throwing a bag of diamonds into the river
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 Day 80 The causes of this perfect human rebirth  
are incredibly difficult to create  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Why is this perfect human rebirth so precious? Why do so few beings 
enjoy such an existence? Because the causes of a perfect human rebirth 

are so difficult to acquire. Without creating the cause, the result cannot happen. 
That is the most basic fact about karma. We have created the causes for this per-
fect human rebirth, so now we are enjoying it. Realizing how incredibly difficult 
it is to acquire such causes makes us appreciate the hard work we did in the past 
and generate the determination not to waste it now. 

The causes of a perfect human rebirth are morality, generosity and making 
stainless prayers to receive a perfect human rebirth in the future in order to benefit 
others. In our previous lives we were not just moral, we observed pure morality 
by keeping the various levels of vows. In addition, we were incredibly generous. 
Furthermore, we saw that we could best advance on the path with a perfect 
human rebirth, so made many prayers for such a rebirth. Doing all this takes a 
very strong and determined mind, but obviously we must have created all the 
right causes and conditions, because now we are experiencing the result. 

Until we reach a quite advanced stage, creating virtue is like pushing a huge 
boulder up a steep slope. One slip and it rolls back to the bottom and we have 
lost all that hard work. We can’t get tired now. Think of how demoralized and 
frustrated we would feel if we let that boulder slip, knowing of all that wasted 
effort and how we would have to start from the very beginning again. We can’t 
let that happen with this perfect human rebirth. 

 ■ A perfect human rebirth is very rare because its causes are so difficult to acquire
 ■ The three causes are: morality, generosity and making stainless prayers 
 ■ It’s vital not to waste all the past efforts that created this perfect human rebirth
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 Day 81 We need to realize how incredibly rare it is  
that we have met the Dharma and have access 
to the entire teachings of the Buddha 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Buddhist texts use many analogies to explain just how difficult it is to 
attain a perfect human rebirth, and because of that just how rare it is. The 

best- known analogy is that of the blind turtle surfacing through a golden ring. 
Say there is a blind turtle that lives in the ocean, only coming up to the sur-

face once every hundred years. On the surface of the ocean is a golden ring, 
constantly moving with the wind and tides. The blind turtle surfaces in a dif-
ferent place every hundred years and the ring is never in the same place either, 
so imagine how remote is the chance that the turtle would put its head through 
the ring. Such a thing is almost impossible, isn’t it? Attaining a perfect human 
rebirth is even more unlikely. 

Each of the elements in this story has a meaning. The ring signifies the teach-
ings of the Buddha, and gold signifies their preciousness and purity. The turtle 
represents sentient beings, and living at the bottom of the ocean signifies always 
having to take rebirth in the lower realms. Being blind signifies being ignorant 
of the Buddhadharma, blind to what is virtue and what is nonvirtue. Just as the 
turtle swims helplessly around the vast ocean, the samsaric being constantly 
circles through the suffering realms. Only once in an inconceivably long period 
does the samsaric being happen to obtain an upper rebirth, symbolized by the 
turtle surfacing once every hundred years. So how rare it is that we can obtain 
not just a human rebirth but a rebirth with all eight freedoms and ten richnesses. 

 ■ There are many analogies for the difficulty of attaining a perfect human rebirth
 ■ The story of the blind turtle demonstrates the extraordinary rarity of this rebirth
 ■ Each element in the story has a symbolic meaning
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 Day 82 Only now do we have the chance to break 
free from this terrible cycle of suffering 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A perfect human rebirth needs not just a human body but the presence of 
 the entire Buddhadharma, and this is incredibly rare. According to Bud-

dhist cosmology, the period of the existence of a world system is divided into 
four great eons, each consisting of twenty intermediate eons. During the great 
eons of evolution, decay and emptiness there is no Buddhadharma at all. It can 
only exist during the eon of existence. And even then, the Buddhadharma exists 
for only a very short time. 

Not only is this perfect human rebirth very rare in terms of time—now we 
are here at the very end of the existence of Dharma—but it is also rare in terms 
of numbers. Countless other sentient beings exist with us on this planet at this 
time, but how many are able to benefit from the teachings of the Buddha? Very, 
very few. The Buddha explained that compared with the number of beings in the 
lower realms, the number of beings in the upper realms is like the amount of dirt 
under a fingernail compared with the amount of dirt on earth. The number of 
lower realm beings is unimaginable. And as small as the number of beings in the 
upper realms is, the number of human beings is far, far smaller. And, of course, 
the number of human beings with a perfect human rebirth is far, far smaller still.

This is the rarest rebirth of all, the one that is hardest to receive. Without 
looking at the difficulty of creating the causes, without seeing the rarity of the 
existence of the Dharma, just considering numbers, this perfect human rebirth 
is extremely rare.

 ■ We can access the entire Buddhadharma only during this eon of existence
 ■ There are countless sentient beings, but very few can benefit from the Dharma
 ■ This is the rarest rebirth of all, the one that is hardest to receive
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 Day 83 We don’t have long to practice Dharma,  
and if we don’t make the most of this chance 
while there’s still time, we will surely lose it  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If our life lasted a long time and was always perfect and if we could be assured 
of finding another good rebirth easily, we could relax and think about prac-

ticing Dharma sometime in the future, but that is not the case. Life is extremely 
short and starts to decay from the moment of birth. Moreover, we can never tell 
when it will end. Children and babies die; people just reaching adulthood die. 
Many people die from illness or accident in their middle age. The causes of death 
are many and the conditions for staying alive are few. 

Say we are a jewel thief looking for a priceless diamond but the night is pitch 
black. Suddenly there is a lightning flash and there on the road is that diamond. 
We have only a second to pick it up before it becomes too dark to see it again. 
Taking the essence of our life is like picking up that diamond, something we can 
only do in this lightning- short life we have. 

When we have a perfect human rebirth that we don’t squander, our mind is 
relaxed and happy all the time. We have the perfect conditions, we are making 
the most of them and when we die it will be with a happy and peaceful mind. 
This is extremely important. When death shows up one day, whether we are 
eating, walking, partying, working on a project—whatever we are doing—we 
won’t feel at all upset, regretting all the things we haven’t done and experiences 
we haven’t had. We will have done what we needed to do. 

 ■ Life is extremely short and starts to decay from the moment of our birth
 ■ Taking its essence is like picking up a priceless diamond during a flash of lightning
 ■ If we want to die with a happy mind we must avoid squandering this opportunity 
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 Day 84 Since we were born we’ve wasted practically 
every moment of every day, month and year  

—Lama Yeshe

If we check deeply to see if, since we were born until now, we’ve done anything 
that was really worthwhile in bringing us true happiness and a joyful life, do 

you think we’ll find anything? Check up. Don’t look at others; check yourself. It’s 
not complicated: we have our body, speech and mind; just these three. Which of 
our actions have been worthwhile?

I’m going to suggest that most of the time our actions of body, speech and 
mind have produced only frustration and confusion. Check up: how many hours 
are there in one day? During how much of each of these hours have we been 
aware? How much of each hour has been positive? Check that way; it’s very sim-
ple. The Buddhist way of checking is very scientific. Anybody can do it; we’re not 
trying to be exclusive. It’s realistic. We should check up for ourselves.

Even though we might say that we’re following a spiritual path or leading a 
meditator’s life, we’re not serious. It doesn’t matter if we sit in meditation, go to 
church on Sundays, visit the temple regularly or do any other kind of customary 
religious activity; that doesn’t mean anything. The actions that we need to do 
are those that actually lead us to everlasting, peaceful happiness, the truly joyful 
state, not those that simply bring up and down transitory pleasure. Actions that 
bounce us up and down are not true Dharma, not true meditation, not true 
religion—here I can make a definitive statement. Check up: we might think we’re 
doing something spiritual but is our polluted mind simply dreaming?

 ■ Have we done anything that has brought us true happiness and a joyful life? 
 ■ Our actions of body, speech and mind often create frustration and confusion
 ■ We need to check up whether we are genuinely following a spiritual path

The perfect human rebirth 
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 Day 85 All our material possessions are nothing 
compared to the most precious possession of 
all, the human body with its potential for real 
happiness —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The great yogis of the past owned nothing yet were incredibly happy. The 
most famous example is Milarepa, the great Tibetan meditator who became 

enlightened in one brief lifetime of this degenerate age. Other than a place to 
meditate and a cooking pot, he had nothing—absolutely no money and not 
even any clothes other than a thin ragged cotton shawl. Yet he was unbelievably 
happy because he had the freedom to practice Dharma, and he had this freedom 
because he had—and valued—his perfect human rebirth. Because of this he was 
able to attain enlightenment in one brief lifetime. 

Perhaps we think that Milarepa was somehow special or that it was easier to 
gain realizations in those days, whereas today things are much more difficult. 
But we have exactly the same kind of body and mind that Milarepa had. With the 
body that we have right now, we can achieve anything we want. We don’t need 
any special circumstances other than the freedoms and richnesses we already 
have. Right now, at this moment, we have it all. And what we have is worth more 
than all the wealth of all the universes combined. This perfect human rebirth is 
that precious. 

What greater wealth can there be than renouncing the source of suffering, 
understanding the nature of reality and cherishing others more than ourselves? 
What can be of more value than acquiring the most precious mind of all, bodhi-
citta, the mind that seeks enlightenment in order to help all other sentient 
beings? These are riches far beyond skies full of wish- granting jewels. 

 ■ Yogis of the past such as Milarepa owned nothing but were unbelievably happy
 ■ Our freedoms and richnesses are more precious than the wealth of all universes 
 ■ The greatest riches of all are renunciation, bodhicitta and understanding reality
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 Day 86 If we don’t start now, when will we? 
There will never come a time when the 
conditions are better for Dharma practice 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Traditional teachings on the perfect human rebirth show us very clearly 
just how fortunate we are and how rare it is to be in the position in which 

we now find ourselves. At this moment we have in our hand the means to attain 
anything we want; we have the means to create the causes for perfect happiness. 

Therefore, we must generate the determination to make the most of every 
moment. At this time, with this body and mind, in this environment, we have 
a unique and precious opportunity to understand the teachings of the Buddha 
and to generate the realizations of the path to enlightenment. If we attempt it, 
there is nothing we cannot do. We need to see this. We need to understand how 
limitless our potential is and not block our precious chance with delusions of 
incapability: “I can’t do it! I’m hopeless.” 

It is time to have big thoughts—huge thoughts! It is time to make vast plans, 
to lay out the immense project ahead of us and feel happy that we can achieve 
our goal of developing ourselves to our ultimate potential. We have perfect role 
models in the Buddha and the numberless great yogis who followed him, as well 
as the precious lamas we have the fortune to be able to take teachings and gain 
inspiration from, and we know that we have exactly the same potential as they 
do. Shakyamuni was once exactly like us; His Holiness the Dalai Lama was once 
exactly like us. In turn, we can be exactly like them. All the conditions are there. 
What we now need is the determination to do it.

 ■ With this perfect human rebirth, we can create causes for perfect happiness
 ■ We must understand our limitless potential and make the most of every moment
 ■ Now is the time to make vast plans to follow in the steps of Shakyamuni Buddha

The perfect human rebirth 
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 Day 87 From the moment we were born we’ve been 
destined for death —Lama Yeshe

It’s important for Dharma students to understand Lord Buddha’s scientific 
teachings on impermanence and death and not try to hide from or escape the 

reality of death. We need to face it. 
Of course, for people brought up the way they are these days, this topic might 

be a little bit too much, because in general nobody teaches us about this aspect 
of reality. When I talk about death we might think, “Oh, that’s Lama’s thing, not 
mine,” even though it’s an undeniable fact that illness and death are within us 
right now. How can we reject our own nature? How can we escape from death 
when we are living immersed in the conditions for it to arise right now? 

That’s why I always say that Buddhism is not diplomatic in character. It shows 
us straight up our own nature. But that doesn’t mean we should cry emotionally, 
“No! That’s too bad. I’m going to get sick and die. Dying is terrible!” We mustn’t 
think in an ordinary way. Do we think that’s wisdom? “Don’t tell me that! I don’t 
like it!” That’s not wisdom. Check up carefully. Old people don’t like that they’re 
old so they just push back and deny it. Is that wisdom or not? From my point of 
view, from Buddhism’s point of view, that’s stupidity and ignorance. Rejecting 
how old we are; hiding from information about death. And we can’t say that 
teachings on death are simply an Eastern custom. Is our death an Eastern cus-
tom? Has our death been created by Lord Buddha? No. Our death has not been 
created by Eastern custom, by Lord Buddha or by Buddhism. It’s in our very 
nature, so how can we reject it? 

 ■ As Dharma students, it’s vital to face up to the reality of impermanence and death
 ■ We can’t escape death when we are immersed in the conditions for it to arise right now
 ■ Death is in our very nature, so it’s stupid and ignorant to become emotional or to deny it

Impermanence and death
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 Day 88 If we fail to remember death we will not 
remember the Dharma —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Without an understanding of impermanence and death, we can work for 
neither our own true happiness nor that of others. Not only can we not 

begin to practice Dharma, it’s even very difficult to control our desire and anger. 
We spend our whole life doing meaningless things and never have the chance to 
create any merit. Problems pour down upon us. Life becomes complicated and 
expensive and we become overwhelmed by worldly problems, money problems, 
health problems, mental problems, relationship problems. Then, when death 
comes, we see how much we have wasted our life and what terrible suffering 
awaits us. 

Nothing we do becomes Dharma, not even our Buddhist practices. Eating, 
sleeping, working and shopping are all done with a sense of permanence, and 
hence only for our own self- cherishing mind. But so too are prostrating, medi-
tating, saying mantras, reading Dharma books and so forth. Nothing becomes 
Dharma unless we have a sense of our own impermanence. 

Dharma is that which holds us from suffering, and anything that does that 
lifts us from worldly concern. Can we become free of worldly concern without a 
sense of impermanence and death? To have the strength of mind that breaks the 
habitual clinging to sense objects needs much more than aspiration—we need to 
really feel from the depths of our heart that we could die at any time; we need a 
healthy fear of death. Then whatever we do will be beneficial, because it will be 
preparing us for a better future life rather than trapping us in this one. 

 ■ We cannot begin to practice Dharma until we understand impermanence and death
 ■ Nothing we do with a sense of permanence is Dharma, not even our Buddhist practices
 ■ A healthy fear of death gives us the strength to break free from worldly concerns

Impermanence and death 
1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 
1.1 We do not remember to practice Dharma
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 Day 89 We hold the concept that we will live for 
a long time, and so nothing important gets 
done —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we fail to remember death we are only concerned with the affairs 
of this life. Our life is filled with working and planning for mundane 

concerns, leaving no time to create any merit at all. We know logically that we 
must die, but that seems sometime in the future and we think there is no need to 
worry about it now. Living our life with the wrong conception that we definitely 
won’t die today, nothing of any meaning gets done. 

When we are faced with difficulties we are so filled with our own problems 
that we are totally unable to practice whatever Dharma we might have learned. 
Even when life is going smoothly, because we don’t remember impermanence 
and death there are great hindrances to our Dharma practice. We have no time 
or energy to meditate. We have plenty of time to sleep or watch television, to eat 
food or look at the scenery, but reading a Dharma book or meditating seems less 
desirable. No matter what we do, there is always one more samsaric project to 
finish before we can find the time to practice Dharma. It is the nature of samsaric 
projects never to be finished but we foolishly think that the next one will be our 
last. While it is there, waiting for our attention, we cannot focus on the Dharma, 
so just this one more! The Dharma is postponed through not remembering 
impermanence and death, and then before we actually get around to practicing 
Dharma, we die. 

When we find we have no time to practice Dharma, we should not blame our 
boss, our partner, our kids or our dog. It is purely the fault of not remembering 
impermanence and death. 

 ■ We know logically that we must die, but think there’s no need to worry about it now
 ■ Absorbed in never- ending samsaric projects, our practice is postponed and then we die
 ■ By not remembering impermanence and death, we find no time to practice Dharma 

Impermanence and death 
1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 
1.2 We postpone our Dharma practice
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 Day 90 As long as that sense of not dying for a long  
time is there, our practice will be impure  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If we do not remember impermanence and death, then even if we try to prac-
tice Dharma it doesn’t become pure Dharma. Perhaps we can overcome our 

reluctance to meditate and no longer postpone our practice, but somehow the 
energy is not there to make our practice effective. We sit down to meditate and 
our mind is sluggish or distracted, running off to other more exciting things. 
We know the value of prostrations and other practices for collecting merit but 
it seems very hard to actually do them. 

We know practicing Dharma is important but we are unable to become fully 
involved with it, so nothing is done purely. In retreat we are conscious of want-
ing others to think we are sitting perfectly and are wonderful meditators; when 
we recite mantras we like to use a big expensive mala made of lapis lazuli. But 
because our mind is weak we get no realizations. Logically we know the dangers 
of attachment, yet we have no strength to overcome our attachment. Perhaps 
we take vows to protect our mind, but even then we don’t have the conviction 
to keep them purely. Even if we do some real Dharma work, it is easily spoilt by 
being mixed with worldly concern.

We need to get to the stage where we can discard the need for the comforts of 
this life just as we discard used toilet paper. Such strength of mind will not come 
until we have developed a strong feeling for impermanence and death. 

 ■ If we fail to remember impermanence and death our Dharma practice will be impure
 ■ Dharma practice and Dharma work are easily spoilt by being mixed with worldly concern
 ■ Lacking a strong feeling for impermanence and death, we cling to the comforts of this life

Impermanence and death 
1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 
1.3 We practice but do it impurely
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 Day 91 The impure mind of permanence creeps in,  
robbing us of our strength just as a  
burglar comes to steal our jewelry  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

To avoid the lower realms we need a positive mind as we die, and we can 
only be assured of that if our overall mindset is strongly positive. This means 

we must practice Dharma diligently and continuously. An on again, off again 
approach to Dharma is useless. Without a deep sense of impermanence and 
death, even if we have a powerful personality and approach our Dharma prac-
tice strongly, doing strict retreats, for example, our Dharma practice will not be 
consistent. We might have lapses where we forget the Dharma or just practice it 
half- heartedly. Dying at such a moment would undo all the good work we had 
done until then. 

Check your own mind. Catch it unawares. While you are in the middle of 
thinking about something, stop and ask yourself, “Am I aware that I could die 
today?” Probably not. Perhaps you meditate on impermanence and death in the 
evening but by the time you get into bed you go to sleep with a sense of perma-
nence. That is how pervasive the thought of permanence is. That is why we must 
keep returning to the teachings on impermanence and death again and again 
and again. We must keep reminding ourselves of the importance of developing 
the mind of impermanence and death. 

We need to see just how deceitful the mind of permanence is. If it were a 
wrong but harmless mind, perhaps we could live with it, just as we can live with 
a limp or something like that. But it is a chronic disease that causes us to die with 
attachment and be reborn in the lower realms. 

 ■ Without a deep sense of impermanence and death our Dharma practice is inconsistent
 ■ We need to check up on our mind and keep reminding ourselves that we could die today
 ■ The mind of permanence is a chronic disease that leads to rebirth in the lower realms

Impermanence and death 
1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 
1.4 We practice purely but not continuously
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 Day 92 Without an awareness of impermanence, 
we are a slave to our delusions 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Every second we are running toward our death and there is nothing we can 
do about it. We can’t stop for a second. Every second is one second closer 

to death. But because we don’t appreciate this, not only do we fail to prepare 
for death, we ensure that there will be incredible suffering in our future lives. 
Concerned only with temporary, mundane happiness—the “happiness” that 
isn’t happiness at all—we create negative karma. Not understanding the impor-
tance of remembering impermanence and death, we fail to see which actions 
are harmful and which are beneficial. In short, we have no idea what Dharma is. 

If we could see the consequences of our actions we would be a great deal more 
careful, but we feel that we will live forever and that whatever we do is without 
consequences. We live our life heedless of the motivation for our actions and 
are ruled by the mind clinging to the happiness of this life. The eight worldly 
dharmas are our boss and we obey them completely. Regardless of the results, 
we pursue fame, reputation, comfort, possessions—whatever we wrongly see 
as the cause of happiness. And in doing so, we become increasingly trapped in 
samsara.

We spend our whole life doing only meaningless things and never have the 
chance to create any merit at all. Problems pour down on us. Life becomes com-
plicated and expensive and we are overwhelmed by worldly problems, money 
problems, health problems, mental problems, relationship problems. Then, 
when death comes, we see how wasted our life has been and what terrible suf-
fering awaits us. 

 ■ Instead of preparing for death, we are ensuring incredible suffering in future lives
 ■ We cling to the happiness of this life and obey the eight worldly dharmas
 ■ When death comes, we will see how we’ve wasted our life doing meaningless things 

Impermanence and death 
1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 
1.5 We create nonvirtue
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 Day 93 Denying death solves neither the problem of 
death nor the fear of it —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Death is a reality and to deny it, as many people do, is very dangerous. We 
live our life in a hallucination, as if we are sleeping, not seeing the real-

ity of life. We see things that are impermanent as permanent and are shocked 
when death, the big impermanence, comes. Suddenly, without warning, death 
is there facing us. Life is gone and there is nothing we can do about it. Our time 
to meditate, to develop our mind, has run out. Now, for the first time, we are 
facing the reality of life and no matter how much fear we have, there is no time 
to do anything to remedy it. 

When that happens, there is so much regret. When we die, we evidently see 
our whole life clearly, like watching a documentary with everything we have 
ever done played back to us—all the mistakes, all the selfishness, all the harm 
we have done to others. We see how we have clung to the meaningless, transient 
pleasures of this life and how we have created nonvirtuous actions because of 
that. This is the documentary our mind shows us just before we die and it can 
be terrifying. I have often heard that when people go through this, they die 
overwhelmed with great terror and regret. 

We might or might not see the shallowness of our life before we die, but 
we will certainly see it at death. Billionaires might have succeeded at worldly 
pursuits and have all the signs of material success, but they have probably failed 
at what is meaningful, and when death comes they must face this terrible fact. 

 ■ Death is a reality and to deny it, as many people do, is very dangerous
 ■ When we die all our mistakes will appear to our mind, like watching a documentary 
 ■ If our life has not been meaningful, we will die with terrible fear and regret

Impermanence and death 
1 The drawbacks of not remembering death 
1.6 We die with fear and regret
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 Day 94 Remembering impermanence and death, the 
minds of attachment, anger and ignorance, 
which cause the lower realms, evaporate  
like morning dew —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There is a huge difference between the worldly person who thinks about 
death and the Dharma practitioner. A worldly person has no control over 

death or the next rebirth—it’s all under the control of delusion and karma—
and so the thought of death is utterly terrifying. A Dharma practitioner has the 
means to ensure not just a good rebirth but another perfect human rebirth, the 
best possible rebirth to progress toward enlightenment. 

Before, we had limitless time for the meaningless affairs of this life and could 
find no time for the Dharma. But now we are practicing, it is the other way 
around. We have time to study, meditate and retreat, and what is meaningless 
holds no interest for us anymore. The difficulties we encounter trying to practice 
Dharma drop away because we see that they mostly come from our own mind 
and are not caused by external circumstances. 

When our relationship goes wrong, our most cherished possession is stolen 
or we lose our job—when something big happens in our life that previously 
would have caused us to completely lose our mind and maybe even contemplate 
suicide—we now remember impermanence and death and see that there is no 
point in being attached. The situation is there, but the minds of attachment and 
anger through which we view that situation are the real cause of suffering, the 
cause for rebirth in the lower realms. Remembering impermanence and death, 
we see how silly we are, and the negative mind that would have normally arisen 
in such circumstances vanishes. In just that second we save ourselves from the 
lower realms. 

 ■ As Dharma practitioners, we have the means to ensure another perfect human rebirth
 ■ We lose interest in what is meaningless and find time for study, meditation and retreat 
 ■ By remembering impermanence and death we avoid the lower realms

Impermanence and death 
2 The advantages of remembering death 
2.1 We avoid the lower realms and attain a perfect human rebirth
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 Day 95 Remembering impermanence and death is like 
a hammer that can destroy all our delusions 
with one hit —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The thought of death makes us incredibly alert. If we were walking 
through a forest where there were tigers, our eyes would be wide open all 

the time. We wouldn’t daydream at all. We would think only about the tiger and 
would be watching and listening carefully, fearful of every noise or movement. 
The tiger in the forest is our death, which can pounce at any moment. If we could 
see this, we would always be mindful. We would have no problem concentrating, 
and all the lamrim topics would not only make perfect sense but would be our 
protection—not from death, but from a miserable death and a terrible rebirth. 

Just as we could never forget the tiger hidden in the bushes, we should never 
forget the death hanging over us. In that way, all the hindrances to our Dharma 
practice will drop away easily and completely. Remembering death makes us 
reassess our life and change our priorities—we no longer need the objects of the 
eight worldly dharmas. Whether we receive comfort or not is irrelevant in the 
same way that the beautiful flowers in the forest are irrelevant because of the 
tiger. All that matters is practicing Dharma, purifying our mind and creating 
merit to ensure a good rebirth. 

For ordinary people, working for this life is easy and natural and practicing 
Dharma is difficult. For Dharma practitioners with a strong fear of death, it is the 
opposite: practicing Dharma is easy and spontaneous, and creating nonvirtue 
is unthinkable. 

 ■ We need to fear death as much as we would fear a tiger in a forest
 ■ In this way, all the hindrances to our Dharma practice drop away easily and completely
 ■ With a strong fear of death, creating nonvirtue becomes unthinkable

Impermanence and death 
2 The advantages of remembering death 
2.2 We attain great power to destroy the negative mind
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 Day 96 Remembering death is useful not just as 
the ignition switch for our Dharma practice 
but throughout our spiritual journey 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It is vital to remember impermanence and death at the beginning of our spir-
itual journey because it generates the energy that gets us to start our practice 

and allows us to continue without difficulty. Our Dharma practice begins when 
we see beyond the happiness of this life and start to prepare for our future lives. 
This is the path of the lower capable being and includes basic lamrim medita-
tions such as impermanence, the lower realms, refuge and karma. Remembering 
impermanence and death is like the fuel that propels a rocket or the butter that 
burns in a butter lamp. Without the fuel there can be no lift- off and without the 
butter there can be no light. 

The graduated path of the lower capable being is followed by the paths of 
the middle and great capable beings, which lead us to liberation and enlight-
enment respectively. Although these levels of mind are much more advanced 
than the one we currently have, there are still obstacles to our practice due to 
the ripening of negative karmic imprints. Here, Dharma practice still requires 
effort, and if we are not careful and falter in our determination we can lose what 
we have achieved. That is why remembering impermanence and death is vital, 
even at these advanced stages. We still need the spur of knowing we may die at 
any moment to keep our Dharma practice strong. 

It is important to remember impermanence and death even at the end of our 
Dharma practice, because it helps us determine how we die and where we are 
reborn. This understanding strengthens the higher realizations that we gain the 
end of our practice.

 ■ Remembering death gets us to start practicing Dharma
 ■ Remembering death keeps us practicing Dharma 
 ■ Remembering death allows us to complete our practice

Impermanence and death 
2 The advantages of remembering death 
2.3 We gain great benefit at the beginning, middle and end of our practice
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 Day 97 Remembering impermanence and death 
allows us to die without fear or 
regret —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Buddhist teachings explain that the most advanced Dharma practition-
ers feel joyful when they are dying, as if going home to see their family 

after a long absence or going on a picnic. Death does not bother them at all. 
Less accomplished practitioners are happy and comfortable at the time of death 
and are fully confident that they will have a happy rebirth. And even the least 
accomplished practitioners die without worry or fear. Enjoyment of death, as 
well as fear of death, is created by the mind; it does not exist from its own side. 

It is quite normal for Dharma practitioners to prepare everything before they 
die. This refers not only to high lamas but to ordinary monks and nuns and lay 
people. They make sure not only that their room is clean but that all their posses-
sions such as their altar and Dharma texts are tidy, and that all their other pos-
sessions have been offered to the monasteries and high lamas they have devotion 
to. Very often they send relatives and disciples away, wanting peace as they die. 

Imagine what it would be like to approach death with a great sense of spa-
ciousness and peace. Imagine what the great meditators feel: that this is a happy 
transition, like going on a picnic. Free from attachment, there are no problems 
weighing down the mind. There is no unfinished business, because we have 
done what we could with the best possible attitude. Loving the people around 
us without attachment, we are leaving them with the best possible gifts, our love 
and our good death, and we know that they will be all right. Wouldn’t that be a 
death to look forward to? 

 ■ Dharma practitioners die without worry or fear, and may even feel joyful
 ■ Practical preparations include tidying, cleaning and giving away all possessions
 ■ It’s possible to approach death with a great sense of spaciousness and peace

Impermanence and death  
2 The advantages of remembering death 
2.4 We die happily and without regret 
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 Day 98 The job we need to do is to prepare for 
death—there is no job more worthwhile 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We will now look at three very important points: that death is certain, 
that the time of death is uncertain and that nothing can help us at death 

but the Dharma. These are the three “root truths” of the nine- point meditation 
on death that is taught extensively in Tibetan Buddhism. It is presented with 
three root truths, three reasons for each truth and three conclusions that follow 
on from them. 

The only thing we can be sure of is that we will die. Death is definite. The 
plans we have for tomorrow or the next day are not definite, that we will be alive 
tomorrow is not definite, but that we will die is definite. And it is uncertain when 
we will die. We cannot guarantee we will live for many years or months. When 
we get up in the morning it is a misconception that we will definitely still be alive 
that same evening, just as it is a misconception that we will live to an old age. 

Therefore, we should not shy away from studying death and meditating on the 
nine- point death meditation, the death process and the other meditations that 
bring home to us the urgency of our Dharma practice. It might be unsettling at 
first but it can also be liberating. And even if it is terrifying for us, we need the 
courage to face it, in the same way we need to face the pain of a surgeon’s scalpel 
when we have a tumor that needs to be excised. The sharp cut of a death medi-
tation now frees us from the horrible disease of the lower realms later. 

 ■ The nine- point meditation on death is based on three root truths 
 ■ The only thing we can be sure of is that we will die—and the moment is uncertain
 ■ It may feel terrifying to face up to our death, but it can also be liberating

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death
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 Day 99 Every being has to die  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Nobody escapes death. This is demonstrated by the life of the Buddha. He 
was born, became enlightened, and taught for over forty years, but even 

he had to die because he had taken a physical body. Dying was the Buddha’s last 
great lesson on impermanence, showing us that death is an inevitable part of 
life. Great arhats have to die, bodhisattvas have to die and the holy beings who 
have shown us the Dharma in this very lifetime have to die. After death, only 
their names remain and we have nothing but their memory. Why do we think 
that we alone can escape this? 

Our life is full of proof that people die every day, even though they never 
thought that they would, yet we ignore the evidence in front of our eyes. So 
many people have died today for countless reasons: through an illness such as a 
sudden heart attack or stroke, from a traffic accident or plane crash, while trav-
eling, working or resting at home. Every second of the day people die holding 
the thought, “I will not die today.” All the projects that filled their lives will now 
never be finished. A few hours ago they were dancing and now they lie on a slab 
in the morgue, immobile like a log of wood. 

Reading the obituary column of a newspaper is a very good reminder of 
impermanence and death. Perhaps it should be re- named “All the people who 
didn’t expect to die today but did,” because for most of the names, that is the 
situation. Reading a newspaper in this way becomes a complete course in imper-
manence and death. 

 ■ Nobody escapes death, not even the Buddha, the great arhats and the bodhisattvas
 ■ Every second of the day people die holding the thought “I will not die today”
 ■ Reading newspaper obituaries is a good way to remember impermanence and death

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.1 Death is certain 
3.1.1 Everyone has to die
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 Day 100 Every second we get closer to death 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are many factors that can bring about premature death but there is 
nothing that can add to our lifespan. We have only so many years in this 

body and every second brings us closer and closer to death. Karma has deter-
mined that we have this human body with its particular attributes, and one of 
those is our lifespan. As soon as we are conceived in the womb, that lifespan 
starts running out, like sand in an hourglass. 

People in the modern world seem ruled by the clock—always busy, always 
aware of what time it is. This is very good if we use the clock to see how our life 
is ticking away and how every second that passes and every tiny thing we do is 
bringing us that much closer to death. On this basis, I recommend just looking 
at a watch or clock for an hour or two. This might seem strange and even a waste 
of time, but if we just concentrate on the second hand going around and around, 
ticking off the minutes and seconds, we can really get an appreciation of how 
quickly our life is running out.

Although we naturally say “I am living,” in fact we are not living, we are dying. 
Just as when a person is going through the death process and there are definite 
signs of death, we have the signs of death now but we don’t notice them. Year 
by year, day by day, those signs are increasing, yet we ignore them. Our body is 
aging, our breath is weakening and our health is declining. We are slowly wind-
ing down like an old- fashioned wind- up watch. 

 ■ Our lifespan starts running out as soon as we are conceived 
 ■ We can use a watch or clock to see how every passing second brings us closer to death
 ■ Although we say “I am living,” in fact we are not living, we are dying

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.1 Death is certain 
3.1.2 Our lifespan is continually decreasing
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 Day 101 We are so busy chasing the objects of our 
craving and desire that there is no time to 
practice Dharma —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Perhaps we feel that there is plenty of time ahead of us to practice Dharma. 
As we have seen, that is not the way it is at all, and, furthermore, the years 

we do have are filled with mundane concerns. With so much time taken up by 
worldly activities there is no time to practice Dharma.

Look at how much time we don’t spend practicing Dharma. Let’s say we live 
for a hundred years. Half of each day is spent asleep and it is very difficult to cre-
ate virtue while we are sleeping, therefore we are only talking about fifty years. 
For the first fifteen years or so of our life we are children, playing and lacking the 
wisdom to make life meaningful at all. For the last fifteen years of our life we are 
too old to do anything but wait around to be fed and washed. 

So, of the fifty years we are talking about there are only about twenty where 
we have the opportunity to practice Dharma, but how much do we actually do? 
Think about it. Most of each day is spent in meaningless activities, and even if 
we have a set meditation practice, say an hour a day, during that time we are 
distracted or dull, unable to concentrate and therefore completely unable to 
practice purely. When we do create a positive action, it is usually clouded by 
some delusion, such as pride when we have been generous, or anger that some-
body hasn’t thanked us enough for our help. We would be lucky if we could add 
up a year in that whole life that could be called Dharma practice. 

 ■ With so much time taken up by worldly activities we have no time to practice Dharma
 ■ The majority of our life is taken up by meaningless sleep, childhood and old age
 ■ Even our positive actions are usually marred by distraction, dullness and negativity

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.1 Death is certain 
3.1.3 There is very little time to practice Dharma
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 Day 102  If we don’t harness our mental energy, 
confusion will continue to rage through 
our mind and our life will be completely 
wasted —Lama Yeshe

If we understand impermanence there’s no upset, no misery; we accept death 
as a natural thing. Everything is transitory, momentary; nothing lasts. We 

cling to things because we think that they’re helpful, but we must try to ascertain 
whether they really help or harm our mind. Perhaps instead of inducing peace 
of mind they prevent it.

Dharma wisdom, however, is always with us and makes us happy. Material 
things, the things we think our life depends on, are unreliable—sometimes with 
us, sometimes not. Also, psychologically, material possessions can become our 
worst enemy. When we’re dying and have to leave them, we feel miserable. The 
more we have, the worse we feel. Check up right now. We can see that our 
mind is drawn toward whatever our attachment has labeled “good.” Check up 
in meditation. Therefore, at the time of death, when we know that we’re losing 
forever everything that we possess, all these things simply serve to make us 
more agitated. That worried mind itself almost kills us. Our elements are already 
completely out of balance; the mental shock of losing all our possessions delivers 
the final blow. 

If somebody beats us up we get really upset, but a beating lasts only a short 
time. The worrying mind beats us up day after day, week after week, month 
after month, year after year, and lifetime after lifetime. Even now we’re com-
pletely under its control. We think we’re free, but we’re not. Therefore, we have 
to determine, “Dharma wisdom is the only solution to my problems; the only 
vehicle that can carry me to everlasting happiness. Only Dharma can truly save 
me from danger.” 

 ■ If we understand impermanence there’s no misery; we accept death as a natural thing
 ■ Material things are unreliable and can be our worst enemy, especially at the time of death
 ■ Dharma wisdom is the only solution to our problems and the source of happiness

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.1 Death is certain 
Conclusion: We must practice Dharma
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 Day 103 It is uncertain which will come first:  
tomorrow or the next life 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are other world systems where the lifespan is fixed—where the 
beings in that world know exactly how long they will live. The texts specifi-

cally mention the humans of the northern continent, who will definitely live for 
a thousand years. However, since there is no fixed lifespan in our world system 
we have no way of knowing when we might die, even if we die naturally of old 
age. In these degenerate times our lifespan is even more indefinite, as the factors 
that determine death increase. 

We don’t actually say to ourselves when we wake up every morning “I will 
never die,” but there is an unconscious feeling that we will live for a very long 
time, long enough to feel permanent. When we are twenty, we feel there are at 
least sixty years ahead of us; when we are forty, we feel there are at least forty 
years ahead of us; when we are sixty, we still feel there are at least forty years 
ahead of us. Even if we’d held such a thought when we were two years old, that 
would have been totally unrealistic. We just don’t know. 

We need to change our certainty that we won’t die into the certainty that we 
will. When we can go to bed with the thought that we have no idea whether 
we will wake up the next morning or not, then we can be happy that we are 
overcoming the traps of the worldly mind. When we intuitively hold a sense 
of impermanence, then we are really preparing for death and guaranteeing our 
happy future rebirth. 

 ■ There is no fixed lifespan in our world system so we don’t know when we will die
 ■ Our unconscious feeling that we will live for a very long time is totally unrealistic
 ■ We need to change our certainty that we won’t die into the certainty that we will 

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.2 The time of death is uncertain 
3.2.1 The lifespan of human beings is not fixed
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 Day 104 There are many more conditions for death 
than for life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A candle in a strong wind is in great danger of being blown out. Our human 
 life is the same. This is a very good analogy, because our life is just like that 

flame, which may look bright but is easily extinguished. With negative emotions 
strongly in our mind, negative karma can easily ripen and death can be caused 
by many different factors. Anger at a partner can lead to violence and murder; 
miserliness can lead to misery and suicide—there are so many things that can 
go wrong. When the elements in the body are out of balance, death can easily 
happen. 

We can die from many causes, and there are so many potential causes every-
where we look: disease, accidents, murder and disasters. Think of how many 
accidents people have in a normal life, any one of which could potentially be 
fatal. Think of all the everyday things that as a matter of course we treat with 
caution to avoid death. We have to check that our food is safe, wear a seatbelt in 
our car, watch for red lights and step carefully when we go down stairs. Life is a 
series of hazards that we negotiate every day. 

The truth is that we can die at any moment and we could have died at any 
time in our life until now. How thankful we should be that we did not die in the 
womb or as a baby and that disease or an accident did not kill us as a child or 
teenager. When we consider the risks we face every day we should be amazed 
that we have lived this long.

 ■ Our life is like a candle in a strong wind, which may look bright but is easily extinguished
 ■ We can die from any cause and there are potential causes everywhere we look
 ■ Considering the risks we face every day, we should be amazed we have lived this long

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.2 The time of death is uncertain 
3.2.2 There are many causes of death
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 Day 105 To pretend this fragile body is immortal  
is crazy —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we consider our body, it really is an amazing machine, with the 
heart pumping blood all around and every organ with its separate vital 

function. We take for granted the miracle that is our body, and because of that 
we fail to see how fragile it is and how easily it can break down. 

We see ourselves as a very concrete, solid, permanent thing into which the 
air just keeps going in and out and the heart just keeps on beating. This is a very 
deluded way of thinking about our body. It is not up to us how long we keep 
breathing. If it were, we would keep breathing forever. Instead, the breath is not 
under our control: we are completely under its control. Our life depends entirely 
on the movement of the air going in and out of our body and that movement 
can be stopped at any time by the slightest thing. In time there will definitely be 
an out- breath not followed by an in- breath. That is a truly frightening thought. 

Anything can affect this fragile machine. Things that are meant to enhance 
our life can finish up ending it. There are many ways that food can kill us: we 
can die from lack of it or from overeating or choking on it. Medicine that is 
supposed to preserve our life can turn against us. Houses that should protect us 
can collapse and kill us. If we don’t watch where we’re going we can fall and kill 
ourselves. A microscopic virus can end our life; a tiny cell can become cancerous 
and finish us off. A small thorn can pierce our flesh and poison our blood. Even 
a bee sting can be fatal. That’s how fragile our body is. 

 ■ We take our amazing body for granted and fail to see how easily it can break down
 ■ Our life depends entirely on our breath, which can be stopped at any time 
 ■ There are many conditions that can destroy this fragile machine that is our body

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.2 The time of death is uncertain 
3.2.3 Our body is extremely fragile
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 Day 106 A Dharma practitioner’s fear of death acts 
as a wake-up call —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

How do we turn our current way of living around completely? By remem-
bering death and impermanence. Without that strong spur, it is difficult 

not to be lazy. We think that Dharma is a nice idea but somehow never quite get 
around to practicing it. As long as the world seems comfortable and the expe-
rience of sense pleasure is the real reason behind our actions, we will never be 
successful. If we face the imminence of death, however, we will quickly realize 
what we need to do and will have the energy to do it. 

Unaware of the fragility of this life, we find it hard to think beyond the mun-
dane existence we are trapped in. “Sure, sure. I could die on the way to the store, 
but I won’t, and I have to hurry before it closes otherwise I won’t have any milk 
for my tea.” We might think the words but we don’t really believe them, and so 
practicing Dharma effectively is difficult. That is why I emphasize the impor-
tance of really understanding the great truth that we can die at any moment. 
Until that truth becomes a reality in our life we will face difficulties all the time 
when we want to be virtuous. Laziness and self- interest will always obscure what 
is important. 

If we live next to a river that is rising and about to flood, we shouldn’t wait 
until water is pouring into our house before doing something to escape. We need 
to see the danger and take precautions before it’s too late. In the same way, we 
need to take precautions so that we can die with a virtuous mind and be assured 
of a positive rebirth. 

 ■ The only way to turn our way of life around is by remembering the imminence of death
 ■ Until we understand the fragility of our life, it’s difficult to practice Dharma effectively 
 ■ We need to take precautions immediately to secure a positive death and rebirth

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.2 The time of death is uncertain 
Conclusion: We must practice Dharma right now
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 Day 107  We can’t take even one strand of hair  
or one grain of rice into the next life  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The poorest beggar and the richest billionaire are exactly equal in what 
they can physically take into the next life—nothing. Billionaires work day 

and night all their life to acquire what they have; they fight competitors and 
make enemies, they exploit people and lie and cheat. They live in huge man-
sions and palaces, and every day eat the most expensive and delicious food in 
the world and wear the most expensive clothes. And yet these possessions are 
worthless at the time of their death. They must leave all these things behind, so 
what is the point of all that hard work to acquire them? At least beggars don’t 
have to devote their entire life to acquiring their begging bowl. 

After we die, what will happen to all our things? We will have nothing more to 
do with them, and no choice but to leave everything behind. Possessions that are 
useless to a corpse will be used by others. People will say “These things belonged 
to . . .” and they will say our name. That is what we will be reduced to—a name. 

How much work has been involved in obtaining our possessions? Think of 
all the years spent studying and working, earning more and more money to 
buy more and more things. Think of all the negative actions carried out while 
acquiring those things: all the anger, the desire, the jealousy and so forth. And 
yet, when we die all the things we have acquired over our lifetime will be left 
behind, without choice. The only thing we will take with us is the negative karma 
we created in obtaining our possessions. 

 ■ The possessions of even the richest billionaire are worthless at the time of death
 ■ When we die, there is no choice but to leave everything behind
 ■ All we take with us is the negative karma we created in acquiring our possessions

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.3 Nothing can help except Dharma  
3.3.1 Possessions and enjoyments cannot help
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 Day 108 We ourselves are transitory, so our 
relationships must be transitory too  

—Lama Yeshe

All relationships are transitory, even the rather special relationships 
 between Dharma brothers and sisters, and grasping at such relationships 

is obviously a great hindrance to our practice. We must understand that as soon 
as we have met someone, the cause for our eventually splitting up has been cre-
ated. Meeting always leads to separation; if we investigate our own experiences 
we shall see that this is true. No matter how much pleasure we receive from 
someone or from something, the time will come when our connection to that 
person or thing will be no more. 

It does not require too much reflection to see that this is true. Everything is 
momentary, and when the actual time of death comes, none of the people or 
things we have met with can help us at all. Worse than that, not only do they 
fail to help us but, because of our attachment to them, they also create great 
problems for us.

If we think about it we can see how our closest companion can easily become 
our worst enemy. Take the example of a couple who have lived together for forty 
or fifty years. When one of them dies, the other is often so heartbroken that he 
or she cannot go on living. In some places in India, when the husband has died, 
his wife throws herself on his funeral pyre. This is nothing but ignorance and, 
to some extent, we all behave in similar manner. That is why it is important to 
prepare ourselves now.

 ■ All relationships are transitory, and grasping at them is a great hindrance to our practice
 ■ At the time of death our friends can’t help us and may even create great problems 
 ■ We should prepare ourselves now for the inevitable separation from our loved ones

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.3 Nothing can help except Dharma  
3.3.2 Friends and relatives cannot help
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 Day 109 This body, which is our greatest possession 
and our greatest friend, becomes our 
greatest enemy at death —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In some ways our greatest possession is our body. This is the thing that we 
cherish most in this life. Think of how much time, effort and money has gone 

into our body. We take such lavish care of it: feeding it, clothing it, giving it 
shelter from the weather and giving it medicine when it is sick. We not only 
ensure its survival, we do everything we can to make it as comfortable as we can, 
indulging in all the sense pleasures we can find. Without food and drink, this 
body would perish, therefore we go to work, spending many hours each week 
just to earn money for the food it needs. 

We worship our body like a god. This all seems a bit strange when any day 
now our body will be a small pile of ash on the crematorium floor. We go to bed 
one evening thinking about what clothes to wear tomorrow and by the morn-
ing all that is irrelevant, and other people are worrying about how to clothe the 
corpse for the funeral. All they have left is a lump of dead meat called a corpse, 
something they dare not even touch.

Borrowed from our parents, destined to become a corpse very soon, why 
should we place so much importance on this body? Thogme Zangpo compares 
the body to a guesthouse that the temporary guest, the mind, will soon leave. 
The mind will then take residence in another temporary “guesthouse,” and then 
another and another, continuously, until we break the cycle. 

 ■ Our body is our greatest possession and the thing we cherish most in this life
 ■ Any day now this body that we worship will be a corpse or a pile of ash
 ■ The body is nothing more than a temporary guesthouse for the mind

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.3 Nothing can help except Dharma  
3.3.3 Our body cannot help
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 Day 110  Dharma practice is the insurance policy that 
guarantees a good death —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We have seen that possessions, reputation, friends, loved ones and even 
our body are unable to bring us any help as we die—so what else is there? 

Only dying with a positive state of mind can help. To die free from the three 
poisons, but especially without attachment, means that we can have a peaceful 
and happy death and a good rebirth. This is definitely possible. And the only way 
we can secure such a positive mind is by practicing Dharma. Only the Dharma 
can help us at the time of death. Only when we are strong in Dharma do we have 
the power to die without worry and concern, and to know that after death there 
will be a positive future rebirth. 

There is no other question we need to ask ourselves other than, “Do I want to 
have a happy or a miserable death?” If we can truthfully answer that question, 
then all the other questions we face in life will fall away and the only priority in 
everything we do will be to ensure a happy death. Without understanding this 
vital point nothing really makes sense. When we understand that what we most 
need to do is prepare for death, life becomes very simple. Every choice we face 
from then on is a choice between a happy death and a miserable one. 

When we examine this, it is very, very clear that the only way to have a happy 
death is to have a completely virtuous mind. That will only come about by acting 
virtuously, and this is what “practicing Dharma” means. Nothing else will help 
at the time of death. 

 ■ If we want to die without worry or concern, it’s vital to practice the Dharma
 ■ Life is very simple when preparing for death is our only priority
 ■ The only way to have a happy death is to have a completely virtuous mind

Impermanence and death 
3 The nine- point meditation on death 
3.3 Nothing can help except Dharma  
Conclusion: We must practice Dharma and only Dharma
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 Day 111  When we actually have the realization 
of impermanence and death, we will 
never do anything meaningless again 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Seeing how our life is full of thousands of life- threatening hindrances and 
 how incredibly easy it is for death to happen, it’s a miracle that we wake 

each next morning. It’s as if we’re living on a thin rock overhang on top of a high 
mountain, with the valley way below, unaware that the overhang can barely take 
our weight. One false move and we can easily find ourselves falling to our death. 

And yet, despite how possible that is, somehow, amazingly, we have woken 
this morning still in this precious human body. Every second we have is more 
precious than the whole sky filled with wish- granting jewels. If we could really 
think like this, there’s no way we could ever waste even one second of this perfect 
human rebirth, this incredible vehicle that can carry us to enlightenment.

That is why it is very important to reflect again and again on this nine- point 
death meditation with the three main points: that death is definite, the time of 
death is indefinite and the only thing that can help at death is the Dharma. We 
should develop the firm conviction that we could very easily die at any moment; 
that we might go to sleep tonight and not wake up tomorrow. 

 ■ It’s a miracle that we wake each morning after going to sleep the night before
 ■ If we realized the preciousness of our human body we would never waste even one second
 ■ It’s very important to reflect again and again on the nine points of this meditation

Impermanence and death 
Wrap- up
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 Day 112  Reflecting on death is not intended  
to scare us into depression but to wake  
us up —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There is nothing to be afraid of about death. Death is not difficult: it is noth-
ing more than the consciousness leaving the body. That’s all. The connection 

with the body finishes, the mind leaves the body and finds another one. On this 
basis, why does death appear so difficult and frightening to so many people? It 
is not death itself that is frightening but the mind’s projections about death that 
make us afraid. Our own mind creates the fear, not death itself. 

The concept of a fearful death has been created by the mind that clings to the 
“permanent” things of this world—all the things that will be lost when death 
happens—our body, friends, possessions and so forth. Not being able to let go 
of life and the things of this life, death becomes terrifying. The unsubdued mind 
that is controlled by attachment to worldly pleasure creates this fear, not death 
itself. It is the creation of ignorance, attachment and anger and yet, even though 
it is nothing but a hallucination, we believe in this independent and frightening 
death. 

Wise fear is completely different. Instead of being afraid because of our delu-
sions, we see how deluded we are and are afraid of our delusions. We see the suf-
fering our delusions will cause us and are afraid of that suffering; afraid enough 
to do something to avert it. We see samsara not as a beautiful park but as a 
terrible prison that we are all trapped in. From that, the wish arises to free not 
just ourselves but all sentient beings. 

 ■ It is not death itself but the mind’s projections about death that make us afraid 
 ■ Death becomes terrifying when we are unable to let go of the things of this life
 ■ Instead of being afraid because of our delusions, we should be afraid of our delusions

Impermanence and death 
Wrap- up
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 Day 113 Constantly reflecting on impermanence  
and death brings us great peace now and  
in the future —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

This life is as brief as a flash of lightning. Perhaps it doesn’t feel like that 
at this moment, but when we die we will realize just how short our life has 

been. Despite this, we waste it by clinging, spending our life chasing trivial sense 
pleasures. Even if intellectually we know that something cannot last, we cling 
to it as if it will. 

If we could really understand the transience of this life and all the things in 
it at a deep level, we would have no problems with attachment and aversion. 
Lama Tsongkhapa urges us to extract the essence of this life day and night. This 
is very important. If we think about impermanence only occasionally, when we 
are depressed or upset or in retreat, and don’t consider it at other times, we will 
fail to make any deep life changes. 

On the other hand, if we can make the understanding of impermanence a 
part of our very existence, we will be able to completely destroy our delusions. 
The terrible problem that was making us miserable and seemed impossible to 
solve will instantly be no problem at all. If we sit down to think about this huge 
problem and then bring to mind the atomic bomb of impermanence, suddenly, 
in that same chair, that huge problem will no longer exist. The desire that tor-
mented us and the frustration that stopped us from sleeping will be destroyed 
in an instant and we will experience real peace and satisfaction. 

 ■ This life is as brief as a flash of lightning, yet we waste it on trivial sense pleasures
 ■ To make deep changes in our life, we need a profound understanding of its transience
 ■ Understanding impermanence completely destroys our delusions and brings real peace

Impermanence and death 
Wrap- up
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 Day 114 Others’ lives are in danger,  
and so is our own —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If we examine the mental states that dominate our mind, we will see that we 
create a huge number of negative actions every day, many more than positive 

actions. Similarly, if we look back on our life and consider our previous lives as 
well, we will see a huge mountain of negative karma waiting to ripen. Therefore, 
it is much more likely that we will be reborn in the suffering lower realms than in 
the fortunate upper realms, and it is crucial to understand exactly what the lower 
realms and their causes are in order to do everything possible to avoid them.

We also need to understand that at this moment the vast majority of our 
kind mother sentient beings are experiencing great suffering and will continue 
to do so for eons and eons. We should not turn away from this suffering but 
face it and see that this is reality; this is the way of samsara. From that we need 
to develop deep compassion and the sense of responsibility that “I myself alone 
must save each and every sentient being from the terrible suffering in which 
they are trapped.” 

Far from plunging us into depression and hopelessness, an understanding 
of the lower realms is the route to becoming a bodhisattva, with a mind that is 
incredibly light and free, a mind that is totally focused on the welfare of others. 
The lower realms are very helpful in giving us the opportunity to develop such 
a mind. Without it, “compassion” is just a word—a lovely word, but ultimately 
without much meaning. This is why we need to remember the lower realms, 
especially the hells, every day. 

 ■ To be able to avoid the lower realms it’s crucial to understand them and their causes
 ■ We need to face up to this suffering and respond with compassion and responsibility
 ■ Remembering the lower realms will enable us to develop the mind of bodhicitta

The lower realms
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 Day 115 We need to be convinced that the lower 
realms really exist and it is highly likely  
that’s where we will be reborn 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Because we have been creating negative karma all our life we are almost cer-  
 tain to be reborn in the suffering lower realms. We only have to observe our 

actions over one day to see how most of what we do is dictated by self- cherishing 
and clinging to the affairs of this life, and is thus only nonvirtue.

From the moment we arise and have that first cup of coffee, do we work self-
lessly for others or selfishly for ourselves, trying to obtain a bit of sense pleasure 
and enjoyment? Is going to work, talking to colleagues, having lunch, going out 
at night and so forth done purely with bodhicitta, to attain enlightenment in 
order to free all beings from suffering, or done solely for our own comfort? If we 
examine our motivation we will probably see that most of our actions are done 
out of self- interest. If that is so, then great suffering awaits us after we die and we 
had better do something drastic from now on. We do virtuous actions imper-
fectly but nonvirtuous ones perfectly, like a true expert. Motivated by selfishness, 
we harm others and ourselves and ensure future lives of incredible suffering. 

The descriptions of the lower realms are terrifying, but we need to be terrified. 
This is not a numbing fear, a fear that paralyzes us, but a positive fear that spurs 
us into action and gives us ironclad determination to practice Dharma and do 
nothing but practice Dharma. We see the suffering that we are in imminent 
danger of experiencing and naturally do everything possible to avoid it. The 
stronger our terror of the lower realms, the stronger our determination never 
to experience it. 

 ■ When we die we will almost certainly be reborn in the lower realms
 ■ Our virtuous actions are imperfect but our nonvirtuous actions are perfect
 ■ A healthy terror of the lower realms will bring a strong determination to avoid them

The lower realms
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 Day 116 If we reject this most vital aspect of  
the Buddha’s teachings we will seriously  
misunderstand the Dharma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we look at the states from which we are free we might reject certain 
ideas because they seem too outrageous. But can we really be so sure that 

what the Buddha said about the lower realms is just make- believe? We don’t 
know everything. We don’t remember most of what has happened to us since 
we were born. We presume we spent nine months in our mother’s womb but 
we only have logic and her telling us as evidence. Defining what is reality and 
what is myth based on our own very limited understanding is very dangerous. 

Moreover, to say that we are right and that the Buddha and all the highly 
realized yogis who came after him were in error is not only arrogant and wrong- 
headed, it is also extremely disrespectful. To say, “I like Buddhism but some bits 
are wrong” will lead to confusion and act as a barrier to real development. 

Our knowledge is severely limited, while that of the buddhas is limitless, yet 
when we hear about the hell realms we decide that the wisdom of the buddhas is 
superstition while ours is superior. This is very deluded thinking. Most probably 
we find the teachings on the lower realms difficult or impossible because we are 
too scared to let our mind accept them and therefore refuse to believe that there 
can be such suffering. We need to explore our own limitations rather than reject 
the teachings. It is painful to have to acknowledge that there is such suffering, 
but that is the reality of life, that is samsara. We just can’t see it now because our 
mind is so polluted.

 ■ It’s dangerous to define what is reality or myth based on our limited understanding 
 ■ To reject certain Buddhist teachings because we don’t like them only leads to confusion 
 ■ We tend to avoid the teachings on the lower realms because they’re scary

The lower realms
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 Day 117  Of all the sufferings of the lower realms,  
those of the hells are by far the worst  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A hell being’s whole existence is nothing but suffering. It’s more than a 
 human being can even imagine, and far more than the suffering of the 

most miserable animal or hungry ghost. The sufferings we can see in our own 
world—of people being killed in explosions or earthquakes, of animals being 
burnt to death or boiled alive, of all the victims of torture and drought—is 
nowhere near the suffering of a hell being, who must experience this for an 
unendurable length of time.

Hell is not exclusive to Buddhists. Christianity, Islam and Hinduism all have 
descriptions of hell that are very much like those in the Buddhist texts. What is 
different about the Buddhist concept of hell is that, unlike the Christian concept, 
it isn’t permanent. I haven’t read the Bible and therefore I’m not completely sure 
about this, but it seems that after death a person either goes to heaven or hell, 
and whatever the outcome, that’s it forever—once in hell there is no escape.

According to Buddhism, nothing is permanent, including hell, even though 
the eons a hell being spends there might seem like forever. In a way, hell is like 
a bad trip on drugs. The vision of the world alters into something utterly fearful 
and at the time there is no way of reversing it. But sooner or later the effect of 
the drug wears off and the more “normal” vision of the world returns. The karma 
that propels somebody into hell will finish at some stage. When that happens, 
the hell realm experience finishes and that being is reborn in another realm. 

 ■ A hell being’s entire existence is nothing but suffering for an unendurable length of time
 ■ In contrast to other religions, Buddhism doesn’t consider hell to be permanent
 ■ Eventually this karma will end and the hell being will be reborn elsewhere

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms
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 Day 118 Hell does not exist from its own side;  
the negative mind makes it up —Lama Yeshe

It’s not as if someone in a place called hell built an iron house, lit a blazing fire 
and thought, “Aha! I am waiting for Thubten Yeshe. Soon he will die and come 

here. I’m ready for him!” It is not like that. Hell does not exist in that way. The 
reality is that at the time of death, the powerful energy of the previous negative 
actions of a being, existing as imprints on their mind, is awakened, activated, 
and creates that being’s experience of intense suffering, which we call hell. 

When we look at the lamrim merely intellectually, we might think that hell 
is something real, existing from its own side—that there exists something con-
crete, built up. Then we think, “Oh, that’s impossible!” and we doubt the exis-
tence of such things. However, Shantideva’s explanation of the fires of hell and 
so forth makes them easy for Westerners to understand: our miserable view of 
reality is made up by our own mind, our own immorality, just as our blissful 
view of reality is made up by our own mind, our own virtue. 

So the question is, what is reality? That’s all. In all of Lord Buddha’s teachings, 
with every important point he makes, he is saying that the mind is the principal 
producer of reality. Human goodness comes from the mind. Human problems, 
human badness, come from the mind. The hell beings’ horrible visions of fire 
all come from the mind. Of course, good and bad exist, but only relatively. They 
exist only at the relative level, not ultimately. Psychological energy and various 
cooperative causes combine and transform into our vision of reality. 

 ■ Hell is created through the activation of the energy of our previous negative actions
 ■ Both our miserable and blissful views of reality are made up by our own mind
 ■ Good and bad exist, but only at the relative rather than the ultimate level

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms
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 Day 119 Any action done out of attachment, anger or 
ignorance can lead us straight to the hell 
realms after we die —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Anger can easily result in a rebirth in the hell realms, especially if our anger 
 is directed at a powerful object, such as our parents, the Three Rare Sub-

lime Ones—Buddha, Dharma and Sangha—or, especially, our guru. Abandon-
ing our guru as an object of respect is the heaviest downfall. Criticizing the guru 
is equal to criticizing all the buddhas. Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo explains that 
being angry with our guru for the duration of a finger snap causes us to remain 
in the inexhaustible hot hell for many eons.

Some texts specify that heresy, or perverted views—such as denying that 
reincarnation exists—results in rebirth in the cold hells. That, of course, is not 
the only cause. There are many additional causes, such as stealing clothing that 
others rely on for warmth and so forth. 

Breaking any of the vows that our guru has given us is extremely negative and 
can result in rebirth in the hells. Breaking one of the lay vows, such as commit-
ting a complete act of killing, stealing, lying or sexual misconduct, or one of the 
eighteen root bodhisattva vows is also very heavy. And it is said that breaking 
a root tantric vow results in an eon in the lowest hell for every split second that 
elapses between breaking the vow and purifying it. Keeping our vows purely is 
the quickest way to become enlightened. Therefore, once we have taken vows we 
should always be mindful never to break them.

 ■ Anger easily brings rebirth in hell, especially when directed at a powerful object
 ■ The many causes of rebirth in the cold hells include heresy and stealing warm clothing 
 ■ Breaking our vows and failing to purify them often leads to a rebirth in the hell realms 

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms 
1.1 Causes of the hell realms
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 Day 120 Just as a seed grows until it breaks the sur-
face and becomes a plant, negative imprints 
ripen at the time of death to determine our 
next rebirth —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When somebody dies with an extremely negative mind and is destined 
to be reborn in the hell realms, they experience a terrible death. A per-

son who is going to be born in the hot hell realms feels very cold. No matter 
how high the heating is turned up, no matter how many blankets they are cov-
ered in, they still feel unbelievably cold. They shiver uncontrollably and become 
demented with cold. The karmic seed left on the mental continuum motivated 
by ignorance becomes stronger, manifesting as a strong craving for heat, and 
when they finally die with their mind full of that craving it throws them into 
the hot hells. 

Conversely, if somebody has the karma to be reborn in the cold hells, that per-
son will feel incredibly hot at the time of death. They will feel as if their body, the 
bed and the whole environment are on fire and will crave coolness. No matter 
how cold the room, they will still feel as if it’s a furnace. Dying with this craving 
for cold, they are propelled into the cold hells. 

There are many stories of people having fearful visions just before they die. 
People who have killed other people or who regularly slaughter animals; soldiers 
and torturers; people whose mind is full of violence—such people have a terrible 
death. Very often their last hours are full of dreadful images, as if they are already 
in hell before they die. Their mind is strongly clouded with negativity and since 
they have never done any purification, as they leave this life the karma for a hell 
existence starts to manifest. 

 ■ A person about to be reborn in the hot hells will feel intense cold at the time of death
 ■ Somebody heading for the cold hells will feel incredibly hot and die craving coldness
 ■ There are many stories of people having fearful visions just before they die

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms 
1.2 Rebirth in the hell realms
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 Day 121 All the fires of this human world put 
together are nothing compared to even  
a tiny spark from the hot hells 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The first of the eight hot hells is the hell of being reborn again and again, 
where the being is born in a place of red- hot iron mountains and terrible 

winds. Surrounded by enemies, the being takes up a weapon and fights them, 
but is cut into tiny pieces. Then its body is reconstituted and the same thing 
happens again, hundreds of times a day. The lifespan of beings in this hell is 
billions of years long.

Each succeeding hell is twice the duration with twice as much suffering. In the 
black line hell, the being is laid out on the iron ground and karmically- created 
guardians cut lines on its body with red- hot wires and then chop it up along 
those lines. In the gathered and crushed hell the being is trapped between two 
great mountains, usually in the shape of the beings it killed in its previous life. In 
the hell of crying the being finds itself in a burning iron house, without windows 
or doors, intensely hot and suffocating. After an unimaginable length of time it 
might escape, only to find itself in the next level of hell, the hell of great crying, 
where there are two burning iron houses, one inside the other. 

The last three hells are called the hot hell, the extremely hot hell and the inex-
haustible hot hell. In these hells, the beings must endure truly horrible torture, 
such as being skewered from the anus to the top of the head with a trident and 
roasted alive. In the inexhaustible hot hell the being has no body as such; it is 
like the butter of a butter lamp that has melted to become one with the flame. 
The only way the hell being can be distinguished is by its screams. 

 ■ The hell of being reborn again and again brings billions of years of suffering 
 ■ Each succeeding hell is twice the duration with twice as much suffering
 ■ The hot hell, extremely hot hell and inexhaustible hot hell are the most unbearable

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms 
1.3 The hot hells
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 Day 122 The worst pain we can suffer is bliss 
compared to the suffering in the hells 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are a number of neighboring hells surrounding the eight hot hells, 
just as suburbs surround a city center. Some beings are born straight into 

the neighboring hells, but generally these are places that the hell being finds itself 
in when its time in the hot or cold hells has finished. Having endured the most 
terrible suffering for an uncountable number of eons, the being finally escapes 
the main hell, but even then its suffering has still not finished. It must also try to 
escape these neighboring hells. 

Its first obstacle is the fiery trench. As the being plunges into the river of lava 
up to the knees, its legs dissolve with the heat, causing incredibly agony. How-
ever, when the being pulls each leg out, the leg re- forms, allowing the hell being 
to continue, one step at a time, each step causing terrible pain. Finally escaping 
the lava of the fiery trench, the hell being finds itself in the next neighboring hell, 
the putrid swamp, a quagmire of utterly disgusting filth, like the worst possible 
septic tank filled with excrement.

In the next surrounding hell, the plain of swords, the being has to cross a plain 
characterized by razor- sharp sword- like thorns that cut it to pieces with every 
move, causing terrible suffering. The last neighboring hell is the uncrossable 
torrent. This is also called “the water that is oneness with fire” because the texts 
describe it as water mixed with fire, boiling and bubbling like a pot of boiling 
oil. The being must cross this boiling river to be free from the neighboring hells, 
but just stepping into the liquid dissolves its flesh causing agonizing pain. It must 
suffer like this for an unbelievably long time. 

 ■ The neighboring hells surround the hot hells like suburbs surround a city 
 ■ A hell being escapes from the agonizing lava of the fiery trench into the putrid swamp
 ■ After being cut to pieces on the plain of swords, its flesh is dissolved by the uncrossable torrent

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms 
1.4 The neighboring hells
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 Day 123 The cold of the cold hells is so intense  
that the beings there are one with the ice 
mountain in which they are trapped  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Similar to the hot hells, there are eight cold hells, each increasing in dura-
tion and suffering from the previous one. They are: the hell of blisters; the hell 

of bursting blisters; the hell of a- choo; the moaning hell; the clenched- teeth hell; 
the hell of cracking like a blue lotus; the hell of cracking like a red lotus; and the 
hell of great cracking like a lotus.

The body of the hell being is oneness with the cold, and the pain is so intense 
that the being is unable to move. Pabongka Rinpoche compares it to having our 
feet nailed to a floorboard. It is completely dark; nothing can be seen. The whole 
plain is icy ground and the area is surrounded by huge ice mountains. There is 
always a violent wind blowing, causing terrible snowstorms and sometimes even 
making the ice mountains crack, creating loud and terrible noises. 

Even at the very first level of the cold hells, there is unbelievable, unimag-
inable suffering of cold. To be trapped in the walk- in freezer of a restaurant for 
ten minutes would be unbearable, but even the intense pain of that cold could 
give us no sense of the suffering of a being in the cold hells. Imagine being 
completely naked and buried in an avalanche of ice on a completely black night 
with a fierce icy wind howling all around. This is as cold as we could imagine it 
as a human, but it is not a millionth as cold as the mildest cold hell. And yet this 
is the experience of countless sentient beings right now—of far more sentient 
beings than the human and animal realms combined. 

 ■ There are eight cold hells, each of increasing duration and suffering
 ■ Surrounded by ice, wind and darkness, the hell being’s body is oneness with the cold
 ■ The coldest experience we can imagine is not a millionth as cold as the mildest cold hell

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms 
1.5 The cold hells
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 Day 124 Every suffering a hell being experiences 
is the result of its negative karma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are also occasional hells—hellish existences that occur in this world 
system that can be seen by some people if they have the karma. These can 

be extreme suffering environments that we know about, such as deserts and 
swamps, or they can be “occasional” in that the beings don’t constantly experi-
ence them. It all depends on individual karma.

Once, a trader named Kotikarna was returning home after collecting jewels 
from the ocean. As he crossed a desert he saw a burning house with people 
inside, suffering terribly. When night fell, however, the whole thing changed. 
The house stopped burning and became a beautiful mansion where the owner 
enjoyed incredible pleasures with his four female companions. Everything was 
very luxurious—the finest food, drink, clothes and so forth—and the women 
were divine goddesses. Then, in the morning, the mansion turned back into the 
burning house and the women turned into fierce dogs ripping the man apart. 

When Kotikarna asked the man why he had to suffer like that, he replied that 
he had been a butcher and had once asked the arhat Katayana how to maintain 
moral conduct. Because his occupation was killing animals he could only keep 
the precept of not killing at night but not during the day. For that reason he 
suffered terribly by day, but at night he had the most incredible pleasure. Each 
experience was the result of the different karma he had created. 

 ■ Beings in the occasional hells experience intermittent or extreme suffering
 ■ Kotikarna saw a house that was full of suffering by day and enjoyment at night
 ■ Its occupant had been a butcher by day but kept the precept of not killing by night

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms 
1.6 The occasional hells
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 Day 125 We are incredibly close to becoming a citizen 
of the hell realms and now is the only time 
we have the chance to turn that around 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It is very easy to become complacent. At this moment we are experiencing 
great comfort and ease. Our life is pleasant and our troubles are few. Like 

the lazy feeling we can get on a sunny day when we are picnicking by a river, it 
seems that life has always been like this and always will be. How foolish we are! 
We are a breath away from unimaginable torment and yet we deny it because it 
is unpleasant to think about. 

It will be way too late when we have drawn the last breath of this life and the 
tortures of the hell realm are there for us to see, a living reality that we must 
now endure. One moment we are lying on a soft bed, and the next moment we 
are stretched out on a glowing red- hot iron ground, our body burning up in 
agony. At that time there will be nothing we can do. Only now, while we have 
the space to change our way of thinking, can we do what is necessary to avoid 
such a future. 

Here is the great tragedy. If we don’t do whatever we can to avoid the lower 
realms now, while we have a human body and so many options, there will be 
absolutely nothing we can do when we find ourselves there. What to do? If we 
don’t take this opportunity to purify our negative karma now that all the con-
ditions are ripe, there is no way we can do anything about it once it has ripened 
and we are suffering in the hells.

 ■ It is easy to become complacent while we are experiencing great comfort and ease
 ■ Only now can we change our thinking and avoid the tortures of the hell realm
 ■ We must take this opportunity to purify our negative karma before it’s too late

The lower realms 
1 The hell realms
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 Day 126 Nobody wants to be a hungry ghost,  
but we are moving toward that existence 
every day —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The second of the suffering lower realms is the realm of the hungry ghosts. 
This realm is created by miserliness and attachment, and is dominated by 

terrible hunger and thirst. Besides a very few people who have the karma to see 
hungry ghosts, this realm is invisible to the human world, but the hungry ghosts 
are there all around us in every moment. We can also see hungry ghost- type 
situations in our own world. Much of this planet is consumed by famine and 
drought. Many millions of people spend their entire lives in a desperate battle 
for survival, always hungry and thirsty, and never able to get sufficient food or 
drinkable water. 

Miserliness is that strong covetousness we can feel for our things, an attach-
ment so strong that we have to keep checking them again and again. Miserliness 
sees every possession as precious and not to be shared, therefore the miserly 
person never or rarely does any acts of generosity. They can be extremely rich but 
still feel they must hoard all their money. People are often incredibly attached 
to their homes too. These are terrible minds to have in life and very dangerous 
minds to have at death time because such possessiveness and miserliness will 
almost definitely be the cause of a hungry ghost existence. 

If we die with a jealous or spiteful mind, we can be reborn as a hungry ghost. 
Using the Dharma to increase our ego and arrogance rather than to subdue our 
mind is also a cause of being reborn as a hungry ghost. There are stories of med-
itators who became very adept at their practice without doing anything about 
their delusions, and who therefore suffered terribly when they died, despite their 
tantric realizations. 

 ■ The realm of the hungry ghosts is dominated by terrible hunger and thirst 
 ■ It is created by miserliness and strong attachment, especially at the time of death
 ■ Other causes include dying with a jealous mind and using Dharma to increase our ego

The lower realms 
2 The hungry ghost realm 
2.1 Causes of the hungry ghost realm
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 Day 127 Any feeling of hunger we could possibly 
have is nothing compared to what the hungry 
ghosts suffer every moment of their lives 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The place where hungry ghosts (pretas) live is simply unimaginable. There 
is no grass, no trees, no water—nothing! It is completely barren and deso-

late. Pabongka Rinpoche describes it as being like a red- hot copper pot, burnt 
by the sun. There are frequent sandstorms in which the hot sharp sand cuts the 
pretas’ sensitive skin like heavy hailstones. In winter the sun is unbearably cold 
and in summer the moon is unbearably hot. 

Without considering any of the other sufferings, just think of this one suffer-
ing. Whereas we live in countries that have grass and rivers, where the climate 
is variable and conducive to life, the hungry ghosts must live in a place that is 
completely hostile. There is nothing there that can sustain life, and yet they are 
unable to die. The ground is scorched by the sun and too hot to the touch, and 
yet the hungry ghosts have to live their whole life in such a place. Even if we 
only considered the environment of the hungry ghosts, we would do anything 
to avoid being born there.

With their huge bellies and tiny necks, hungry ghosts are unable to eat or 
drink, and thus are constantly plagued by hunger and thirst. If we were to 
undergo such hardships we would die, but the hungry ghosts don’t. They are 
reduced to constantly and desperately searching for food and drink. Utterly 
exhausted by hunger and thirst, they have to carry their huge weight on tiny 
limbs and weak muscles, continually terrified of the yamas that protect whatever 
food there is. Unable to die, but also unable to do anything but suffer in these 
terrible ways, they must endure these sufferings for tens of thousands of years.

 ■ The hungry ghost realm is barren, desolate, and either unbearably hot or unbearably cold
 ■ Although there is nothing to sustain life, the hungry ghosts are unable to die
 ■ Hungry ghosts can’t eat or drink and so are constantly plagued by hunger and thirst

The lower realms 
2 The hungry ghost realm 
2.2 General sufferings: heat, cold, hunger, thirst, exhaustion and fear
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 Day 128  A hungry ghost’s body is a perfect 
instrument of suffering with a huge, 
distended belly that can never be filled 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Hungry ghosts experience three types of obscurations. The outer obscura-
tions are the external factors that stop them satisfying their intense hunger 

and thirst. These often take the form of karmically- created guardians—fierce 
yamas—that protect whatever source of food or water there is and chase the 
weak and terrified hungry ghost away. It might be that a hungry ghost sees a 
beautiful tree laden with fruit or a wonderful lake in the distance, but after bat-
tling with exhaustion for so long, when it approaches, the vision disappears as if 
it were a mirage, causing terrible frustration. Alternatively, the vision turns into 
something disgusting. A lake of clear water becomes a putrid quagmire full of 
blood, pus and animal hairs, making it undrinkable.

The inner obscurations are the inability of the hungry ghost to get any sus-
tenance from food, even if it can find it. This is due to its physical condition, 
which prevents food from entering the stomach. As well as a neck the size of a 
needle, some hungry ghosts also have goiters, which block the throat even more. 
If pus oozes from the goiter, they eat that. Then there are the hungry ghosts with 
two or three knots in their necks, making it impossible to digest anything at all. 

The obscurations of food and drink refer to the hungry ghost being unable to 
digest any food or drink that it is able to get into its mouth. The food and drink 
turn to poison in its stomach, bursting into flame like a lighted match dropped 
into kerosene. Food or drink can also turn to molten iron when it hits the stom-
ach, causing the hungry ghost unbelievable pain. 

 ■ Outer obscurations are external factors preventing hungry ghosts from eating or drinking
 ■ Inner obscurations are the physical conditions that stop food from entering the stomach
 ■ Obscurations of food and drink mean that food and drink turn into poison inside the body

The lower realms 
2 The hungry ghost realm 
2.3 Particular sufferings: outer and inner obscurations, and obscurations of food and drink 
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 Day 129 Just because we have been born human this 
time doesn’t mean that we can never again  
be reborn as an animal —Lama Yeshe

Because of their scientific education and understanding of progressive evo-
lution, Westerners often find it difficult to accept that a human being can 

become like an animal. They think such regression to be impossible. Actually, 
it’s possible. 

As I have said before, the sick mind can manifest at the physical level; this is 
the same thing. It doesn’t matter that we look like a human being—our mind can 
degenerate such that we behave worse than an animal. The mental energy gen-
erated in that way can later transform at the physical level and come to occupy 
an animal body. That’s possible. But don’t think that this means our human 
body somehow changes into an animal body. I’m not saying that. When our 
consciousness separates from our present human body, since it contains the 
energy of the animal mind, that mental energy transforms into an animal body.

Right action and wrong action are determined by right thought and wrong 
thought: right wisdom leads to right actions; wrong conceptions lead to wrong 
actions. If we put the energy of the human body, speech and mind in the right 
direction, it is so powerful. The problem is that our life has no direction and 
that’s why our energy is fragmented. We must check up on how our life is right 
now—does it have direction? If not, we’re wasting all the energy of our body, 
speech and mind. Therefore, we need the discriminating knowledge- wisdom 
to distinguish between right and wrong. In order to develop that, we have to 
understand our mind and know how positive and negative minds arise. Since all 
actions arise from the mind, without checking our mind, how can we determine 
the nature of our actions?

 ■ It’s possible for a human being to degenerate so much that they become like an animal
 ■ At death, the consciousness leaves this body and comes to occupy an animal body
 ■ We need to check up on whether we’re putting our energy in the right direction

The lower realms 
3 The animal realm 
3.1 Causes of the animal realm
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 Day 130 If we look below the surface of the life  
of any animal to see what it is really  
like we will find unimaginable suffering  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Animals are ruled by their ignorance. Whether or not hatred or greed are 
 also present, it’s ignorance that defines the animal world. Due to their 

ignorance animals are trapped in fear or aggression, in hunger, cold, heat and 
all those other torments that make their lives miserable. 

No animal is free from the fear of being killed by other animals. This includes 
the greatest animal, which seems invulnerable because of its size, and the tiniest, 
which seems safe because of its insignificance. Think of life in the oceans, where 
each of the billions and billions of fish is only concerned with staying alive, with 
not being eaten by other fish or, for the majority, with trying to catch smaller 
fish to eat. Think of life in a desert, where snakes must constantly hunt mice and 
other small creatures to survive; where hawks and eagles must hunt snakes to 
survive. Even in the city, this round of killing and being killed is happening con-
tinuously. Every wildlife documentary we see emphasizes this major suffering 
of animals, and we can see it when we observe animals in nature. If we watch 
them in the correct way, television programs about animals can be as good as 
Dharma books.

The lives of animals are incredibly cruel and full of suffering. We need to see 
this to really develop strong compassion for them. We need to realize how we 
have been just such an animal countless times in the past and how we have the 
karma to be like that in the future. If we become an animal we will be unable to 
help ourselves and others. This is why meditating on the suffering of the animal 
realm is incredibly important. 

 ■ Ignorance traps animals in the sufferings of heat, cold, hunger, thirst, exhaustion and fear 
 ■ No animal, great or small, is free from the fear of being killed by other animals
 ■ Meditating on the suffering of the animal realm helps us develop strong compassion

The lower realms 
3 The animal realm 
3.2 General sufferings: heat, cold, hunger, thirst, exhaustion and fear
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 Day 131 Imagine how terrible it would be if we  
suddenly became an animal  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Unless we practice pure morality, there is no way of telling where we might 
be reborn or what we might be in our next life, and it is the nature of 

impermanence that our next life might only be a breath away. What causes are 
we creating at this very moment? We need to consider this very carefully. We 
could well be creating the causes to be reborn as an animal. By tomorrow we 
could be a slimy- skinned frog, hiding in a pond, terrified of being eaten by the 
birds or foxes all around us. By tomorrow we could be a clam.

When we see a cow or a sheep crowded together with its brothers and sisters 
in a truck on its way to a slaughterhouse we should think, “That could be me.” 
We have accumulated the karma to be in that position—to be led to the slaugh-
ter room and smashed over the head with a hammer, to have our flesh cut away 
from our carcass and sent to a butcher’s shop. When we see meat hanging in a 
shop window, or even wrapped neatly in plastic in a supermarket, we should 
think that this could well be our own flesh. 

Imagine being an animal like a donkey or horse, having to carry heavy loads 
every day. Animals plow fields and pull incredibly heavy loads—like the ele-
phants hauling logs or the horses pulling mountains of produce in Asia—or 
they grind grain, blindfolded and turning a wheel hour after hour, day after day, 
until they die of exhaustion. No thought is given to their wellbeing let alone 
their comfort, and when they are used up they are thrown away like a run- down 
battery. 

 ■ Unless we practice morality purely, by tomorrow we might be a frog or a clam 
 ■ When we see livestock crowded into a truck we should think “That could be me”
 ■ Animals experience many different sufferings at the hands of human beings

The lower realms 
3 The animal realm 
3.3 Particular sufferings: overcrowding and abuse by humans 
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 Day 132  The main thing to remember is that 
negativities are transitory, conventional, 
interdependent phenomena —Lama Yeshe

At present our minds are clouded by false views and wrong conceptions 
 and therefore are temporarily obscured. We do have the ability to see things 

clearly and accurately, but instead we are groping in the darkness of attachment, 
clinging to the hallucinatory world of our senses. However, we should not think 
that we are caught in negativity permanently. There is not a single being who is 
suffering permanently, nor is there a single negativity that is permanent. Only 
as long as our mind is polluted with defilements, with wrong conceptions about 
reality, shall we suffer. 

Suffering is not everlasting; all things are changing. The environment is 
changing and so is the character of our suffering and dissatisfaction. If negativity 
were permanent, we too would be permanent. It is exactly the same as if a part 
of our body, our hand for instance, were permanent, never changing. Then again 
it would follow that we ourselves would be permanent. How lucky we would be; 
there would be no reason to worry about dying. We would be the first people on 
earth to suffer permanently! But such a view is totally illogical, existing solely for 
the deluded mind. It is not at all in accordance with reality.

There is no human problem that cannot be solved. The idea of permanent 
negativity and suffering only causes an agitated, guilty feeling, which in turn 
produces neuroses and other forms of mental illness. A person laboring under 
such a misconception reaches a hopeless state in which ignorance and delusion 
become overwhelming. They have deprived life of meaning, and have nothing 
to fall back upon but despair. However, as we develop deeper understanding, we 
receive more powerful realizations and thereby become purer inside. 

 ■ We should not think that we are permanently caught in negativity
 ■ If suffering were permanent, we would also be permanent, which is illogical
 ■ As we develop deeper understanding we receive realizations and become purer inside

The lower realms 
Wrap- up
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 Day 133 The one thing that separates us from the 
lower realms is the practice of Dharma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The cause for a perfect human rebirth in the future is ethics and generosity, 
and when we know that and actively work toward such a rebirth, then the 

lower realms cease to be our next destination and death ceases to be a thing of 
horror. In short, we need to practice Dharma, and do nothing else but practice 
Dharma. Effectively, this means never harming others again and, if possible, 
helping them. On top of this we must do whatever we can to destroy the negative 
imprints on our mindstream, which can ripen at any moment, whenever the 
conditions come together. These are the three things we must do; in fact, these 
three things are a summary of the whole Buddhist path. 

The best way to help others and never harm them is to take the various levels 
of vows that are available to us as Buddhists, thereby not only abstaining from 
nonvirtue but creating virtue. Even if we are not ready to take the highest vows 
or are unable keep the ones we have taken purely, we are building a wonderful 
foundation that will help us transcend all our problems and be able to really 
help others. 

The one solution to all problems, including how to avoid the lower realms, 
is the good heart. Everything follows from a good heart: the happiness of this 
life, the happiness of future lives and liberation from samsara and enlighten-
ment. From a good heart comes the ability to help all other sentient beings free 
themselves from all suffering and eventually attain enlightenment. With a good 
heart and with all this ahead of us, of course we need have no fear of death and 
of the lower realms. 

 ■ By practicing Dharma, particularly ethics and generosity, we will avoid the lower realms
 ■ Taking vows is the best way to be able to really help others and never harm them
 ■ The one solution to all problems, including rebirth in the lower realms, is the good heart

The lower realms 
Wrap- up
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 Day 134 Meditating on the lower realms blows away 
our complacency just as a strong wind blows 
away dead leaves —Lama Zopa Rinpoche 

Meditating on the suffering of the lower realms is not only vital in giving 
us the energy to avoid that suffering in our next life, it also destroys the 

negative mind we have in this life, making it richer and more meaningful. We 
see our life in a more realistic way.

If we currently lead our small life thinking only of ourselves and our next 
sense pleasure, meditating on the lower realms shows us clearly how deluded 
and self- defeating that is. If we are puffed up with pride, thinking we are young, 
successful, well- liked and beautiful, it shows us clearly what a fantasy that is. 
More importantly, it shows us how we are exactly the same as every other being 
in our potential to experience great suffering. 

Studying and meditating on the lower realms also gives us the tools to avoid 
experiencing them. Seeing that attachment, anger and ignorance are the causes 
that pull us into the lower realms, we naturally turn our life away from indulging 
in these three poisons. Seeing how close the lower realms are, we use everything 
we can to avoid them. In this way we discover the wonderful techniques that 
exist in Buddhism: the methods for developing compassion and bodhicitta—the 
altruistic thought to attain enlightenment for the sake of all sentient beings—
and the Vajrayana practice, the lightning- fast way to attain full enlightenment. 
Until we develop a fierce determination never to experience the suffering of the 
lower realms, it is very unlikely we will have the necessary energy to engage in 
such practices to the degree where they can destroy our natural and habitual 
self- cherishing. This is why we need to study the lower realms. 

 ■ Meditating on the suffering of the lower realms makes life richer and more meaningful
 ■ It shows us how we have the same potential for suffering as every other being
 ■ We need to study the lower realms because it will strengthen and inspire our practice

The lower realms 
Wrap- up
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 Day 135 When we take refuge in Buddhadharma, the 
important point is that we have recognized 
our own profound potential —Lama Yeshe 

Buddhist refuge is a process of turning inward that begins when we dis-
cover our own unlimited potential as human beings. This discovery gener-

ates tremendous zeal for the development of our own inborn wisdom- energy. 
Complete, perfect wisdom is buddhahood. Perhaps the word “buddha” conjures 
up a remote and rather oriental image. But “buddha” is just a word, and it means 
totally opened mind, an “opened lotus.” When we finally realize our human 
potential and arrive at this total openness of mind, we become buddhas.

During Buddha Shakyamuni’s lifetime, many people attained profound 
insight and experienced miraculous bliss as a result of merely seeing him. In 
spite of his bodily disappearance so long ago, we still benefit from the power of 
his wisdom and compassion. By cultivating our own latent powers and contin-
uously developing our wisdom, we too can immensely benefit others. However 
much the world around us changes and our fortunes fluctuate, our inner world 
can remain stable and balanced when fortified by this profound understanding. 
Wisdom brings unfailing happiness, unlike those temporal objects of refuge, 
which bring only tantalizingly brief and inconclusive moments of pleasure.

There are two aspects of refuge: the outer and the inner. Outer refuge means 
seeking guidance from living buddhas, since we are unable to achieve liberation 
without a teacher. Buddhas also provide inspiration and are sublime models for 
us to emulate. When we contemplate the enlightened state, its reflection within 
our own mind fills us with joyful, radiant energy. This demonstrates that though 
at present we are not fully enlightened, the seed of buddhahood is contained 
within each of us. Inner refuge is directed toward this seed of enlightenment, 
this inner buddha nature. We recognize that, ultimately, we are our own refuge.

 ■ Buddhist refuge is a process of turning inward and discovering our unlimited potential
 ■ Just like Buddha Shakyamuni, we too can become of immense benefit to others
 ■ Initially we take outer refuge, but, ultimately, our inner buddha nature is our refuge

Refuge: the holy gateway for entering the teachings
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 Day 136 Taking refuge in the right, unfailing object  
is the most important thing we can do  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Having seen that we are suffering and that we need to find a way out of 
suffering, we seek that way. Using thorough investigation, we can see that 

we don’t personally have the capacity to save ourselves from suffering. We are 
too deluded to find our own way out of the maze of delusions. We are blind and 
looking for a road to safety, not even sure what safety is. We cannot even solve 
the mundane problems that fill our daily life, let alone save ourselves from the 
suffering of the lower realms that threatens to engulf us after we die. We need 
help from somebody who will not let us down. 

When we investigate other philosophies and methods, we see that many have 
good ideas and most can help us in some way for a period of time, but none has 
the power to release us from all suffering forever. Therefore our search must be 
for a method that will take us out of all suffering: a method that will never let us 
down, will never cheat us and will never mislead us in the slightest way. It must 
be infallible. When we find such a method, then we need to really see if it can 
do what it promises. Then we will have complete faith in it. 

What will save us from the lower realms? What will save us from the suffering 
that lies at the heart of the whole of samsara? When we analyze this well, we see 
that only the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha can do that. We then trust in the help 
they can give, rely on it and have devotion to this way alone. 

 ■ We don’t personally have the capacity to save ourselves from suffering
 ■ We need to find an infallible method that will never let us down, cheat or mislead us
 ■ When we analyze well, we see that only the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha can save us 

Refuge: the holy gateway for entering the teachings
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 Day 137 Mahayana refuge has three causes: fear 
of suffering, devotion to the Three Rare 
Sublime Ones, and great compassion 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The strength of our refuge depends on the strength of our aversion to 
suffering and our understanding of the qualities of the objects of refuge. 

Therefore, we should check up very carefully on the strength of these two causes 
of refuge in our mindstream. If one is weak or missing, we should study and 
meditate on that subject and ensure that we strengthen it as much as we are able. 

If the first cause—our fear of samsaric suffering—is not strong enough to 
enable us to break free from our destructive habits, then we should study more 
about suffering: about the lower realms and the likelihood of us ending up there, 
about the eight and six types of human suffering, and about the three types of 
suffering that pervade the whole of samsara. If we could see our situation clearly, 
we would be able to think of nothing except practicing Dharma. Whenever we 
feel the slightest reluctance to practice, we need to understand that this is because 
we are still blocked, either through denying our own suffering or through failing 
to see how the Three Rare Sublime Ones are reliable objects of refuge. 

These two causes of refuge, fear and devotion, are our route out of sam-
sara, and are therefore considered the route to individual liberation. However, 
Mahayana refuge requires a third cause—compassion. In Mahayana Buddhism, 
the emphasis is not on getting out samsara in order to be free from suffering for 
our own sake, but to attain full and complete enlightenment so that we are in 
the best position to help all other beings out of suffering. With compassion as 
the third cause of taking refuge, we then rely wholeheartedly on the Buddha, 
Dharma and Sangha and seek their guidance. 

 ■ We must carefully check the strength of the two causes of refuge in our mindstream
 ■ We need to understand both suffering and the qualities of the objects of refuge
 ■ To practice Mahayana Buddhism we also need a third cause of refuge: compassion 

Refuge 
1 The causes on which taking refuge depends
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 Day 138  It is our own lifelong dissatisfaction that 
impels us to take refuge in the Buddha, 
Dharma and Sangha —Lama Yeshe

We already take refuge in food, in keeping warm, in houses, clothes and 
chocolate. Already, we take refuge in these things in order to be happy. 

So why should we take refuge again, at this time? What is so special? We should 
understand clean- clear that taking refuge in chocolate or ice cream is not suffi-
cient, it doesn’t bring everlasting realizations. 

The refuge that does bring everlasting realizations is an inner experience, an 
inner understanding, and confidence in the Buddhadharma. We take refuge in 
the Dharma by understanding the universal nature of ourselves and all beings. 
This is the way to completely free ourselves. This is the way to elevate ourselves 
from all miserable situations. When we understand this there is no reason to 
be unhappy, to crave ice cream, is there? Anyway, we know—when we buy ice 
cream and eat it, it is not sufficient, is it? We must think about our own experi-
ence, what we take refuge in when we are unhappy. When we’re miserable, we try 
to do incredible things! We try going to the cinema, going dancing—anything to 
make us forget our unhappiness. The point is, whatever we take refuge in doesn’t 
give us a real solution: we have to understand this clean- clear.

From now on, from today, we should understand that ice cream and dancing 
are superficial, momentary refuges and that practicing Dharma is the everlast-
ing refuge that leads to everlasting happiness. Dharma is the way, Buddha the 
leader, and Sangha the dear friends who take care of us, help us understand the 
Dharma and energize us through their good behavior. The other ways we try 
to take refuge, the samsaric ways, do not fundamentally change the problem.

 ■ Taking refuge in worldly pleasures such as chocolate and ice cream is not sufficient
 ■ The way to free ourselves from all miserable situations is to take refuge in the Dharma 
 ■ Practicing Dharma is the everlasting refuge that leads to everlasting happiness

Refuge  
2 Identifying what to take refuge in
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 Day 139 The Buddha has neither suffering nor fear 
of suffering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

To come to rely on the Buddha, we must investigate and see his incredible 
qualities. There are many ways to do this. The stories about his life, both 

before and after his enlightenment, are a great source of inspiration. 
In the ancient Indian state of Magadha, King Ajatashatru was jealous of the 

Buddha’s power and the great following he was attracting. So he set loose a crazy, 
untamed elephant to crush the Buddha while he and his Sangha were on their 
daily alms round. When the elephant charged toward the Buddha, his arhat fol-
lowers were completely terrified and used their psychic powers to fly into the sky 
to escape. Only the Buddha remained placidly where he was, on the road. Before 
the elephant reached him, the Buddha spread out his hands, and five snow lions 
appeared, transforming into a circle of fire that protected him. Subdued by the 
power of the Buddha, the elephant stopped and knelt before him. The Buddha’s 
great love and compassion completely tamed the wild animal. Afterwards the 
elephant was completely devoted to the Buddha and followed him everywhere.

There are many other stories like this in the scriptures that show how Guru 
Shakyamuni Buddha was completely free from all fear and suffering. By destroy-
ing both his gross and subtle delusions he freed himself from the two great fears, 
and therefore he is a completely trustworthy guide. We can take refuge in the 
Buddha without the slightest fear that he lacks the power to lead us out of all 
suffering and its causes.

 ■ To rely on the Buddha, we must investigate and see his incredible qualities
 ■ In Magadha the Buddha tamed a crazy wild elephant let loose by King Ajatashatru
 ■ The Buddha is a trustworthy guide who is completely free from all fear and suffering

Refuge  
2 Identifying what to take refuge in 
2.1 Why the Three Rare Sublime Ones are fitting objects of refuge 
2.1.1 The Buddha is free from suffering and fear
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 Day 140 The Buddha is able to guide us in exactly  
the way that will benefit us the most  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The second reason that Guru Shakyamuni Buddha is a trustworthy refuge 
is because he is extremely wise in guiding all sentient beings from suffering, 

no matter what the mental capacity or disposition of those beings is. If the Bud-
dha were not completely skillful in guiding all beings, it would be impossible for 
him to lead them to enlightenment. He would be like an armless mother unable 
to help her beloved son who had been swept away by a river.

One of the most famous stories in Buddhism is that of the murderer Anguli-
mala, who went around the countryside terrifying everyone by killing people. 
Having cut off their fingers, he made a mala from the little finger of the left hand 
of each victim (Angulimala means “mala of fingers.”) Angulimala had murdered 
999 people and was about to murder his thousandth, his own mother, when he 
saw the Buddha walking along the road. The Buddha called out and Angulimala 
ran toward him. However due to the psychic powers of the Buddha, no mat-
ter how fast the murderer ran—despite the fact that the Buddha seemed to be 
walking very slowly—he could not catch up. In that way, the Buddha was able 
to subdue Angulimala’s mind. 

Guru Shakyamuni understands exactly the right time to instruct a person and 
exactly how to most skillfully help. He can manifest as a beggar or as a mangy 
dog; as a warrior, a butcher or a prostitute; as a judge or politician. He can give 
material things, help or advice. He can teach in simple parables or deliver the 
most esoteric philosophy. The Buddha knows exactly what will aid each person 
in their quest for liberation or enlightenment. 

 ■ The Buddha has the wisdom and skill to guide every kind of being out of suffering
 ■ The story of Angulimala demonstrates the skill and psychic powers of the Buddha 
 ■ The Buddha understands exactly when and how to help each person on the path

Refuge  
2 Identifying what to take refuge in 
2.1 Why the Three Rare Sublime Ones are fitting objects of refuge 
2.1.2 The Buddha is skilled in guiding sentient beings
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 Day 141 We can totally trust the Buddha because he 
shows no partiality at all —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The third reason that the Buddha is a trustworthy refuge is that he feels 
compassion for all sentient beings without exception. He has no sense of 

partiality at all, favoring one sentient being over another. He is completely with-
out discrimination in his wish to help others, whether they are his immediate 
family or a sworn enemy determined to kill him. 

Devadatta was the Buddha’s cousin and always felt intensely jealous of the 
Buddha; on different occasions he actually tried to kill him. The Buddha’s phy-
sician had given the Buddha some medicine that was incredibly powerful. Deva-
datta heard that if anybody less advanced than the Buddha took this medicine, 
it would be too powerful for them and they would die. This incensed Devadatta, 
who determined that he would prove he was as powerful as the Buddha by also 
taking the medicine. He swallowed the medicine and, as the doctor predicted, 
became gravely ill. It was obvious that his life was in terrible danger. When the 
Buddha heard this, he went to Devadatta, put his hand on Devadatta’s forehead 
and said that if he had equal love and compassion for Devadatta as for his own 
beloved son, Rahula, then Devadatta should get better. Just by the power of the 
truth of these words alone, Devadatta was immediately cured. 

If the Buddha did not show unbiased compassion equally for all, he couldn’t 
guide all sentient beings; there would always be some that he didn’t guide because 
of his partiality. But because he is completely released from all delusion, there is 
not a single sentient being that he doesn’t understand and feel compassion for; 
he feels equal compassion for all. 

 ■ The Buddha is a trustworthy guide because he is completely without discrimination
 ■ Challenged by the jealous Devadatta, the Buddha showed only love and compassion 
 ■ The Buddha feels equal compassion for every sentient being without exception

Refuge  
2 Identifying what to take refuge in 
2.1 Why the Three Rare Sublime Ones are fitting objects of refuge 
2.1.3 The Buddha has equal compassion for all sentient beings
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 Day 142 Without discrimination, the Buddha feels  
equal compassion for everybody  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The fourth reason that the Buddha is a trustworthy refuge is that he works 
for the benefit of all sentient beings equally, regardless of the help or harm 

he has received from them. There is no need from our side to placate him or 
ingratiate ourselves with him, to win his favors or show ourselves worthy of his 
help. We can totally trust in his help, whether or not we have taken refuge in him. 
The depth of our refuge depends on the depth of our trust in the Buddha, not in 
his deeming to help us for some predetermined reason, such as the number of 
prostrations we have made to him. 

Many of the Jataka Tales, stories of the Buddha’s previous lives, show us how 
important it is to have impartial compassion, compassion not just for those 
we like but for all sentient beings. For instance, once when he was a monkey, 
Shakyamuni Buddha rescued an evil man from a well, only to be abused. 

This is exactly opposite to the way we ordinary people behave. We might 
be able to generate some compassion, but it is invariably for those who we feel 
deserve our compassion, such as the poor and the weak. Others we consider 
deserving of our anger and contempt, such as violent criminals or rich people 
who exploit the poor. We also discriminate helpers from harmers. If anybody 
has harmed us in any way, then they are an enemy and can never expect any 
compassion from us, no matter how unhappy they are. If Guru Shakyamuni 
Buddha were like that, then he would only guide some and not others, but he is 
not like that at all. The Buddha doesn’t discriminate between close and distant, 
and feels equal compassion for all beings. 

 ■ The Buddha works to benefit all beings, whether or not they have helped or harmed him 
 ■ Many of the Jataka Tales demonstrate the importance of impartial compassion
 ■ By contrast, we only have compassion for the people we consider deserving of it

Refuge  
2 Identifying what to take refuge in 
2.1 Why the Three Rare Sublime Ones are fitting objects of refuge 
2.1.4 The Buddha works for all sentient beings equally
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 Day 143 Taking refuge in the Buddha is the only 
way we can realize our latent capacity for 
attaining inner freedom —Lama Yeshe

Many people do not understand that it’s only the light of wisdom that 
can elevate them into liberation, nirvana, salvation or whatever we want 

to call it, so they take refuge in material things instead. They also engage in 
mistaken practices. In Nepal, many people believe that their religion says they 
have to sacrifice animals to the gods, so at certain times they can kill as many as 
100,000 sentient beings in a day. The streets run with blood. I’m not criticizing 
other religions, merely trying to point out reality—if we engage in such practices 
we’re leading the wrong kind of life. 

It’s so worthwhile to take refuge in that which can truly liberate us. Otherwise 
we’ll see people taking refuge in the sun, the moon or something else up in the 
sky. People look up at the sky and, thinking God is up there, fold their hands 
and cry, “Please help me.” They look up pleading for God’s help, yet down here 
on earth engage in ridiculous actions, somehow expecting him to reach down 
and say, “My child, come to me.” God can’t guide us that way. It’s impossible.

We should be open and honest with ourselves and admit that for countless 
lives, and even for the whole of this one, we have been taking refuge in the exter-
nal world. What has been the result? Confusion and more attachment. Who has 
the power to release us from all this? It’s only the Buddha and his knowledge- 
wisdom. Through his profound wisdom, he’s the only one who can show us the 
reality of who and what we are. 

 ■ Many people take refuge in material things and engage in mistaken practices
 ■ We should only take refuge in that which can truly liberate us
 ■ Only the Buddha can release us from our habit of taking refuge in the external world

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge 
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 Day 144 Just by seeing Guru Shakyamuni Buddha’s  
holy body we can achieve a state of great  
bliss and pacify all our delusions  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we think of the historical Buddha’s body, it is natural to think of 
it as a normal human body. The pictures we see of the Buddha after his 

enlightenment show a monk in India on a throne or among the trees with his 
Sangha. He has a beautiful body, and perhaps an aura around his head, but it is 
still a very human body. However, this is just one manifestation of the body of 
a buddha. Every pore and hair of a buddha’s body has the power to manifest in 
different ways to benefit numberless sentient beings, and each manifestation can 
have the function of the holy body, the holy speech and the holy mind. 

We can study the symbolism of all the different aspects of a buddha’s body, 
but we don’t need to know about this to receive its benefits. We are comforted 
just by seeing the crown protrusion, the long ears and the wide, gentle eyes. We 
are naturally inspired when we begin to understand how these symbolize the 
incredible qualities of a buddha. We want to behave in a way that will lead us also 
to develop these qualities and gain the body of a buddha. Just the sight of a bud-
dha image can be the trigger for us to set out on the journey to enlightenment. 

Whoever sees a buddha is subdued. Whenever they stand or sit, even if they 
are at somebody’s side or behind them, it feels to that person as if they are look-
ing straight at them. Just by seeing a buddha, people become very gentle and 
thoughts of nonvirtue drop away. Devotion just naturally arises. Because of the 
power of the object, just seeing a buddha is unbelievable purification. 

 ■ A buddha doesn’t have a normal human body: every pore manifests in numberless ways
 ■ Every aspect of a buddha’s body is symbolic and deeply comforting and inspiring
 ■ Whoever sees a buddha is subdued and purified, and devotion naturally arises

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge 
3.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha 
3.1.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha’s body
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 Day 145 It is the living experience of luminous, 
penetrating wisdom that gives a buddha’s 
speech its power —Lama Yeshe 

Enlightened beings understand the way people think and can take the 
measure of their superstitious mind. They can spontaneously adjust their 

approach to each person’s limitations and make sure that that person is ready 
before showing them their individual path. Their unobstructed vision embraces 
all existent phenomena, including the subtlest workings of our mind, and thus 
they can teach us accordingly.

When enlightened beings do give teachings, the strength of their realizations 
lends a special power to everything they say or do. Even one word can satisfy 
the needs of many different beings. Ordinary people are limited in what they 
can convey with words; their speech seldom brings a sense of fulfillment. But an 
enlightened being’s speech is different. Irrespective of the subject matter, each 
listener receives exactly what they need.

Ordinarily, if we feel that someone is a good speaker, we might praise them by 
saying, “What a powerful lecture they gave!” But from a Buddhist point of view, 
the true power of speech is not to be found in speech itself. Behind the words, 
within the mind of the speaker, there must be the living experience of luminous, 
penetrating wisdom. This wisdom gives a buddha’s speech its power. Such power 
has nothing to do with an ordinary person’s eloquence. It is solely a matter of 
inner realization. Since a buddha is one whose realizations are complete, their 
speech has the power to affect each listener in a profound and deeply personal 
way. Not only that, but an enlightened being can arouse understanding without 
having to use any words at all.

 ■ An enlightened being understands the way people think and teaches accordingly 
 ■ No matter what the subject is, each listener receives exactly what they need
 ■ Behind the words of a buddha is the living experience of luminous, penetrating wisdom

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge 
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge 
3.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha 
3.1.1.2 The good qualities of the Buddha’s speech
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 Day 146  Buddha is the totally opened mind,  
the state beyond confusion —Lama Yeshe

Many people have only a superficial understanding of what the Buddha 
is. They read one book after another but never connect the Buddha with 

themselves, so it’s basically useless. If we can relate to the Buddha in a personal 
way that brings him close to us or even unifies him with us, that’s very practical. 
I’m not going to discuss in philosophical terms what the Buddha is, which takes 
time and may not be beneficial; explaining a new word, unfamiliar terminol-
ogy, can be difficult. Practically speaking, however, buddha means omnipresent 
wisdom, wisdom that pervades all universal reality. There is no dark shadow of 
ignorance in the Buddha’s wisdom.

Then we talk about the power of the Buddha: the perfect power to lead all 
sentient beings into the perfect state, not the power to kill all sentient beings. 
The enlightened power Buddhism talks about is that which controls, or con-
quers, the ego, which is the most difficult thing. We don’t care if somebody can 
fly—even birds can do that; what we care about is if somebody has the power to 
control their own ego. 

Finally, there’s the Buddha’s universal compassion and love. Our compassion 
is very partial—we have compassion for our partner, our relatives, our par-
ents; our compassion is limited but the Buddha’s compassion is limitless and 
embraces all living beings. 

 ■ The Buddha’s wisdom is omnipresent and pervades all universal reality 
 ■ The Buddha has perfect power to lead all sentient beings into the perfect state
 ■ The Buddha has limitless, impartial compassion for all sentient beings everywhere

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge 
3.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha 
3.1.1.3 The good qualities of the Buddha’s mind
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 Day 147 The Buddha manifests in whatever way  
most benefits, depending on the karma  
of the being —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The Buddha manifests in many ways, both animate and inanimate, in order 
to benefit us. Where there is need for a bridge or a boat, the Buddha man-

ifests as these things. If there is need for rain, the Buddha’s holy mind takes the 
form of a rain cloud. Whenever a virtuous thought arises in our mind, this is the 
action of the Buddha’s holy mind. 

The Dharma books that we can easily obtain in many different languages 
are manifestations of the Buddha. Many people come to the Dharma after first 
reading a basic book on Buddhism. Having become interested, they seek a guru 
who can teach meditations on the path. Before, they didn’t have any devotion 
to the teachings—their mind was like a barren desert—but through reading the 
books, they change, their devotion grows and their mind is subdued. This is how 
the holy speech of the Buddha manifests through letters and pages in the holy 
texts. The Buddha can also manifest as a statue or a thangka. Just seeing a holy 
object ripens the mind and is a very skillful way of leading beings to the Dharma. 

Effortlessly, the Buddha inspires us to become a buddha too. This can be com-
pared to how Indra, the king of the god realm, inspired the other gods. When 
Indra walked past, the other gods saw his reflection in the lapis lazuli floor, were 
awed with his beauty and wanted to be like him. They were inspired by his reflec-
tion even though he had no intention to inspire them. In the same way, we are 
inspired by images of the Buddha without any conscious intention on his part. 

 ■ The Buddha manifests in many ways, both animate and inanimate, to benefit us 
 ■ Dharma books, statues and thangkas are all manifestations to ripen and subdue our mind
 ■ Effortlessly the Buddha inspires us to become a buddha too

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge 
3.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha 
3.1.1.4 The good qualities of the Buddha’s enlightened activities
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 Day 148 The definition of Dharma is whatever  
is an antidote to our delusions 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Dharma is a Sanskrit word that means not just the teachings of the Bud-
dha, but anything that leads us from suffering to happiness. The relative 

Dharma jewel is the 84,000 teachings shown by Guru Shakyamuni Buddha that 
explain the different levels of cessation, the five paths, the ten grounds and so 
forth. These are divided into three “baskets”: the Vinaya (morality and monastic 
discipline), the Abhidharma (philosophy), and the Sutra (all the other teachings 
that the Buddha gave).

By understanding the lamrim we can see how everything the Buddha ever 
taught fits within its topics and that each topic is designed to lead us closer and 
closer to liberation and enlightenment. Until we can deeply understand this, it 
might seem that some things that the Buddha taught lack relevance, that they 
belong to an ancient culture that is no longer applicable to us in the twenty- first 
century. This is not at all true. Every word is completely relevant. 

Understanding the lamrim enables us to relate to every word the Buddha 
taught because we can see where it fits in our journey to enlightenment. Then, 
no matter how many different teachings we hear, nothing will confuse us. Of 
course, because of our propensities, we may experience more affinity for one 
section of the Dharma than another. Perhaps we feel that compassion is all we 
need and that while a rational understanding of reality is interesting, it is not 
for us. To develop as much compassion as we can is obviously excellent, but 
ignoring ultimate reality is a big mistake. The Dharma is like a recipe for the 
most delicious cake—we might already have some flour and sugar, but we need 
many other ingredients to make the cake complete. 

 ■ The relative Dharma is the 84,000 teachings shown by Guru Shakyamuni Buddha
 ■ Everything the Buddha taught fits into the framework of the lamrim 
 ■ The Dharma is like a delicious recipe in which every ingredient plays its part

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge 
3.1.2 The good qualities of the Dharma
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 Day 149 Those who are endowed with wisdom  
and can help us along the way are Sangha 

—Lama Yeshe 

Sangha is very easy to understand. Gathered here are old students and new. 
When it’s time for discussion, new students can sometimes feel, “Oh, this 

subject is impossible to understand.” Then, when the older students explain it, 
they think, “Oh, OK, they understand it; I guess can too.” It helps so much. So, 
we can consider all our Dharma friends to be our Sangha. 

However, technically speaking, there are actually two meanings of Sangha: 
absolute Sangha and relative Sangha. Perhaps we can say we are all relative 
Sangha, trying to help each other. It doesn’t even have to be verbal help. Just try-
ing to be nice, giving others a good visualization and vibrating positive energy 
can be helpful. Absolute Sangha are those who have realized ultimate reality, 
emptiness.

In some Buddhist countries they think that Sangha are those who wear red or 
yellow monastic robes. They are symbolic; they are not true Sangha. True Sangha 
can look like anything. If long- haired hippies with bushy beards have realized 
emptiness, they can be Sangha.

 ■ Our Dharma friends are relative Sangha because they help us understand the teachings
 ■ Absolute Sangha are those who have realized ultimate reality, emptiness
 ■ True Sangha is anyone who understands reality, whether or not they wear robes

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge 
3.1.3 The good qualities of the Sangha
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 Day 150  Refuge is very complex because the objects 
of our refuge are vast —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The historical Buddha is the one in whom we take refuge and is thus 
the cause of our own enlightenment—the causal refuge. This is true of all 

the buddhas, not just Shakyamuni Buddha. The end result, the resultant ref-
uge, is our own buddhahood, and therefore the absolute Buddha is the omni-
scient mind—itself, ours or anybody else’s. This is the wisdom or truth body, the 
dharmakaya, one of the holy bodies of a buddha. 

The absolute Dharma is the wisdom directly perceiving emptiness, which is 
the true path that eliminates the disturbing- thought obscurations. Morality is 
not enough, concentration is not enough, and neither is a conceptual under-
standing of emptiness. We must have a direct realization of emptiness. This is 
the actual refuge that saves us from the suffering of samsara. When we have this 
direct realization of emptiness, we have attained the absolute Dharma. 

We have no way of taking teachings directly from the Buddha but we have the 
great yogis and pandits who followed him. They realized liberation and enlight-
enment using his methods and are therefore the ones we can rely on, our Sangha 
refuge. Those with high realizations are the absolute Sangha, and those who have 
yet to attain realizations but who are on the path are the conventional Sangha. 
Ultimately, what will save us is our own inner Buddha, Dharma and Sangha—
our buddha nature and the realizations we have. However, at present we need the 
help of the external Buddha, Dharma and Sangha—the Buddha, his teachings 
and the spiritual community, those who can share the teachings with us and 
inspire us by their example.

 ■ The absolute Buddha is the omniscient mind—itself, ours or anybody else’s
 ■ The absolute Dharma refuge is the wisdom directly perceiving emptiness
 ■ The absolute Sangha are those who have realized emptiness

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.2 Knowing the differences between the Three Rare Sublime Ones 
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 Day 151 Lord Buddha is the ultimate physician  

—Lama Yeshe

The three objects of refuge are Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Taking refuge 
in the Buddha involves accepting the guidance of an enlightened being as 

the only remedy for the confusion and dissatisfaction of our present life. If we 
are convinced that we are beyond hope and incapable of change, or if we think 
we are already perfect, then of course there is obviously no reason to take refuge. 
But if we honestly examine our mind, our way of life and the pattern of our rela-
tionships, we can clearly recognize our own spiritual sickness. The enlightened 
being we turn to at this point is, in effect, the doctor who diagnoses our ailments 
and restores us to perfect health.

The medicine prescribed by the Buddha is the Dharma. Dharma is wisdom: 
the wisdom that understands our own true nature and reveals our own latent 
power of self- liberation. Taking refuge in Dharma means using that wisdom 
now. This will restore our hitherto obscured sense of human dignity and make 
us feel that we can, after all, do something positive about ourselves. Those who 
take deep refuge never feel lost or desperate. Refuge frees us from such abject 
mental states. As our self- respect and confidence increase, our relationships 
with others improve. Having discovered our own inner strength, we also recog-
nize and respect the buddha nature in others.

Sangha consists of those who are endowed with wisdom. They are like the 
nurses and friends who help us to recuperate from an illness. Sangha is not only 
those who wear red or yellow robes but also those friends who influence us 
beneficially. These spiritual friends energize and inspire us and are therefore to 
be clearly distinguished from ordinary friends, who only hold us back.

 ■ The Buddha is like a doctor who diagnoses our ailments and restores us to perfect health
 ■ The medicine is the Dharma, which is the wisdom understanding our true nature 
 ■ Sangha are like the nurses and friends who help us to recuperate from an illness 

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge  
3.3 Taking refuge according to our beliefs
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 Day 152 Through right understanding we take the  
right path and thus attain the right result  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It’s important to take refuge strongly from our heart. If we have a two- 
pointed mind, taking refuge in the Buddha but also taking refuge in a wrong 

founder who shows the wrong path, we can never succeed. We need to differ-
entiate between right and wrong paths, because followers of a wrong path have 
no way to transcend suffering. 

Just as a blind person can’t guide us along a path, those who are not free from 
samsara through having gained true cessation of suffering by actualizing the 
true path cannot free us from samsara. Only those with an omniscient mind can 
do that. Those who have fully realized the nature of reality will never mislead 
us; those who have fully realized compassion will never cheat us. They have the 
perfect power to reveal the method that best suits the different levels of mind 
of sentient beings. Whoever has these qualities is a worthy object of refuge, 
whether or not they are called a buddha. By taking refuge in such beings we can 
be guided to the peerless state of perfect peace, to full enlightenment. 

Therefore, it is crucial that we analyze who is a worthy object of refuge, who 
is someone we can rely on fully to lead us on the right spiritual path. If we follow 
a wrong founder or a wrong guide, not only do we waste this precious human 
rebirth but we also fail to gain happiness in all our future lives, liberation from 
samsara or enlightenment.

 ■ We need to take refuge in the right founder and the right path
 ■ Someone who is not free from samsara cannot lead us to enlightenment
 ■ It is crucial to analyze who is a worthy and reliable object of refuge 

Refuge 
3 The criteria for taking refuge 
3.4 Taking refuge and not asserting another religion
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 Day 153  Taking refuge means that Dharma wisdom  
is always with us —Lama Yeshe

The real significance of taking refuge in Dharma wisdom is that it is the 
entrance to the path to enlightenment. That is why, traditionally, people in 

Buddhist countries take refuge in Buddha, Dharma and Sangha every day. But 
Western people don’t need to copy this, going to the temple every day, taking 
refuge in Buddha, Dharma and Sangha without concentration. We don’t need to 
follow the customs of those countries. What we need to do is to recognize what 
brings us a liberated joyful life. Instead of relying on and taking refuge in the 
beach, movies or popcorn, we should understand in our hearts that the liberated 
joyful life does not depend on those conditions, those worldly phenomena.

We are not trying to make Westerners imitate the traditional aspects of Bud-
dhist culture. We should understand that taking refuge is a state of mind. It 
doesn’t matter whether we are in a plane, a subway, a train, a bathroom or wher-
ever. What we need to recognize is our buddha potential and rely on that inner 
wisdom to stop the problems of everyday life. We should understand that we can 
deal with problems through meditation, intellectual thought and enacting the 
six perfections. From my point of view, that kind of thing is good enough; if we 
are really taking refuge we don’t even need to say the word “Buddha.”

The important thing in taking refuge is to understand that by doing so we can 
solve the problems of everyday life by relying on the Buddha’s wisdom, which we 
can also call our own activated wisdom. By relying on the Buddha’s wisdom with 
confidence and trust we can liberate ourselves from suffering and confusion. 

 ■ Taking refuge in Dharma wisdom is the entrance to the path to enlightenment
 ■ If we are really taking refuge we don’t even need to say the word “Buddha”
 ■ We rely on the Buddha’s wisdom—and our own—to liberate us from suffering

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.1 We become Buddhist
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 Day 154 Refuge is the basis of all vows  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Before we can take any Buddhist vows, we must have refuge. We can still 
refrain from killing, stealing and so forth without having taken refuge, but 

that same restraint done within a vow is much more powerful, and refuge is the 
gateway that leads to all this. 

We take refuge because we are afraid of the consequences of our negative 
karma and see that we need to rely on the Three Rare Sublime Ones to guide us. 
These are exactly the same reasons we take vows. Our vows protect us from all 
our fears—of the lower realms, the whole of samsara and lower nirvana, and the 
unbearable fear for the suffering of all other sentient beings—and allow us to 
benefit from the wisdom of the enlightened beings. In that way, refuge qualifies 
us to take and uphold all our vows. 

Even if we do no other practice at all but just live purely in the vows, it makes 
our life very rich and very meaningful. It means that, depending on the number 
of vows we have taken, we have stopped giving those harms to all other sentient 
beings, and therefore no sentient being will ever receive direct or indirect harm 
from us in that way. This is something very special. By living in the vows, we 
give that much peace to all sentient beings. For example, if we have vowed not 
to kill, all sentient beings have the great freedom of not being killed by us; if we 
have vowed not to steal, no sentient being need fear our stealing anything from 
them. In this way, we become a source of peace for all sentient beings.

 ■ Refuge is the gateway to taking vows, which make our virtuous actions more powerful
 ■ Both refuge and vows protect us from fear and enable us to follow the teachings 
 ■ Through living purely in our vows, we become a source of peace for all sentient beings

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.2 We become a candidate for all vows 
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 Day 155 With refuge, everything becomes Dharma 
and hence a cause of purification 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Because we have taken refuge, in every moment we are able to accumulate 
merit as vast as the sky by doing actions such as making offerings, doing 

prostrations and circumambulating holy objects. Such actions purify eons of 
negative karma, thus saving us from rebirth in the three lower realms of the hell 
beings, hungry ghosts and animals. It is said that circumambulating a stupa just 
once liberates us from the suffering of the eight hot hells, and reciting the name 
mantra of Guru Shakyamuni Buddha purifies us of 80,000 eons of negative 
karma. 

All the karmic imprints left on our mindstream from the negative actions 
we have committed in all our previous lives are diminished and even elimi-
nated by taking refuge. King Ajatashatru killed his father, King Bimbisara, who 
had become an arhat, which means that the son had committed two of the 
five immediate negativities: killing his father and killing an arhat. However, he 
deeply regretted the act and, by taking strong refuge in the Three Rare Sublime 
Ones and confessing this heavy negative karma, he was able to purify it com-
pletely. It was the same with Angulimala, whose refuge in the Buddha turned his 
life around and enabled him to quickly purify his heinous crimes and become 
an arhat. 

By meditating on the qualities of the Three Rare Sublime Ones and the bene-
fits of refuge prior to doing any purification practice, our practice becomes much 
more powerful. Simply through having some knowledge of Guru Shakyamuni 
Buddha and thereby developing devotion to him, we are incredibly fortunate in 
being able to purify much more easily than someone who has no knowledge of 
the Buddha. 

 ■ By taking refuge we accumulate merit and purify eons of negative karma
 ■ King Ajatashatru purified the murder of his father, an arhat, by taking strong refuge
 ■ Even a little knowledge of and devotion to the Buddha makes it much easier to purify

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.3 We purify previous negative karma
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 Day 156 The skies of merit we create by saying  
the refuge prayer will never finish  

—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If the merit we create by taking refuge were to take physical form, the whole 
of space would be unable to accommodate it; the whole universe would be too 

small. In fact, all the countless universes would be too small. Here, we are not 
talking about the benefits of the refuge vow we take with a lama but the everyday 
refuge we hold in our heart—our reliance on the Buddha, his teachings and the 
spiritual community. 

With refuge, we create merit twenty- four hours a day. For example, to grow 
wheat we need to rely on the seasons, to plant and harvest at the right time, 
and we need a lot of luck for all the conditions to come together, such as the 
right amount of rain and sun and the condition of the soil. But with refuge, we 
can create merit any time we want; it’s all up to us, and we don’t need luck for 
the conditions to be right. Meditating, studying, prostrating and making offer-
ings—any practice we do with a mind of refuge—will definitely bring a huge 
positive result. Unlike a regular crop, our harvest will be incalculable; it will be 
inconceivable happiness. 

As we create more merit it becomes increasingly easy to act virtuously and 
thus it becomes increasingly easy to create even more merit. Our understanding 
becomes deeper and our delusions diminish. Therefore, of all the help we can 
receive in this life—from our parents and our community or from the achieve-
ments we gain in our studies and our career—the most beneficial and important 
help comes from the refuge we take.

 ■ We create inconceivable merit simply through the everyday refuge we hold in our heart
 ■ Any practice we do with a mind of refuge will definitely bring a huge positive result
 ■ Taking refuge is the most helpful, beneficial and important thing we can do in this life

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.4 We will easily accumulate a huge amount of merit 
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 Day 157 Refuge is the best remedy for whatever fears 
we face —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Our refuge is a strong protection from harm, whether that harm is 
inflicted on us by malevolent human beings or by animals, spirits and the 

like. There are many stories that illustrate this.
In ancient India there was a king who punished criminals by putting them 

in a cemetery inhabited by vicious spirits that ate people. It was believed that 
nobody could escape them. Once, a criminal was sentenced to remain there 
overnight and he fully expected it to be his last. But then he noticed a scrap of 
red cloth on the ground, picked it up, placed it on the crown of his head and took 
refuge in it as if it were a monk’s robes. Terrified, he spent the whole night pray-
ing to the Three Rare Sublime Ones to save him. Nothing untoward happened 
and the next morning, having served his sentence, he returned home a free man. 

When the Tibetans first fled Tibet after the Chinese invasion, the refugee 
camps they stayed at were very rough. Some were in the middle of a jungle in 
which there were many wild animals, including elephants, tigers and cobras. 
The monks had to clear the jungle to build the huts they were to sleep in, and 
many were terrified whenever they went there. So whenever the monks saw a 
dangerous animal they would remember His Holiness the Dalai Lama and take 
refuge in their hearts. In every case the animal didn’t bother them.

 ■ Our refuge is a strong protection from being harmed by humans, animals or spirits
 ■ A criminal once saved himself by taking refuge in a scrap of red cloth
 ■ Tibetan refugees took refuge to protect themselves from wild animals in the jungle 

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.5 We are protected from the harmful actions of humans and non- humans 
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 Day 158 Just remembering one object of refuge 
stops any chance of rebirth in the lower 
realms —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

At the time of death, simply having strong refuge in and remembering 
 somebody like the Buddha or one of the other buddhas, such as Amitabha 

or Chenrezig, will save us from rebirth in the lower realms. Similarly, if when 
we’re dying we can just remember a Dharma text, such as the Heart Sutra or 
the Vajra Cutter Sutra, or a mantra, that too can save us from the lower realms. 
And taking refuge in a Sangha member, a person with attainments in whom 
we have strong faith, can also save us from the lower realms. In other words, 
simply having refuge in even one of the Three Rare Sublime Ones will make it 
impossible for us to suffer a lower rebirth. In this way, the Three Rare Sublime 
Ones are extremely powerful. 

There are many stories of people who have averted a terrible death and rebirth 
by remembering a buddha such as Chenrezig or Tara. Even though those people 
might have had the karma to be reborn in the lower realms, their strong faith in 
a buddha enabled them to avoid a miserable rebirth. 

Whether we are happy or miserable, we need to train our mind right now. 
If we wait until the time of death it will be too late; it will be very difficult to 
remember anything. In order to have faith in the Buddha at that crucial time 
we have to train in refuge now; we can’t just hope that mind of refuge will arise 
by itself as we die. 

 ■ At the time of death, strong refuge will save us from rebirth in the lower realms
 ■ Many people have averted a terrible death and rebirth by remembering the buddhas
 ■ We must train our mind in refuge now: at the time of death it will be too late

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.6 We will not fall to the lower realms 
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 Day 159  The best way to pray is by taking refuge in  
the Three Rare Sublime Ones and when we  
do that all other success—worldly and  
spiritual—follows —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

By having refuge in our heart, we instantly create extensive merit, and 
therefore positive, happy results manifest effortlessly and continually. Every 

action we do becomes Dharma; it becomes an offering to the Three Rare Sublime 
Ones. Everything we do creates unbelievable merit. 

Before the monastery was built at Lawudo, I had the idea of benefiting the 
people there because they were extremely weighed down with ignorance. They 
didn’t even have devotion, let alone an understanding of the Dharma. By gen-
erating faith in the Three Rare Sublime Ones they were able to start and then 
complete the new center, which has been an incredible help to them. Seeing the 
effectiveness of refuge, they have managed to turn their lives around and now 
have the opportunity to receive teachings and study Dharma. Teachings are 
pouring down upon them like nectar to cure the sufferings of samsara. 

At present we rely on mundane methods to stave off misfortune and bring 
success, but at best such methods can have only limited success. Patients with 
life- threatening and seemingly incurable illnesses have taken refuge in the Bud-
dha, Kuan Yin or another deity and have been completely cured. I have heard 
from many students whose disease has been diagnosed as incurable how they 
have managed to cure themselves with Dharma practice, such as purification or 
mantras based in refuge. Refuge is the universal medicine. We can use refuge for 
anything. Just as wheat can be used to make bread, pizza, pancakes, pies and bis-
cuits, refuge is the basic ingredient to bring whatever success we want: healing 
ourselves, success for our Dharma center, harmony in our family and so forth. 

 ■ Refuge creates extensive merit, so positive results manifest effortlessly and continually
 ■ There are many examples of people achieving their aims through taking refuge
 ■ Refuge is the universal medicine and the basic ingredient for whatever success we want

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.7 We achieve all our temporary and long- term aims 
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 Day 160 Refuge is the very foundation of our 
spiritual practice, the door to the teachings 
and enlightenment —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

By taking refuge we assure ourselves of every success we wish for, and the 
greatest success possible is the ultimate state of full enlightenment. Until we 

reach that state, we will always have some stain of delusion, no matter how slight. 
The teachings describe being “released from bondage,” which means being freed 
from what binds us to suffering and keeps us trapped in samsara. Freedom from 
this is nirvana, or liberation, which means that we have overcome the gross 
disturbing- thought obscurations. Eventually we attain full enlightenment, 
which means that we have overcome the subtle obscurations to knowledge. 

The door to enlightenment is bodhicitta, and to attain enlightenment quickly 
we need to actualize the Vajrayana path, which is reached through the door of 
tantric initiation. However, these two doors will not open for us unless we have 
stepped through the first door, the door to all the teachings of the Buddha, which 
is taking refuge. When we do this, benefits pour down on us like monsoon rain. 
All the negative karmic imprints collected from beginningless time are easily 
purified, the two collections of merit needed to attain high realizations are easily 
accumulated, and we attain great happiness both now and in the future. With-
out stepping through this first door, none of this can happen. An inner being is 
somebody who has stepped through this first door, whereas an outer being is 
somebody who has not, and is still outside the path to enlightenment. 

Lama Atisha says that whether we are an inner being or not—that is, whether 
or not we have started our journey toward liberation and enlightenment—is 
defined by whether we have taken refuge. It’s as clear as that. 

 ■ Taking refuge brings every success, including the greatest success of full enlightenment
 ■ Without taking refuge we can’t step through the doors of bodhicitta and tantric initiation
 ■ Becoming an inner being on the journey to enlightenment depends on taking refuge

Refuge  
4 The benefits of taking refuge 
4.8 We will soon be enlightened
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 Day 161 Taking refuge is the first step on the 
Buddhist path to inner freedom  
—Lama Yeshe

Once we have formally taken refuge, we assume a certain responsibility for 
our behavior. We should watch our mind and examine the inner processes 

of action and reaction: “What is my mind doing now? What impulse is arising? 
When I act like this, what is the result?” For example, we should observe how 
others react when we utter empty, unnecessary words or when we talk without 
understanding what we are saying. Words are very powerful. Bodily commu-
nication also has a strong effect on others; our posture, movements and facial 
expressions make a deep impression on other people’s minds. Since most of our 
problems involve other people, it is important to be aware of our behavior and 
to avoid harming anyone.

In ordinary friendships we often confuse attachment with affection. For 
instance, my friend might show his apparent affection for me by suggesting that 
we go out drinking together. If I decline, he might think me unfriendly and feel 
rejected, so I give in. This is how friends can bring us down. He didn’t use threats 
or force, but by displaying the kind of affection that consists only of clinging and 
attachment, he led me into a situation I would rather have avoided. It is therefore 
essential that we develop the wisdom- eye that distinguishes true love from mere 
attachment and can see the difference between what benefits us and what harms 
us. We should rely entirely on this wisdom, rather than on our ever- fluctuating 
emotional responses.

If we make no attempt to control our behavior and our distracted, scattered 
mind, we shall not get very far. We must act with discriminating wisdom in 
order to create the best internal conditions for achieving our aims.

 ■ Once we’ve formally taken refuge, we must take responsibility for our behavior
 ■ Using our wisdom, we should discriminate which friendships bring benefit or harm
 ■ We need to create the best internal conditions for achieving our aims

Refuge  
5 Advice after taking refuge 
5.1 What to avoid
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 Day 162  We should train our mind to see all holy 
objects as manifestations of the Buddha 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Respect for holy objects entails seeing them as the actual Buddha and 
 because of that always treating them with great reverence. Statues, thang-

kas and tsatsas of buddhas and other holy objects are very powerful; therefore, 
to respect them and make offerings to them creates incredible merit, whereas to 
disrespect them creates very heavy negative karma.

Irrespective of the quality of the workmanship or the material, we should 
not see holy objects as mere statues or images. A statue made of kaka should be 
treated with the same respect as a priceless jade Buddha. It obscures the mind to 
discriminate because of the quality—saying that this statue is beautiful but that 
one is cheap and ugly—because we would be saying that the Buddha is ugly. The 
statue is the Buddha, whether it is made of mud and crudely shaped, or made 
of diamonds by the most skilled artist in the world. To make such judgments 
pollutes the mind and it becomes very difficult to have realizations on the path 
to enlightenment. 

We should respect all holy images. This is an action of the mind, but we 
should also act respectfully toward them, putting the image in a place higher 
than our seat and in a clean and dry place, such as on an altar. But we certainly 
shouldn’t place them on the high shelf where we keep our cleaning stuff. If we 
see a broken statue or a small piece of a drawing of the Buddha on the road or 
on the floor—even if we find it in the garbage—we should touch it on our crown 
and then put it up in a high, clean place, thinking that we are putting the actual 
living Buddha there. 

 ■ Respect for holy objects entails seeing them as the actual Buddha 
 ■ Discriminating between holy objects will pollute our mind and prevent realizations
 ■ We should act respectfully toward all holy images by keeping them in a high clean place

Refuge  
5 Advice after taking refuge 
5.2 What to practice 
5.2.1 Respect holy objects
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 Day 163 Treating every Dharma text as sacred is an 
important mind training that plants the seeds 
for realizations to come —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Because Dharma texts represent the holy mind of the Buddha, they them-
selves are holy. Many beings have attained high realizations and enlight-

enment through studying these texts, which contain the key to all attainments 
and happiness. When we see a Dharma book, we shouldn’t just see it as sheets 
of paper bound together but as the Dharma jewel, putting our palms together 
in the prostration mudra and praying that we can realize the entire Dharma 
through the wisdom within its pages. When we see scriptural collections like 
the Kangyur and Tengyur we should always pray to have their blessing and to 
one day realize all that is within them. 

With constant awareness that each word of Dharma is sacred, there are spe-
cific ways in which we should respect Dharma texts and avoid disrespecting 
them. Generally, because the Dharma is the cause of all happiness, texts should 
be revered by keeping them in a clean, high place. They should never be put in 
dirty places, on the floor or under a bed, and never be taken into a bathroom. 
Disrespecting them in such ways creates huge obstacles in our mind, making any 
spiritual development difficult. With a real sense that they are sacred, we should 
place Dharma books very neatly and attractively on high shelves and never mix 
them with novels, other worldly books or magazines. 

Every single word of the Buddha’s doctrine is priceless and we should treat 
it as such. Even if there are just a few words on a torn scrap of paper, we should 
have utmost respect for them. The whole path to enlightenment is based on 
these words, which are the roadmap that leads us from suffering to freedom. 

 ■ Dharma texts represent the holy mind of the Buddha, so they too are holy
 ■ There are specific ways in which we should revere and take care of Dharma texts
 ■ Every single word of the Buddha’s doctrine is priceless and deserves our utmost respect

Refuge  
5 Advice after taking refuge 
5.2 What to practice 
5.2.2 Respect the written texts
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 Day 164 Anybody who has taken ordination as  
a Buddhist monk or nun is an object of 
refuge and respect —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The definition of conventional Sangha is four fully- ordained members of 
the Sangha who are living purely in the vows but have yet to realize the abso-

lute Dharma. They inspire and guide us on the entire path to enlightenment, so if 
we have taken refuge it is our responsibility to respect them. If we are very close 
to Tibetan Buddhism and have received teachings from high Tibetan lamas, it 
might be easy to generate great respect for these lamas, but this precept includes 
all Sangha: all monks and nuns in the Tibetan tradition and all other Mahayana 
and Hinayana Sangha as well.

Holding a judgmental mind toward the Sangha—seeing one member as more 
important or worthy of support than another—is very dangerous. No matter 
who the person is or with which part of Buddhism they are affiliated, we should 
show respect. We should view anybody in robes as the helper who has the power 
to guide us out of all the sufferings of samsara. By thinking like this, respect 
will automatically arise and the benefits from having that respect will naturally 
follow. 

Not only should we respect anybody in robes, we should respect the robes 
themselves as symbols of the Sangha jewel. If we see them on the floor, we should 
step around them or, if that is not possible, respectfully move them to one side. 
If they are just lying on the ground—perhaps they have accidentally fallen off a 
washing line—we should pick them up and place them in a clean place, thinking 
that those who wear these robes have qualities that we can only aspire to.

 ■ After taking refuge, we must respect monks and nuns of every Buddhist tradition 
 ■ Anyone in robes should be considered our helper, without making judgments
 ■ We should also respect the robes themselves as symbols of the Sangha jewel

Refuge  
5 Advice after taking refuge 
5.2 What to practice 
5.2.3 Respect the Sangha
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 Day 165 The general precepts show us how we can best  
develop because of our reverence for the 
Three Rare Sublime Ones —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Besides the specific things we should do and avoid concerning each of 
the Three Rare Sublime Ones, there are six general practices, or precepts, 

concerning all three refuge jewels collectively. These practices are what really 
constitute our daily life as a Buddhist. Most of all, we should do everything with 
compassion. 

If we always keep the Three Rare Sublime Ones in our heart, every action we 
do will be Dharma. However, the texts also say we should actually take refuge 
three times in the morning and three times at night. Before eating and drinking, 
we should first offer the food and drink to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. We 
must explain the Dharma to others, according to their level of understanding, 
and study the Dharma as much as possible. Whenever virtuous teachers give 
teachings—whether it’s somebody with whom we have made a Dharma con-
nection or not—if possible we should take the opportunity to attend them. This 
is to always rely on the holy beings. Relying on the guru and the Three Rare Sub-
lime Ones is the responsibility of the disciple, so we must guard our refuge and 
never give it up. Furthermore, we should take as many vows, such as the eight 
Mahayana precepts, as we can. 

The Buddha was so kind and compassionate. By giving us the various levels 
of precept, he gave us the perfect tools to protect our mind in everyday life. 
Whatever we do, whatever we eat or drink and whenever we communicate with 
others, we always have these means of protection, thus ensuring that every-
thing we do is skillful and beneficial. This is the Buddha’s advice, helping us 
make every moment beneficial and turning every single action into the cause 
of enlightenment. 

 ■ There are six general practices that constitute our daily life as a Buddhist
 ■ Taking refuge; offering food and drink; guiding others; studying; relying on holy beings
 ■ These precepts are the perfect tools to protect our mind in everyday life

Refuge  
5 Advice after taking refuge 
5.2 What to practice 
5.2.4 General practices
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 Day 166 The practice of taking refuge is itself 
 a solution to our problems of ignorance, 
attachment and hatred —Lama Yeshe

When we take refuge we visualize our father to our right, our mother 
to our left, our worst enemy—the sentient being who agitates us the 

most—in front of us, and our dearest friend—the person to whom we are most 
attached—behind us. All other sentient beings surround us on all sides. 

This visualization is a good example of Mahayana psychology. If we were 
asked where we would like to put our best friend, we would normally say, “Oh, 
here! In front of me!” Similarly, we would prefer to put our enemy behind us, 
out of sight. Instead, when we take refuge we put our enemy right in front. We 
look at them and examine their life sincerely. We think of the problems that our 
own uncontrolled mind causes and realize that our enemy is in exactly the same 
predicament. Thus, we should generate great compassion for our enemy and, 
with that, take refuge. This is the best way of taking refuge. 

Visualizing all mother sentient beings around us while taking refuge is a very 
powerful way to overcome excessive concern for our own problems. Many of 
us are obsessed with our own problems; we cannot forget them and never stop 
to think what others are experiencing. When we finally realize that others have 
exactly the same troubles that we do, we start to feel, “I’m not the worst person 
in the world after all; nor am I alone in my suffering. There are many just like me. 
I should have exactly the same sort of compassion for them as I do for myself.” 

 ■ The refuge visualization puts our enemy in front and our closest friend behind us
 ■ The best way to take refuge is to first generate great compassion for our enemy
 ■ This is a very powerful way to overcome our obsession with our own problems

Refuge  
5 Advice after taking refuge
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 Day 167 By taking refuge in Buddha, Dharma and 
Sangha we always have hope, we have a goal 
—Lama Yeshe

We should take refuge with an understanding of Buddha’s teaching, with 
clean- clear honesty and truth, with a wisdom- mind. We must under-

stand the connection between Buddha and ourselves. Buddha has universal love 
and compassion and complete understanding of reality. We also have compas-
sion and love for people, but it’s limited. We also have wisdom; to some extent 
we understand ourselves, but again, it’s limited. So we want to lift ourselves up, 
have better understanding. We want Buddha’s omnipresent compassion and 
love and our compassion and love to communicate, to connect, to unify exactly.

We shouldn’t think, “Oh, but I do not have enough qualities.” We do have the 
qualities of love, compassion and wisdom. Buddhism emphasizes that human 
beings—we ourselves—are as important as the Buddha. We should have confi-
dence that our present limited wisdom, love and compassion can be limitlessly 
developed. There is no way to stop its development. The development of material 
substances is limited, but mental wisdom- energy can develop infinitely. 

Our love can expand without limitation. Our compassion can likewise 
increase limitlessly. We must remember this. It’s beautiful, isn’t it? This energy, 
the human mind, has no limitation at all. So we should have strong motiva-
tion and strong confidence. Even though momentarily we feel we cannot have 
love and compassion for some people, this is only superficial. Today, we have 
changed our mind: “I can give, I can love.” Today, we should make our enemy 
our object of compassion. We can do it.

 ■ Taking refuge depends on understanding the connection between Buddha and ourselves
 ■ We need to have the confidence that our inner qualities can develop infinitely 
 ■ Our love and compassion can definitely expand without limitation

Refuge 
Wrap- up
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 Day 168 Whatever we do that is holy Dharma is a form 
of refuge —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Whatever we do that protects our mind is Dharma, and that, in essence, 
is taking refuge, whether or not we call ourselves Buddhist, whether or 

not we have taken formal refuge. When we cut through our confusion by med-
itating on impermanence and death, we are taking refuge. When we lessen our 
attachment by meditating on its shortcomings and on the problems brought by 
the eight worldly dharmas, we are taking refuge. Developing compassion and 
loving kindness, moving the mind toward the altruistic attitude of bodhicitta, 
is taking refuge. Studying and meditating on emptiness—how the self and all 
phenomena are empty of inherent existence—is taking refuge.

When we develop contentment and satisfaction, we are protected from pres-
ent and future suffering and from huge problems like depression, aggression or 
suicidal jealousy. Habitual aggravations and unhappiness, things that have been 
part of our life for many years, are eliminated as soon as we practice Dharma 
sincerely. Our Dharma practice—our pure mind and good heart—immediately 
protects us from problems that we may have suffered from for months or years. 
And because we have eliminated the wrong attitude, we stop creating negative 
karma; therefore, it protects us from future rebirths in the suffering realms. 
Protected from creating the cause of samsara, we are protected from the fear 
of samsara.

All this is based on refuge—having refuge in our mind and relying on the 
Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. Just as Guru Shakyamuni Buddha and all the 
numberless past bodhisattvas and buddhas actualized the path and attained 
liberation and enlightenment, we too can actualize the path and attain liberation 
and enlightenment. Then, like them, we will be able to do perfect work and help 
enlighten numberless sentient beings. 

 ■ Whatever we do that protects our mind is Dharma, and that is taking refuge
 ■ Sincere Dharma practice protects us from present and future suffering 
 ■ Through having refuge in our mind, we can attain liberation and enlightenment

Refuge 
Wrap- up
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 Day 169 With a deep understanding of taking refuge, 
we will begin to taste the honey of Lord 
Buddha’s wisdom —Lama Yeshe

Taking refuge in Buddhadharma is important. Why? Taking a pill when 
we feel restless is only a temporary solution for our mental illness. When 

they become nervous, many people take a tranquilizer, don’t they? The restless 
mind takes refuge in a tranquilizing pill. This is not the professional way of tak-
ing refuge; it does not really solve the problem. 

All of us have had some experience of reaching the clean- clear state through 
our own strength and by seeing with clarity what our relative problems are and 
the absolute state that we can achieve. Therefore, now we need determination. 
Then we will discover that the ultimate refuge is Dharma, which is wisdom, great 
compassion and great love. This is the true path, true Dharma. This is the way to 
elevate ourselves. Self- pity- ignorant temporal solutions cannot elevate us. They 
lead nowhere and just make us more dull.

That is why determination is very important. It gives us strength. When we 
have a good experience, we should confirm it within our mind. We need con-
firmation and determination. We should think, “This is the way I should solve 
the problems of my life. I am not going to take ultimate refuge in this fruit. I 
may take temporal refuge in this fruit; I may eat it and stop the hungry ghost 
feeling. But the ultimate refuge is something that brings everlasting satisfac-
tion, and that comes through Dharma, through the Buddha’s teachings. Buddha 
himself discovered great wisdom, great compassion and great love through his 
own wisdom light. So this is the way I can help myself.” We must make a strong 
determination.

 ■ The restless mind takes refuge in tranquilizers but they do not solve our problems
 ■ Self- pity- ignorant temporal solutions lead nowhere: only the true Dharma can help
 ■ We must determine strongly to follow the Buddha to solve the problems of our life

Refuge 
Wrap- up
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 Day 170 We are karma, our whole life is controlled 
by karma, we live within the energy field of 
karma —Lama Yeshe

Karma, like so many Buddhist philosophical terms, is a Sanskrit word, but 
we mustn’t think that because the word is foreign the idea must be compli-

cated. Every day we eat, drink, sleep, walk and communicate with others. All that 
energy is karma. Simply put, whatever energy activates our body, speech and 
mind, that’s karma. Every karmic action brings about a karmic reaction, which 
in turn produces another reaction and so on. At this point it is not necessary to 
complicate the subject further. It is enough to state that happiness is the karmic 
result of actions performed with a virtuous motivation and suffering is the result 
of nonvirtuous actions. 

From our birth until now, everything we have said, thought and done has 
created the potential for future karmic consequences. There hasn’t been a single 
moment when we have not begun such a chain of events. We may not believe 
in karma and cause and effect. Nevertheless, it is still there, like a constantly 
ticking watch. 

When we gain an appreciation of this ongoing process and become aware of 
how many unskillful actions we habitually perform, we can easily see how we 
continue to create problems for ourselves. Every minute, we perform hundreds 
of karmic actions, yet we are hardly conscious of any of them. In the stillness 
of meditation, however, approaching the study of Dharma, we can listen to our 
mind, the source of all this activity. We learn to be aware of our actions to a 
far greater extent than ever before. This self- awareness leads to self- control, 
enabling us to master our karma rather than have it master us. 

 ■ Karma is a simple idea: it’s whatever energy activates our body, speech and mind
 ■ Everything we say, think and do creates the potential for future karmic consequences
 ■ By becoming aware of our actions, we can master karma rather than have it master us

Karma
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 Day 171 Karma is Buddhism’s scientific explanation  
of evolution —Lama Yeshe

If I were to try to compare the subject of karma to the kinds of things that 
are studied in the West, I’d say that it parallels in some ways the theory of the 

evolution of everything that exists. Karma encompasses everything on earth 
and beyond, every existent phenomenon in the universe, throughout infinite 
space—in Buddhist terms, every phenomenon in samsara and nirvana. Karma is 
the energy of all phenomena and has nothing to do with what our mind believes.

If karma encompasses all relative phenomena, are these phenomena inter-
connected? Well, even modern science understands that all the energy in the 
universe is interdependently related; it’s not just Buddhist dogma. For example, 
where does all the green vegetation we see around us come from? It doesn’t arise 
without cause. First there has to be a cause; then, the effect—the relative appear-
ance of the green—arises. Similarly, each of us also has a cause; we, too, are inter-
dependent phenomena. We depend on other energies for our existence. Those 
energies, in turn, depend on yet other energies. In this way, all energy is linked.

Intuitively, our ego has this notion that we’re independent, that we’re not a 
dependent phenomenon. That’s complete rubbish. If we look, we can easily see 
how we’re interdependent. It looks complicated; it’s not complicated. It only 
becomes complicated if our mind thinks it’s complicated. Our mind makes 
things up; that’s karma, too—an interdependent phenomenon, it exists in rela-
tion to other energy. If we understand the basic simplicity of this, we’ll be more 
careful in the way we act because we’ll realize that every single action of our 
body, speech and mind produces a reaction.

 ■ Karma encompasses all phenomena in samsara and nirvana
 ■ All relative phenomena are interdependent and arise from a cause
 ■ Understanding that every action produces a reaction makes us act with more care 

Karma
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 Day 172 Observing our karma is the real Dharma 
practice —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If we wish to follow the Mahayana path, then attaining enlightenment must 
be the main motivation for everything we do. However, the most important 

consideration within our practice at this stage is being careful of what karma we 
create now. We have great goals but death might have other ideas. The realiza-
tions we seek are in the future; death might well be in the next moment. 

Therefore, each step we take on the path to enlightenment starts with our 
being aware of every action we do and thus being able to avoid all negative, 
harmful actions and practice all positive actions. This is called “observing 
karma.” Observing our karma is vital for everyone: for beginners just starting to 
practice Dharma, for those who have an established Dharma practice and even 
for advanced meditators with high tantric realizations. 

If we only take refuge and don’t observe our karma, even if we have complete 
faith and devotion to the Three Rare Sublime Ones, we cannot be guided by 
them because we don’t have the necessary tools. We are like a thief who stands in 
front of a judge. We take refuge in the judge, pleading with them not to punish us 
and swearing we will never do it again. Maybe the judge believes this and sets us 
free, but once outside the courthouse we immediately steal something else and 
get caught. Freedom from punishment is not up to the judge; it only comes from 
giving up stealing. Similarly, refuge in Buddha, Dharma and Sangha is a vital 
part of following the Buddhist path, but freedom from suffering—and in partic-
ular rebirth in the lower realms—all comes down to following the law of karma. 

 ■ Being aware of the karma we create is our most important practice 
 ■ Each step on the path to enlightenment starts with being aware of every action we do
 ■ Freedom from suffering all comes down to following the law of karma

Karma
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 Day 173 Karma is where our real life, at the most  
profound level, is explained 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The mistake made by people with no understanding of karma is to regard 
the external conditions as the main cause of their happiness or suffering. 

This is simply not so. No matter how terrible it may be, no matter how inexpli-
cable, external factors are never the main cause. The main cause is within our 
own mind, and the external problem we are facing is only a secondary condition.

Only a buddha can see every single cause and condition without the slightest 
mistake. For us, it is very difficult to see the reasons behind why things happen. 
For example, a very successful restaurant suddenly loses money when the owner 
changes. It is the same place, the same quality of food and the same service—
everything is the same except the owner—but somehow, people no longer go 
to that restaurant. There seems to be no reason for it. The new owner might 
have an advanced business degree or be the most intelligent person on earth, 
but that doesn’t ensure success. External factors cannot cover everything; there 
are internal factors at play that are far more important. A person might have all 
these external factors and might even have great success for a period of time, but 
without positive karma there will be obstacles, and sooner or later their business 
will fail. They have simply not created the positive karma to clear obstacles and 
ensure continued success.

Manipulating the external situation is not the real reason for success—the 
real answer is karma. Instead of redecorating the place or changing the staff, the 
new owner of the restaurant should change their own morality. By abandoning 
nonvirtuous actions, they will have success in the future. External factors are 
merely conditions—changing the mind is the first answer.

 ■ The main cause of happiness and suffering is not external conditions but our own mind
 ■ Without positive karma, sooner or later we will experience obstacles
 ■ The key to future success is changing the mind and abandoning nonvirtuous actions

Karma
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 Day 174 The laws of karma function whether we 
believe in them or not —Lama Yeshe

Some people argue that karma is experienced only by those who believe in it. 
In other words, those who don’t believe in karma don’t experience its effects. 

This is completely incorrect. If we act in a certain way, we are sure to experience 
the appropriate result, just as surely as taking poison will make us sick—even 
though we think it is medicine. Once we’ve created the karma to experience a 
certain result, that outcome is inevitable. 

Cows, pigs and scorpions have no ideas about karma, no beliefs one way or 
the other, but they must still live out their karma. All their actions are motivated 
by either greed, ignorance or hatred, and each definitely brings its own result. 
Therefore, we must never think that karmic actions and reactions are only a 
Buddhist thing, a lama thing. Karma is a natural law governing all physical 
and nonphysical phenomena in the universe. It is extremely important for us to 
understand this. 

Thus, we are all under the control of the true law of karma, whether we believe 
in it or not. Don’t think that followers of Christianity, Judaism and Islam are 
beyond the reach of karma and do not need to be mindful of it. It’s not true. For 
example, Jews and Arabs have accumulated karma with each other and now 
there are all sorts of problems in the Middle East. Even though butchers may 
not believe that killing animals will have any negative repercussions, whether 
they believe it or not, giving such suffering to other beings will definitely come 
back upon them. 

 ■ If we act in a certain way, we’re sure to experience the appropriate result
 ■ Karma is a natural law governing all physical and nonphysical phenomena in the universe
 ■ Everyone is under the control of the law of karma, whether they believe in it or not

Karma
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 Day 175 Every single action performed by our body, 
speech or mind eventually produces a 
specific reaction —Lama Yeshe

When teaching on karma we often refer to its four characteristics, the 
first of which is that karma is definite. Karma means action, our energy, 

and karma being definite means that once we have set in motion a powerful 
train of energy it will keep running until it is either interrupted or reaches its 
conclusion. 

Karma being definite does not mean that once we have created a specific 
karma there’s nothing we can do to stop it. That’s a wrong view of karma. Take, 
for example, the attitude of certain followers of the Hindu religion. We’ll find 
many people like this in India and Nepal. They believe in karma but believe it’s 
completely fixed: “I was born a carpenter. God gave me this life. I’ll always be a 
carpenter.” “My karma made me a cobbler; I’ll always be a cobbler.” They are very 
sincere in their belief but very wrong in thinking that karma can’t be changed.

All the energy of our body, speech and mind comes from our consciousness, 
our mind. If we put our energy into a certain environment and a certain channel, 
a different form of energy will manifest. It changes. If we direct our conscious 
energy one way, one kind of result will come; if we direct it another way, a 
different kind of result arises. It’s very simple. But what we do have to know is 
the source of our actions. Once we have ascertained that we’ll see that we are 
responsible for what we do; we can determine what we do and what happens 
to us. It’s more up to us than to our circumstances, friends, society or anything 
else outside of us.

 ■ Karma is definite: once set in motion, it continues to run unless interrupted
 ■ Karma is not completely fixed; it can be changed
 ■ We are responsible for what we do and for what happens to us

Karma 
1 The four outlines 
1.1 Karma is definite
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 Day 176 Karma is expandable, much more than 
ordinary phenomena —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The second characteristic of karma is that it is expandable, it shows great 
increase. For example, if we fail to purify the act of killing an insect, after 

fifteen days it becomes the equivalent of having killed a human being. Without 
purification, the potential for suffering increases hour by hour and day by day. It 
doubles, quadruples and then just keeps multiplying like that. It is like planting a 
seed that becomes a shoot, then a sapling and then a tree, with a trunk, branches, 
leaves and flowers, and many seeds that drop to the ground to create more trees. 
An entire forest can come from one small seed. 

Left unpurified, all the great and petty negativities we have done accumulate 
and multiply in our mental continuum, becoming huge, blocking us from expe-
riencing happiness and achieving our goal of enlightenment. Unless we actively 
try to reverse this situation, our mind just becomes more and more habituated to 
negativity. Any action done with ignorance, attachment and aversion generates 
the energy for more ignorance, attachment and aversion. When we fail to apply 
the antidotes we become addicted to negativity. Left to itself our mind will just 
run in this direction.

In the same way that negative karma is expandable, so too is positive karma. 
Therefore, the karmic imprints left on our mind from any positive action will 
also multiply, unless they are destroyed by anger or heresy. When we practice 
Dharma we are not just doing it for this life, so it is comforting to know that the 
seeds of our practice will be carried through to our next life, increasing in power, 
and we will become more and more able to practice virtue. 

 ■ Karma is expandable, like planting a seed that becomes a tree and then a forest
 ■ Unless we apply the antidotes, our mind becomes increasingly habituated to negativity
 ■ Positive karmic imprints are also expandable, making it easier for us to practice virtue

Karma 
1 The four outlines 
1.2 Karma is expandable
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 Day 177 Without creating the cause, there’s no way 
to experience the result —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Karma is definite in that if we plant a rice seed we will get rice, not corn. The 
other side of that is that if we want corn but plant rice, we don’t get it. This 

third outline of karma emphasizes that it is impossible to experience the result 
without having created the cause. 

If you are hungry and I eat all the food, that won’t alleviate your hunger. You 
cannot receive my pleasure and I cannot receive yours, nor can we receive each 
other’s suffering. For example, perhaps you have owned a car for a very long 
time and it has never given you any trouble. But then one day you lend it to a 
friend and within a mile the car breaks down. This is because you have created 
the cause to enjoy that car but your friend has not. 

Why does one person survive when everybody else dies in an earthquake or 
a plane crash? Because the first has not created the cause to die and the second 
has not created the cause to live. Perhaps the first person had saved lives in the 
past and the second had killed. Why does one person die from an illness that is 
never usually fatal? Because that person has created the karma to die. Western 
science cannot explain why one person in an entire community decides to leave 
home just before an earthquake strikes or why a normally effective medicine 
does not work in certain cases. It only makes sense in terms of karma—how 
some people have created the inner cause for happiness and a long life and others 
haven’t. Again, this leads us to the conclusion that we need to take every possible 
opportunity to create the cause of happiness, even with our most commonplace 
actions.

 ■ It’s impossible to experience the result without having created the cause
 ■ We can’t receive each other’s pleasure or each other’s suffering
 ■ Karma is the only logical explanation for why some people survive disaster or illness

Karma 
1 The four outlines 
1.3 We cannot meet the result unless we have created the cause
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 Day 178 No matter how heavy or how small,  
karma never gets lost —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The fourth characteristic of karma is the opposite of the previous one. Just 
as it is impossible to experience the result without creating the cause, it is 

impossible not to experience the result if we have created the cause. The result 
will never be lost. Even if it takes hundreds of eons, unless it is purified, the 
imprint remains on our mental continuum until the conditions come together 
for it to ripen. No matter how gross or subtle, no matter how insignificant or 
powerful, the mental imprints of an action never just disappear. 

When something happens out of the blue, it is never without a cause. Say 
someone is driving a car when suddenly from the side of the road, for no appar-
ent reason, someone shoots them. There has to be a reason. At some time in the 
past the victim harmed the shooter in a similar way, and when the conditions 
came together that karma ripened. Similarly, if we get mugged in a park it may 
seem random, but why did we get mugged and not somebody else? Karma is 
there, making us suffer because of some negative action we did in the past. 
Karma ripens in a snap of the fingers and we rarely have a warning. This is hap-
pening all over the world at every moment. 

We are usually able to justify any negative action we do, finding an excuse and 
making it seem small to ourselves, but that doesn’t make the potential for future 
suffering any less. Unless we purify it, we will have to experience the result. 

 ■ It is impossible not to experience the result if we have created the cause
 ■ When something unexpected happens, there is always a reason—karma is there
 ■ Unless we purify our negative actions, they will definitely lead to future suffering

Karma 
1 The four outlines 
1.4 Once the cause has been created the result cannot be lost
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 Day 179  The purpose of studying the ten nonvirtues 
is to understand their shortcomings as 
deeply as we can and to turn our mind away 
from them —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In the same way that Christianity talks about the ten commandments—the 
ten actions from which we should refrain—Buddhism talks about the ten 

nonvirtues: actions that come from ignorance, anger, the dissatisfied mind of 
attachment, the self- cherishing thought and other deluded minds, minds that 
cause suffering for ourselves and others. There are three actions of body, four of 
speech and three of mind: killing, stealing and sexual misconduct; lying, divisive 
speech, harsh words and idle gossip; covetousness, ill will and heresy. 

The three unwholesome actions of the mind are the most harmful because 
they trigger the other seven nonvirtues of body and speech. There is no way to 
transform the three nonvirtues of mind into virtue. It is like trying to transform 
darkness into light. We can eliminate the darkness by bringing light, but we can-
not transform the darkness itself into light. Similarly, we can clean a dirty cloth, 
but the dirt itself cannot be transformed. On the other hand, the three actions 
of body and the four of speech can be transformed into virtue, depending on 
the motivation. This is why the Mahayana teachings mainly emphasize mental 
attitude, not external actions.

There are, of course, many more types of negative actions we can do, but this 
traditional list gives us the major ones, and by knowing these we will come to 
easily differentiate virtue from nonvirtue—the difference between holy Dharma 
and worldly action—and be able to judge each action we do, from morning to 
night. 

 ■ Buddhism talks about ten nonvirtues: three of body, four of speech and three of mind
 ■ The three nonvirtues of the mind are always negative and trigger all the others 
 ■ Understanding the ten nonvirtues enables us to judge each action we do

Karma 
2 The negative karmic process 
2.1 The ten nonvirtues
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 Day 180 Just one single act of killing results  
in rebirth in the hell realms 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Most people agree that killing is wrong, but in order to properly refrain 
from it we need to understand what killing means in respect to the ten 

nonvirtues. We need to know the four factors that make a complete action of 
killing: the intention, the base, the action itself and the completion.

The intention is to kill a sentient being, and the object to be killed—the 
base—is that sentient being. It must be a living being with sentience, with a 
mind that experiences happiness and suffering. The worst forms of killing are 
taking the life of a parent or an arhat. Many people think that killing only refers 
to humans, and that other beings are not important, but here the definition of 
killing involves all sentient beings, from a human being to the tiniest insect. The 
action is taking that being’s life. The completion is to understand that we have 
killed. We also incur the nonvirtue of killing if we have somebody else kill for us.

Refraining from killing means that no other human being or animal will 
receive the harm of being killed by us. Instead, they will receive incredible peace 
and happiness. To continue refraining from killing means that all living beings 
in the world will receive more and more happiness and peace from us, and less 
and less harm. Therefore, this is definitely our most practical contribution to 
world peace. Refraining from killing makes every day, every minute, every sec-
ond of our life utterly meaningful. It is an indispensable tool for achieving our 
own happiness and brings much peace to all sentient beings as well. 

 ■ To refrain from killing, we need to understand the factors that make it a complete action
 ■ These are: the intention to kill, the object, taking life and the other being’s death
 ■ Refraining from killing is our most practical contribution to world peace

Karma 
2 The negative karmic process 
2.1 The ten nonvirtues 
2.1.1 Killing
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 Day 181 Taking what is not offered can come in  
many forms —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As with all negative actions, stealing involves an intention, a base or object, 
 the action itself and completion. The intention is to take something that 

belongs to another, caused by craving for the object and one of the three poison-
ous minds of ignorance, attachment or anger. Here the ignorance is not only the 
ignorance of seeing things as having true or inherent existence but in particular 
the ignorance of karma. 

The base is an object that we want that belongs to another being. It must 
belong to or be kept by that being, be something that has not been freely offered 
to us and have some value—which is said to be anything more than a grain of 
rice. The Tibetan word for stealing means “taking that which is not given.” This 
makes it very clear what stealing is. The action is the actual taking and the com-
pletion is the thought, “Now this is mine.” 

If we get something by cunning or cheating, it is stealing. If we get others to 
steal for us, it is stealing. We might be on a train, and because the conductor 
does not come around to ask for our ticket we get a free trip. Many of us are quite 
pleased if we can get away with something like this, thinking that we have been 
clever or lucky, but really it is stealing. Actually, we would have been luckier had 
we paid because then we would have had a safe journey without creating nega-
tive karma. Not thinking of the positive karma of abstaining from stealing and 
thinking instead how lucky we were to get away without paying, we complete 
the action of stealing. 

 ■ Stealing is caused by craving and is due to either ignorance, attachment or anger
 ■ The Tibetan word for stealing defines it as “taking that which is not given”
 ■ Stealing can take many forms, such as avoiding paying a train fare

Karma 
2 The negative karmic process 
2.1 The ten nonvirtues 
2.1.2 Stealing
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 Day 182 Abstaining from the negative karma of 
sexual misconduct protects us from many 
relationship problems —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Sexual misconduct is defined as having any form of sex that is inappropri-
ate and harmful in some way, such as with another person’s partner or at the 

wrong place or time. Like all actions, to be complete it needs the four aspects: 
intention, base, action and completion. The disturbing thought that causes us to 
commit sexual misconduct is one of the three poisonous minds. The motivation 
is wishing to have sexual intercourse. The action is the meeting of the sexual 
organs of the two people. Completion is the experience of sexual pleasure.

Some aspects of sexual misconduct are heavier than others, which has to do 
with harming the other person. Adultery is heavier than simply having sex with 
a partner but using an improper orifice. Having intercourse with a person who 
has taken the eight Mahayana precepts is heavy because of the power of the 
object. Having intercourse with a pregnant person is considered sexual miscon-
duct because of the risk of harming the baby.

Having sex in these ways is not as obviously harmful as rape or infidelity. 
However, the main point behind these prohibitions is that the sexual act is done 
with attachment and is the creator of confusion and disharmony, usually in the 
form of jealousy and anger between people and especially between couples. This 
leads to many other negative actions such as lying, slandering, covetousness 
and physical harm. It can even become a basis for killing each other. Then the 
final solution could be suicide. Unbelievable problems can come from one act 
of sexual misconduct.

 ■ Sexual misconduct is defined as having any form of sex that is inappropriate and harmful 
 ■ The more the other person is harmed, the heavier the karma created
 ■ Sexual misconduct creates confusion and disharmony and leads to unbelievable problems 

Karma 
2 The negative karmic process 
2.1 The ten nonvirtues 
2.1.3 Sexual misconduct 
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 Day 183 Lying to get what we want once, we find it  
easier to lie the next time and it comes 
more naturally each time we do it 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are four nonvirtuous actions of speech, the first of which is telling 
lies. If we deny having experienced a particular object with our five sense 

consciousnesses—eye, ear, nose, tongue or body—when in fact we have, or, con-
versely, if we say we have when we haven’t, then that is telling a lie. 

However, we need to be aware of a falsehood for it to be a lie. For example, 
perhaps we managed to make our mind blank once when we meditated and we 
wrongly think this is emptiness. We tell our friends with visible pride that we 
have realized emptiness, and in our own mind we really believe this. In our own 
mind this is the truth, so therefore we are not “changing the recognition,” which 
is the definition of lying.

The base is the other person who has understood our meaning, which often 
means having heard and understood our words, but can also be some form of 
nonverbal understanding. If the other person has not understood, then it is not 
the complete action of lying. The action is either something verbal, remaining 
silent or making some movement of the body. The motivation is wishing to give 
the other person a false recognition. For example, maybe we have no experience 
of seeing a buddha or bodhisattva, but we want others to think that we are very 
special and therefore hint that we have had that experience. The motivation is to 
deceive, no matter how it is carried out. The worst forms of lying are pretending 
to have siddhis, such as having control over delusion or having realizations, and 
lying to holy beings such as arhats or gurus. 

 ■ The first nonvirtuous action of speech is telling lies
 ■ The definition of lying is to deliberately “change the recognition” 
 ■ The worst forms of lying are pretending to have realizations and lying to holy beings

Karma 
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2.1 The ten nonvirtues 
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 Day 184 If we engage in divisive speech our words 
will have no power, except to divide people 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The base for divisive speech is any sentient being. The thought is one or 
more of the disturbing thoughts. The motivation is either the wish to cause 

a split between a couple or a group of sentient beings who are harmonious, the 
wish to widen the split, or the wish to maintain disharmony between a couple 
or group. If we are jealous of a group, we do everything we can to make them 
quarrel and fight. When they do, we rejoice and try to make sure they never 
make up. The worst form of divisive speech results in the separation of a disciple 
or disciples from their guru or disunity among a group of monks or nuns.

The action is to say things with the intent of divisiveness, even if the words are 
true. For example, telling someone that their partner has been critical of them, 
not because we feel they should know but in order to create a division between 
them. Or we might say that the partner has a lover, when they don’t. Unlike the 
previous example, this is a lie, but it shares the same intention to create dishar-
mony. It may be that a third person has criticized one member of a couple and 
we maliciously pass that information on, knowing it will cause trouble. 

It is enough that the other person has heard and understood our words, 
whether or not they have the desired effect. Perhaps we have slandered some-
body’s partner with the wish that they end the relationship, but that person sees 
through us. This is still the nonvirtue of divisive speech even though it does not 
achieve its intended aim.

 ■ Divisive speech aims to cause, widen or prolong a disharmonious split 
 ■ The action is to say things with the intent of divisiveness, even if our words are true 
 ■ What we say is divisive speech, whether or not it causes the disharmony we intended
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 Day 185 Harsh speech is the heaviest karma of speech 
because suddenly the other person suffers 
greatly —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The base for harsh speech is a sentient being. Driven by disturbing thoughts, 
wanting to hurt somebody, we speak harsh words to them. The disturbing 

thought is often anger but it could also be ignorance or attachment. We could, 
for example, be attached to a person’s possessions and cause an argument in 
order to get them. The motivation is wishing to harm the other being. The action 
is actually using harsh words—pointing out the other person’s faults or finding 
something they are sensitive about and using that to attack them, whether or 
not the words are true. It could be in regard to their education, social status, 
appearance, friends or conduct. The worst form of harsh speech is to insult our 
guru, our parents or an arhat.

Our words do not necessarily need to be violent; they may be very polite and 
softly spoken, although their intent is to harm. We could, for example, sweetly 
compliment the other person on what a great tantric practitioner they are and 
how they are extremely lucky that, unlike us, they can take alcohol without 
becoming drunk or breaking any precepts. Of course, we are being sarcastic 
and the words are meant to hurt. The texts say the completion is when the other 
person hears and understands our meaning. 

Using harsh words affectionately and as a joke also creates karma, although 
it’s obviously not as heavy as if we do it with anger. We are creating the habit of 
using harsh words. The heaviness of the karma also depends on the object. If we 
jokingly insult a member of the Sangha, for example, that is heavier than saying 
the same thing to a lay friend. 

 ■ Using harsh words is an action motivated by wanting to harm another sentient being 
 ■ Harsh words don’t need to be violent; they may be very polite and softly spoken
 ■ Using harsh words affectionately or as a joke also creates negative karma

Karma 
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 Day 186 It is hard to find anything we say that is  
not gossiping —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Idle gossip is saying something that is meaningless—speaking without any 
real purpose. The base is traditionally said to be sentient beings, although 

it is still gossip if we are talking to ourselves with nobody listening or paying 
attention, or if our listener is deaf. The disturbing thought is ignorance, anger 
or attachment. The intention is wishing to speak whatever comes into our mind 
despite the fact it has no purpose. It is not necessary to recognize that we are 
actually gossiping, but we do need to be aware of the subject matter. The action is 
attempting to gossip and the completion is having finished gossiping. Although 
gossiping is not as heavy as the other nonvirtuous actions, it becomes heavier 
depending on the frequency with which we do it and the completeness of the 
action.

The texts offer examples such as talking about the quarrels of others or debat-
ing something that only appears to be the Dharma, for instance, texts written 
by non- Buddhists. Gossip also includes talking about mundane problems and 
difficulties without a positive motivation. Therefore, the main thing to check is 
our motivation. Is it the pleasure of showing off to others, telling them about our 
achievements or the difficult life we’ve had? Are we talking simply to make peo-
ple laugh, without any other purpose beyond that? Chatting at parties without 
any Dharma reason is gossiping, depending on our motivation.

When bodhisattvas or Dharma practitioners speak about life’s difficulties, 
their purpose is for either themselves or the person listening to renounce sam-
sara. When they talk about the enjoyments of life, it is to show the results of 
good karma. Even if they are talking to make others laugh, their motivation is 
different.

 ■ The definition of idle gossip is to say something meaningless and without real purpose
 ■ The main thing to check is our motivation—for example, are we just showing off?
 ■ In contrast, the speech of bodhisattvas is motivated by a wish to share the Dharma

Karma 
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 Day 187 The result of covetousness is to have  
great desire and no satisfaction 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Covetousness is the attachment that wants things. The base is the posses-
sions of others, which can be anything that somebody else has. Tradition-

ally, the texts mention animals, such as horses, cows or dogs. The worst form of 
covetousness is the desire for an arya being’s belongings. There are five points 
for a mind of covetousness to be a complete nonvirtuous action. First, we have 
great attachment to our own possessions, and then we have the painful, dissatis-
fied mind of attachment that wishes to collect more possessions. We then perceive 
a desirable possession that belongs to somebody else, develop an attachment to it 
and finally decide that we want that possession for ourselves.

The nonvirtue of covetousness is simply the mind wanting that object. There 
is no need to go beyond that to the mind that actually resolves to acquire the 
object—planning to get it and actually getting it are different nonvirtues. Quite 
possibly the object is unobtainable. We might desire to own the whole of New 
York, including all the banks, but of course that is an impossible dream. Nev-
ertheless, we might still covet it and hence still create the negative karma of 
covetousness with regard to that object. 

Because of covetousness we create negative actions to acquire those things 
we covet, which sets up another chain of four suffering results, one of which is 
to repeat the action in a future life. In this way we perpetuate our suffering. Our 
mind is so full of delusion that it fills our life, leaving no time or inclination to 
practice Dharma. The only thing we perfect is the endless cycle of suffering.

 ■ Covetousness is the unsatisfied mind of attachment that wants the possessions of others
 ■ The nonvirtue is simply to want the object—there’s no need to actually acquire it
 ■ To acquire the things we covet, we set in motion a chain of suffering results
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 Day 188 Terrible suffering fans out without end  
from just one instance of ill will 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The next nonvirtue of the mind is ill will. The base is another sentient 
being, the disturbing thoughts are the same as for harsh speech—attach-

ment, anger and ignorance—and the motivation is the wish to harm the other 
being. This could be the wish to physically hurt them or the wish that they lose 
their wealth and possessions and become miserable. For example, if we dis-
like another person we might hope that their business fails or their relationship 
breaks up. 

The action of ill will is wishing to put the thought to give harm into practice. 
This means that rather than experiencing a flash of anger, we continue to hope 
the other being comes to some harm. The completion is the definite decision to 
harm them. The worst form of ill will is the thought of committing one of the 
five immediate negativities: killing our mother, father or an arhat, maliciously 
causing blood to flow from a buddha and creating disunity among the Sangha.

For the mind of ill will to be a complete negative action it must have five 
characteristics. Holding ourselves and the cause of harm toward ourselves to be 
truly existent, harboring anger toward that person or being and feeling resentment 
for the harm that has been done to us, remembering the cause of our anger, 
and building it up again and again. This creates the sense that we are justified in 
getting angry and in wishing harm on that person or being. Having no shame 
about ill will arising and not being aware of the shortcomings of having ill will; 
just letting the mind become completely overwhelmed by it. 

 ■ Ill will is motivated by the wish for another sentient being to experience harm or distress
 ■ The action of ill will is to continue hoping that the other being comes to harm
 ■ A mind that is completely overwhelmed by ill will has five characteristics
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 Day 189 Heresy, also called wrong views, is a 
mistaken belief that what exists is non- 
existent —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

This last nonvirtue, heresy, is the most important in many ways because 
from it all the others flow. Heresy is denying the existence of the four noble 

truths, the Three Rare Sublime Ones, reincarnation or karma. It can be think-
ing that the points of the Dharma that the Buddha taught are lies, or that there 
is no such thing as bodhicitta or omniscience. Many people, through a wrong 
doctrine or by having met a flawed teacher, believe such things to be untrue. 
Therefore, the definition of heresy is believing what is true to be untrue.

Heresy can arise due to an imprint from the past. We can come across the 
Dharma and start to study it, but through the influence of someone else we lose 
our faith in karma. The disturbing thoughts are ignorance, attachment or anger, 
and the motivation is wishing to deny the existence of something that does exist. 
Once the thought comes, the action of heresy is to continuously hold that belief 
and to speak about it. The completion is to hold a definite conviction about the 
non- existence of existent things.

Perhaps we accept the general concepts we find in Buddhism, but some of 
the specifics feel uncomfortable to our way of thinking, such as the details of 
karma. We cannot disprove them, but inside we find it difficult to have faith in 
the complete teachings on karma as the Buddha taught them. Before the flood 
of heresy sweeps over us, we should think about our own level of understanding 
compared to that of the great teachers who have verified these teachings from 
their own experience. 

 ■ Heresy is the belief in the non- existence of an existent object, such as karma
 ■ The action of heresy is to continuously hold a wrong belief and to speak about it
 ■ Heresy can be averted by comparing our understanding to that of the great teachers 
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 Day 190 Only by understanding karma and seeing why  
we are suffering can we stop this continual  
round of problem after problem 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche 

There are many factors that determine the strength of the karma we cre-
ate and the heaviness of its result. Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo lists six: the 

nature of the action; the intention; the deed; the base; the frequency of the act; and 
the act not being purified. 

If all other factors are equal, then the ten nonvirtues have different degrees 
of heaviness. Pabongka Rinpoche says that the seven nonvirtues of body and 
speech are listed in the order of their heaviness: from killing as the heaviest to 
idle gossip as the lightest. Of the three nonvirtues of mind, heresy is the heavi-
est negative action. The stronger the negative intention, the more powerful the 
karma created, and hence the stronger the suffering that will be experienced. 
Although monetary value is not that important an aspect, the more valuable 
the possession we steal, the more it hurts the owner, and the heavier the karma 
we create. The heaviness of the karma also depends on the power of the object. 
Some beings are more powerful for us, such as our parents, bodhisattvas, bud-
dhas and, of course, our guru. 

When we create the result similar to the cause we are habituating our mind 
to repeating the action and therefore the result becomes heavier, even though 
the nonvirtuous action itself might not seem that heavy. Gossiping is a perfect 
example of this. And we have already seen that because karma expands, if we 
fail to purify a negative action the suffering we will experience from it when the 
imprint ripens will get heavier and heavier. An action also becomes heavier the 
higher the vow we have taken. 

 ■ There are many factors that determine the strength of the karma we create
 ■ These include the nature of the action, the intention, the deed and the base
 ■ Actions that are repeated or haven’t been purified will also bring a heavier result

Karma 
2 The negative karmic process 
2.2 The differences that make for heavy or light karma
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 Day 191 Any negative action sets up a chain reaction 
and leads to more and more suffering 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Every negative action has four suffering results. The ripening result refers 
to the realm we are born in due to that action, which invariably means the 

lower realms. Then when we finally get reborn as a human, there are three other 
suffering results that come from that one action. The environmental result refers 
to the kind of environment we are born into. Experiencing the result similar to 
the cause means we suffer in the same way we made others suffer previously 
and creating the result similar to the cause means we repeat the action due to 
habituation. 

Creating the result similar to the cause is extremely important to understand 
as this gives us a full understanding of karma. Even if we are born in the upper 
realms, due to this aspect of karma we are habituated to doing negative actions 
again. For example, if our previous habit was to kill, in this life it is again our 
habit to kill. When we kill we collect all four suffering results: rebirth in the lower 
realms or as a human in a terrible environment; we experience the result similar 
to the cause by being killed or having our life shortened; and, most importantly, 
we create the result similar to the cause and are habituated to kill again.

However insignificant the nonvirtue that we commit, we need to understand 
this aspect of karma: how by becoming more and more habituated to the action, 
not only do we have more and more suffering in store for us in the future, but we 
will slowly become used to doing worse and worse actions. As long as we follow 
delusion and karma we will continue to create nonvirtues and suffer because of 
them. 

 ■ Every negative action has a ripening result and then three results when reborn a human 
 ■ The worst result is creating the result similar to the cause, which brings endless suffering
 ■ Even if a nonvirtue seems insignificant, it habituates us to doing worse and worse actions

Karma  
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2.3 The four suffering results
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 Day 192 The uncontrolled mind makes life a disaster, 
which is why emphasis on control is essential 
—Lama Yeshe

We’re usually unconscious whenever we act. For example, when we hurt 
our loved ones, it’s mostly not deliberate but because we’re unconscious 

in our actions. If we were aware that every action of our body, speech and mind 
constantly reacts internally within us and externally with others, we’d be more 
sensitive and gentler in what we did, said and thought. Next time we’re acting 
like a wild animal, we should check which channel our energy is in at that time 
and understand that we can change it—we have the power, the wisdom and the 
potential to do so. 

Also, we have to accept that we’re going to make mistakes. Mistakes are pos-
sible. We are not Buddha. When we do make an error, instead of freaking out, 
we should acknowledge it. We even feel happy about it: “Oh, I made a mistake. 
It’s good that I noticed.” Once we’ve recognized a mistake, we can investigate it 
intensively: “What’s its background? What caused it?” Mistakes don’t just pop up 
without reason. We should check in which channel our mind was running when 
that mistake happened. When we discover this, we can change our attitude. 

In particular, we have to understand that negative actions come from us, so it’s 
up to us to do something to prevent their negative reactions from manifesting. 
It’s our responsibility to act and not sit back, waiting for the inevitable suffering 
result to arise. Therefore, instead of simply accepting what happens to us, believ-
ing “this is my karma” and never trying to work with and change our energy for 
the better, we must understand that we can control what happens to us and must 
try to be as aware of our actions as much as we possibly can.

 ■ We must check our behavior and know we have the power and wisdom to change it
 ■ By acknowledging our mistakes we can use them to help us change our attitude
 ■ Since all our negative actions come from within us, we have the responsibility to control them

Karma 
2 The negative karmic process
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 Day 193 We can switch our life to suffering or 
happiness just as we change television 
channels —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The opposite of committing the ten nonvirtuous actions is making a 
complete determination to practice the ten virtues: refraining from kill-

ing, stealing, sexual misconduct, lying, divisive speech, harsh words and gossip, 
and cultivating the virtuous minds of non- attachment, non- hatred and non- 
ignorance. The ten virtues are the basis of all happiness, of every realization, 
of liberation and full enlightenment. Therefore, practicing the ten virtues is of 
much greater value than many universes filled with jewels. 

To refrain from committing one, some or all of the nonvirtues, even for a day, 
has four happy results. The ripening result is always being reborn in the fortunate 
upper realms, as a god or a human. The other results are related to the specific 
virtues we have practiced, but generally the environmental result means being 
born in a beautiful place, with wealth, good crops and plenty to eat and drink, 
having a long and healthy life and so forth. The most important is creating the 
result similar to the cause. This means that because we have taken vows to refrain 
from the nonvirtues in a previous life and have made offerings to the buddhas 
and so forth, we will naturally do these virtuous activities again in this life. In 
this way we ensure that our happiness can only continue to increase. 

Just as there are many more nonvirtues than the traditional list of ten, the 
list of ten virtues is just a guide. There are innumerable virtuous things we can 
do. We can take these ten as the root of our happiness and understand that all 
happiness comes from virtue, including mundane happiness and entering the 
Hinayana or Mahayana paths, all the way to liberation and enlightenment. 

 ■ Just as the ten nonvirtues lead to suffering, the ten virtues lead to happiness
 ■ Their most important result is that we naturally continue to do virtuous activities
 ■ The list of ten virtues is only a guide—there are innumerable virtuous things we can do 

Karma  
3 The positive karmic process 
3.1 The positive karmic process and its results
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 Day 194  The nuclear energy of life and the nuclear 
energy of actions is the motivation, not the 
action itself —Lama Yeshe

In Buddhism, we feel that an action may look religious or non- religious, but 
it is difficult to distinguish whether it is good or bad. The distinction of good 

or bad comes from our attitude. Behind each action, there is the history of the 
action in our mind. Every action is interdependent and it is our attitude of mind 
that makes the action good or bad.

I’ll give you a good example. There once was a rich man who made many 
offerings to a monastery, spending a lot of money sponsoring a puja, or cere-
mony, that was performed by many thousands of monks. But he did it with the 
attitude of the eight worldly dharmas, for the purpose of enhancing his repu-
tation. Outside, a beggar saw what was going on and rejoiced with pure moti-
vation. When, at the end, the abbot did the dedication, he dedicated the merit 
to the beggar and never even mentioned the rich man who had given all that 
money. He spent all that money but did not have a pure motivation. Externally, 
it looked like he was doing something good, sponsoring a religious ceremony, 
but internally, his motivation was worldly, negative. The beggar didn’t do any-
thing other than rejoice, but because of his pure motivation, he was the one who 
received great benefit. 

It is not the action itself but the motivation that is important, because a sym-
pathetic motivation brings openness and makes us lose our selfish darkness. 
That is all; that is the main point.

 ■ It is our mental attitude that makes an action good or bad
 ■ Due to their different motivations, a beggar created merit while a rich man did not
 ■ A sympathetic motivation brings openness and makes us lose our selfish darkness
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 Day 195 We have the freedom very few people have— 
the freedom to create as much positive karma 
as we wish —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It is said that if we were to put all the worldly beings of all the universes 
into prison and blind them, this would not be as heavy as simply glancing 

sharply with anger at a bodhisattva. This is because of the power of bodhicitta 
and because the bodhisattva’s body is unbelievably precious. Conversely, looking 
at a bodhisattva respectfully, with a calm mind, creates much more merit than 
giving sight to all the sentient beings of all three realms combined. 

Once we have made that Dharma connection and start to relate to holy 
objects, our positive karma can ripen quickly and powerfully. I often compare it 
to a flashlight battery. Only when the wires are applied to the two opposite ter-
minals will the light function. Similarly, when we make the decision to connect 
to the Dharma, the power created makes the Three Rare Sublime Ones the most 
powerful objects in our life. These powerful objects are the perfect field in which 
to grow our merit. And anything we do with the Dharma is much more powerful 
than mundane work. For example, just as giving the Dharma is the best form of 
giving, making offerings of our Dharma practice to the guru and the Three Rare 
Sublime Ones is the best form of offering we can make. 

There are many factors that cause a karmic result to be experienced more 
powerfully, and intention is one of the most important. Negative karma leads 
to great suffering with a strong negative motivation and positive karma leads to 
great happiness with a strong positive motivation. One small stick of incense 
offered with bodhicitta motivation is unbelievably powerful, whereas, no mat-
ter how much material is offered, if there is no positive motivation, it does not 
become positive.

 ■ The power of the karma we create depends on the power of the object
 ■ Positive karma can ripen quickly and powerfully after making a Dharma connection
 ■ Offering one small stick of incense with bodhicitta motivation is very powerful

Karma 
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3.2 The doors that unintentionally lead to powerful karma 
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 Day 196  Vows hugely increase the merit we create by 
doing a positive action —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The more vows we take—whether those of a lay person, monk or nun—the 
more we ensure ourselves of happiness and freedom. They not only help us 

refrain from committing negative actions; they also free us from confusion, even 
in this life, and assure us of good rebirths for tens of thousands of lifetimes. In 
our next rebirth we can again practice morality and establish even more strongly 
our route to ultimate happiness. Because karma is expandable, all this can come 
from keeping just one vow for one day, so think what keeping all the vows every 
day can do. It is a one- way ticket to liberation and enlightenment. 

There is a big difference between having made a vow in front of a holy object 
and not having made a vow. Just because we are not actually killing at this 
moment doesn’t mean we are always practicing the virtue of non- killing. Say we 
are in hospital with our arms and legs in plaster. How can we kill? There is no 
motivation not to kill, there is no vow taken in front of a holy object, there is no 
merit, even if we live for a hundred years. 

However, if we consciously take the vow not to kill, we create incredible virtue 
every single second, whether we are actively thinking of not killing or not. From 
the moment we take the vow until the end of our life, we continuously create 
good karma, no matter what we are doing, even if we are doing nothing at all. 
We continuously create the cause of happiness for many lifetimes, not just for 
one life, and because karma is expandable, the result is not just happiness in one 
life, but for many lives. 

 ■ Keeping vows is a one- way ticket to liberation and enlightenment
 ■ There’s a big difference between making a vow before a holy object and not making it
 ■ Taking a vow not to kill creates continuous good karma even when we’re doing nothing
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 Day 197 There are eight ripened qualities that enable 
us to be of extensive benefit to others and 
more easily develop our mind in the path to 
enlightenment —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

With our perfect human rebirth we can achieve three great meanings 
and any future life happiness, including being born with a human body 

that has the eight ripened qualities: long life, a handsome body, high family, 
great wealth, trustworthy speech, great power and fame, being male and being 
strong in mind and body. Lama Tsongkhapa emphasized the importance of 
these eight ripened qualities for our quick development and for actualizing the 
path to enlightenment. 

If we achieve a human body with these eight qualities we will have quick real-
izations on the path to enlightenment, so Lama Tsongkhapa explained how to 
create the cause for each quality. For example, when we abstain from gossiping 
or other negative actions of the speech, our speech has great power. This means 
that when we explain Dharma to other sentient beings or tell others, “Doing 
that action creates negative karma, don’t do it—instead do this virtuous action 
to benefit others and yourself,” other people will listen to us. 

When we have a powerful mind and body we become like Milarepa, who was 
able to bear many hardships to constantly practice Dharma, whatever difficulties 
he encountered.

 ■ With this body we can attain a human rebirth with the eight ripened qualities 
 ■ Each ripened quality has a particular cause and helps us have quick realizations
 ■ When we have a powerful mind and body we can constantly practice Dharma
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 Day 198  If the law of cause and effect does not  
guide our life there is no Dharma practice, 
and without that only ignorance and 
suffering remain —Lama Yeshe

Once we have a deep understanding of cause and effect and see that every 
single action has a definite consequence, we will realize how important 

it is to be conscientious about everything we do. Awareness of karma brings 
spontaneous awareness of our own behavior. By realizing that positive actions 
lead inevitably to happiness and negative actions to suffering, we become more 
discriminating and more conscious of the nature of our own activity. 

Sustained conscious awareness of our physical, verbal and mental actions 
from the moment we wake to the moment we fall asleep is more profound and 
penetrating than one hour’s meditation every morning. This makes sense—an 
hour’s meditation is nothing compared to a day’s practice. And if we consider the 
enormous benefits of even one day’s awareness of karma, we can guard against 
the apathy and depression that can easily infect our practice.

One reason for stressing the value of watching our karma is that many West-
erners are very interested in meditation. They love meditation but are not so 
happy when offered teachings on karma. I am not implying that meditation is 
unimportant, but even if we have trouble doing formal meditation, we can still 
practice Dharma perfectly well. Meditation here means always being watchful 
of our actions and cultivating an attitude of loving kindness rather than one of 
exploitation. This is meditation. In fact, in view of our present level of spiritual 
development, this sort of approach to our practice can be even more precise and 
realistic than meditation on profound tantric subjects.

 ■ A deep understanding of karma makes us conscientious in everything we do
 ■ An hour’s meditation is nothing compared to a day of sustained conscious awareness 
 ■ Being watchful of our actions and cultivating loving kindness should be our main practice

Karma 
4 How to modify our actions
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 Day 199 Karma is not something complicated or 
philosophical: it means watching our body, 
our mouth and our mind —Lama Yeshe

It is very important to recognize how we’ve created all our own problems. 
Just understanding this is so important. We’ve created these problems because 

we’ve not been handling our body, speech and mind correctly. The result has 
been problems for ourselves and problems for others. We have confused our-
selves and others for centuries, millennia, countless lives. It has been this way, 
it is this way and it will continue to be this way unless we renounce this cycle 
of suffering. When we are miserable, we make others miserable. When we are 
happy, we make others happy. 

We have to feel incredulous when we realize the endlessness of all this con-
fusion, and make a strong determination to clear it up: “If I truly love others, 
if I really have compassion for others, I must improve myself. I must better my 
behavior, my speech and my thinking. Without doing so, there’s no way I can 
help others. I’m only dreaming if while saying that I want to help others, I merely 
perpetuate the disastrous actions of my uncontrolled body, speech and mind.” 
That’s the attitude we need if we want to help others in the best way we can. 

We see the problems of the people we’re with, but we don’t see our own. We 
think we’re pure. Such are the limitations of the samsaric mind. That’s why I feel 
happy when we recognize that we need purification, that there is something we 
can do to improve our lives. I consider that to be some kind of realization. We 
recognize that since our own mind created the negative experiences we have, 
our own mind can counteract them. This is the main point. 

 ■ We’ve created our own problems by not handling our body, speech and mind correctly
 ■ To be able to help others, we must make a strong determination to clear this confusion 
 ■ Recognizing that we need purification is a form of realization

Karma 
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 Day 200 Karmic imprints are like time bombs planted 
on our mindstream waiting to explode 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As Dharma students we might already be doing various purification prac-  
 tices as part of our commitments, but perhaps we’re not doing them with 

much conviction because we feel we have not created much negative karma. 
Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo says that this is only because we have not thought 
well about the subject. From beginningless lives we have done every nonvirtue it 
is possible to do and accumulated imprints from every possible negative action. 
They are all on our mental continuum, just waiting to ripen. 

The analogy I really like is waking up with a nest of cobras in our lap. Imagine! 
We certainly wouldn’t be complacent. We would grab them and throw them as 
far away as we could. And yet the most those cobras can do is to bite us and make 
us die in agony. This is absolutely nothing compared to what the negative mind 
can do to us. The cobras do not have the power to send us to the lower realms, 
which is exactly what our negativities, even the small ones, do. When we have 
the same fear of even the smallest nonvirtue as we do of a cobra in our lap, then 
we can say that we have definite faith in karma. 

Only by really understanding karma can we develop the strong conviction 
to purify. In fact, if we could truly see the results of our negative actions, we 
would want to do nothing but purify. If we gave proper thought to the immensity 
of nonvirtue already on our mental continuum—collected from beginningless 
lifetimes and being added to every day—then nothing but purification would 
interest us in the slightest. We would dedicate our whole life to purification. 

 ■ If we think we don’t have much to purify, it’s because we haven’t thought well or deeply
 ■ We should fear our negativities as much as we would fear a nest of cobras in our lap
 ■ Only by really understanding karma can we develop the strong conviction to purify 

Karma 
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 Day 201 The four opponent powers are our passport 
out of all suffering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Our practice of purification cannot be perfect without the four opponent 
powers: the power of the object, the power of regret, the power of resolve and 

the power of the remedy. While any Dharma action purifies our negativities, 
integrating it with the practice of the four opponent powers makes it stronger. 
It becomes incredibly powerful. 

Based on strong refuge in Buddha, Dharma and Sangha (the object), we 
look at the negativities we have committed and have a genuine feeling of regret, 
reflecting on the shortcomings of creating negative karma. The more regret we 
are able to feel, the more powerful our purification becomes and the more neg-
ative karma and obscurations we purify. This naturally leads us to determine to 
not do such actions again—the third power of resolve. Based on this we do a 
purification practice such as reciting Vajrasattva mantras or doing prostrations. 
This is the power of the remedy. It does not have to be a specific practice, as long 
as we combine it with strong regret and resolve not to do the negative action 
again. 

Each of the four opponent powers purifies a corresponding suffering result. 
The power of the object destroys the environmental result, the power of regret 
prevents our experiencing the result similar to the cause, the power of resolve 
prevents our creating the result similar to the cause and the power of the remedy 
destroys the ripening result. We can see now how unbelievably important it is 
that the practice of purification must be perfected through all four powers and 
not just one of them. This is the key; this is the real solution.

 ■ The four opponent powers make any form of purification incredibly powerful
 ■ They are the powers of the object, regret, resolve and the remedy
 ■ All four powers are vital because each one purifies a corresponding suffering result

Karma 
4 How to modify our actions 
4.1 Purifying with the four powers
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 Day 202 Purification is like a fire and negativities 
are the grain burnt in that fire 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are many ways to purify the mind but the lamrim texts usually list 
six. They are: prostrating and reciting the holy names of the buddhas such 

as the thirty- five confession buddhas, reciting purifying mantras such as the 
Vajrasattva mantra, making holy objects such as thangkas, statues and tsatsas, 
reciting prajnaparamita (perfection of wisdom) texts such as the Heart Sutra 
or the Diamond Cutter Sutra, meditating on emptiness, bodhicitta and similar 
subjects, and making offerings to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. 

Practices that create merit are a form of purification. Studying the Dharma, 
meditating, practicing generosity, even cleaning holy places—all the things that 
constitute our Dharma practice—contribute to freeing our mind from the delu-
sions that currently weigh it down. Of the specific meditation practices designed 
to purify our mindstream quickly, Vajrasattva is considered supreme, but there 
are others that are very effective. The two- day nyung nä fasting retreat is an 
incredibly powerful practice. Based on prayers and prostrations to Chenrezig, 
the Compassion Buddha, by fasting and focusing on the suffering of others our 
mind is cleansed of self- cherishing. Whatever purification practice we do should 
be combined with taking refuge, and to be really effective we should utilize all 
four opponent powers.

Purifying powerfully and continually helps to prevent whatever negative 
karma we have committed from manifesting as suffering. Even though the neg-
ative karma we have created today is not completely purified by one action of 
purification, it will certainly be lessened. Therefore, it is incredibly worthwhile 
to make purification with the four powers a regular part of our Dharma practice. 

 ■ There are many ways to purify the mind but the lamrim texts usually list six
 ■ In addition to the specific practices, any meritorious activity is a form of purification
 ■ Purification with the four powers should be a regular part of our Dharma practice

Karma 
4 How to modify our actions 
4.2 Methods of purification
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 Day 203 Cleansing the mind is an evolutionary 
process —Lama Yeshe 

Understanding the karmic connection between causes and effects will 
give us the energy to change ourselves. Nevertheless, it is essential to 

approach our practice with patience and wisdom. Changing our habitual behav-
ior is not easy. It is not like making instant coffee; it takes time. Change occurs 
gradually because the various negative attitudes and delusions have different 
degrees of strength. Therefore, each mental problem must be treated according 
to its particular nature, be it extremely subtle and deeply embedded in our con-
sciousness or quite evident and within reach. 

The logical approach is to concentrate first on purifying gross negativities 
before attempting to root out the deeper subtle ones. The important point is 
that removing the more obvious faults is something we can do now. It is much 
wiser to work in an area where success is possible rather than to reach for the 
impossible. For example, when washing a dirty rag it is impossible to remove the 
stains and odors from it immediately. The initial washing might take care of the 
first layer of dirt, but only after it has been washed and wrung out two or three 
times have all the stains been finally removed. The root delusions—attachment, 
anger and ignorance—are the stains polluting our mind, and, of these, ignorance 
of reality is the most deeply ingrained and difficult to remove.

Of course, it is good to strive for perfection, but we must be practical. It is 
best to go by degrees, step by step. Otherwise we are likely to jump in too quickly 
and break our leg. To succeed in our Dharma practice it is best to be at ease, 
relaxed and down- to- earth and to adjust the intensity of our practice day by day, 
according to our situation.

 ■ Changing our habitual behavior is a gradual process that demands patience and wisdom
 ■ We should concentrate first on purifying gross negativities and removing obvious faults 
 ■ To succeed in our Dharma practice it’s best to be relaxed and down- to- earth

Karma 
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 Day 204 Our whole attitude to life changes totally  
when we understand karma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

At present we suffer and don’t know why. We fail to see that everything we 
 experience, both good and bad, is the result of our own karma. We can’t 

link the happy or miserable situation we are in with the positive or negative 
actions we have done in the past. Hence we blame external factors for our suf-
fering and problems whereas they are entirely caused by our own mind. 

Whatever others do to us is the direct result of what we have done to them in 
the past. We harmed them in this life or a previous one, therefore we are now 
receiving harm from them. When we harmed them we thought it was totally 
acceptable, totally justified, but now that we are on the receiving end we don’t 
think that they should harm us. It is the dictator, our self- cherishing mind, tell-
ing us this. When we think about it, it is very strange that we find it acceptable 
to harm others but feel that they have no right to retaliate.

There is no enemy other than our own delusions. We have no reason to blame 
any other being; we have no reason to get angry with any other being. Anybody 
who is angry with us and tries to harm us should, in fact, be an object of compas-
sion, because we have harmed them in the past and that is why they are harming 
us in this life. We are causing them to create bad karma by harming us. That 
other sentient being has no freedom at all. They are completely overwhelmed 
by ignorance, anger, attachment and past karma, and so must be an object of 
our compassion.

 ■ We fail to see that all the suffering we experience is the result of our own karma
 ■ Whatever others do to us is the direct result of what we have done to them in the past
 ■ The only enemy is our delusions and there’s no reason to get angry with any other being

Karma 
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 Day 205  The more we understand karma the more 
freedom we will have  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We are incredibly fortunate that we have met the teachings and have some 
idea of karma. Before this we stumbled along blindly, trying to be happy 

without any real idea of the causes of happiness and suffering and never really 
knowing why things went wrong, no matter what we did. Now we have the 
perfect, infallible route out of suffering. We can see that whatever happiness we 
experience is the result of virtuous actions we have done in the past and whatever 
suffering we experience comes from our previous nonvirtuous actions. When 
we see this clearly we know exactly what we need to do to correct the situation. 

How amazing that is! Simply by recognizing karma and avoiding what leads 
to suffering, we have the knowledge of the root of all happiness at our fingertips, 
the means to transform any action into the cause of future happiness. Because 
of this we are incredibly free. We were never free before. We would try for hap-
piness but our ignorance would lead us to the exact opposite result. Everything 
we did would be flawed. But now we can sow the seeds of happiness with every 
action. Understanding how incredibly free we are, we should feel great joy. 

When we first learn about karma it might seem that because of our previous 
karma, everything we experience is predetermined and therefore we have no 
free will at all. In fact, it’s only when we understand karma that we know how 
to transform our actions and liberate ourselves from the prison of samsara, the 
prison of suffering, the prison of delusions.

 ■ To be ignorant of karma is to stumble blindly without knowing the way out of suffering
 ■ Recognition of karma gives us freedom to sow the seeds of happiness with every action
 ■ Only when we understand karma can we liberate ourselves from the prison of samsara

Karma 
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 Day 206 Intellectual understanding alone is not 
enough to stop the continuous experience 
of suffering and to continuously experience 
happiness —Lama Yeshe

There is a big difference between an intellectual understanding of karma 
and one based on the living experience of it. Some students have a word- 

perfect understanding of the teachings on karma and some superficial faith—
“It must be true because my lama said so”—but because they do not have any 
experiential understanding of karma, when their understanding is tested they 
fail. They have no solution when serious problems arise. They are satisfied with 
being able to talk about karma, as if being able to tell their parents and friends 
all about it were enough, but they cannot do what they talk about because they 
haven’t practiced. 

Other students, however, are not satisfied with the mere intellectual under-
standing but attempt to understand through practice what they have been taught. 
They may not be able to give extensive discourses on karma, but because they are 
always mindful of their actions, they get a true taste of Dharma, an experience 
as real as the sweetness of honey on our tongue. When problems arise for such 
practitioners, they know how to apply the solutions. 

I am sure that most of us understand clearly how defiled actions of body, 
speech and mind are cyclic in nature, bringing the results of suffering, confusion 
and more defilement. In our mind there is no question about the truth of this. 
You can probably explain it much more clearly than I can. When you hear my 
broken English, you may think to yourselves, “What kind of language is that? 
If he’d let me talk, I could give a much better explanation.” All this is true. But 
why can’t we put a stop to our negative habits? Theoretical knowledge alone is 
not enough.

 ■ There’s a big difference between intellectual and experiential understandings of karma 
 ■ Students who are mindful of their actions get a true taste of Dharma
 ■ Theoretical knowledge alone is not enough to put a stop to our negative habits

Karma 
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 Day 207 Every minute of the day we are getting 
teachings on karma from everything we 
encounter —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A very good meditation is to observe everything in our mind as a pro-  
 jection of our karma, as a mere karmic appearance. We can do this any-

where—while we are eating, walking, talking or working in the office—and we 
can do it at any time, even when sleeping.

Look at the flowers that we enjoy in the garden. We can look deeply at a 
flower and see how it is our own karmic appearance. We can look at the stem 
and the petals, at the unique design and the way the colors blend. We can really 
examine the flower, looking at how incredibly intricate it is. As we observe it, 
we should reflect on how what appears to us is a creation of our own mind, our 
own karma. This is very, very interesting. The fact that it appears beautiful to 
us is purely because of our karma. The mind is capable of doing such amazing 
things! Because of positive actions we have done in the past we have these pro-
pensities for happiness and the appreciation of beauty on our mindstream, and 
now that the conditions have come together, we can experience and enjoy the 
beauty of this flower.

We can use meditations like this to inspire us. Instead of feeling we are hope-
less and incapable, we realize that if we have the ability to see such wonders, we 
can create any kind of world we like. It shows us how the mind can be developed 
and gives us encouragement to do this. We see we can take that all the way, by 
developing our mind until it is completely free of all delusions and we have 
achieved liberation and freedom from samsara and all suffering.

 ■ A very good meditation is to observe everything in our mind as a karmic projection 
 ■ The happiness that we experience now is the result of our positive actions in the past
 ■ Understanding our ability to create our own world will inspire and encourage us
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 Day 208 Be satisfied and rejoice in every little 
progress —Lama Yeshe

We must be practical. We should use our inner wisdom and just act! We 
should try to be reasonable in the way we grow and never think it is too 

late. It is never too late. Even if we are going to die tomorrow, we should keep 
ourselves straight and clear and be a happy human being today. If we keep our 
situation happy day by day, we will eventually reach the greatest happiness of 
enlightenment. 

Remember, we are all responsible for our own lives. Don’t think, “This 
Tibetan monk is going to give me enlightenment; this monk is going to make 
me powerful.” It is not like that. Anyone who claims to be a Buddhist knows 
that the principal concern of Buddhism is the mind. The mind is the nucleus of 
samsara and nirvana. Every experience we have in our life manifests from our 
mind. Because we interpret our life and our world through our mental attitude, 
it is important to have the right motivation. Wrong motivation brings pain, 
disappointment and extremes in life. 

Think like this: “For the rest of my life, it is my responsibility to grow in 
mindfulness and happiness. Each day I will expand the loving kindness I already 
have. When I wake up each morning I will open my wisdom- eye and see more 
and more deeply into the inner universal reality. I will try to be as mindful as 
possible. I will take responsibility for my life and dedicate it to others by growing 
strong in loving kindness and wisdom. I will serve others as much as possible.” 
We should make the determination that this is going to be our way of life. 

 ■ If we keep our situation happy day by day we will eventually reach enlightenment
 ■ Since the mind is the nucleus of samsara and nirvana, we need the right motivation
 ■ We must determine to live with wisdom, mindfulness and compassion

Karma 
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 Day 209 We need to see the whole of samsara as  
a raging fire —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Based on the perfect human rebirth, there are three levels of path within 
the lamrim, depending on the level of motivation of the practitioner. The 

graduated path of the lower capable being is for the person seeking only a better 
future rebirth. The topics within this scope include impermanence and death, 
the three lower realms, refuge and karma. What we will now be looking at are the 
teachings on the second level, the graduated path of the medium capable being, 
which is for those seeking not just a better future rebirth but also individual 
liberation from all suffering. 

From the tiniest life form, seen only through the microscope, to the most 
famous person, somebody who maybe owns the whole earth, all living beings 
are conditioned by suffering. Perhaps the English word “suffering” means some-
thing very gross to us, but somehow, “suffering” doesn’t quite convey the whole 
flavor of the original term, which in Pali is dukkha. Dukkha means suffering, 
but suffering at all levels. Perhaps we can use the word “dissatisfaction.” What it 
really means is having an uncontrolled mind. 

Until we break the chain of cause and effect that traps us in samsara, we will 
continue to suffer for lifetime after lifetime after lifetime. There is no end to 
samsara without purifying even the most subtle delusions that sit on our mind-
stream. This requires understanding that samsaric pleasures are nothing other 
than suffering and having the strength to turn our back on them. Until we have 
the feeling that whatever is in samsara—whether it is the most terrible suffering 
of the hells or the divine pleasure of the gods—is a blazing fire that will consume 
us, there is no way to attain liberation and enlightenment. This is why we must 
understand suffering in all its manifestations. 

 ■ A medium capable being seeks liberation from all suffering
 ■ All living beings are conditioned by suffering, which means having an uncontrolled mind
 ■ We need to realize that the sufferings of samsara are a blazing fire that will consume us

The sufferings of samsara
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 Day 210 Suffering is not found in external objects— 
it is our ignorant mind that is miserable 
—Lama Yeshe

Buddhism always talks about suffering. This turns some Westerners off: 
“We’re happy; we’re not suffering; what’s our problem? Why should we listen 

to teachings on suffering?” Well, we can think that way if we like, but in fact, if 
we check more deeply into how our mind functions in everyday life, we’ll realize 
how dissatisfied we are and how up and down our uncontrolled mind actually 
is. That up and down itself is suffering, that’s all. It’s very simple. 

When Lord Buddha talked about suffering he didn’t mean simply physical 
pain, like toothaches, headaches and so forth. Those kinds of suffering are very 
temporary; they’re nothing. But if we check within ourselves, whether we’re rich 
or poor, famous or unknown, we’ll always find dissatisfaction, a kind of uncon-
trollable, ever- changing energy of dislike. That energy too is suffering. From the 
beginning of human evolution on this earth up to now, people have constantly 
sought something worthwhile, pleasure and happiness, in many different ways. 
But most of their methods have been completely wrong. They’ve sought happi-
ness here while all the time it’s been over there, in exactly the opposite direction. 
We’re educated—we can check historically what people have believed through 
the ages and how they’ve sought fulfillment in different ways. We can see. Most 
times they’ve gone in totally the wrong direction. 

So now people are finally beginning to realize that happiness is not dependent 
upon external development or material wealth. These days we don’t even need 
a lama to explain it to us because the manifest world itself demonstrates the 
up and down nature of mundane reality—socially, economically and in many 
other ways. As a result, people are now beginning to investigate better ways of 
achieving a happy and joyful life. 

 ■ If we think we aren’t suffering, we should take a look at our uncontrolled mind
 ■ Suffering isn’t just physical pain—it’s also our ever- present energy of dissatisfaction
 ■ People now realize that they’ve been seeking happiness in all the wrong places

The sufferings of samsara
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 Day 211  We cannot start to overcome suffering until 
we understand it —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The first teaching that Guru Shakyamuni Buddha gave after he attained 
enlightenment was on the four noble truths. The first of these is the truth of 

suffering, which the Buddha says must be understood. The second noble truth 
is the cause of suffering, which he says must be abandoned, or renounced. The 
third is the cessation of suffering, which is to be attained by means of the fourth 
noble truth—the path leading to the cessation of suffering, which must be prac-
ticed. In this vital teaching he lays out the entire Buddhist path, from where we 
are now all the way to the state of complete awakening that we call liberation.

To renounce suffering, we must know what it is and understand its cause. If a 
doctor were to give us some medicine but not explain what our illness was, we 
would see no purpose in taking the medicine. This is why the Buddha explained 
the truth of suffering first, followed by its cause. When we know how we are 
suffering and what its cause is, we will ask whether it is curable. This is the third 
truth—the fact that we can overcome all suffering and become truly free, or 
liberated. Then we eagerly seek a remedy—the medicine—which corresponds 
to the fourth noble truth, the truth of the path to enlightenment, which is the 
entire Dharma, the way out of suffering. 

The Buddha saw that what we needed first was to understand the extent of 
our suffering so that we would have the wish to be free from it. Only then would 
we have the energy to do whatever is necessary to be free. 

 ■ In his teaching on the four noble truths the Buddha laid out the entire path
 ■ When we understand our illness and its cause, we eagerly seek a cure
 ■ The Buddha saw that first of all we need to recognize the extent of our suffering

The sufferings of samsara
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 Day 212 Samsara is not a place but a state of mind 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Escaping samsara does not depend on escaping to another country or 
leaving this planet or even the galaxy. We can’t escape samsara just by going 

somewhere else. Samsara is not something that is outside our mind. We can go 
to the moon but we’ll be taking our samsara with us. Even when we die we take 
our samsara with us. We might be on the softest bed with the most attentive 
helpers all around us, but that won’t free us from samsara. At death, we leave 
our body, but our mind brings our samsara along wherever it goes. Our body 
may be burnt to ash, but our mind is still in samsara. In the intermediate state 
we are still in samsara, as we are when we take our next rebirth, whether as a 
hell being or a divine god. 

If neither our possessions nor our environment are samsara, then what is 
samsara? These five aggregates that we call “me” are samsara. It is more than 
just our body; our physical form is just one part. The other four aggregates—the 
mental constituents of feeling, discrimination, compositional factors and con-
sciousness—are also samsara. These five aggregates are samsara because they are 
bound by delusion and karma and therefore they are bound to circle in cyclic 
existence—samsara—forever, unless we can break completely free by attaining 
liberation or enlightenment.

Until we are liberated from the suffering of samsara, everything we do is in 
the nature of suffering. As long as our aggregates are contaminated by ignorance, 
whenever one of our senses meets an object, delusion arises, motivating a kar-
mic action that leaves a negative imprint that sooner or later results in suffering. 
This is a story that repeats itself a million times a day. 

 ■ There is no easy escape from samsara: it’s inside our mind and with us wherever we go
 ■ Our five aggregates are samsara because they are bound by delusion and karma 
 ■ Until we are liberated, everything we do will be in the nature of suffering

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering
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 Day 213 There is nothing in samsara we can trust 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Nothing is definite in samsara. There is nothing that we can say with cer-
tainty will last. Every relationship we have with a being or with an inani-

mate object will change and cannot last. Relationships with people change and 
end, possessions change and end. Even this body will let us down. 

This is a very simple thing to understand. We just have to look around to see 
that this is exactly how it is. We wake up in a happy mood but by mid- morning 
we are unhappy; we cheer up at lunchtime but something happens in the after-
noon that upsets us. Seeing a poor person, we have no way of knowing whether 
that person was rich before; when we meet somebody with a good reputation, 
perhaps even a year ago that person had been criticized and blamed for many 
things. Nothing is definite. Everything changes. 

If we could see relationships as a constantly changing dance, we would see 
that nothing can last. Once the clairvoyant arhat Shariputra was going for alms 
in the town near a family’s home. When he looked through the door of a house 
he saw that the former father of the household was now a fish that had been 
caught by the son and was being eaten by the family; that the former mother 
was now a dog at the son’s feet, chewing the bones of her former husband; and 
that the former son was cradling his former hated enemy, who had been reborn 
as his child, and beating the dog, his mother, with a stick. “Eating the father’s 
flesh, beating the mother, cuddling the enemy—how samsara makes me laugh,” 
he said. 

 ■ Nothing is definite in samsara: our relationships, possessions and body do not last
 ■ Simply watching our mind or looking around us shows how everything changes
 ■ The clairvoyant Shariputra saw how family members swapped places from life to life

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering 
1.1 Nothing is definite in samsara
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 Day 214  Discontent and dissatisfaction prevent us 
from having any peace —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The main problem we all have is the suffering that comes from not attaining 
our various desires. These include the obvious physical necessities of food 

and clothing as well as such enjoyable things as a good reputation, the sound of 
pleasant and comforting words and the like. Some forms of suffering, such as the 
hunger of an extremely impoverished person, are more obvious than others. But 
in one way or another, we all hunger uncontrollably for things we do not possess.

Take the example of someone who is fortunate enough to be born into a 
wealthy family. During their lifetime, they may never experience material want. 
They can afford to buy anything that arouses their desire and are free to travel 
wherever they please, experiencing the various delights and excitement offered 
by different cultures. When they finally reach the point at which there is nothing 
left to possess, no place left to visit and no pleasure left to experience, they will 
still suffer from an acute feeling of dissatisfaction. In such a restless, dissatisfied 
state of mind, many people go insane, unable to cope with this intense and 
pervasive suffering. 

Thus, even when there is no lack of material comfort, there is still suffering. 
In fact, it often happens that possession of material wealth increases dissatisfac-
tion, because it then becomes even more obvious that such possessions have no 
ability whatsoever to affect or cut through the root of suffering. There is still the 
continuity of dissatisfaction, confusion, worry and the rest. If the accumulation 
of external comforts really were able to eliminate suffering, then at some point 
suffering would be severed and all dissatisfaction would cease. But as long as our 
mind is tied up with an uncontrolled body, suffering continues. 

 ■ Our main problem is the suffering that comes from not attaining our various desires
 ■ Even those with no material needs can suffer from an acute feeling of dissatisfaction
 ■ Suffering will continue for as long as our mind is tied up with an uncontrolled body

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering 
1.2 Nothing gives satisfaction in samsara
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 Day 215  We jump from one body to another just as  
a monkey jumps from branch to branch 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Having to take rebirth without choice in a samsaric body means that we 
also have to separate from that body without choice. Death happens with-

out choice, separating from our body happens without choice, and rebirth hap-
pens without choice. This is one of the sufferings of samsara. We have taken a 
human body, and the body of every kind of animal, god, demigod, hungry ghost 
and hell being, and have had to leave them countless times. 

Like all samsaric pleasures, even the incredibly long and luxurious life of a 
desire realm god must end, because nothing is definite. When that happens the 
beautiful palaces made of jewels will be replaced by a burning iron house with-
out doors or windows, the divine nectar that is their food will become molten 
lava poured down their throat, the wonderfully soft ground of lapis lazuli will 
become a field of razor- sharp knives, and the beautiful boy and girl gods who 
played with them will become fearsome karmically- created hell protectors with 
hideous animal heads, whose one job is to torment. The palaces radiating great 
light like the sun and moon become a realm of utter blackness, where the former 
god can’t even see their own body. 

Whatever kind of body we have in this life, we must leave it. The most beau-
tiful body will end and therefore there is nothing to trust in this samsaric life. 
Even in this life it changes, and then, at death, we lose it completely. We have 
this body for the briefest moment and then it is gone. Because of that, there is 
no reason to have any attachment at all, even to our closest possession, our body. 

 ■ Without choice, we have had to leave every kind of samsaric body countless times
 ■ Even a desire realm god will eventually die and be reborn in the hell realms 
 ■ We have this body for the briefest moment, so there’s no reason to be attached to it

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering 
1.3 We have to repeatedly leave this samsaric body
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 Day 216 We have experienced the sufferings of each 
and every type of sentient being innumerable 
times —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Another shortcoming of samsara is that after leaving a body we have to 
 take rebirth again. Leaving one body, we take another, joining with the 

fertilized egg in the mother’s womb. This life’s mother gave us this body, just 
as the previous life’s mother gave us our last body. And before that there was 
another mother, and another and another and another, back and back and back, 
like those mirrors that reflect other mirrors on and on indefinitely. 

Think of each being in each of the realms and of each experience they have 
in their entire lives. We have had such bodies countless times. Each of those 
samsaric bodies has been subject to suffering, much of it absolutely terrible, and 
thus it is said that if we could collect all the tears we have ever shed, they would 
fill all the oceans, in fact the whole universe. All the red- hot metal we have been 
forced to drink as a hell being would fill the oceans. If we collected all the milk 
we have ever drunk from our mothers’ breasts it would fill all of space.

If we heaped up all the heads of the beings we have killed in battle, the pile 
would be bigger than the whole world. The pile of all the garbage we have eaten 
as pigs, dogs, carrion and other beings would be bigger than Mount Meru, the 
king of the mountains. And of course, the pile of all the garbage we will have to 
eat unless we can get out of samsara will be just as huge. The kaka we have eaten 
as worms, if it was collected, would fill the Pacific. When we consider this, it is 
quite unbearable. 

 ■ Since beginningless time, every time we have left a body we have taken rebirth again
 ■ Each of our samsaric bodies has been subject to suffering, much of it terrible
 ■ The scale of our suffering is unimaginable and will continue until we escape samsara

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering 
1.4 We have to take rebirth again and again
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 Day 217 In an instant, we plunge from high to low 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Always changing bodies, always changing status, we just don’t know what 
 we will be in samsara. Numberless times we have been kings, sitting on 

jeweled thrones commanding great armies, and numberless times we have fallen 
from that great status to some miserable existence in the lower realms. Num-
berless times we have lived in complete luxury only to leave that for a life of 
complete suffering in realms so terrible we can’t even imagine them. 

There is no experience that we haven’t had in samsara; there is nothing left 
that we have yet to experience. We might see a film star with a mansion and a 
huge yacht and be envious, but we have been in that position countless times, 
and how has it helped us? We might think that ruling a country, with millions 
of people doing exactly as we wish, would be an entirely new experience, but we 
have ruled more countries than there are stars in the sky. 

Samsaric pleasure cannot be increased and it never lasts. If we want it, we 
must work for it every time, and because of that our effort to attain happiness 
has been fruitless and endless. We chase an object, obtain it and then lose it, 
and all that great effort has been wasted. Many people dream of a life filled with 
beautiful possessions, expensive cars, fashionable clothes and the best food and 
work incredibly hard to get those things, bringing themselves such suffering. But 
even if they do manage to gain the life they dreamed of, it’s just a dream. Like a 
dream, it lasts for only the briefest moment and then it is gone. 

 ■ We have fallen from extraordinary luxury to terrible suffering numberless times
 ■ We have had every kind of experience in samsara and none of it has helped us
 ■ Even if people manage to gain their dream life, it lasts a brief moment and then it is gone

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering 
1.5 We forever travel from high to low in samsara
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 Day 218 There is nobody to share our journey or our 
destination —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We are born alone and we die alone. There is nobody else who can share 
our suffering at these times. We have created the karma to endure this 

suffering and we must do so. There is nobody to help us through conception, in 
our mother’s womb or when we’re being born. There is nobody who can help us 
through the death process and into the intermediate state. Although we might 
be surrounded by friends and family at our death, we are completely on our own 
for the actual process. 

Even in life, whatever troubles we have must be experienced alone. Nobody 
can lift that karma from us and experience it on our behalf. When we have diar-
rhea we can’t ask our best friend to have it for us. When we have a headache we 
can’t get rid of it by handing it to another person.

Another name for this suffering is the suffering of not having helpers. At 
death, the consciousness leaves the body like a hair pulled out of butter, taking 
nothing with it. Just as we leave our body behind, we leave all our possessions 
and friends behind. Our friends can’t accompany us or help us in any other 
way. Even the most powerful person on earth, with thousands and thousands 
of attendants and billions of subjects who would die for them, will die totally 
alone. None of those attendants, none of those subjects, none of those doctors 
and none of that wealth and power—nothing accompanies the consciousness 
on its journey to the next life. 

 ■ We are born alone and die alone: nobody else can share our suffering at these times
 ■ Even in life, we experience our problems alone
 ■ At death, we leave not only our body but all our possessions and friends behind

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering 
1.6 We experience pain and death alone
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 Day 219 Samsara might look attractive on the 
outside, but we need to see the poison  
that lies within —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we meditate on the six types of suffering it is important that we 
draw a firm conclusion. Seeing that nothing is definite in samsara, that 

nothing has the ability to give us satisfaction and that due to not realizing this 
we jump from one samsaric body to another endlessly, we must make the deter-
mination to do whatever we can to break this cycle and never be deceived by the 
false lure of samsaric perfections. 

If we don’t make the commitment to persist in our meditations on the suffer-
ing of samsara and the other lamrim topics, we won’t bring our understanding to 
a level where it affects our life. Hence we will always be controlled by attachment 
and the other delusions. Our understanding will remain as dry words rather than 
as a feeling in our heart. We need both a firm intellectual understanding based 
on in- depth study of the lamrim and a strong meditation practice that takes our 
understanding beyond the intellect to actual experience. As we progress we will 
find that understanding enhances our meditation and our meditation enhances 
our understanding. At first it may be quite difficult but it gets easier and easier. 

The false sense that relationships can be stable, permanent and satisfactory; 
the false promise that possessions can give lasting happiness; the deceptive reli-
ance on a body as a source of sensory pleasures—we need to see the trap for what 
it is and not be deceived. Then when friend becomes enemy, when possessions 
let us down and when it is time to leave this body, we will cope without worry or 
fear. We will see that we are not being separated from real, permanent happiness 
but from the source of suffering. 

 ■ When we meditate on the six types of suffering, we must determine to break the cycle
 ■ Combining intellectual understanding with meditation takes us beyond dry words
 ■ We need to see the trap of samsara for what it is and not be deceived

The sufferings of samsara 
1 The six general types of suffering
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 Day 220 There is no such thing as a vacation from 
samsara —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are sufferings that are general to all samsaric beings and sufferings 
that are specific to beings of the fortunate upper realms. Without investi-

gating, we assume that the very rich are happy and the very poor are miserable 
and therefore attachment to comfort and wealth and aversion to discomfort and 
poverty arise in our mind. However, when we explore the six and eight types of 
suffering we start to see that it is all suffering, and thus we can break the bonds 
that keep us trapped. 

I sometimes feel sad when I see the other passengers stowing their carry- on 
luggage in the overhead bins at the start of a flight, all excited because they are 
traveling off to different countries and getting away from their jobs and daily 
problems for a short while. It’s easy to see that they have no real idea of life and 
the past karma to which they are chained or that what they are doing is not 
escaping from suffering but binding themselves to it with yet more ropes of 
delusion and karma. 

They have no idea of reality, of what causes suffering or of what needs to be 
done to break free from suffering. Everything they do, at work or on vacation, is 
motivated by nonvirtue and will lead to suffering. If working is working for non-
virtue and holidaying is holidaying for nonvirtue, then what is the difference? 
Thinking like this makes it very easy to develop compassion for all beings—
including the poorest and the wealthiest, the person stuck in an office and the 
holidaymaker lying on a tropical beach. 

 ■ The eight sufferings of the human realm show that suffering affects both rich or poor
 ■ Most people have no idea of life, karma, what causes suffering or how to break free of it
 ■ It’s easy to develop compassion for beings with such ignorance of reality

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering
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 Day 221 The vast majority of us have no recollection 
of the sufferings experienced at birth 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We do not usually think about the sufferings connected with conception 
and birth, but they are very real nonetheless. Because the mother’s mind 

and that of the baby are not the same, even she cannot fully appreciate the men-
tal unrest of the being within her womb. But the fetus is in a situation that causes 
much mental and physical discomfort. 

This small being feels trapped inside a narrow space that is too tight to allow 
much freedom. Sudden movements by the mother can cause much distress, as 
can foods that are either too hot, cold or spicy. The baby is confined close to 
foul- smelling wastes and can be disturbed by the unpredictable functioning of 
the mother’s digestive and respiratory systems. These sufferings might not be 
obvious enough for most of us to discern, but the traumatic experience of birth 
itself is easily recognizable. When the time comes for the infant to be expelled 
from the womb, it is subjected to pressures far more severe than anything it has 
previously known. As the baby moves slowly through the birth canal, it feels as 
though it were being crushed between two rocks. 

This intense suffering does not cease once the actual birth is completed. The 
baby’s skin is so sensitive that even the warm air of the delivery room seems cold 
and harsh. The infant may be wrapped in a blanket made of the finest quality 
wool, but it still feels as though it is being scratched by thorns. In addition to 
these obvious physical sufferings, it often sees mentally created visions which 
are as terrifying as those sometimes viewed at the time of death. Thus, when we 
see a newborn baby we should not think it is crying for no reason. 

 ■ We don’t usually think about the mental and physical sufferings of conception and birth
 ■ After being trapped in the womb, the baby has a painful journey through the birth canal
 ■ The intense suffering continues after birth, so it’s no surprise that newborn babies cry

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.1 The suffering of birth
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 Day 222 Nobody wants the body to degenerate, 
but nobody can prevent it from happening 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Although aging begins the moment after conception, this suffering relates 
 primarily to the time when we realize we are becoming old, when we real-

ize that our body is not immortal and that it is already starting to let us down by 
getting sick and losing its strength and energy. We find we need glasses and can’t 
hear well any more. With the decline in the functioning of our sense faculties we 
start to lose our enjoyment of sense objects and to feel the reality of death.

In our youth, our body is full of energy and health. Our skin is firm and our 
hair is thick and a good color. Then comes the terrible day when we look in the 
mirror and there is the first gray hair. Of course, we have always been getting 
older, but now we have visual proof. And slowly other signs come. Our body 
gets thinner and wrinkles appear. That face we thought of as so beautiful loses 
its beauty, with more and more gray hairs and more and more wrinkles. Soon 
our skin looks like an ill- fitting suit. 

If we are not yet old, it is a very good meditation to think about what this 
will be like. Think about never doing anything without pain, of being too weak 
to pick things up or to walk more than a few paces, of being unable to see or 
hear clearly. Think of being utterly reliant on others for everything—for the 
food we eat and for being bathed and dressed. When we are old, every day is a 
reminder of the shortening of our life and how we are losing more and more of 
our strength, vitality, sense faculties and ability to function. 

 ■ The suffering of aging relates primarily to the time when we realize we’re getting old
 ■ Our youthful body, full of energy and health, slowly becomes older and weaker
 ■ If we are not yet old, it’s very good to reflect now on what this experience will be like

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.2 The suffering of aging
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 Day 223  Without choice we have to undergo many  
different illnesses in our life 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche 

When we get old, we invariably get sick. Sickness is an inseparable com-
panion of old age. But even if we aren’t old, there are many, many illnesses 

and pains that we have to experience. I think everybody will agree that sickness 
is a suffering we all want to avoid. 

With any illness, our body changes. With a cold, our nose runs; with high 
blood pressure, our face goes red. Due to other illnesses we lose our beauty and 
our skin becomes yellowish and dead, we get lumps on the skin or inside our 
body, we get fevers and sweat, we vomit and shiver. Besides the physical pain and 
discomfort an illness inflicts on us, there is the mental worry. We are unable to 
think properly and our life becomes nothing but this illness. When we are sick, 
we are unable to enjoy things. We can no longer go to places we like or eat food 
we enjoy, and because of our attachment to sense pleasures we suffer. Nobody 
likes to take medicine, yet we might be forced to take dozens of pills each day 
with unpleasant side effects. Perhaps we need x- rays or chemotherapy. It some-
times seems that the cure is worse than the illness. Finally, whenever we have a 
serious illness we live in fear that we could die. 

Whether we live or die does not entirely depend on the skill of the surgeon 
or the efficacy of the medicine. If we have created the karma to die from that ill-
ness, we will, and if we have created the karma not to die, we won’t. If we weren’t 
controlled by delusion and karma we wouldn’t have had to face that illness in 
the first place. 

 ■ Although nobody wants to be sick, we all have to experience many illnesses and pains 
 ■ Our body changes, we can’t enjoy life, we endure unpleasant things and fear we’ll die
 ■ Illness is not under our control but is under the control of delusion and karma

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.3 The suffering of sickness
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 Day 224 Life is like a play where we are born, 
we live our short lives and we die 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

One day, for sure, death will happen. Life ends and there is death—it’s as 
simple as that—and there is nothing we can do. No matter how much 

fear we have, no matter how much we regret not having practiced Dharma and 
developed a good heart, death will happen. Whether we believe in reincarnation 
or not, we will die. Whether or not we have prepared for death, we will die. The 
person we have thought of as “me” and have cherished for so long will cease to 
exist, and the subtle consciousness will leave the useless body to take another 
life. 

Death will happen no matter what we want or need. And when we die, we 
leave everything behind. All the possessions we have collected in our lifetime—
all our friends, family, relatives, colleagues, competitors, enemies and even our 
body—will cease to exist for us as we separate from the corpse and move to 
our next rebirth. Therefore we have great suffering at death, leaving all we have 
known behind. The more attached we are to our possessions, friends, family and 
body, the greater the suffering. 

No matter how much fear we have, there is no method to overcome it unless 
we have integrated the Dharma into our lives. At the time of death, even if we 
only believe in one life and have no understanding of karma, we will experience 
a great fear of what will happen to us and have no time to prepare for it. If we die 
with a negative mind, we can experience fearful karmic visions and hear terrible 
sounds, portents of our future suffering life. Overcome with terror, our mind 
still has to leave the body. This can definitely happen to us. 

 ■ Whatever our fears, regrets and beliefs, death will definitely happen one day
 ■ When we die, we are separated from our possessions, family, friends and our body
 ■ Unless the Dharma is integrated into our life, we will experience great fear and suffering

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.4 The suffering of death
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 Day 225  We create all kinds of fantasies,  
grasp at sense pleasure, and everything 
finishes in disaster —Lama Yeshe

Out of the whole universe, we choose one atom—one girlfriend or one 
boyfriend—one tiny bit of energy, and say, “I love you.” With much attach-

ment we put an enormous amount of energy into this one concrete object and 
thus from the beginning automatically set ourselves up for conflict. By building 
up such tremendously powerful attachment we create within ourselves a psy-
chological atomic bomb. Our internal energy is so dependent upon this external 
object—this girl, this boy, whatever it is—that when it moves we shake. Our 
mind shakes; our life shakes. 

However, this external object is impermanent; by nature, it’s constantly chang-
ing, changing, changing. But the character of attachment is that it doesn’t want 
things to change; it wants things to stay as they are. So when they do change, 
great worry and paranoia arise within us. And when the time comes to separate 
from our object of attachment through death or any other reason, we feel, “My 
life is over.” Of course, that’s not true; we can see how attachment exaggerates: 
“Now I have no life.” Before, we have life; now suddenly we don’t? Can you 
believe it? But that shows us what a totally overestimating, exaggerating mind 
the basic conception of attachment actually is. There’s no way our pleasure can 
depend upon another atom; that’s impossible, the materialistic way of thinking. 
The whole thing’s completely wrong.

We can see in the world today how people worry about losing others. People 
worry, “My wife is going to die; my boyfriend is going to run out on me; my 
girlfriend is going to disappear.” All this worry comes from attachment, exces-
sive concern for one’s own pleasure. Ironically, even though we call it pleasure, 
it’s not actual pleasure.

 ■ Our attachment to external objects creates a psychological atomic bomb within us
 ■ When these external objects inevitably change, great worry and paranoia arise 
 ■ We live in fear of separation from what we mistakenly consider objects of pleasure

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.5 The suffering of separation from what is pleasant
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 Day 226  We won’t be free from worries until we are 
free from samsara —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We not only suffer from being unable to find the things we like but also 
from meeting with things we dislike. All our contact with enemies, bad 

food, unpleasant situations and the like brings us much distress, mental as well 
as physical. This type of suffering causes us great confusion throughout our life. 

Discontent and dissatisfaction prevent us from having any peace. No matter 
how much we possess, we desire still more. We work and scheme, planning new 
ways of acquiring objects as if we were going to live forever, or at least for several 
centuries. Think of what we do merely to take care of this body of ours! We spend 
our life’s energy in so many ways. We worry about keeping our body safe from 
hunger, cold, sickness, attack, and, finally, death. Our life is a constant struggle 
to keep out of danger, and we virtually sell ourselves into slavery to accomplish 
this aim. We may hide this fact of life from ourselves, but deep inside we can see 
that all this activity is in the very nature of suffering. 

Although we work for many years to gain security, if the slightest circum-
stance in our life changes, we quickly fall ill or experience some other misfor-
tune. It is so difficult to find protection, yet so easy to be miserable. Even when 
we are fortunate enough to achieve those things that normally make this life 
more comfortable and rewarding, they are often only another source of pain. 
For example, we may save up enough money to take a vacation only to become 
involved in a terrible accident. Or we may go out to an expensive restaurant 
and end up with food poisoning. In such ways, suffering comes without choice. 

 ■ Encountering things and people we dislike, such as enemies, is a source of suffering
 ■ Our life is a constant and fruitless struggle to acquire things and keep out of danger
 ■ Even the things that make life comfortable often become an extra source of pain

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.6 The suffering of encountering what is unpleasant
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 Day 227 We do so many things to be happy but nearly 
always end up miserable —Lama Yeshe

From the moment we wake up until the moment we fall asleep at night, and 
even throughout our dreams, we are driven by desire. Each of our senses 

is hungry for its own particular food. Our eye craves to see interesting shapes 
and colors; our ear wants to hear pleasing sounds; our nose actively sniffs out 
agreeable odors and turns away in disgust from smells that offend it; our tongue 
seeks exciting new tastes; and our sense of touch is forever craving contact of 
one kind or another. 

Behind all our desires is the wish to be happy. In this respect everyone is 
exactly equal, for we all want happiness—even though we may define it differ-
ently—and none of us wishes even the slightest suffering or disappointment. If 
we check up carefully we can see that all our actions are motivated by either the 
desire to experience what is pleasurable or the desire to avoid experiencing the 
unpleasant. 

Yet in spite of all our wishes to have nothing but happiness, our life is full of 
pain and dissatisfaction. Our prize possession that we worked so hard for either 
breaks, is lost or stolen, or simply ceases to give us pleasure. Our loving husband 
or wife soon becomes our worst enemy or dies and leaves us forlorn. The job we 
coveted turns into a heavy burden that consumes all our time and energy. In all 
these ways, then, desired happiness eludes our grasp. Sometimes it seems that 
the more we try to be happy, the more miserable we become. From this point of 
view, life seems to be a meaningless rat race; our efforts to find happiness lead 
us around in circles until we end up frustrated and exhausted. 

 ■ We are driven by desire from the moment we wake until we fall asleep at night 
 ■ We all want happiness and to avoid the slightest suffering or disappointment
 ■ Our life is full of pain and dissatisfaction, and happiness eludes our grasp

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.7 The suffering of not getting what we want
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 Day 228  As long as we have these five deluded 
aggregates, the seeds of suffering lie  
within us —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The last of the eight types of suffering is the fact that we have this body 
and mind created by delusion and karma and therefore we are forever tied 

to suffering. The needs of this samsaric body and deluded mind will endlessly 
demand that we create negative karma, and because of that we suffer. Therefore, 
we can see these five aggregates as five pots filled with all the sufferings of the 
past, present and future. They are the product of past suffering, they are the 
experiencers of present suffering and they are the creators of future suffering. 

Because we have negative karmic imprints on our mental continuum we 
create the causes for future suffering, and because we have been born due to 
delusion and karma, our body and mind are instruments of suffering, bringing 
us old age, sickness, death and the many mental pains we must experience. The 
suffering of aging commences as soon as we are conceived and ends in the suf-
fering of death. In between conception and death, because of these five deluded 
aggregates we experience all the other forms of suffering that we have looked 
at. This suffering of conditioned existence exists because this body exists. We 
are born in the nature of suffering and we decay and perish in the nature of 
suffering. 

Whatever samsaric body we take in the six realms is only in the nature of 
suffering. There is no opportunity to experience even a moment of true happi-
ness, and even finding temporal pleasure is difficult. The load of suffering that 
we carry about all the time can be visualized as a huge lump of red- hot iron that 
is oneness with fire, chained to our back forever. We carry it wherever we go.

 ■ We are forever tied to suffering by this body and mind created by delusion and karma 
 ■ Our five deluded aggregates are instruments of suffering from conception up to death
 ■ Wherever we go, we carry a load of suffering like a lump of red- hot iron on our back

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.1 The eight types of human suffering 
2.1.8 The suffering of having deluded aggregates
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 Day 229  There are realms beyond the human realm 
that have pleasures we could never dream  
of, but they are still suffering 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As far as pleasure is concerned, the demigods are higher than humans, but 
 lower than the gods. Demigods look like gods in that they have magnifi-

cent bodies and beautiful clothes, but their beauty cannot be compared to that of 
the gods. Nor can the power they have—which is vastly more than any human—
be compared with the power of the gods. 

Possessing so much but possessing so little compared to the gods above them 
is the thing that rules their lives. Seeing the incredible luxury of the gods drives 
the demigods crazy with jealousy. It is like a thorn stabbing into their hearts. 
The beauty of their own wives seems inferior to the incredible beauty of the 
goddesses of the god realm and therefore they fight with the gods. They see the 
gods passing their whole life in pleasure, always playing, distractedly enjoying 
themselves in beautiful parks, surrounded by their many hundreds of wives, and 
they determine that they must have all this. Because of that, the demigods are 
constantly at war with the gods, using very powerful weapons, but it is a war that 
is impossible to win because of the vastly superior power and ability of the gods. 

Perhaps we might be drawn to the life of a demigod with its amazing luxury 
and fabulous possessions, but it is really a very miserable existence, full of jeal-
ousy, miserliness and war. Demigods are considered lower than humans, not 
because of their level of comfort but because of their state of mind. They might 
have a degree of intelligence, but they can never understand the nature of reality 
or develop altruism. 

 ■ Demigods experience more pleasure than humans, but less than the gods
 ■ Driven crazy by jealousy of the incredible luxury of the gods, they are constantly at war
 ■ In this miserable existence they can never understand reality or develop altruism

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.2 The sufferings of the demigods
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 Day 230 The great pleasure of the gods is a trap  
that will lead to the hell realms 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The great enjoyment experienced by the desire realm gods is due to the 
positive karma they have accumulated during past lives. Unfortunately, all 

they can do in the god realm is experience the ripening of that positive karma. 
Too distracted to think of anything but pleasure, they are unable to create any 
new positive karma. Thus, when they have used up all that positive karma, they 
must then experience great suffering.

Being born as a form realm god depends on renouncing the desire realm 
entirely and perfecting all nine stages of calm abiding to attain deep meditative 
absorption. In this state, the mind can remain single- pointedly on an object, free 
from all discursive thought. This is a worldly path and not the path to enlight-
enment, although the attainment of calm abiding is the same for both paths. A 
form realm god has aversion to samsaric sense pleasures but unfortunately not 
to the whole of samsara, and sees the peace of meditative absorption as true 
peace and happiness. 

There is no way a being can develop bodhicitta and the wisdom realizing 
emptiness while meditating on nothingness. Rather than cultivating wisdom, 
thinking of nothing just cultivates ignorance, which results in a grosser rebirth. 
It can be even worse. When the formless realm gods are dying and realize they 
are about to be reborn in the lower realms, they can remember what led them 
to the pinnacle of samsara. They think that all their great effort has been to no 
avail and that there is no such thing as liberation, thus causing heresy to arise in 
their mind, which results in rebirth in the hell realm. 

 ■ Rebirth in the god realm uses up all our positive karma and leads to great suffering
 ■ Form realm gods have perfected samadhi but are not on the path to enlightenment
 ■ Meditating on nothingness simply cultivates ignorance and leads to a grosser rebirth

The sufferings of samsara 
2 The sufferings of the upper realms 
2.3 The sufferings of the god realms
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 Day 231  Beyond gross suffering there are other 
layers of suffering that tie us to samsara 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In the Four Noble Truths Sutra, the Buddha explains suffering in many ways—
as six types, as eight types and so forth—but the main division of suffering is 

into three: the suffering of suffering, the suffering of change and pervasive com-
pounding suffering. All the Buddha’s teachings on suffering are condensed into 
these three. When we understand these three, we can easily see how the whole 
ocean of samsaric suffering fits into these three levels of suffering. 

Pervasive compounding suffering is the foundation for the other two suffer-
ings. The suffering of suffering and the suffering of change are like bubbles rising 
to the surface of the water of pervasive compounding suffering. Just as water 
produces bubbles, pervasive compounding suffering produces all our suffering. 
Living with the seed of delusion, our actions give rise to further delusion and 
more negative imprints on our continuum, which in turn will result in further 
suffering. This is the endless cycle we are trapped in. This is reality, just as the 
Buddha explained it; nothing has been made up, nothing has been exaggerated. 
With his omniscience, the Buddha saw the nature of reality and saw that this is 
how we beings in samsara suffer. This is exactly what he described. 

Without contemplating the suffering of the whole of samsara, we think only 
of the suffering of suffering as something to be avoided. When we know that 
even the other two types of suffering trap us in samsara and eventually lead to 
the suffering of suffering, then we will naturally seek to be free from all suffering, 
including the suffering of change and pervasive compounding suffering. 

 ■ The Four Noble Truths Sutra condenses all the teachings on suffering into three types
 ■ Pervasive compounding suffering is the foundation for the other two sufferings
 ■ When we understand all three levels of suffering we will naturally seek to be free

The sufferings of samsara 
3 The three types of suffering 
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 Day 232 Anything that plainly causes us unhappiness 
can be classified as the suffering of 
suffering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The suffering of suffering is something that we all recognize and want to 
be free from. Humans recognize it, animals recognize it and hungry ghosts 

and hell beings recognize it. This level of suffering comprises all the gross and 
subtle physical and mental pain and anguish that we long to be rid of. Whatever 
we have aversion to is the suffering of suffering.

We only have to read a newspaper or watch the television news to see that 
a huge number of our fellow humans are experiencing terrible suffering. Wars, 
famines, droughts, floods and other natural disasters affect much of the world, 
and there are more people starving than living with enough to eat. Even among 
the privileged few who have a good standard of living, mental suffering blocks 
any chance of real happiness. The millionaire is beset with worries about secu-
rity for themselves and their possessions and about the in- fighting of those who 
want what they own. Beggars have their problems, just as the rich have theirs. 
Football players on television have their problems, as do the fans who are watch-
ing them. Both circus performers and their audiences have their problems, as do 
politicians and their voters. We can’t look at any aspect of any society without 
seeing a vast ocean of problems. 

When we understand the suffering of suffering, reading a newspaper becomes 
a meditation to develop the mind renouncing samsara. Watching television, 
going outside on the street, seeing the problems of others—all this becomes a 
meditation on the suffering of suffering. Everything we see becomes a teaching 
on the shortcomings of samsara, showing us clearly that this is not ultimate 
happiness and that we need to develop renunciation of the whole of samsara. 

 ■ We all recognize and want to be free from the suffering of suffering
 ■ Whatever aspect of society we look at, we will see a vast ocean of problems
 ■ Once we understand this, simply reading a newspaper inspires us to renounce samsara

The sufferings of samsara 
3 The three types of suffering  
3.1 The suffering of suffering
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 Day 233  Everything that we consider to be pleasure 
actually leads to misery —Lama Yeshe

Lama Tsongkhapa said, “Wherever you are in samsara, you never have 
happiness.” It sounds depressing, doesn’t it? What he meant was that the 

self- existent pleasurable experiences we think to be happiness are not really 
happiness, and he gave the following example:

When we are hungry we are suffering, and if we don’t eat, our hunger grows 
and our hunger pains get bigger and bigger. Then, when we begin to eat, the 
hungry feeling stops and we register that as happiness. We call eating happiness, 
but what is really making us happy is the fact that we are stopping the suffering 
of hunger. The cessation of the strong feeling of hunger is why we say, “Now I am 
happy, now I am comfortable.” Do you think that is happiness? Just stopping the 
strong hungry feeling, is that real happiness or not? That’s the question.

Lama Tsongkhapa gave these simple, very down- to- earth examples. We 
should have a down- to- earth understanding rather than just spacing out. He 
said that when we are hungry and begin to eat, the initial pleasure of eating will 
actually lead to pain; the pain of being too full. Doesn’t this make sense? It does 
to me. When I eat dinner, there is always a sort of pleasure to begin with, but 
after I’ve been eating for a while I start to feel uncomfortable. In the beginning 
we feel good and call it pleasure. In other words, that pleasure is our projection. 
We project that something is happiness, we give it the name “happiness,” but 
actually, it leads to pain.

 ■ Our self- existent pleasurable experiences are not real happiness
 ■ When our hunger starts to subside, we call that happiness
 ■ We project something pleasurable to be real happiness but it actually leads to pain

The sufferings of samsara 
3 The three types of suffering  
3.2 The suffering of change
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 Day 234 Without understanding pervasive compound-
ing suffering we have no idea where our 
problems come from —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Pervasive compounding suffering is the most important suffering to 
understand and renounce. Even animals understand and have aversion to 

the suffering of suffering, and many people can see the shortcomings of the 
attachment that lies at the heart of the suffering of change, but pervasive com-
pounding suffering is what really ties us to samsara and triggers the other two 
levels of suffering.

The aggregates that we now have are pervasive compounding suffering. As His 
Holiness the Dalai Lama often stresses, “pervasive” means that they are under the 
control of delusion and karma. That’s why we have fear, loneliness, depression 
and all the other negative emotional thoughts. Western psychiatry and psychol-
ogy explore why people have emotional problems, but the answer is right here. 
Because there is delusion, there are these agitated unhappy minds. Because there 
is attachment to comfort and happiness, there is fear and worry about meeting 
discomfort and unhappiness. Because of attachment there’s worldly concern. All 
the myriad problems that plague our life stem from this deep- rooted deluded 
misunderstanding that pervades our mind. It is called “compounding” because 
the imprint produces aggregates of a similar type. Our present aggregates create 
future aggregates of a similar type, which again experience the three types of 
suffering. In other words, these aggregates compound another set of aggregates, 
the future- life aggregates, which are also suffering in nature.

Just having this impure body and this deluded mind means that we experi-
ence pervasive compounding suffering. There is no greater problem than this. 
Because of the mistake of having taken a samsaric body, our life is constantly 
busy, serving our body’s needs like a slave. Having this contaminated body is like 
living in a garbage can or a septic tank. 

 ■ Pervasive compounding suffering is what we most need to understand and renounce
 ■ Under the control of delusion and karma, we perpetuate our suffering from life to life
 ■ Having this contaminated body is like living in a garbage can or septic tank

The sufferings of samsara 
3 The three types of suffering  
3.3 Pervasive compounding suffering 
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 Day 235  We have become servants to money, servants 
to work, servants to the attachment to this 
life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Totally ignorant of the cause of happiness and the cause of suffering, 
we worldly beings think we’re always working for happiness, but in real-

ity we are constantly creating the cause of suffering. We keep ourselves totally 
busy, day and night, like ants frantically running around, up and down trees 
or whatever. Because our motivation is not even attachment to future lives but 
just attachment to this life, every action of our body, speech and mind becomes 
negative karma. 

In that, we are no different from insects, spiders, crickets, ants and so forth. 
Our motivation is identical to theirs. Likewise, the billionaire, the zillionaire, 
the trillionaire—there is no difference; their motivation is identical. We have all 
been billionaires, zillionaires, trillionaires, kings in the god and human realms, 
Indra and Brahma, numberless times. We are just like those slugs that come out 
when it rains. Just like them, we work only for this life, so every action we do is 
nonvirtuous. 

Until we are free from the control of delusion and karma we must constantly 
suffer: the suffering of pain, the suffering of change and pervasive compound-
ing suffering. We encounter the suffering of the six realms and suffer again and 
again, endlessly. Therefore, we need to be free from the whole of samsara and 
achieve lower nirvana, the blissful state of peace. But that alone is not sufficient. 
Rather, we must achieve great nirvana, full enlightenment. We must free our-
selves from even the subtle obscurations, the obscurations to knowledge, espe-
cially for all sentient beings, to free them from the oceans of samsaric suffering 
and bring them to full enlightenment as quickly as possible. We must achieve 
full enlightenment as quickly as possible. 

 ■ We keep ourselves busy, day and night, creating the cause for more suffering
 ■ A billionaire who works only for this life shares the same motivation as an insect
 ■ Even freedom from suffering is not enough: we must achieve full enlightenment

The sufferings of samsara 
Wrap- up
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 Day 236 The nature of fire is burning; the nature of 
samsara is suffering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There is no use in wanting to stay in samsara and not suffer. The whole 
point is to try to get out of samsara. Until we do, we have to accept we are 

going to suffer, and when something unpleasant happens we should just think, 
“Of course this has happened. This is samsara! Whatever happens will be in the 
nature of suffering because I am living in samsara.” 

So there is no reason to worry. When we encounter a miserable situation, if 
we reject it, thinking how unfair it is and how it shouldn’t be happening to us, 
we only double the suffering and exaggerate the problem. How much we suffer 
depends on the way we think. If we can accept this, it’s not such a shock when 
something unpleasant happens. We expect there will be suffering and so we can 
handle whatever happens much better. It’s like jumping into water. If we think it 
will be warm when it’s cold, we get a shock, but if we know it’s going to be cold, 
there is no great surprise. We know we are living in samsara and we know that 
we are bound to experience suffering because that’s its nature.

Thinking like this can also help us accept responsibility for our own suffering, 
seeing it as the result of a previous negative karmic action that we have done. 
That way, we are taking the responsibility on ourselves and not pointing the 
finger of blame at the other person. Realizing that we are the only one to blame, 
we determine that we had better not create the cause of that suffering again or 
we will once again experience the result. 

 ■ For as long as we remain in samsara, suffering is inevitable 
 ■ If we think that miserable situations are unfair, we only double the suffering
 ■ Taking responsibility for our suffering strengthens our determination to get out of samsara

The sufferings of samsara 
Wrap- up
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 Day 237 It is not necessary to make radical external 
changes—we simply have to change  
internally —Lama Yeshe

We should enjoy our material life as much as we can but at the same time 
understand the nature of our enjoyment—the nature of both the object 

we are enjoying and the mind that is experiencing that enjoyment and how the 
two relate. If we understand all this deeply, that is religion. 

If we have no idea of all this, if we see only the outside view and never look 
to see what is going on inside, our mind is narrow and, from my point of view, 
materialistic. It is not because we necessarily possess the materials but because 
of our attitude. Say I dedicate my life to one object: “This flower is so beautiful. 
As long as it’s alive, my life is worth living. If this flower dies, I want to die too.” 
If I believe this, I’m stupid, aren’t I? A more realistic approach would be, “Yes, 
the flower is beautiful, but it won’t last. Today it’s alive, tomorrow it’ll be dead. 
However, my satisfaction doesn’t come from only that flower and I wasn’t born 
human just to enjoy flowers.”

Therefore, whatever we understand by religion, Buddhism or simply phi-
losophical ideas should be integrated with the basics of our life. Then we can 
experiment: “Does dissatisfaction come from my own mind or not?” That is 
enough. We don’t need to make extreme radical changes to our life or suddenly 
cut ourselves off from the world in order to learn that dissatisfaction comes from 
our own mind. We can continue to lead a normal life but at the same time try to 
observe the nature of the dissatisfied mind. This approach is so realistic and so 
practical and in this way we will definitely get all the answers we seek. 

 ■ We should enjoy material life while understanding the nature of our enjoyment
 ■ Materialism is a narrow mind obsessed with external rather than internal things
 ■ We can find all the answers we seek by observing the nature of the dissatisfied mind

The sufferings of samsara 
Wrap- up
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 Day 238 Since we don’t like problems, there is 
no choice: we have to practice Dharma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

From beginningless samsaric rebirths up to now, this deluded nega-
tive mind has made us suffer numberless times. We have experienced the 

oceans of suffering of each realm numberless times from beginningless samsaric 
rebirths. If we think well, there aren’t a hundred thousand things for us to do, 
to think or to create. It’s very simple. Do you see? There’s just one thing that will 
stop all our suffering and that is Dharma practice. The answer, the conclusion, 
is to practice Dharma. That’s it. 

People currently live for a hundred years but it’s very little time, and it’s 
becoming less and less, so little, so scarce. Even what time we have will become 
less and less—seventy, sixty, thirty or twenty years, we’re really not sure. In a year, 
in a month, in a week or in a day, death will come. When it will come, we’re not 
sure. There’s not much to think except to practice Dharma. There’s no doubt. 
There’s just one decision in our life, one thing to do, and that’s Dharma practice. 
Nothing else. Everything else is meaningless. 

We have suffered numberless times from beginningless rebirths, and all the 
activities in this life are nothing new. We’ve done everything numberless times. 
Without thinking about the endless suffering of samsara or the numberless 
times we will experience the oceans of suffering of each realm in the future or 
the suffering of samsara that is without end—just thinking about our experience 
numberless times in the past is enough. Just this is enough to practice Dharma. 
If we think about this, everything that is non- Dharma stops and we practice 
Dharma. 

 ■ Dharma practice is the only thing that will bring our beginningless rebirths to an end
 ■ Death can come at any moment and anything other than Dharma is meaningless
 ■ Reflecting on our numberless past sufferings will motivate us to practice Dharma

The sufferings of samsara 
Wrap- up
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 Day 239  If we want to be happy, we have to check  
the way we lead our life —Lama Yeshe

Liberation is not only for religious people. If we understand our own sit-
uation, our own lifestyle, even if we’re non- religious we can see our own 

confusion, our own dissatisfaction; we can see that what we consider to be hap-
piness, that which causes attachment to arise, doesn’t truly give us pleasure. We 
can also see how our experiences of misery make it easy to get angry and our 
neutral experiences make us ignorant and dull. This is samsara. Our entire life 
becomes samsara. It’s not just that we’re alive, therefore we’re in samsara. No. It’s 
linked to our ignorant, grasping, dull attitude. That’s what makes our life sam-
sara. And as its name, cyclic existence, suggests, it’s a circle and we keep going 
around and around without end.

Meditation can release us from all this repeated, repeated, repeated, emo-
tional self- sensitivity. With release our life becomes more stable; we have fewer 
expectations because we understand the nature of things—that the pleasure they 
give is limited. If I expect my clothes to give me everlasting pleasure I’m going 
to be disappointed. In the same way, human beings cannot give each other ever-
lasting pleasure; a Himalayan gorilla monk like me cannot give you everlasting 
pleasure. And it’s the same thing with all the other people in relationships on 
earth. It’s not possible for one to give everlasting pleasure to the other; each 
person has to make an individual effort to develop their own mind.

Lord Buddha’s teachings are so simple. We just have to check into our own 
life. Investigating how we live is the first step to renunciation. Once we have 
developed renunciation of samsara we’re on the path to liberation. Knowledge 
of how samsara works is itself renunciation. 

 ■ It’s our own ignorant, grasping attitude that creates our confusion and dissatisfaction 
 ■ Meditation enables us to understand the nature of things and have fewer expectations
 ■ Once we’ve developed renunciation of samsara, we’re on the path to liberation

The evolution of samsara
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 Day 240  If we don’t understand the psychological 
root of problems, we can never cut them off 
—Lama Yeshe

Buddhist psychology describes six basic emotions that frustrate the 
human mind, disturbing its peace, making it restless: ignorance, attach-

ment, anger, pride, deluded doubt and distorted views. These are mental atti-
tudes, not external phenomena. Buddhism emphasizes that to overcome these 
delusions, the root of all suffering, belief and faith are not much help: we have 
to understand their nature. 

If we do not investigate our own mind with introspective knowledge- wisdom, 
we will never see what’s in there. Without checking, no matter how much we 
talk about our mind and our emotions, we’ll never really understand that our 
basic emotion is egocentricity and that this is what’s making us restless. Now, to 
overcome our ego, we don’t have to give up all our possessions. We can keep our 
possessions; they’re not what’s making our life difficult. We’re restless because 
we are clinging to our possessions with attachment. Ego and attachment pollute 
our mind, making it unclear, ignorant and agitated and preventing the light of 
wisdom from growing. The solution to this problem is meditation. 

Meditation does not imply only the development of single- pointed concen-
tration, sitting in some corner doing nothing. Meditation is an alert state of 
mind, the opposite of sluggishness; meditation is wisdom. We should remain 
aware every moment of our daily life, fully conscious of what we are doing and 
why and how we are doing it. We do almost everything unconsciously. We eat 
unconsciously; we drink unconsciously; we talk unconsciously. Although we 
claim to be conscious, we are completely unaware of the afflictions rampaging 
through our minds, influencing everything we do. We must check up for our-
selves; experiment. This is how Buddhism works. It gives us ideas that we can 
check out in our own experience to see if they’re true or not. 

 ■ There are six basic emotions that frustrate the human mind and disturb its peace
 ■ Through investigating our mind we see that our restlessness comes from the ego
 ■ The solution is meditation: being fully conscious of what we are doing, why, and how

The evolution of samsara 
1 The root delusions
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 Day 241 If we are going to learn only one thing from 
our Dharma studies, it should be that every 
problem on earth comes from attachment 
—Lama Yeshe

According to Lord Buddha’s teachings, as long as we don’t realize that our 
 real enemy is within us, we will never recognize that the mind of attach-

ment is the root of all the problems our body and mind experience. If, however, 
we see the psychological origin of our problems and understand the nature of 
attachment and how it works to cause aggression, desire and hatred, our mind 
becomes very powerful. 

When we’re in a peaceful environment we think, “Oh, I’m so peaceful, my 
meditation is so good, I have such great realizations,” but when we’re in the 
street or out shopping in a supermarket and people bump into us, we freak 
out. Because we’re not sitting in meditation but walking around, our mind is 
completely uncontrolled. However, if we understand the psychology of attach-
ment and how it lies at the root of our various reactions, we will not freak out 
so easily and will really be able to control our mind, no matter where we are or 
with whom. 

I’m not talking philosophy here but truth based on living experience. In fact, 
not only Buddhism but all religions recognize the shortcomings of attachment. 
Even worldly people talk about its drawbacks. But even though we say the words, 
“attachment this, attachment that,” we don’t really recognize it as the biggest 
problem on earth. Therefore, what I’m saying is, it would be wonderful if we 
could recognize that our own attachment is the cause of every single problem 
that we experience. Problems with our husband, wife, children, society, author-
ities, everybody; having a bad reputation; our friends not liking us; people 
talking badly about us; our hating our teacher, our lama or our priest—all this 
truly comes from our own attachment. We need to check up. 

 ■ Attachment is the root of all the problems experienced by our body and mind 
 ■ Through understanding the psychology of attachment we will learn to control our mind 
 ■ If we check up, we will see that attachment is the biggest problem on earth

The evolution of samsara 
1 The root delusions 
1.1 Attachment 
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 Day 242 Every moment of unchecked anger builds up 
the energy of anger within —Lama Yeshe

Anger is the worst karma to have. Not only does it destroy our good- quality 
 peaceful joyful life right now but it also destroys our good-quality next 

life as well. There is a reason that we are born in an unpleasant place, isn’t there? 
Due to causation, the mental energy of anger irritates and results in our physical 
situation, our physical body. Buddhists believe that everything has a reason, 
everything has a history and an evolution. 

So for us it is very important to control our anger as much as possible. I think 
that anger destroys all the good qualities of our human dignity. For this reason, it 
is very important to control it. For example, one moment of anger can destroy a 
good friendship of twenty or thirty years, a long- time relationship in which the 
friends shared everything. Anger can destroy this in just a moment. The angry 
mind has no appreciation for any of this. Can you imagine? It’s unbelievable, but 
even the shortest moment of anger can destroy the collected energy of twenty 
or thirty years of friendship and lead to misery. All these things are part of the 
human experience, aren’t they? 

In Buddhism, it is highly advised that we not manifest anger physically or ver-
bally. Because by the time it manifests it is already super strong, super intense. So 
before we express our anger physically or verbally, we need to stand up and con-
trol it. Somehow, we need to digest or abandon the emotion of anger—through 
meditation, through analytical wisdom, through whatever method we can use. 

 ■ Anger destroys not only our current joyful life but also the good quality of our next one
 ■ Even the shortest moment of anger can destroy a long- term relationship
 ■ We need to use every possible method to control and abandon the emotion of anger 

The evolution of samsara 
1 The root delusions 
1.2 Anger 
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 Day 243 Ignorance is like a house where there are no 
windows or doors and it is completely dark 
–Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There are two types of ignorance: one is the thought which is unclear about 
relative truth and the other is the thought which is unclear about the abso-

lute nature. That first type of ignorance is the unknowing mind, the unseeing 
mind. It’s like when our eyes are closed, we can’t see the object. Ignorance of rel-
ative truth means not understanding karma, the four noble truths or the objects 
of refuge, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. 

The difference between ignorance of relative truth and ignorance of absolute 
truth is like the example of a piece of rope. If we can’t see clearly, we don’t know 
that it is a rope. The mind which doesn’t see the rope is like the ignorance of the 
relative truth, and the mind which believes that piece of rope is a snake is like 
the ignorance of absolute truth. Similarly, the way we perceive the self is like the 
mind which believes the rope is a real snake, but there is no snake there. 

When we are ignorant we walk about with our eyes closed, not seeing any-
thing. All around us is cause and effect, and yet we are blind to it and thus we 
create negative actions and wonder why we suffer. We are unable to see how 
attachment and anger lead us to suffering. We have no understanding of the 
Three Rare Sublime Ones and how they are the vital ingredients in our life that 
can save us from harm. Most of all, we are unable to see how the I, and all things, 
are empty of inherent existence. This is the fundamental ignorance from which 
all suffering comes. 

 ■ Ignorance is being unclear about karma, the four noble truths and the objects of refuge 
 ■ Ignorance results in misapprehension of both relative and absolute truth
 ■ Ignorance is the source of all our suffering

The evolution of samsara  
1 The root delusions 
1.3 Ignorance 
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 Day 244 Pride is a negative, inflated, unrealistic 
attitude —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Pride is a feeling of superiority, as if we are on a very high mountain look-
ing down. We see others as somehow not as good as us and feel superior. 

Perhaps we feel that we are more intelligent, give more money to charity, are 
more handsome, speak better or come from a more powerful country. There 
are millions of reasons for feeling proud. The feeling is that of being filled up, 
inflated. We don’t see that kind of mind as in any way negative and, in fact, are 
usually quite proud of being proud. 

When we are filled with pride, we can’t take anything in. Even when we listen 
to teachings it is very difficult for them to benefit our mind. We might not under-
stand something, but pride stops us from asking others to explain. We take on 
the aspect of a Dharma practitioner but because of pride we can never obtain the 
three great meanings: happiness in future lives, liberation and enlightenment. 

The method of controlling our pride is very simple. All we have to do is to 
think realistically about our achievements and we will feel very humble. When 
we reflect on all the Dharma realizations that we have not attained we will see 
that we still have a very long way to go. At present we have a perfect human 
rebirth, but are we making the most of it? When we die, can we be one hundred 
percent certain that we won’t fall into the suffering lower realms? Can we safely 
say that we have never accumulated any negative karma at all during this life-
time? If the answer to any of these questions is “no” then there is little reason 
to feel proud. 

 ■ Pride is a feeling of superiority that we often fail to see as negative
 ■ When we are filled with pride it’s very difficult for Dharma teachings to benefit our mind
 ■ The simplest way to control pride is to be realistic about our achievements

The evolution of samsara 
1 The root delusions 
1.4 Pride 
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 Day 245 Doubt robs us of our energy and 
determination and causes great confusion 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Doubt is the attitude that is uncertain whether things such as the four noble 
truths, karma or the Three Rare Sublime Ones actually exist. Doubt is a 

very disturbing mind because it blocks any progress on the path. Through not 
being sure of Buddha, Dharma and Sangha and the efficacy of relying on them, 
we don’t take refuge and therefore never become an “inner being,” which would 
allow us to eliminate obscurations and attain realizations. Not knowing whether 
there is such a thing as cause and effect, we don’t have the energy to turn away 
from nonvirtue.

Doubt grows from ignorance. It is a two- pointed mind—thinking maybe 
something is true, maybe it’s not—that cannot reach a conclusion. Even if we 
have studied the Dharma and have an intellectual knowledge of all its subjects, 
unless our doubts are overcome we will be unable to achieve any results. It’s like 
possessing a medicine but never taking it because we have no faith in the cure.

When we embark on the spiritual path it is extremely healthy to have doubts, 
but this is not what we are talking about here. Those kinds of doubt involve 
checking whether something really exists as the texts describe and analyzing 
whether the teachings work for us, rather than just accepting everything without 
question. The Buddha said we should not accept his words just because of his 
authority but should test everything just as a goldsmith assays gold to determine 
its purity. It is very good to doubt, investigate and come to a correct conclusion. 
However, here we are talking about the sort of doubt that simply tends to disbe-
lieve in something that really does exist, without checking any further.

 ■ Doubt is the attitude that is uncertain about key aspects of the Dharma
 ■ It grows from ignorance and prevents us from achieving any results on the path
 ■ In contrast, to doubt, investigate and come to a correct conclusion is very good

The evolution of samsara 
1 The root delusions 
1.5. Doubt
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 Day 246 Holding any deluded view is a mistaken mind 
that leads to suffering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Of the six root delusions, the final one is divided into the five extreme, or 
deluded, views. The first of these, the view of the changeable aggregates, is 

the foundation of the others. It is the view that although our five aggregates are 
changing all the time we don’t see them as such. We superimpose a solid, per-
manent sense of I onto the aggregates. 

The second deluded view, the view of extremes, is also very subtle and perva-
sive. It is our view of things and events as being either permanent and indepen-
dent, which is called eternalism, or not existing at all, which is called nihilism. 
Thirdly there is the view of holding deluded views as supreme through believing 
that any of the other four deluded views are the correct viewpoint. Fourthly, we 
can have the view of holding our own misguided moral and religious discipline 
as supreme. This deluded view is the cause of enormous conflict in the world. 
Our culture or religion might encourage actions that don’t accord with moral 
conduct but we still think it to be acceptable. 

The final deluded view is simply called wrong views. This is any mistaken 
view but in particular the belief that there is no such thing as karma, that all the 
universes, worlds, environments and sentient beings are not products of karma 
but of a divine creator. It also includes seeing things as existing from their own 
side. This deluded view is the very root of cyclic existence and when we live with 
this hallucination it gives rise to all the other delusions.

 ■ The most fundamental deluded view superimposes a permanent I onto the aggregates
 ■ Other deluded views lead us into eternalism or nihilism and create enormous conflict 
 ■ The fifth deluded view is any wrong view, particularly disbelief in karma and emptiness

The evolution of samsara 
1 The root delusions 
1.6 The five deluded views
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 Day 247 The source of all our problems is our own 
faulty mental projections —Lama Yeshe

It’s very important to recognize that all desire, hatred and other delusions 
and the problems they bring come from attachment and ego. Actually, of 

the two, attachment and ego, it’s ego that comes first. Delusion starts with ego; 
attachment follows. How is this? The concept of ego builds a projection of “I” 
and paints that polluted projection with a veneer of qualities. Then, when the 
I—superficial, artificial and illusory—starts looking at the pleasures of the sense 
world, it labels certain objects as desirable. From this, attachment arises, stick-
ing, or clinging, to these attractive objects. This, very briefly, is the evolution of 
attachment. 

The moment our ego says “I,” we automatically identify ourselves as totally 
separate from other atoms, other people. On the basis of this view of two dif-
ferent things—self and other—we automatically see I as the most important 
one. Then, with attachment, our narrow mind chooses one particular atom as 
a source of sense pleasure. This then makes us view all other atoms as either 
irrelevant or as objects of hatred. That’s the way it all starts. 

In other words, when we perceive the hallucination of the self- existent, inde-
pendent I, we immediately accept the existence of other. That other then appears 
as totally separate from us. If there were no I, there would be no appearance of 
other. But we build up that separateness, and this is where all the problems of 
samsara come from. All this is the work of ego, which is a product of ignorance. 
Ignorance causes ego. 

 ■ Delusion starts with the ego that builds the polluted projection of “I”
 ■ As soon as our ego says “I” we see ourselves as separate and more important than others
 ■ This is the source of all the problems of samsara, and can all be traced back to ignorance

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 248 Human problems can be solved by human 
wisdom —Lama Yeshe

Whatever exists—good news, bad news, heaven and hell, samsara or 
nirvana—is a manifestation of the mind. When the mind is covered 

with superstitions, it creates suffering. Therefore, in order to gain release from 
this suffering, it is important to understand both the characteristic nature of 
the deluded mind and the six factors causing these superstitions to arise and 
increase. Considering and meditating on these factors is so worthwhile. Our 
understanding can become so powerful that it makes our mind really straight. 
Otherwise there is no way to begin to rid ourselves of delusions. 

If we have developed the necessary mental discipline and are sufficiently 
aware of what is happening inside us, there is no reason why we cannot choose 
to express only those thoughts that will bring happiness to ourselves and others. 
The whole world might rise against us, but if the ability to control our mind were 
well developed, we could still view everyone as our friend rather than cower 
with fear and hatred. 

If we could exert such conscious control over the mind, imagine the great 
peace we would experience! There would be no confusion, and we would create 
no problems for ourselves or others. Such a deeply felt experience of wellbeing 
is a definite result of Dharma practice. It can be gained by anyone with the per-
severance to pursue an inner search along the spiritual path. Solving problems 
by gaining control over our mind is not only the most effective way to deal with 
difficulties but also the easiest and most harmless. We can gain true peace of 
mind without threatening the wellbeing of anyone. 

 ■ Understanding the nature and cause of our delusions will make our mind straight
 ■ We can learn to control our mind through mental discipline and self- awareness
 ■ This is the most effective way to solve our problems and gain true peace of mind

The evolution of samsara 
2 The causes of the delusions
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 Day 249 The fundamental cause of the deluded 
mind is the karmic imprint left on our 
consciousness by previous nonvirtuous  
actions —Lama Yeshe

Let’s say the thought of chocolate cake comes into our mind. Why does 
 this thought of chocolate cake come? Because our previous experience of 

enjoying chocolate cake has left an imprint on our consciousness. The experi-
ence itself has disappeared completely, but the imprint remains, as if we’d sealed 
it, stamped it, in our mind. As long as that stamp is there, the indestructible 
identification will also be there. 

It’s the same whenever we psychologically experience anything—happiness, 
misery, anger, bliss—it is never lost. It is imprinted on our mind, programmed 
into our mental computer. It is always there. This is memory. There is a con-
tinuity between the past experience and the present recollection of it. It’s like 
electricity: the source is somewhere else, but the energy comes through the var-
ious wires to where we are now, without a break. The previous experience, the 
thought, the person, the object—everything is gone, but still the memory of 
craving- desire comes, superstition comes, because it is imprinted on the mind. 

When we understand that the experience of the chocolate cake arises inter-
dependently, we can see that it has no self- entity, that it doesn’t come from the 
object; it comes instead from our mental energy. We don’t need too much expla-
nation to see this—it’s simple, isn’t it? The imprint of the previous experience 
of chocolate cake is always there, whether we are awake, asleep or meditating. 
Of course, there are cooperative causes too: the feeling of hunger, the arising of 
desire and the object, the chocolate cake. All these come together. We have to 
realize that the desirable chocolate cake is a complete hallucination. Objectively, 
it’s not there; it’s as if the imprint in our mind manifests into chocolate cake. 

 ■ The thought of chocolate cake arises due to the mental imprint of a previous experience 
 ■ Every psychological experience we have is programmed into our mind and never lost
 ■ When this imprint meets with the cooperative causes, then chocolate cake appears to us

The evolution of samsara 
2 The causes of the delusions 
2.1 The base
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 Day 250 We project our fantasy onto objects 
and finish up miserable and dissatisfied 
—Lama Yeshe

Most of the time, when the object is near us and the karmic imprint is in 
our mind, bang!—delusion arises. A good example is when we go shop-

ping. The object is there on the shelf. Through the sense perception of our eye 
we come into contact with it and, before we are aware of what is happening, our 
mind sinks with attachment into the object. It can happen in a very sneaky way 
and it can be extremely difficult to separate our mind from this desired object. 
Our hand automatically moves to our pocket, finds some money and we buy, 
even before we know what we are doing. It is so simple, isn’t it? 

In the West it is incredible how everything is exaggerated so that the deluded 
mind is made certain to pay attention to it. “Look at this, how fantastic it is!” This 
technique is used so extensively that even when we give a meditation course we 
have to advertise: “Come to our fantastic meditation course and learn all about 
your amazing mind!” Western culture seems a little too much for me. 

Buddha gave a very simple name to all of this. He called the realm that we are 
living in “the desire world.” It is now easy to see clearly why he gave it this name. 
The desire world—desire is here! The deluded mind coming into contact with 
desirable objects leads to superstition, producing more and more delusion. It is 
for this reason that Milarepa stayed in a cave. He knew that once the deluded 
mind comes into contact with the object of desire, delusions arise uncontrol-
lably. That is why he thought it better to avoid such contact until his mind was 
tamed. 

 ■ Delusion arises when the object is near us and the karmic imprint is in our mind
 ■ In the West everything is exaggerated so that the deluded mind will pay attention to it
 ■ As the deluded mind connects with its objects of desire, more delusion constantly arises

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 251 The influence of friends is a very powerful 
thing and can easily cause delusion to arise 
—Lama Yeshe

The third cause of delusions mentioned by Lama Tsongkhapa is influences 
from the outside. Negative, misleading friends who give us deluded infor-

mation are included here. These are the people we know who make us confused. 
Therefore, whom we have for friends, with whom we stay in close contact, is 
very important. For instance, if all around us people were drinking, with some 
control we might be able to remain uninfluenced by them for a week or so. But 
after a while we would no longer be able to control ourselves because the situa-
tion would be too overpowering. 

Such influence is not limited to bad friends or good friends. In our life we 
have so many “teachers,” people who feed us information that only adds to our 
delusions. Therefore it is very important to stay around those people who give 
us the right vibration, the wisdom vibration. This is much better than exposing 
ourselves all the time to polluted, confused vibrations. But this does not mean 
that we give up completely on all misleading friends, hating them and having 
bad thoughts about them. No, this should not be our reaction. It is essential 
always to remain compassionate. We should also remember that we are polluted 
already; our friends are not to blame for our delusions. Their influence just 
makes this pollution thicker and thicker. 

The Western mind is very interesting. In some respects it is very skeptical, 
doubting everything. This can be a very good attitude, especially when sur-
rounded by untruth. Yet, in other respects, the Western mind is totally the oppo-
site of skeptical. If it sees something that has one good aspect, that has one 
interesting side to it, then without hesitation it accepts the whole thing as good. 
This overly emotional attitude is very dangerous. 

 ■ Examining our life demonstrates the importance of how we choose our friends
 ■ It’s better to be around people who give us wisdom rather than confused vibrations
 ■ The Western mind is very skeptical but can also be overly emotional and uncritical

The evolution of samsara 
2 The causes of the delusions 
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 Day 252 Each piece of wrong information that 
we grasp at thickens our deluded mind 
—Lama Yeshe

The fourth cause that makes delusions arise is following false teachings: 
believing that someone is a special teacher and therefore listening to and 

following all the wrong conceptions he or she teaches. Teachings, of whatever 
quality, can be very interesting. But when people find things interesting, it often 
just means that they crave information. 

Of course, if we have wisdom, we can read any type of garbage information 
without being affected by it. We can be checking up on it without taking it all in 
greedily. That’s OK. But when we are too interested, too attracted, “Yes, yes, tell 
me more!” it leaves a very strong impression on our mind. There is a total lack 
of discriminating wisdom- knowledge, no clear idea of what is right and wrong. 
We take everything in with no judgment whatsoever. 

The same is true of all types of information. So much comes in, but generally 
there is no integration and no differentiation between what is useful and what is 
harmful. In fact, nearly every aspect of popular Western culture—books, mag-
azines, movies, television and the like—is totally dedicated to producing more 
and more desire and superstition. There are exceptions to this, of course. Some 
movies, for instance, are different. But most of them show us what we like, what 
the superstitious mind wants to see—anything to arouse our interest. The people 
who create these films, books and so forth have a practical understanding of 
psychology. They know exactly what arouses people’s desires and superstitions 
and what will make them more confused than they already are. 

 ■ Delusions arise when we listen to and follow the wrong conceptions of a false teacher
 ■ If we lack discriminating wisdom- knowledge, we eagerly accept garbage information
 ■ Popular Western culture is designed to arouse desire, superstition and confusion

The evolution of samsara 
2 The causes of the delusions 
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 Day 253 Any action we do over and over, positive or 
negative, builds up the corresponding kind 
of energy —Lama Yeshe

The fifth factor increasing the strength of the delusions is habit. It can 
work this way: at one time we had a certain experience with an object. Then, 

when we meet a similar object, we re- enact the first experience, and each time 
we repeat the action the strength of that memory increases, becoming more 
powerful and distorted in our imagination. Habit builds up certain associations 
so strongly that whenever a similar situation arises, our mind automatically runs 
toward delusion. 

Some people become so obsessed in this way with a deluding object that 
they cannot forget it. Why does this happen? Because the experience has been 
repeated over and over and over again, making the imprint of it thicker and 
thicker. The mind dwells in the recollection of this experience, adding to the 
delusion. A person cannot even sleep without a vision of that object appearing in 
their dreams. I am sure that everyone has had experience of this phenomenon. 
If a habit is repeated often enough and its imprint becomes strong enough, we 
can actually go mad. 

Sometimes the object of delusion forcefully impresses itself on our imagina-
tion. For example, in the West, when we are about to part from a loved one, we 
both plead, “Please don’t forget me! Keep me in your memory. If you forget me, 
it means you don’t love me anymore.” That’s why we are not free. We can see that 
we are not free, because we have become obsessed in this way with one object. 

 ■ Habit builds up associations that make our mind automatically run toward delusion
 ■ When an experience is repeated over and again, the imprint becomes thicker and thicker 
 ■ When we’re obsessed with an object of delusion, it’s clear that we’re not free 

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 254  Our internal world is constantly being 
thrown out of balance by the two extremes 
of attachment and hatred —Lama Yeshe

Seeing some kind of desirable object always involves an over- estimation. 
Its good aspects are emphasized so much that we lose all judgment about it. 

Simultaneously, we view that object as if it were somehow self- existent. We con-
ceive of it as something permanent, existing self- sufficiently the way it appears 
to us. We fail to see that the way it appears is actually a function of our own 
projections. Instead, we think that these exaggerated qualities come from the 
object itself, rather than being what we have projected onto the object from our 
own side. 

For example, we have a partner with whom we are obsessed. We find their 
every movement and gesture interesting. The way they walk, what they say, what 
they do—it all seems good to us. Even when they do something incredibly bad, 
for us it becomes a source of pleasure. We are concentrating so much on their 
attractive qualities that their negative aspects are totally obscured. The mind 
works in such a way, however, that if one day they say something particularly 
unpleasant to us, our attitude begins to change. We think, “They’re not nice at 
all.” Our mind concentrates on this thought. “Not nice, not nice, not nice. . . .” 
Soon everything about them appears repulsive; there is nothing about them 
anymore that is pleasing to us. We can see this happen, can’t we? 

It is incredible how the deluded mind works. First, something appears com-
pletely positive, and then it changes to its opposite. But I say that it is impossible 
for any object, any sentient being, to be completely positive or completely neg-
ative. Everything has both positive and negative energy. It is only the obsessed 
mind that sees things in terms of black and white. 

 ■ Seeing a desirable object, we regard it as permanent and exaggerate its good aspects 
 ■ At first we might see our partner as completely attractive, then as completely repulsive
 ■ The way the deluded mind works is to mistakenly divide things into black and white

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 255 The real enemy is our delusions 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Delusions have destroyed all our happiness in the past, they are destroying 
it now and they will continue to destroy it for as long as we remain under 

their control. If we want to continuously practice Dharma without hindrances, 
then we need to continuously remember the shortcomings of the delusions. 
There is a danger that this can be simply an intellectual understanding rather 
than a strong feeling, and therefore we remain a friend to the delusions in our 
heart while speaking out against them on the surface. Delusions are the greatest 
hindrance to attaining not only the perfection of liberation and enlightenment 
but even the perfections of samsara. They can do nothing but give harm.

Without delusions, problems wouldn’t happen. Suicide, harmful criticism 
and enemies would all cease to exist. As long as we harbor the seeds of delusion 
in our mind, delusions will always plague us, rob us of happiness, cause us to 
endure suffering and keep us away from complete freedom and enlightenment. 

If we could really see the suffering that our delusions have caused us over 
countless lifetimes then we would think of nothing else except destroying them. 
Even the buddhas cannot fathom the extent of the sufferings that our delusions 
have caused us. Dictators spend many years planning to take over other coun-
tries and use all their skills and determination to accomplish this, but this is 
nothing compared with overcoming even one delusion. We have countless delu-
sions to overcome, therefore we need perseverance and great determination, 
seeing the delusions as our only enemy and determining to destroy them all, no 
matter how many eons it takes.

 ■ To practice Dharma, we need to continuously remember the shortcomings of delusions
 ■ Delusions are the source of our problems and will always rob us of happiness
 ■ If we could see the harm caused by delusions, we would think only of destroying them

The evolution of samsara 
3 The drawbacks of the delusions
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 Day 256 If we neglect to protect our mind, we can  
neither close the door to suffering 
nor open the door to happiness 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Due to the seeds of delusion within us, attachment arises whenever we 
encounter a desirable object and aversion arises whenever we encounter 

an undesirable object. If we had practiced mindfulness we would have seen how 
our mind follows those objects and causes our various sufferings. If we could see 
this clearly, we would have little difficulty avoiding our delusions. We might not 
initially be able to destroy the delusions, but by watching them start to arise we 
would be able to avert and not follow them. 

However, in the absence of mindfulness these disturbing emotions arise 
unforeseen and generate a sequence of negative actions. Before we know it, 
attachment to a desirable object is there and we are helpless not to follow it; 
before we know it, anger toward a repulsive object is there and again we are 
helpless not to follow it. From the trunk come the branch delusions and then 
the leaves of karmic actions, resulting in the fruit of suffering.

Mindfulness is the most important tool we have to guard our mind and make 
sure that we never create nonvirtue. We need it to be constantly present, always 
watching and checking what the rest of the mind is doing. Whenever any non-
virtuous thought arises, we need mindfulness to identify it immediately and give 
ourselves the opportunity of averting it. We need the mind of introspection to be 
there standing like a guard at the door of a house, constantly alert, watching for 
any thief that might try to sneak past and steal the treasures inside. The treasure 
is our happiness and our delusions are the thief. 

 ■ Due to the seeds of delusion within us, disturbing emotions continually arise 
 ■ In the absence of mindfulness, these emotions generate a sequence of negative actions
 ■ Mindfulness is like a guard that stops the thief of delusions from stealing our happiness

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 257 All our happiness and suffering come from 
our intention —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In order to make our lives happy, we need to create only virtuous actions, 
and to do that we need to be able to judge right from wrong through analyzing 

every action that we do. Only with careful analysis can we judge our motivation 
and see whether we have a positive or a negative mind. This means that we must 
understand karma fully. 

The Sanskrit term “karma” means action, specifically mental action, and is the 
initiating movement of the mind that leads us into involvement with an object. 
We can therefore relate karma to intention, one of the omnipresent mental fac-
tors. Whenever there is mind there is intention, karma. Before any action there 
must be a motivation or intention, otherwise there would be no energy for the 
mind to act. In fact, there needs to be not only intention for the act to be initiated 
but also intention during the act so that it will be completed. The initial intention 
is called the motivation of cause—the mental karma—and the intention that 
is the energy behind completing the act is called the motivation of time—the 
intended action, or intended karma. 

For an action to be as pure as possible, we need to ensure that we not only 
have the best possible motivation beforehand but also while we are carrying it 
out. In that way, what we do becomes very powerful positive karma. If we don’t 
check our motivation both before and during the action, what starts out as virtue 
can become nonvirtue. In that case we have still created positive karma with our 
initial motivation of cause, but the motivation of time is negative and therefore 
the action is not completely perfect. 

 ■ In order to be happy, we must constantly analyze the motivation behind all our actions
 ■ Mental karma is the intention before an action and intended karma is what completes it
 ■ It is intention that makes an action virtuous or nonvirtuous, not its outward appearance

The evolution of samsara 
4 Karma, death, and rebirth 
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 Day 258 When this present life is over, our mind will 
be blown without choice by the winds of our 
karma into another life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

As Pabongka Rinpoche says in Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand, our 
 dying thoughts activate the karma that will be the cause of our next rebirth, 

and the activators of this throwing karma are craving and grasping—the eighth 
and ninth links in the twelve links of dependent arising. Rinpoche says that 
this takes place while the mind is still active and we can still recall virtue or be 
reminded of it by other people.

At this point it is so important to be able to control the arising of the dis-
turbing thoughts by remembering the guru and the teachings—renunciation of 
samsara, karma, emptiness, loving kindness, great compassion and the rest—
which give us the chance to be born in a buddha’s pure land or to take a perfect 
human rebirth. If our last gross thoughts are virtuous, the throwing karma will 
be virtuous; if the last gross thoughts are nonvirtuous, the throwing karma will 
be nonvirtuous. The karmic seed that ripens is whichever is heavier, the stronger 
habit—which could have been planted hundreds, even millions, of lifetimes ago; 
if they’re equal, the seed that was planted first will be the one that ripens.

If we die with anger, say, or strong attachment, our birth will be only in the 
lower realms, nowhere else. Generally, attachment causes rebirth as a hungry 
ghost, ignorance causes rebirth as an animal, and anger as a hell being. In these 
lower realms we will experience unimaginable sufferings for an incredible length 
of time. By comparison, the suffering in the human realm is nothing—in fact, 
it’s like great pleasure.

 ■ Our dying thoughts activate the throwing karma that will be the cause of our next rebirth
 ■ The throwing karma depends on whether our last thoughts are virtuous or nonvirtuous
 ■ If we die with anger or strong attachment our birth will be only in the lower realms

The evolution of samsara 
4 Karma, death, and rebirth 
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 Day 259 The intermediate state body depends on  
the body of the future rebirth, which in  
turn depends on how the current life has 
been lived —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When the mind leaves a dead body, it enters the intermediate state, the 
bardo. The form of the intermediate state body is that of the next rebirth. 

This being has no resistance to matter, is indestructible and has many psychic 
powers, such as the ability to fly or do anything else it thinks of. As soon as the 
being thinks of a place, no matter how far away it is, the body is there. These 
powers are derived not through meditation but karma.

The maximum length of existence in the intermediate state body is seven 
days, although the being can take rebirth in a physical body at any time before 
that. After seven days, the intermediate being dies what is called a small death, 
taking rebirth in the same realm and in the same form for a further seven days, 
until another small death occurs or a physical body is found. The longest inter-
mediate state existence is forty- nine days.

For beings born from a womb, the cause of rebirth is seeing the future parents 
in sexual union and having attraction toward one of them. If the intermediate 
state being is going to be reborn as a female human being, it develops strong 
attachment to the father and aversion to the mother. For a male, the opposite 
occurs. This attachment is enough for it to leave the intermediate state and take 
rebirth. The intermediate state being wants to have sex with the future parent, 
but as it approaches it can only see that parent’s sex organ, causing anger to arise. 
So the conditions for the death of the intermediate state being and its rebirth as 
a human being are attachment followed by anger. This makes it easy to see how 
ordinary birth is caused by delusion and karma.

 ■ After death, the mind enters the intermediate stage, with a body similar to its next rebirth
 ■ The intermediate stage or bardo lasts from seven to forty- nine days
 ■ The cause of rebirth is attachment to one of the future parents, followed by anger

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 260  The beauty of being human is that we have  
the capacity for liberation within us— 
we come with that ability —Lama Yeshe

Each of us has been born as a human being. As such we have the potential 
to give meaning and purpose to our life. To take full advantage of this, we 

must go beyond what lower animals can do. By utilizing such a human rebirth 
properly and gaining control over our mind, we can sever the root of all suffer-
ing completely. Within the space of one or more lives, we can escape from the 
cycle of death and rebirth. As it is, we have to be reborn again and again without 
choice or control, experiencing all the sufferings of an uncontrolled physical 
body. But with proper application, this involuntary cycle can be broken, freeing 
us from all suffering and dissatisfaction permanently. 

To be born human is really very fortunate because we have the precious abil-
ity to use our understanding with discrimination. The big difference between 
us and a dog is that we are able to examine our own behavior whereas a dog 
cannot. Because we can judge whether or not our mental and physical actions 
are wholesome, we have both a great opportunity and a great responsibility to 
examine the nature of our faults and shortcomings. While this is much more 
difficult than noticing what is wrong with others, it is very beneficial if we can 
discover and root out these weaknesses in ourselves. 

What a shame it would be not to take advantage of this rare endowment and 
instead follow our instincts blindly and uncritically! Thus, whether what we 
encounter is good or bad, we should experiment as much as possible with the 
purest Dharma wisdom- knowledge, transforming everything into the everlast-
ing peaceful path to enlightenment. 

 ■ Our human rebirth offers us the potential to sever the root of all suffering completely
 ■ It gives us the precious ability and responsibility to examine our own behavior
 ■ This is our opportunity to transform everything into the peaceful path to enlightenment

The evolution of samsara 
5 The path to liberation 
5.1 The physical rebirth that will stop samsara
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 Day 261 We cannot become free from samsara  
without practicing the three higher  
trainings of morality, concentration  
and wisdom —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

How is a disciple guided through the teachings of the lamrim, the path to 
enlightenment? The graduated path to enlightenment is divided into three: 

the graduated paths of the lower capable being, the middle capable being and the 
higher capable being. The lower capable being has the attitude and aim to com-
pletely cut off clinging to this life and achieve the happiness of future lives—just 
that. They achieve and practice their path by realizing the shortcomings of the 
ten nonvirtues and living in the ten virtues. 

The middle capable being is someone with the attitude and aim to completely 
leave samsara behind. They don’t have the slightest attraction to any aspect of 
samsara for even a second, seeing it as completely in the nature of suffering, as a 
nest of poisonous snakes or a pit of red- hot coals. Their aim is to achieve libera-
tion through practicing the three higher trainings of morality, concentration and 
wisdom. This is the path of the middle capable being, who practices the three 
higher trainings on the basis of the path of the lower capable being—living in 
the ten virtues.

The attitude and aim of the higher capable being is to completely renounce 
working for self and to work only for others. Their one thought is to benefit other 
sentient beings and achieve enlightenment, and to achieve that they practice the 
path of the six perfections. Finally, on the basis of this, there is the practitioner 
of tantra. All the practices of these higher capable beings are based on the path 
of the lower and middle capable beings. 

 ■ A lower capable being aims for the happiness of future lives and practices the ten virtues
 ■ A middle capable being aims to leave samsara and practices the three higher trainings
 ■ A higher capable being works only for others and practices the six perfections
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 Day 262  Morality is the essential cause of liberation 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

There can be no liberation without the higher training of wisdom—a direct 
realization of emptiness—and that only comes about through the higher 

training of concentration. Neither of these two higher trainings is possible with-
out the higher training of morality.

We can tell from our own experiences that moral conduct is extremely impor-
tant. When our mind is very disturbed and unclear, it is very difficult to con-
centrate. With a mind overwhelmed by disturbing thoughts we cannot meditate 
at all. Even when we say prayers, we cannot meditate on their meaning. Our 
mind is like a bird swept along by a strong wind, unable to stay still in space 
for even one minute. Another example is examining a thangka at night by the 
light of a butter lamp. To dispel darkness, the lamp needs not only to be bright 
but also unmoved by any wind. No matter how bright it is, a flickering light 
will not reveal the painting’s details. Similarly, only when our concentration is 
stable and free from subtle distractions can we use the unmoving brightness of 
insight to see reality as it is and overcome all delusions. Neither of these things 
can happen when the mind is agitated and distracted by sense objects stemming 
from a lack of morality. 

Shakyamuni Buddha himself said that morality will be our guide after he 
had passed into the sorrowless state, or parinirvana. For us beginners the three 
higher trainings are very advanced, something we can only aspire to. However 
even if single- pointed concentration and the wisdom directly realizing empti-
ness are beyond us at this moment, we can definitely practice the training of 
morality by taking and keeping the pratimoksha vows. 

 ■ Morality is a prerequisite for the two higher trainings of concentration and wisdom 
 ■ Without good moral conduct our mind is like a windblown bird or a flickering light
 ■ Even as beginners we can train in morality by taking and keeping the pratimoksha vows
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 Day 263  Vows give us responsibility; they add weight 
to our determination —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The essential thing is to protect our karma, and there is no surer way of 
doing that than taking vows. We gain great benefit when we refrain from 

even one small nonvirtue. Say we resist the temptation to take something we 
really like. We have broken that cycle of want- and- take and we won’t have to 
experience the four suffering results of that particular action in the future. If, 
however, we have taken the vow not to steal, the results are much more powerful 
and far- reaching. 

Taking a vow to refrain from various types of nonvirtue is a wonderful and 
powerful way to purify our mind, but if the vow is just words in our head it 
means little. Along with the formal taking of the vow we must develop a strong 
determination not to commit the action again. Keeping a vow that we made 
in front of our guru or the Buddha creates incredibly strong positive imprints, 
which propel us along the path to enlightenment.

By living in discipline through having taken various vows, we greatly 
strengthen our mind. Taking a set of vows in front of a holy object or a teacher 
is a huge responsibility. The weight of it is there all the time, and if our mind 
bends toward committing a negative action, we can feel that responsibility: we 
are harming not only that sentient being who is the object of our action but also 
our teacher and our own mind. Just as we would never think of harming our 
dearest friend, we could never harm our spiritual friend, and thus we have much 
more impetus not to commit that action.

 ■ The essential thing is to protect our karma, and taking vows is the best way to do that
 ■ Along with our vows we must develop a strong determination to refrain from nonvirtue
 ■ The vows we take will strengthen our mind and help us avoid harming others
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 Day 264 Every day, every hour, every minute, our 
happiness or suffering depends on how we 
think —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Renouncing attachment to this life means renouncing the cause of suf-  
 fering. It does not mean turning our back on our friends and family or 

discarding our material possessions. We don’t have to make a huge bonfire of 
our clothes or throw our books and CDs over a cliff. What it means is not having 
attachment to all these things. If we have renounced attachment to this life, we 
can have all the wealth in the world and it won’t affect us at all. We renounce 
attachment to the happiness of this life and because of that we gain a far greater 
happiness. 

Many times each day we are confronted by different situations, meeting poten-
tially attractive or repulsive objects—the angry boss, the praising colleague, the 
delicious chocolate cake, the sudden rainstorm—each waiting to lead us into a 
mind of desire or irritation or any of the other deluded states, each waiting to 
create the see- saw of our attached life. We don’t have to react to these situations 
in that way, however. Rather than giving in to attachment to this life, we can see 
how it is suffering and turn our back on it. 

We see that by practicing a little bit of Dharma we attain more than a little 
bit of real happiness, and we can see that as we are able to integrate the Dharma 
more into our life, true happiness will increase more and more. Right now, the 
work ahead of us is to notice when attachment arises and to avert it, slowly 
developing renunciation of the attachment that clings to this life. Then all the 
other realizations will follow. 

 ■ If we have renounced attachment to this life, all the wealth in the world won’t affect us
 ■ We can choose to turn our back on the suffering see- saw of our attached life
 ■ As we integrate the Dharma into our life, our happiness will increase more and more

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 265 Like molding dough in our hands, we can 
definitely turn our mind whichever way  
we want —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We have to understand the message of the Buddha and transform our 
mind from one of suffering and delusion to one of everlasting happiness. 

That means only creating virtue and never creating nonvirtue. We can’t expect 
happiness while creating the causes for suffering. That is like putting our hand 
in a raging fire and expecting not to get burnt. 

Therefore, to practice Dharma we must observe our karma, which means 
being aware of what is virtue and nonvirtue, and creating only one while refrain-
ing from the other. To understand that, we must have a very clear idea about 
what is suffering in order to avoid it. If we think that the enjoyment of sense 
pleasures is real happiness, of course we won’t have any energy to resist doing 
that. This is why it is so important to understand fully all the levels of suffering 
and make the determination to be free from them. 

When we do that, it is definitely possible to transform the mind. Past habits 
may be difficult to change—they have been with us for countless lifetimes, after 
all—but we can do it because the mind is malleable, like the soft clay from which 
we can make any shape we want, an ugly lump or a beautiful vase. But the mind 
is not like soft clay in that it is not made of atoms; it is mere energy, it is merely 
that which is clear and knowing and therefore does not have the restrictions of 
physical matter. There is no limit to what the mind is capable of. Enlightenment 
might seem like an impossible goal but it is very possible. 

 ■ The way to transform our mind from suffering to happiness is to create only virtue
 ■ By developing a very clear understanding of suffering we will know how to avoid it
 ■ The mind is mere energy and can be transformed in any way we choose, without limit

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 266  If we don’t know the nature of the mind we 
can’t even cure our own misery —Lama Yeshe

If we don’t understand our own problems and know how to help ourselves, 
how can we possibly think we can help others? We’re just being emotional: no 

wisdom, no method; we’re just joking. First, we must realize our own situation: 
“It’s not just me; countless beings on this earth are in the same situation, full of 
misconceptions, and, as a result, are greatly conflicted both physically and men-
tally.” Our minds are full of conflict and when that mental energy transmutes 
into the physical level, our bodies also get sick. In that way, all sickness comes 
from a diseased mind; the sick mind manifests as a sick body.

So the way to expand love and compassion is to first understand ourselves; 
then we can relate to all other living beings. That’s good. The problem is that 
much of the time we don’t even have compassion for ourselves, we don’t com-
prehend ourselves, so how can we then have love and compassion for others? 
It’s impossible. Even if we say we love others, it’s just words, emotion. We say, “I 
love you,” but true love first has to be for ourselves. We have to know our own 
situation, what we are. This leads to sincere love for ourselves, and from that, 
sincere love for others. Without doing it that way, we’re joking.

We need to check how our life is, how we think, what sort of mistakes we 
make and how our misconceptions are related to what we experience. We should 
analyze how all that happens and how it’s related to attachment. By realizing that, 
instead of then worrying about our own problems we can see that all universal 
living beings are in the same situation. Then automatically, intuitively, love and 
compassion ensue. 

 ■ Without understanding and addressing our own problems, we can’t help others
 ■ The way to expand love and compassion is to first understand and love ourselves
 ■ By seeing our own problems, love and compassion will naturally arise for all living beings

The evolution of samsara 
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 Day 267 The Wheel of Life is a scientific explanation 
of how our internal world evolves 
—Lama Yeshe

You must have seen thangkas of the Wheel of Life; they’re very common. 
There are many details, but at the center there’s a pig with a chicken’s tail 

feathers in its mouth. The chicken’s beak holds the tail of a snake, while the snake 
is shown biting the tail of the pig. The Wheel of Life is not just some item of 
Tibetan culture. It’s a deeply symbolic teaching and was created by Lord Buddha 
himself. 

Once, some disciples were looking for a gift to send to a neighboring, non- 
Buddhist king. Lord Buddha told them how to make a painting of the Wheel of 
Life and suggested they send it to the king simply as a work of art, without any 
other explanation. After receiving this gift, the king kept looking and looking 
at it, until one day he realized what it represented. The art itself spoke to him. 
He realized that ego, attachment and aversion were the worst of all poisons and 
the cause of all suffering. If we, too, keep Dharma art in our room, it can have a 
similarly beneficial effect on our mind. 

In the Wheel of Life, the pig symbolizes ignorance, the chicken, craving 
desire, and the snake, hatred. It’s a perfect external demonstration of how, start-
ing with ignorance, delusions develop in the mind. This has nothing whatso-
ever to do with any Eastern trip, any lama trip or any other kind of trip and it 
applies equally to all samsaric beings. Lord Buddha’s key discovery was that the 
pollution of ignorance is the root of all problems, and from ignorance come 
attachment, craving desire and hatred. 

 ■ The Wheel of Life is a deeply symbolic teaching created by Lord Buddha himself
 ■ As Dharma art, it showed a king how the three poisons are the cause of suffering
 ■ The pig, chicken and snake symbolize ignorance, craving desire and hatred

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 268 Ignorance is the principal creator of our 
samsara —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Ignorance is the root of samsara and the source of all the other links of 
dependent origination. In the Wheel of Life, this first link is depicted as a 

blind man walking with the aid of a stick. This is how we are: stumbling blindly 
through samsara making one mistake after another because we constantly hold 
the concept of a truly existent I and misread how this I and all other things exist.

Ignorance can be looked at in two ways: ignorance of how things exist, and 
ignorance of karma. Ignorance of karma arises from the fundamental ignorance 
of how things exist, and when we destroy this fundamental ignorance, ignorance 
of karma naturally ceases. Ignorance of how things exist means not understand-
ing how all things are dependent arisings—that they arise in dependence on 
causes and conditions—and not understanding how all things lack any sense of 
true or inherent existence. This is the level of ignorance that binds us to samsara. 

Due to ignorance, karma is created, and due to karma, consciousness comes 
into existence. With consciousness comes conception (also called name and 
form) where the six senses develop, which in turn give rise to contact with the 
objects of consciousness. This creates feeling, which leads to craving and grasp-
ing. Craving and grasping are the key links at the time when we leave this body, 
causing us to jump from the body of our current life, which is now a corpse, to 
a new body. This is the link of becoming. From this comes rebirth, and, finally 
all that is left is aging and death. This is the evolution or mechanism that traps 
us in cyclic existence. 

 ■ Ignorance refers to our wrong concepts and is symbolized by a blind man
 ■ There are two types: ignorance of how things exist and ignorance of karma
 ■ Ignorance sets in motion the twelve links, which trap us in samsara 

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 269 Ignorance motivates karmic formation,  
the compounding actions which leave karmic 
imprints on the mind —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Ignorance generates karmic formation, which is symbolized by a man pro-
ducing clay pots. Just as a clay pot can be fashioned into many sizes and 

shapes, different karmic actions bring different results. In that way, karma can 
either be virtuous, nonvirtuous or neutral. Karma is motivated by ignorance, 
and the most important point is that it produces a result, one that is concordant 
with the cause. 

A key feature of karma is that it has the power to throw us into a future 
rebirth. Positive karma brings rebirth in the upper realms and negative karma 
brings rebirth in the lower realms. This is true for all sentient beings except arya 
beings—those who have achieved the path of seeing, the third of the five paths 
that lead to enlightenment. They have eliminated sufficient craving and grasping 
to not create the karma that results in an uncontrolled rebirth in samsara.

As an example, suppose we create the karma to be born as a chicken. This is a 
karmic formation produced by ignorance. As soon as ignorance has created the 
action, the karmic imprint to be born as a chicken is left on our consciousness. 
Just before death, craving and grasping arise for a further existence. If the karma 
to be reborn as a chicken is the strongest imprint on our mindstream, then this is 
the link of becoming that we will experience. From this inevitably follows birth 
as a chicken, as well as all the other suffering results. 

 ■ Karmic formation is symbolized by a man producing clay pots
 ■ Karma has the power to throw us uncontrollably into our next rebirth
 ■ If at death our strongest karma is for rebirth as a chicken, then that is what will happen

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 270 Consciousness holds all the imprints for 
happiness and suffering and carries them 
from life to life —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Karmic formation generates consciousness, the third link, which is sym-  
 bolized by a monkey with fruit in its hand swinging from tree to tree. 

This demonstrates how consciousness, bearing karmic imprints, connects past 
to present and present to future. Consciousness functions as the relationship 
between our past karmic actions and our present life’s experiences and between 
our present life’s actions and our future experiences. 

In the context of the twelve links, consciousness refers to the principal con-
sciousness with its attendant throwing karma—the specific karmic action that 
projects the mind into the next life, ripening to send us into a particular rebirth. 
It is ignorance that creates the karmic formations, which are then all carried on 
the consciousness. If there were no consciousness, the rest could not happen. 
Just as a monkey jumps from tree to tree, so consciousness goes from life to life. 
Consciousness is the result and consciousness is the cause. 

Our consciousness holds billions upon billions of karmic imprints, which 
are the results of all the positive and negative actions, both large and small, that 
we have carried out over our countless lifetimes. Many of these imprints have 
the potential to create a particular future rebirth if they ripen at the moment of 
death—for example, to become an animal, a god, a hell being or a human being 
with a perfect human rebirth. And not only do we have an unbelievable number 
of imprints on our consciousness from previous lifetimes; every second we are 
planting countless more. 

 ■ Consciousness is symbolized by a monkey carrying fruit and swinging from tree to tree
 ■ The principal consciousness goes from life to life and determines our next rebirth
 ■ Our consciousness holds billions of karmic imprints and we are creating billions more
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 Day 271 Name and form means the mind and body that 
we inherit due to the ripening of specific 
karmic imprints —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

C onsciousness generates name and form, which is symbolized by a man 
rowing a boat. Name is the four mental aggregates of feeling, discrimina-

tion, compositional factors and consciousness and form is the form aggregate—
here, the fertilized egg. Only beings born in the formless realm have name but 
no form.

Just as a rower requires a boat, oars, a river and so forth, so the I that is the 
center of our universe requires name and form, or the five aggregates. Wher-
ever the boat goes, the person goes; wherever the aggregates go, the I, which is 
nothing more than the name given to those aggregates, goes. And just as the 
boat is temporary—nothing more than a means to get the rower across the river 
or lake—the body is also a temporary home for this traveler who moves from 
one life to another. Like an overnight lodging house, this body is nothing to get 
attached to.

In the case of a mammal, name and form occurs at the coming together of 
consciousness and fertilized egg to begin the process of gestation. It is the very 
beginning of the being we are in this life, before the six senses have been devel-
oped. Unfortunately, we bring the delusions with us in the form of the karmic 
imprints from our previous life. A human rebirth is very fortunate, but nonethe-
less it is still caused by delusion and karma. From the very first second of con-
ception, the aggregates we take on are born from the seed of delusion and karma.

 ■ Name and form, a man rowing a boat, refers to the coming together of the five aggregates 
 ■ Without name and form—the five aggregates—there would be no person
 ■ The aggregates we take on are born from the seed of delusion and karma

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 272 Everything we encounter is experienced 
through the six sense bases 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Name and form generate the six sense bases, which are symbolized by an 
empty house with six openings, usually shown as five windows and one 

door. From a distance the house looks fully occupied, but it is empty. Similarly, 
the six sense bases are meaningless without an object. 

These subtle inner sense faculties are situated within the gross sense organs—
the tongue sense base is in the tongue, the eye sense base is in the eyeball and 
so forth—but they are not physical in the same way as the gross organs. They 
are part of what is called the subtle body. For example, when a flower is the 
object of consciousness, the eyeball is the gross organ that enables the mind to 
apprehend that object and the eye sense base is the way that the consciousness, 
riding on the wind energy, actually experiences the flower and discriminates its 
color and shape.

It may appear that external objects consist of forms, smells, sounds and so 
forth, but we can see how the process has its origins in the mind. All the things 
that we experience are really products of our own mind, because each experience 
is created by our own sense base making contact with an external object through 
the gross sense organ. Pleasant or unpleasant smells, beautiful or ugly sights, and 
delicious or disgusting tastes are all products of our mind, and whether they 
bring about a good or bad experience depends on whether positive or negative 
karmic imprints ripen in relation to that object. In this way, the experience of the 
object comes from our own karma, which in turn comes from our fundamental 
ignorance, and none of this can happen without the consciousness. 

 ■ The six sense bases are symbolized by an empty house with six openings
 ■ These subtle inner sense faculties are part of what is called the subtle body
 ■ Everything we experience depends on our sense bases and thereby on our mind

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 273 The sense bases give rise to contact with  
the objects of consciousness 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

T he six senses generate contact. This is symbolized by the contact of a man 
and a woman—the meeting of the senses with their objects. There are six 

types of contact, one for each of the five sense bases and one for the mental 
sense base. The definition of contact is one of the six sense bases of the deluded 
consciousness meeting and experiencing the object through its own capacity. 
Contact is the necessary link between having a sense base that can apprehend 
an object and developing a feeling about that object. 

The term “contact” does not refer to the physical contact of the gross sense 
organ with the external object. It is easy to see that the eyeball does not actually 
need to touch the object, but neither does the tongue tasting food constitute 
contact. What is being referred to here is the sense consciousness connecting 
with the object based on this physical contact. For example: a hot pan might 
touch the skin, but the link of contact is created when the mind registers this 
physical event. This will then lead to the link of feeling, which in this case will 
be unpleasant. 

Our world is full of interesting and uninteresting sounds, pleasant and 
unpleasant smells and beautiful and ugly sights. However, before we can expe-
rience these we first have to make contact with them. For the eye to see, the eye 
sense base has to make contact with the shape and color of the object through 
the gross eye organ, the eyeball. Almost immediately afterward we develop feel-
ings toward this object based on past karma. Object, sense base and conscious-
ness must all meet for this to happen.

 ■ Contact is symbolized by the meeting of the sex organs of a man and a woman
 ■ The link of contact is created when the mind registers a physical event
 ■ Object, sense base and consciousness must all meet for contact to take place

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 274 From contact comes feeling—pleasant,  
unpleasant or neutral —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

C ontact generates feeling or sensation, which is symbolized by a man with 
an arrow in his eye, who is suffering because of his contact with an object. 

Without contact there is no feeling. There are three kinds of feeling: pleasurable, 
painful and neutral, which can also be seen as happiness, suffering and indif-
ference. Pleasurable feelings give rise to attachment; painful feelings give rise 
to aversion and hatred, and neutral feelings give rise to apathy and ignorance.

The object with which the consciousness makes contact is not inherently 
beautiful, ugly or boring, or inherently good, bad or neutral—it’s the mind that 
makes it so. As we have seen, everything comes from the mind, like a film pro-
jected onto a movie screen. Two people can see the same object and for one it is 
beautiful while for the other it is ugly. If the beauty came from the object, then 
everybody would have the same feeling toward that object all the time, which 
of course is not so.

To see something as inherently beautiful or ugly—or as good or bad—and not 
to see it as merely a mental creation is to open ourselves up to all sorts of suffer-
ing. This is why it is important to understand how feelings arise from contact, 
which in turn arises from the karma created by delusion.

 ■ Feeling is symbolized by a man who is suffering from having an arrow in his eye
 ■ Pleasurable, painful and neutral feelings arise in dependence on our mind
 ■ Seeing an object as inherently good or bad opens us up to all kinds of suffering

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 275 Craving and grasping operate every day  
in a million ways, small and large 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

C ontact and feeling generate craving, which is symbolized by a man drink-
ing wine. Just as the man’s thirst is never satisfied, so the person deluded by 

greed is never satisfied and craves more things. This greed ruins the present life 
and will ruin many future lives. Generally, craving is divided into three: craving 
for sense pleasures, craving for freedom from fear and craving for existence. 

The first, craving for sense pleasures, is quite easy to understand. All the time 
we chase pleasant experiences, whether a beautiful sunset or an enjoyable rela-
tionship. We not only crave to have pleasant things but we also crave not to be 
separated from them. For many people, this is what life is all about. The second 
one is craving for freedom from fear, such as the strong fear that animals and 
many poor and oppressed people face every day—the fear of hunger, thirst, 
death, torture and so forth. It also includes the wish to be free from the fear of 
meeting unpleasant objects and of not getting our way, which is experienced by 
more fortunate people such as us. 

Craving for existence is the strongest and most fundamental craving. In the 
face of death, we become terrified of becoming nonexistent. This craving for 
existence is the mind that leads to the next link—grasping—which determines 
that we take another body. And as we have seen in the section on karmic forma-
tion, the kind of body that we take is in turn determined by which karma ripens 
at the moment of death. Among the billions and billions of karmic imprints on 
our mindstream, whatever is strongest will ripen. Craving and the next link—
grasping—are the determining factors.

 ■ Craving is symbolized by a man drinking wine yet never satisfying his thirst
 ■ Our life is pervaded by craving for sense pleasures and freedom from fear 
 ■ The strongest craving is for existence, which leads to grasping and becoming

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 276 When craving grows so strong that we 
actually decide to possess the object,  
it becomes grasping —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

C raving generates grasping, which is symbolized by a monkey picking 
fruit from a tree. Having tasted one fruit, the monkey clambers over the 

tree looking for more and more. Grasping is created by craving and causes us 
to perform nonvirtuous actions in an attempt to satisfy our greed, hatred and 
ignorance, bringing much suffering. For example, the thought of alcohol is very 
pleasant and so we crave a drink. If that was all there was, it wouldn’t be too 
bad, but that craving strengthens until we need to do something about it. This is 
grasping—the mind that reaches out to its object of desire. Grasping strength-
ens the attachment and makes us determined to buy that bottle of whiskey and 
drink it. 

In the sutras, the Buddha lists four different types of grasping: grasping at 
sense pleasures, grasping at the wrong view of denying what exists, grasping at the 
wrong view of holding our own beliefs as superior and grasping at the wrong view 
of the sense of a self- existent I. These four types of grasping relate closely to the 
extreme views cited by Buddhist philosophers. 

Craving and grasping are so close that we often see them as synonymous. As 
soon as there is craving, grasping arises. As soon as the thought of chocolate 
arises, the craving for it arises, and as soon as the craving arises the grasping 
arises. Craving brings the wish to experience that pleasant sensation, and grasp-
ing brings the determination to achieve that wish. These two links are especially 
strong at the time of death, when our terror of annihilation and our craving for 
existence become the grasping that moves us to the next rebirth. 

 ■ Grasping is symbolized by a monkey clambering over a tree to find more fruit
 ■ The Buddha lists four types of grasping, which relate to the extreme views
 ■ As soon as craving arises, grasping ensues, and this moves us to our next rebirth

The twelve links of dependent origination 
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 Day 277 Craving and grasping cause the karmic 
potential to actualize in the link of becoming 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Grasping at the body generates the tenth link, becoming, which is symbol-
ized by a pregnant woman. The definition of becoming is a deluded second-

ary mind that is in the nature of the ripening aspect, caused by ignorance arising 
through the power of karma and through the links of craving and grasping. “In 
the nature of the ripening aspect” means that the karma is no longer a seed or 
potential and that the result is being actualized due to these factors.

Acting as a set of three links, craving, grasping and becoming arise just before 
the result. We may have to wait eons before a particular set of links arises at death 
because there is much stronger karma blocking its emergence. For example, a 
dying human being will naturally crave another human existence, but the causes 
and conditions for a human rebirth are very rare and it is more likely that they 
will fall into the lower realms for many eons. The karma to be reborn as a human 
being is still there, but the set of craving, grasping and becoming that brings 
another human rebirth can only be actualized after all their negative karma has 
been purified. 

With becoming, from the very moment of the consciousness joining with the 
sperm and egg of the next life’s parents, that consciousness is under the control 
of delusion and karma. During this life, at death and in the intermediate state 
we are controlled by delusion and karma, so of course when we enter our next 
rebirth this will still be the case. This is why we have suffered in samsara and 
why we will continue to suffer in samsara until we can break that continuum 
of delusion. 

 ■ Becoming, symbolized by a pregnant woman, signifies that our karma is ripening 
 ■ Craving, grasping and becoming arise as a set of links at the time of death
 ■ From the moment of rebirth we are controlled by delusion and karma

The twelve links of dependent origination 
10 Becoming
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 Day 278 The link of becoming leads to the actual 
rebirth —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

B ecoming generates rebirth, which is symbolized by a woman giving birth. 
The definition of rebirth is the union of the mental aggregates, with or 

without a form, in samsara, due to craving, grasping and becoming. The mental 
aggregates exist in the essence of the ripening aspect and are bound to samsara 
by delusion and karma. 

There are four types of rebirth: from a womb, from an egg, from heat or mois-
ture and entering or spontaneous rebirth. Rebirth from a womb and rebirth from 
an egg are obvious. Rebirth from heat or moisture is what happens to some tiny 
insects, which are born into wood, fruit or water without going through gesta-
tion within a mother’s womb. For example, when an animal’s body is left after it 
dies it soon fills with worms and maggots. The fourth type is entering rebirth, 
which is also called spontaneous or miraculous rebirth. With the exception of 
some hungry ghosts—who can be born from a womb—hell beings, most hun-
gry ghosts, gods, beings of the form and formless realms and intermediate state 
beings are not born from a womb or from heat or moisture but spontaneously.

The imprints left on the consciousness determine how and when the mental 
aggregates of an intermediate state being join with the coming together of sperm 
and egg. The imprint is like a seed, made stronger by craving and grasping and 
brought to fruition at death—just as elements such as water, heat and so forth 
make the seed of a plant stronger and give it greater potentiality. The seed start-
ing to sprout is equivalent to the link of becoming, and when it is fully formed 
this is the equivalent of rebirth.

 ■ Rebirth, symbolized by a woman giving birth, is driven by craving, grasping and becoming
 ■ The four types of rebirth are from a womb, an egg, heat or moisture and entering or spontaneous
 ■ Rebirth is a like a fully formed plant that grows from the sprout of becoming

The twelve links of dependent origination 
11 Rebirth
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 Day 279 Death is definite; in fact, it is the only 
certain thing in this life  
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Aging and death are put together in one link symbolized by a man carry- 
 ing a corpse. Aging doesn’t necessarily mean old age: there are a vast num-

ber of beings who die before any of the marks of old age—white hair, wrinkles 
and so forth—ever appear. Aging starts from the second moment of the con-
sciousness joining the fertilized egg, and it brings with it the inevitability of 
death. The definition of the link of aging is that the aggregates, which are under 
the control of delusion and karma, decay without choice. The definition of sam-
saric death is that the consciousness, which is under the control of delusion and 
karma, separates from the body without choice. 

We are all in the process of getting old and dying. Some of us are aware of 
this, probably because there are strong physical manifestations of it, but many 
of us deny this basic fact and don’t even want to hear the words “old age.” Yet old 
age and death will happen to all of us, unless we die prematurely. Therefore we 
should face up to this reality now and use it to make the most of what we have. 

No matter how much fear we have or how much we regret not having prac-
ticed Dharma and developed a good heart, death will happen. And of course, 
death is not the end, but the beginning of a new set of twelve links—the start 
of a new circle of suffering in which we will create countless more sets of cause 
and effect, digging ourselves deeper and deeper into the quagmire of samsara.

 ■ Aging and death are symbolized by a man carrying a corpse
 ■ Many of us deny the basic fact that we are in the process of getting old and dying
 ■ Death is not the end, but the beginning of a new set of twelve suffering links

The twelve links of dependent origination 
12 Aging and death
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 Day 280 Due to ignorance, each day, hour, minute 
and second we create karma, which 
triggers yet another set of twelve links 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A chain of interdependent origination describes the process of rebirth from 
 one suffering state of existence into another, and it cannot be completed 

in one life but requires either two or three. 
Consider the karma we may be creating at this very moment. It might be 

especially virtuous, but done in ignorance of the way in which things really 
exist; for example, with strong I- consciousness or ego- grasping. This ignorance 
may be planting karmic formations in our consciousness for us to be reborn as 
a glorious deva. Now it might happen that at the time of our death the karma to 
be reborn a deva will not be as strong as the karma collected at some other time 
for rebirth as a dog. Thus, the craving, grasping and becoming links that come 
into play as we die will belong to another chain of interdependent origination. 
The karma to be reborn as a deva, however, is not lost. It is still carried in our 
consciousness, but will not be activated until some future death. In our very next 
life we will experience the seven remaining links as a dog. Eventually, however, 
the deva karma will come to the fore, and the three links at death and the seven 
of the following life will unfold in that way. 

We have forged the first three links of an infinite number of chains, and unless 
we tame our mind, guard our behavior and eliminate our ignorance, we will be 
hauled into one suffering existence after another by these chains. Our mind is 
like the baggage car of a railway train. It goes from place to place and life to life 
collecting parcels of karma that must someday be delivered and paid for. 

 ■ A chain of interdependent origination requires two or three lives to be completed
 ■ Karma is never lost, but there may be a delay before it is actually activated
 ■ Unless we tame our mind, we will go from one suffering existence to another

The twelve links of dependent origination 
Wrap- up 
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 Day 281 Nothing is more important than 
understanding what locks us into this 
constant suffering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In the sequential approach, each link is a result of the previous one and a 
cause of the next. However, the overall functioning of the twelve links can be 

more clearly examined by dividing them into three types: the prime causes, the 
delusions; the karma that arises from the delusions; and the resulting suffer-
ing. According to this analysis, ignorance, craving and grasping are the afflicted 
minds that cause suffering; karmic formation and becoming are the karmic ele-
ments in the chain; and consciousness, name and form, the six senses, contact, 
feeling, rebirth and aging and death are the various sufferings we must endure as 
a result of delusion and karma. 

We know many of the links—all the ones that we are experiencing in our 
current lifetime—very well. What we are not aware of, however, is how they 
all originated from craving, grasping and becoming in a previous lifetime, and 
that those three links were probably triggered by ignorance and karma from a 
lifetime prior to that. 

What karma are we creating now? Are we ensuring another perfect human 
rebirth with every action we do or are we thoughtlessly grasping on to sense 
pleasures, clinging to this life alone, thus ensuring that our next life will be in the 
suffering realms? Are we breaking free from this prison of suffering or locking 
ourselves into the same old trip again and again and again? We can all see the 
undesirability of being a prisoner in a conventional prison, but it is billions of 
times worse to be in this prison of samsara in which we have trapped ourselves, 
and we can’t see that at all.

 ■ The twelve links can be divided into delusions, karma and suffering results
 ■ The links we experience now are due to craving, grasping and becoming in former lives
 ■ We must consider whether the karma we’re creating now will free us or keep us trapped 

The twelve links of dependent origination 
Wrap- up 
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 Day 282 By examining the twelve links in reverse 
order, we see how to break the cycle 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We can use our understanding of the twelve links to explore our world and 
then slowly change it. Attachment—craving and then grasping—arises 

for a desirable object. If we explore this in the context of the twelve links, we 
will see that craving and grasping could only have arisen in dependence on the 
feeling that arose when we had contact with that object, due to one or more of 
the six sense bases. In turn, this could only have happened if there had been a 
previous karmic link with that object. Therefore, it all comes back to karma, and 
of course to the ignorance that underpins everything. 

As we have seen, the beautiful object and the ugly object, the pleasant smell 
and the bad odor, the delightful music and the harsh, ugly sound are all prod-
ucts of our mind—projections created by karmic imprints on our mind. Just 
as a farmer is dependent on his field and his seeds, none of this would happen 
without the ignorance that produces it. Our whole universe is the creation of our 
own mind. There is no external force, like a god, that determines our happiness 
or suffering. Everything comes from the mind.

If the twelve links of dependent origination show us the complexity of sam-
sara and how we are trapped in samsara by our fundamental ignorance, they also 
show us the way out. Because everything comes from the mind, we have incred-
ible freedom. Because everything depends on karma, which means action, in 
every second of the day we have the choice whether to create virtuous or non-
virtuous actions. 

 ■ We can use our understanding of the twelve links to explore and change our world
 ■ All our experiences are a product of our mind and can be traced back to ignorance
 ■ The twelve links show us the complexity of samsara and also show us the way out

The twelve links of dependent origination 
Wrap- up 
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 Day 283 The realization of bodhicitta is the most 
important thing throughout the entire 
journey to enlightenment —Lama Yeshe

If we wish to reach the highest possible destination we must cultivate the 
highest possible motivation for following the spiritual path. In Buddhist ter-

minology this supreme motivation is known as bodhicitta. It is the impulse to 
achieve full enlightenment in order to be of the most benefit to others. Only 
through dedicating ourselves to working for the happiness of all beings—in 
other words only by cultivating the open heart of bodhicitta—can we ever expe-
rience supreme happiness ourselves. 

The dedicated attitude of bodhicitta is the powerful energy capable of trans-
forming our mind completely. This can be shown to be true through our own 
experience; it is not something we have to believe in with blind faith. When we 
have developed bodhicitta in our heart all the good things in life are magnet-
ically attracted to us and effortlessly pour down upon us like rain. At present, 
because our heart is filled with self- cherishing thoughts, all we seem to attract 
is misfortune. But with bodhicitta we automatically attract good friends, good 
food, good everything. 

As His Holiness the Dalai Lama has said, if we are going to be selfish, at 
least be wisely selfish. What he means by this peculiar- sounding advice is that 
in a way bodhicitta is like a huge selfish attitude: when we dedicate ourselves 
to others with loving kindness, we get back far more happiness than we could 
ever experience otherwise. Ordinarily, we get so little happiness and it is easily 
lost. So if we want to be as happy as possible, the only thing to do is to dedicate 
ourselves wholeheartedly to the welfare of others. 

 ■ Bodhicitta is the supreme motivation to achieve enlightenment for the benefit of others
 ■ The energy of bodhicitta transforms our mind and attracts all the good things in life
 ■ The best way to be happy is to dedicate ourselves wholeheartedly to the welfare of others

Bodhicitta
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 Day 284 Bodhi means “open” and citta means “heart,” 
so bodhicitta means having an open heart 
—Lama Yeshe

Bodhicitta means opening our heart to others as much as we can. Nor-
mally we do open our heart to others to some extent—everybody does—

but here we’re talking about doing it with the highest destination in mind: the 
transcendent, universal aim of complete enlightenment. That’s the way we create 
space in our heart. So it’s very important. 

We can see from our normal human relationships that when we’re uptight and 
closed to each other it’s extremely difficult to get along but when we open up and 
aim to achieve something more profound it’s much easier. If I’m in a relation-
ship with you only for chocolate, when I don’t get my chocolate I’m going to get 
upset, aren’t I? From the Buddhist point of view, human beings are much more 
profound than that; we can achieve tremendous things. So bodhicitta is very 
important. We think it’s important to become a great meditator but that’s very 
difficult to accomplish in this modern world. These days it’s much more practical 
to open our heart to each other and make that our Dharma path. 

Still, it’s a lot easier to say the words than to actually practice bodhicitta. 
Realizing bodhicitta is a process that requires continuous action and steady 
application rather than the occasional sporadic effort. The mind of bodhicitta no 
longer sees any objects of hatred or neurotic desire anywhere in the world and it 
obviously takes time to achieve the kind of equilibrium with all universal living 
beings that forms the basis of such a view. However, Buddhism is extremely 
practical and far- reaching and teaches an organic, gradual approach by which 
anybody can become truly healthy, completely free from any problem, by devel-
oping the universal thought of enlightenment. 

 ■ Bodhicitta creates the space in our heart to be able to achieve complete enlightenment
 ■ In the modern world, opening our heart to others is the most practical Dharma path
 ■ Realizing bodhicitta is a gradual process that requires continuous and steady effort

Bodhicitta
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 Day 285 Real happiness and satisfaction start 
when we begin to live our life for others 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The thought of bodhicitta is unbelievable. It makes everything other than 
working for sentient beings boring and unsatisfying. There is no real inter-

est or enjoyment in life apart from this. Anything else is meaningless, empty, 
essenceless. 

When we cherish ourselves, think only of ourselves—“How can I be happy? 
How can I be free of problems?”—there is no happiness in our heart, only fear 
and worry. We see only problems and our mind is not relaxed. But in the next 
moment, when we change our object of concern to another sentient being—
even if it is only one sentient being—suddenly our heart is released from self- 
cherishing, like limbs released from chains. As soon as our object of concern 
changes from ourselves to someone else, our heart is released from the bondage 
of the self- cherishing thought. As soon as we change the object of our cherish-
ing, there is suddenly peace in the very depths of our heart. At the very moment 
our mind changes from self- cherishing to cherishing others, there is liberation, 
freedom from the tight bondage of the selfishness. 

What is called “I” is the object to be abandoned forever; what is called 
“others”—even one sentient being—is the object to be cherished forever. This is 
why living our life for others—dedicating our life to even one sentient being—
gives the greatest enjoyment and the most interesting life. Real happiness in 
life starts when we cherish others. Living our life for others, cherishing them 
with loving kindness and compassion, is the door to happiness, the door to 
enlightenment. 

 ■ Nothing is more interesting, enjoyable or meaningful than the thought of bodhicitta
 ■ Switching our object of concern from ourselves to others brings us freedom and peace 
 ■ Cherishing others is the door to happiness and enlightenment 

Bodhicitta
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 Day 286 To become a Mahayana Buddhist we must have 
the realization of bodhicitta —Lama Yeshe 

We call ourselves Mahayanists, but just ascribing to Mahayana philoso-
phy does not make one a Mahayanist. Maha means great and yana means 

vehicle; to be a Mahayanist we have to possess the great vehicle attitude in our 
heart. What is the great vehicle attitude? It is bodhicitta, the innermost, pure, 
universal thought, the determination to reach enlightenment for the sake of all 
sentient beings. Then the Mahayana is like a boat that carries us across the ocean 
of samsara to enlightenment. 

As we are practicing and studying Mahayana Buddhism we might say, with 
some partisanship, “I am a Mahayanist,” but if we do not have bodhicitta we 
are not Mahayanists. People think Mahayana and Hinayana are some kind of 
philosophy or doctrine, but while they do contain philosophy and doctrine, it is 
much more than that. Simply put, if we are concerned only for ourselves and not 
for others, even though we spend a lifetime at a Mahayana center, if our attitude 
does not change, it does not help; we cannot solve our problems. 

What I am saying here is that if we have the enlightenment attitude of bodhi-
citta, that is the real guarantee, the vehicle to carry us into enlightenment, there 
is no doubt about that. For that reason, when Lord Buddha taught the Mahayana 
he gave much emphasis to the pure thought of bodhicitta.

 ■ The Mahayana vehicle is not defined by philosophy but by the bodhicitta attitude 
 ■ If we are only concerned for ourselves we are not Mahayanists
 ■ The Buddha emphasized bodhicitta because that is what guarantees us enlightenment

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.1 Bodhicitta is the sole gateway to the Mahayana 
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 Day 287 A bodhisattva, no matter how poor or 
uneducated, has earned the title “child of 
the buddhas” —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The buddhas are all overjoyed when a being becomes a bodhisattva, calling 
them a child of the buddhas because they are just like a prince, destined to 

become a great ruler. Even before he is able to communicate or walk, a prince 
is still more important and more revered than the highest noble by way of his 
potential. In the same way, the new bodhisattva has the potential to realize 
enlightenment and serve all sentient beings. Nothing could make the buddhas 
happier. 

The very moment we attain the mind of bodhicitta we become a holy being 
to be revered by all. All other humans and higher samsaric gods will prostrate 
to and admire us, no matter what our external appearance might be. In the 
Jewel Lamp Khunu Lama Rinpoche says that bodhicitta is the highest beauty 
and it doesn’t matter how ugly or poor we are by worldly standards, we become 
an object of reverence because of our amazing altruistic mind. A bodhisattva 
might be a penniless, filthy beggar, with torn rags for clothes and dirty matted 
hair; they might be a hippie, skinny and dirty, shunned by everybody, looking 
and acting completely crazy; they might have leprosy and be a despised outcast. 
But the very second that person generates bodhicitta they are considered a holy 
being, an object of veneration, surpassing even an arhat, who has realized emp-
tiness and removed all gross delusions. 

Just as a child is physically created by the union of father and mother, we 
attain bodhicitta through taking refuge in the Three Rare Sublime Ones—Bud-
dha, Dharma and Sangha—and become a buddha by depending on the buddhas, 
particularly the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni, his teachings and his Sangha.

 ■ A bodhisattva is called a child of the buddhas due to their great potential to serve others
 ■ Whatever their appearance, a bodhisattva is a holy being and an object of veneration
 ■ Just as a child depends on its parents, we are dependent on the Three Rare Sublime Ones 

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.2 We gain the name “child of the buddhas”
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 Day 288 Even a new bodhisattva outshines the arhats 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

With bodhicitta we outshine the arhats: the hearers and the solitary 
realizers. The arhats have incredible qualities but what they lack is 

the great will of the bodhisattvas, the supreme determination to take care of 
each and every sentient being more than themselves and to lead them to full 
enlightenment. 

Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo explained that arhats enter a completely bliss-
ful state of peace in equipoise meditation and that because they are habituated 
to the taste of absorption in that blissful state they don’t attempt to generate 
bodhicitta. For an arhat to even try to generate bodhicitta would be difficult 
because they have totally transcended suffering and so can no longer use their 
own suffering as an example to understand the suffering of others. It’s good to 
understand this point. Without experiencing suffering an arhat has difficulty 
generating great compassion for others. It’s not that arhats have no compassion 
for other sentient beings. Compared to the tiny compassion we might have, 
theirs is enormous. They have the strong wish that all sentient beings are free 
from suffering and have happiness, but what they lack is this extra wish, this 
responsibility that they take the whole burden upon themselves. This is the qual-
ity that makes the difference. 

When arhats are absorbed in the blissful state of peace, they experience such 
inconceivable happiness that they remain in equipoise meditation for many 
eons before awakening to enter the Mahayana path. During the length of time 
an arhat stays in that blissful state, a sentient being in the hells could have expe-
rienced the suffering of the hell realm, fully exhausted that karma and been 
reborn as a human with a perfect human rebirth, entered the Mahayana path 
and achieved enlightenment. 

 ■ Arhats have many qualities but lack the will to care for others more than themselves 
 ■ It’s very difficult for an arhat to leave their blissful state of peace and generate bodhicitta
 ■ While arhats remain in meditation, other beings can progress from hell to enlightenment 

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.3 We outshine the arhats
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 Day 289  The moment we attain bodhicitta we are 
revered by all and become a supreme object 
of offering —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we become a bodhisattva we become a supreme object of offering 
for all sentient beings. Other beings accumulate incredible merit by mak-

ing offerings to us and we ourselves accumulate incredible merit. The higher the 
realizations we have, the more merit we create and the more merit others create 
by making offerings to us. 

The ground where a bodhisattva walks, their footprint in the dust, becomes 
an object of prostration for gods and humans due to the power of this precious 
thought, bodhicitta. Even universal kings of the gods, Indra and Brahma, touch 
their crowns to the footprint of a bodhisattva in respect. The Buddha himself 
said, “Those who devote themselves to me should prostrate to the bodhisattvas 
not the buddhas.” He also said, “Even if a bodhisattva wanted to travel by chariot 
purely for his own pleasure, I would willingly pull it for him.” Arhats might have 
attained the blissful state that lasts eons but they do not earn the same respect as 
a new bodhisattva because the bodhisattva is only concerned with the welfare of 
others. The whole body of a bodhisattva, from the tip of the head including every 
hair down to the toes, becomes an object of veneration, a holy object, a relic. 
Also, whatever comes from the body—blood, pipi or kaka—becomes blessed. 
When other beings use it, it purifies them, they are healed. 

Even if it takes lifetimes, this is the great project we should determine to 
do. We should concentrate only on this, putting all our energies there. This life 
passes very quickly, so we might fail to attain bodhicitta before we die, but then, 
if we keep working, we can certainly attain it in the next life. 

 ■ A bodhisattva is the supreme object of offering for all sentient beings
 ■ Indra, Brahma and the Buddha himself pay homage to someone who has bodhicitta
 ■ Attaining bodhicitta is our great project and we must concentrate only on this

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.4 We become a supreme object of offering
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 Day 290  If we want to succeed in the business of 
collecting merits, we must have bodhicitta 
—Lama Yeshe

Without bodhicitta it is very difficult to collect merits. We create them 
and immediately destroy them; by afternoon, the morning’s merits have 

gone. It’s like cleaning a room and an hour later making it dirty again. We make 
our mind clean, then right away we mess it up—not a very profitable business. 
With bodhicitta we become very precious—like gold, like diamonds. We become 
the most perfect object in the world, beyond compare with any material things.

Do you recall the story of Shantideva and how people used to put him down? 
They used to call him the one who knows how to do only three things: eat, sleep 
and excrete. This was a very bad thing to call someone, especially a monk. But 
that’s all people saw him doing. However, he had bodhicitta, so whatever he did, 
even ordinary things, were of greatest benefit to others. Lying down peacefully, 
he would meditate with great concern for the welfare of all living beings, and 
many times, out of compassion, he would cry for them. Westerners need that 
kind of practice.

From the Western materialistic point of view, we’d think it was great if a rich 
person said, “I want to make charity. I’m going to offer one hundred dollars to 
everybody in the entire world.” Yet even if that person gave with great sincerity, 
their merit would be nothing compared with just the thought, “I want to actual-
ize bodhicitta for the sake of sentient beings and I’ll practice the six perfections 
as much as I can.” That’s why I always say actualization of bodhicitta is the most 
perfect path we can take.

 ■ Unless we have bodhicitta, we create merits and then constantly destroy them
 ■ Because Shantideva had bodhicitta, even his ordinary activities were of great benefit
 ■ Simply the wish to actualize bodhicitta creates more merit than the greatest act of charity

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.5 We accumulate enormous merit with ease
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 Day 291  All negative karma and obscurations are 
completely burnt up in the intense fire of 
bodhicitta —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The wonderful mind of bodhicitta makes it possible to purify all the pow-
erful nonvirtues that cannot be purified by other virtuous activities. The 

reason that very few of us worldly beings have been able to overcome negativity 
is because the virtue we’ve created is so feeble in comparison to our nonvir-
tue and because we haven’t created the powerful virtue of bodhicitta. We are 
unable to control the arising of negative minds and therefore can’t avoid negative 
actions and the suffering consequences of those actions. We are so habituated 
to negativity that other methods of purification are too weak. Only the mind of 
enlightenment, bodhicitta, is strong enough to overcome these negative minds. 

Of all the tools that the Dharma gives us, bodhicitta best prevents us from 
following harmful minds because it destroys our self- cherishing, the root of the 
problem. Bodhicitta is extremely powerful. Without bodhicitta our nonvirtues 
will always flourish; with bodhicitta we can quickly overcome them. Bodhicitta 
is like the fire at the end of an eon that destroys the whole universe and burns 
everything up, even Mount Meru. Similarly, negative karma and obscurations 
are all completely burnt up in the intense fire of bodhicitta. The great teach-
ers say that just one meditation session of training in bodhicitta will leave an 
impression on the mind that is more powerful and beneficial than a hundred 
years of continuous purification without bodhicitta motivation. 

Just as criminals need to confess their crimes to an influential person, sim-
ilarly we need to face up to our negative actions and confess them in purifica-
tion practices. The stronger our bodhicitta motivation, the stronger and more 
effective our confession will be. With a strong bodhicitta motivation, strong 
negativities created over several lifetimes can be purified in a very short time. 

 ■ Bodhicitta purifies powerful nonvirtues that cannot be purified in any other way
 ■ By destroying our self- cherishing, bodhicitta prevents us from following harmful minds
 ■ Confessing with a strong bodhicitta motivation will quickly purify our negativities

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.6 We rapidly purify negative karma and obscurations 
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 Day 292  With bodhicitta we can easily accomplish 
whatever we wish without being bothered 
by internal or external hindrances 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Another benefit of bodhicitta is that we accomplish whatever we wish. 
 That means whatever work we undertake will be completely successful. 

Not only that, because we are working solely for others, whatever we do will be 
completed without much effort. 

Many worldly problems that we find difficult to overcome—harm from 
humans and nonhumans such as spirits as well as the elements—can be easily 
overcome when we have bodhicitta. A bodhisattva can cure others’ diseases very 
easily by simple actions such as giving leftover food or drink or blowing on a sick 
person. Even drinking the pipi of a bodhisattva can cure disease. In the refugee 
camp, Buxa Duar, where I spent eight years, the local Indian people suffered 
greatly from either too much rain or not enough, depending on whether the 
monsoons came or failed. The people began to rely on the monks to help them. 
When there was a drought the monks would go down to the river and do a short 
puja, and very often before they had returned to the monastery there would be 
rain. Whether it rained or not depended on spirits such as nagas interfering with 
the lives of the farmers because they were disturbed in some way. By the monks 
doing pujas, through the power of the bodhicitta generated, the spirits would be 
pleased and so the rains could come. 

Both levels of attainment are possible when we generate bodhicitta: the final, 
complete elimination of our own suffering and the ability to relieve all beings of 
theirs. Whatever happiness we wish for is ours, from mundane happiness to the 
happiness of the god realms, from the great happiness of nirvana all the way to 
the ultimate state of full enlightenment. 

 ■ With bodhicitta, whatever we undertake will be effortless and completely successful
 ■ Many worldly problems are easily overcome through the power of bodhicitta
 ■ Generating bodhicitta brings the ability to eliminate both our own and others’ suffering 

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.7 We accomplish whatever we wish
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 Day 293 A bodhisattva is always protected by the 
power of bodhicitta —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

A further benefit of bodhicitta is that we cannot be harmed by either 
 internal disturbances such as distractions or external harms such as other 

humans and nonhumans. It’s said in the teachings that the universal kings, the 
extremely rich and powerful kings of the gods, have to have many protectors 
to guard them while they are sleeping but a bodhisattva naturally has twice as 
many protectors protecting them day and night, keeping them safe from spirits 
and other distractions. This is not something they aim for but just a byproduct 
of attaining bodhicitta. 

When a bodhisattva comes to a place, even one made terrible by malevolent 
spirits, that place can be transformed, made very quiet and tranquil, losing its 
violent atmosphere. The droughts, famines and catastrophes that occur because 
of the spirits are stopped by the bodhisattva’s influence. Walking through a forest 
full of dangers such as tigers or poisonous snakes, a bodhisattva is protected by 
the precious thought of bodhicitta; the wild creatures become subdued. The 
great saint, St. Francis of Assisi, showed this. There was a wolf living in the forest 
giving a lot of harm to the people who had to travel through it. St. Francis went 
to talk to the wolf despite the warnings of the people that he would be killed. 
However, when he approached the wolf it became very docile, like a dog who 
wants food from its master, lying in front of him and licking his feet. 

Outer disturbances are controlled by bodhicitta because it destroys the main 
distraction that lives within our own mind, the delusions. External hindrances—
spirits and so forth—cannot disturb the bodhisattva, and neither can inner hin-
drances, the delusions themselves. 

 ■ A bodhisattva can’t be harmed by either internal or external disturbances
 ■ A byproduct of attaining bodhicitta is that a bodhisattva is always safe from danger
 ■ Outer disturbances are controlled by bodhicitta because it destroys our inner hindrances

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.8 We are not bothered by hindrances
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 Day 294  When we have bodhicitta, realizations pour 
down on us like cooling rain without much 
effort at all —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

With bodhicitta, every action creates infinite merit so we naturally 
attain the entire path to enlightenment quickly. Becoming a bodhisattva, 

we engage in the six perfections and the four means of drawing disciples to the 
Dharma and we quickly progress through the five paths. Then we are quickly 
able to complete the two merits of method and wisdom and achieve the two 
kayas, the dharmakaya and the rupakaya, the holy mind and holy body of a 
buddha. Without bodhicitta we might be able to complete the merit of wisdom 
but never the merit of method. 

When we train in bodhicitta every action becomes a Dharma action. Awak-
ening in the morning we remind ourselves that we are living in order to benefit 
others and then consequently nothing we do during the day is for our own self- 
interest. Everything we do is only for our attainment of enlightenment to help 
free all other sentient beings from suffering. The reason we are alive is to elimi-
nate every suffering of every kind mother sentient being. With this motivation, 
every second of our life becomes incredibly meaningful, not narrow but infinite 
like the limitless sky. The purpose of every breath is this. It gives meaning to 
everything we do—eating, walking, sleeping, sitting; every action, big or small. 

Whatever Mahayana path we take to enlightenment, the Paramitayana path 
or the Vajrayana path, bodhicitta is the vital ingredient. We can spend our whole 
life progressing through the two stages of Vajrayana, the generation stage and 
the completion stage, we can control the psychic winds and open the chakras and 
all these things, but without bodhicitta, none of this is even a Mahayana action 
let alone the cause for enlightenment. 

 ■ A bodhisattva will quickly complete the two merits of method and wisdom
 ■ The motivation to free all beings from suffering gives great meaning to everything we do
 ■ Without bodhicitta, even practicing Vajrayana won’t become a cause of enlightenment

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.9 We quickly complete the stages of the path
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 Day 295  With bodhicitta, we become the source 
of happiness for all sentient beings 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If somebody asks us what is our main practice, our heart practice in life, we 
should say bodhicitta. Usually, if somebody is asked what their main practice 

is they will give the name of a deity or say that it’s kundalini yoga or concentrat-
ing on the winds and drops or something like that. But really, while everything 
else might be very worthwhile, our main practice has to be bodhicitta. 

Cherishing others is the foundation of all the positive qualities we develop on 
the path to enlightenment. From that we attain the Mahayana path and prog-
ress through the five paths, attaining the ten bhumis as well as the two stages of 
Highest Yoga Tantra. On the basis of cherishing others, we become a buddha and 
have the infinite qualities of the holy body, holy speech and holy mind. Then, we 
are able to offer perfect work for all sentient beings without the slightest mis-
take. This is the incredible benefit we are able to offer all beings due to having 
renounced self- cherishing and turned our mind to cherishing others instead. 
When we consider it in this way we can see that our good heart cherishing 
others—this one person’s good heart—is most precious, like a wish- granting 
jewel, bringing happiness to every single hell being, every single hungry ghost, 
every single animal, human, demigod, god and intermediate state being. What 
we achieve is unimaginable, priceless.

We should follow the examples of the bodhisattvas, seeing how they have 
trained to cherish others more than themselves. They should be our role models, 
showing us how to totally overcome all problems and attain sublime happiness 
for themselves and for others. Like that, we too will become a role model for 
others.

 ■ Developing bodhicitta needs to be our main refuge and heart practice in this life
 ■ Cherishing others is the foundation of all the positive qualities on the path
 ■ Bodhisattvas are our role models, showing us how to attain happiness for self and others

Bodhicitta 
1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta 
1.10 We become a source of happiness for others
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 Day 296 To discover universal love within our mind, 
we have to develop a feeling of equilibrium 
with all living beings in the universe 
—Lama Yeshe

One of the beauties of Buddhism is that it offers us a practical training for 
our mind. It does not say, “Bodhicitta is fantastic because Buddha said so!” 

Instead, it gives us the methods for developing such an attitude and we can then 
see for ourselves whether it works or not, whether it is fantastic or not. 

According to these methods, the first thing we need is a sense of equanimity, 
or equilibrium. Just as level ground is the basis on which we build a house, so too 
is equanimity—an unbiased attitude toward all other beings—the foundation 
for cultivating bodhicitta. The experience of past meditators is that when we 
have achieved such equilibrium, we can cultivate bodhicitta quickly and easily. 
However, because our habit of discriminating sharply between friends, enemies 
and strangers is very deeply rooted within us, such even- mindedness is not easy 
to achieve. With our tremendous grasping desire we become attached to and 
cling to our dear friends, with aversion and hatred we reject those we do not like 
and with indifference we turn a blind eye to the countless people who appear to 
be neither helpful nor harmful to us. As long as our mind is under the control 
of such attachment, aversion and indifference, we will never be able to cultivate 
precious bodhicitta in our heart. 

Equanimity is not an intellectual concept; it is not just another thought or 
idea to be played around with in our head. Rather, it is a state of mind, a specific 
quality of consciousness or awareness to be attained through constant familiar-
ity. For this to happen we have to exert a great deal of effort. In other words, we 
have to train our mind and transform our basic attitude toward others. 

 ■ Buddhism offers us practical mind training methods that we can check out for ourselves
 ■ The essential foundation is equanimity: an unbiased attitude toward all other beings
 ■ Equanimity is a state of mind attained through effort and constant familiarity

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
The basis: immeasurable equanimity
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 Day 297  Our judgment of people as friend, enemy 
and stranger is a complete misconception 
—Lama Yeshe

Perhaps I should explain how to develop equilibrium. We do it in sitting 
meditation. Visualize in front of you a person who makes you agitated; 

someone you don’t like. Visualize behind you the person to whom you are most 
attached. And visualize all around you the people to whom you feel indifferent. 

Look at these three classes of person—friend, enemy and stranger—and 
meditate; see how you feel about each. When you look at your dear friend, a 
clinging feeling comes up; you want to go in that direction. When you look at 
the person who hurts and bothers you, you want to turn away; you reject that 
person. Just visualize them and see how you feel. Then ask yourself, “Why do I 
feel differently about different people? Why do I want to help the person I like 
and not the one I hate?” If you’re honest, you’ll find that your answers are the 
completely unreasonable responses of a deluded mind. Check up: visualize all 
universal living beings around you and realize that equally, just like you, they 
all want happiness and don’t want unhappiness. Therefore, there’s no reason to 
make the psychological distinction between friend and enemy, wanting to help 
the friend with extreme attachment and wanting to give up on the bothersome, 
conflict- generating enemy with extreme dislike. That kind of mind is completely 
unrealistic because as the dissatisfied human mind goes up and down, those 
kinds of relationship naturally change. 

That’s the approach to developing equilibrium, and the more we practice it, 
the more we’ll realize that in reality, there’s no reason to distinguish sentient 
beings as friend, enemy and stranger on the basis of the extremes of attachment 
and hatred; only an unhealthy mind does so. 

 ■ To develop equilibrium, we visualize friends, enemies and strangers around us
 ■ We reflect on how we feel about them and check up whether we’re being realistic
 ■ The more we do this, the more we’ll see there’s no reason to make these distinctions

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect  
The basis: immeasurable equanimity
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 Day 298 Equalizing others does not mean radically 
changing the outside world—it’s in the mind  
—Lama Yeshe

Feeling equilibrium with all living beings without discrimination is not 
something that we just make up. We’re not trying to equalize something that’s 

inherently unequal. What we’re trying to do is to realize as equal that which is 
already equal. We’re trying to overcome the distortion of inequality projected by 
our two departments of ego and attachment that cause us to experience the two 
extremes of craving desire and intense dislike. Just look around. Who among 
us doesn’t want happiness and enjoyment? We all do. And who among us wants 
to suffer? None of us does. In both wanting happiness and wanting to be free of 
suffering and attachment, we’re all equal. Thus we can see how unbalanced our 
mind is in being so extreme and how much conflict we experience as a result. If 
we see this clearly, we’ll scarcely believe how ridiculous we’ve been. 

It’s completely logical that we should feel equal with all living beings. We 
should approach the feeling of equality with analytical knowledge- wisdom. 
When we reach that point intellectually, we let our mind abide in the feeling 
of equality for as long as we can, maintaining single- pointed concentration on 
equilibrium as long as possible. When we get distracted, we return to our logical 
reasoning and again explain to ourselves the nature and shortcomings of attach-
ment. When we come to the conclusion that we are equal with others, again we 
let our mind rest in that feeling of equilibrium. We should be satisfied with that 
and just stay there. That’s much better than intellectualizing at that time. 

When we get our first taste of equilibrium, even if it’s a small one, it’s an 
extremely powerful experience. With that small experience, our realizations 
have begun; we have started to realize the peaceful mind. 

 ■ All beings are equal in wanting to find happiness and be free of suffering
 ■ We should generate a feeling of equality using logic, and then rest in that feeling
 ■ With our first small taste of equilibrium, we’ve started to realize the peaceful mind

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
The basis: immeasurable equanimity
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 Day 299 All the beings in the air, on the ground 
and in the seas have been our mother 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

To be able to see how all sentient beings have been incredibly kind to us and 
therefore wish to repay that kindness, we first have to logically understand 

that they have all helped us throughout our countless lives. We do this by seeing 
that all sentient beings have been our mother, not just once but countless times. 
Although some people may have had a difficult relationship with their mother, 
for most of us the mother of this life is the object of our great love and the person 
who has shown us the most love and kindness, more so than even our father. 
That’s why the texts on bodhicitta usually use the mother.

When we think about how a being passes from one life to another in a contin-
uous stream, life after life after life, we can see that because our lives have been 
numberless, our mothers have also been numberless. All the sentient beings in 
the six realms have been our mother not once but numberless times. We can’t 
remember this because we can’t remember previous lives. A child separated 
from its mother as a tiny baby will be unable to remember her when it grows 
up, but that doesn’t mean it never had a mother. In the same way, we can neither 
remember how our current mother of this life has been our mother countless 
times in countless past lives, nor how all other beings have also our mother. 

At present, whenever we see our current mother the intuitive feeling arises, 
“Oh, this is my mother.” We have attained the first of the steps of the seven points 
of cause and effect when that same feeling arises for each and every sentient 
being we encounter—each insect, bird and person. 

 ■ We need to recognize that all sentient beings have been our mother countless times
 ■ Because our lives have been numberless, our mothers have also been numberless
 ■ When we intuitively see every being we encounter as our mother, this step is complete

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.1 All sentient beings have been our mother
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 Day 300  We should feel the kindness of the 
mother from the depths of our heart 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Traditionally, the kindness of the mother is discussed using four out-
lines: the kindness of giving us this body, protecting us from life’s dangers, 

leading us in the ways of the world and bearing many hardships and accumu-
lating negative karma for us. 

From the moment we were born our mother sacrificed her life to ensure that 
we not only survived but got everything we needed. We were totally helpless and 
she protected us from all the dangers around us; we relied on our mother for 
everything. She was also the one responsible for giving us an education, teaching 
us everything we had to know in order to survive in this world, how to walk, 
how to drink and eat, how to avoid danger, how to behave with other people and 
so forth, as well as seeing that we went to school and got a normal education. 
To do that she bore many hardships and even created negative karma. Looking 
at all the examples in our own life where our mother has been kind to us, our 
meditations on the kindness of the mother will become very effective. We have 
amazing opportunities because of this precious body, which our mother gave us 
by undergoing so many hardships and sacrifices. 

In thinking about the four ways our mother has been so kind, we use our 
current life’s mother as the template and then expand it out to all sentient beings. 
This mind is vital to take us to the next step, determining to repay that kindness, 
and from that to love, compassion and the special attitude that determines to 
take the sole responsibility to free them all from suffering. 

 ■ There are four outlines to guide our reflection on the kindness of the mother
 ■ Our mother gave us our body, kept us safe, educated us and bore many hardships for us
 ■ Using our current mother as the template, we then expand out to all sentient beings

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.2 Remembering their kindness 
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 Day 301 The purpose of our life is to pacify  
the sufferings of all beings 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If our own mother were stumbling blindly toward a precipice, without a guide, 
and we were the only one who could help her, it would be totally shameful to 

not help her but simply relax in a beautiful park, singing, dancing and lying in 
the sun while she fell to her death.

This is the state of all sentient beings, blinded without the Dharma, stumbling 
with each step toward the abyss of the lower realms and unendurable suffering. 
They have no Dharma wisdom, no guide and are completely crazy with delu-
sions, believing attachment to sense objects to be happiness, intoxicated by the 
incredible pain of the three types of suffering. Each second, each minute and 
each hour they stumble toward the precipice that divides this life’s suffering from 
the far greater suffering of the next life. These sentient beings have been our 
mother countless times and have been incredibly kind, so if we don’t do what-
ever we can to try to save them from that abyss we are completely shameless.

We too are suffering but we have the huge advantage that we have met the 
perfect guide, the virtuous teacher, and received the teachings of the Dharma 
that make it possible to free ourselves from suffering and attain enlightenment. 
We have the means to free ourselves; other sentient beings do not. If we don’t 
do whatever we can to repay their great kindness, there is nothing more self-
ish, cruel and ungenerous. Seeing this, we must make the determination in the 
depths of our heart to repay all the mother sentient beings by liberating them 
from the suffering of samsara and leading them to full enlightenment.

 ■ If our mother were stumbling toward a precipice it would be shameful not to rescue her
 ■ All our kind mother sentient beings, crazy with delusions, are dependent on our help 
 ■ We must develop the heartfelt determination to lead them from suffering to enlightenment

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.3 Repaying their kindness
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 Day 302  Loving kindness is the essence of bodhicitta 
—Lama Yeshe

From the Buddhist point of view we know clean- clear what love is: love 
means wishing others to be happy. That is love. If we lose our partner and 

cry, that doesn’t mean we feel sympathetic toward our partner and wish them 
well. On the contrary, we are just concerned with the fact that we are not happy. 
It is completely the opposite of love. 

When we are in the clean- clear state, the natural state, we can see that our 
self- cherishing thought, our attachment, is making us cry, making us misera-
ble, making us lonely, creating disorder in our mind. Through this experience 
we understand clean- clear, and by being in a clean- clear state of mind we have 
more loving kindness for others. We think, “I look a disaster. My self- cherishing 
thought and my attachment are making me cry like a baby. I am like a baby. I 
am hopeless. Look at me, look at my state. Really! Just like me, many other peo-
ple have so much suffering, so many deluded concepts. They are not in touch 
with reality, not able to enter the clean- clear state.” We feel sympathy; we begin 
to have real compassion and real love. We wish that they could abandon their 
confusion and abide in a happy state of mind. 

We must first look at our own experience, then put this experience on others: 
“There are a lot of people like me.” In that way lots of compassion comes and we 
remain in that state of loving kindness, of feeling sympathy for others. When we 
stay in that state it becomes meditation on bodhicitta.

 ■ Love means wishing that others be happy
 ■ Loving kindness is developed through seeing how we and others suffer from delusions
 ■ Our own experience becomes the basis for developing sympathetic feelings for others

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.4 Loving kindness 
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 Day 303 The Mahayana attitude of great compassion 
is the wish to take responsibility for 
the welfare of all sentient beings 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Compassion is the wish that others be free from suffering. It is the source 
of happiness in life, the essential means of ensuring our own happiness and 

the happiness of others. Without compassion there is no peace or happiness in 
the family, in society, in the country or the world. Generating compassion is also 
the source of a healthy mind and a healthy body, the most powerful way to heal 
ourselves and other living beings. 

The label “great” is added when the thought also includes the wish that we 
ourselves should work to free all beings from suffering and its causes. To exclude 
even one sentient being from our compassion means we have still not realized 
great compassion, nor is it great compassion if we lack the wish to free all beings 
ourselves. The feeling of Mahayana great compassion is just like a mother’s love 
for her one precious child. Were that child to fall into a pit of fire, its mother 
would feel such incredibly strong compassion that she would do anything to 
save it, including sacrifice her own life. No matter how disrespectful, rude or 
disobedient the child is, the mother’s love will never diminish in the slightest. 
Her only concern is her child’s happiness and she will do whatever she can to 
ensure that. This is how we should feel toward all living beings. 

The more compassion we have, the more we will dedicate our life to help-
ing others. All other living beings will then receive peace and happiness from 
us, either directly or indirectly. This is how each of us is responsible for the 
peace and happiness of each and every living being. Therefore, everything we 
do should be to develop compassion. 

 ■ Compassion, the wish that others be free of suffering, is the source of all happiness
 ■ Mahayana great compassion is the wish to free every sentient being by ourselves
 ■ Directly or indirectly, our compassion brings peace and happiness to all living beings 

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.5 Great compassion
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 Day 304 The special attitude is a one hundred percent  
determination to liberate all sentient beings  
and lead them to enlightenment 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The mind of special attitude occurs when we actually take responsibility for 
the happiness of all sentient beings by ourselves alone. This is like in our 

daily life when we see a hard job that needs to be done and go from thinking 
that somebody else should do it to the decision that we should do it ourselves. 
Perhaps we see an old lady struggling with her bag in a railway station. Our 
first thought might be that somebody should certainly help her by carrying the 
bag, but then we think that we ourselves should do it, and with that comes the 
determination to do it. We take the responsibility. Rather than letting the other 
person suffer, we take it on ourselves. 

We must free all sentient beings from all the suffering they are experienc-
ing and place them in the peerless happiness of enlightenment. With loving 
kindness and great compassion, we determine we will do this; with the special 
attitude we take this one step further by determining we will do this by ourselves 
alone. It’s the extra thought, voluntarily taking the full responsibility for each 
and every sentient being’s happiness, leading them from suffering to the state of 
the omniscient mind. That extra phrase “by myself alone” is so important. We 
should always remember that. 

Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo explained that the difference between the wish 
to repay the kindness and the special attitude is like having the intention to 
buy something from a shop and developing the complete determination that 
whatever it costs we will buy it. We move from the wish to the determination, 
“I’ll pay for it and I’ll take it!” This is the strength of the determination we have 
to free all beings ourselves. 

 ■ The special attitude takes sole and full responsibility for the happiness of all beings
 ■ We should always remember the vital extra phrase “by myself alone” 
 ■ The special attitude is no longer a wish but has become a complete determination 

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.6 Special attitude
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 Day 305  The enlightened attitude of bodhicitta 
encompasses all living beings throughout all 
of space while functioning in the space of 
our own heart —Lama Yeshe

When we generate the wish to help infinite other beings and then look 
more deeply into what’s involved in doing so, we’ll see that at the moment, 

our mind, wisdom and actions are too limited to help all living beings and that 
in order to do so we’ll need to develop the infinite, transcendental knowledge- 
wisdom of a buddha. When we become a buddha we can manifest in billions of 
different aspects in order to reach and communicate with all the different sen-
tient beings in their own language according to their level of mind. So, under-
standing that we can’t do this now but that we do have the potential to reach 
enlightenment and then really help them, we start to practice our spiritual path 
until it eventually carries us all the way to buddhahood, when we can be of true 
benefit to others. 

The path to enlightenment has three main levels. The first leads us to upper 
rebirths but not out of cyclic existence; from here, the help we can give others is 
minimal. The second level is for those who seek complete liberation from cyclic 
existence mainly out of concern for their own problems. Even though such prac-
titioners transcend their ego, the help they can give others is still quite limited; 
they can’t help all mother sentient beings. Only fully enlightened beings can help 
all sentient beings—if that’s what we want to do, that’s the goal we have to reach, 
and that’s where the third, or highest, level of the path leads. 

This intention is bodhicitta; when the two thoughts—attaining enlighten-
ment and others’ welfare—come together simultaneously in the one mind, that’s 
bodhicitta. 

 ■ At the moment, our mind, wisdom and actions are too limited to help all living beings
 ■ Only when we complete the highest level of the path can we truly help others
 ■ Bodhicitta is the mind that combines attaining enlightenment with the welfare of others

Bodhicitta 
2 The seven points of cause and effect 
2.7 Developing bodhicitta
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 Day 306 Those who really want to realize 
enlightenment have to forget their own 
pleasure and completely devote themselves 
to that of others —Lama Yeshe

One of the methods especially emphasized by Shantideva for developing 
bodhicitta was that of equalizing and exchanging self and others: changing 

attachment to one’s own happiness to attachment to the happiness of others. 
For countless lives we have always been obsessed with our own pleasure and 
have completely neglected that of others. This beginningless focus on our own 
happiness to the exclusion of that of others is called “self- cherishing.” So we 
have to totally change this attitude to one of greater concern for others’ welfare 
than our own. 

Actually, this thought is extremely powerful; just generating it automatically 
destroys the ego. For example, if somebody asks us to serve tea to a visitor, 
resentment immediately arises within us. We serve the tea, but unhappily. As 
soon as we’re asked, the buzz of irritation starts in our heart. It’s amazing: we 
can’t even be happy to give somebody a cup of tea. So bodhicitta is very practical. 
We don’t have to intellectualize too much, but just check up every day how the 
self- cherishing thought agitates our mind. Even if somebody asks us for a cup of 
tea we get irritated. That’s unbelievable, but it’s our ego. So we bring the person 
a cup of tea and begrudgingly dump it down, “Here’s your tea,” but even though 
we brought the person some tea, because we did it with selfishness buzzing in 
our heart, it’s negative. 

On the other hand, if we give somebody a cup of tea with the dedicated 
thought of bodhicitta, it’s the most positive thing we can do: all the wonder-
ful qualities of the omniscient enlightened mind come from concern for other 
beings’ pleasure. Just having this understanding is very powerful. 

 ■ Equalizing and exchanging self and others is a method emphasized by Shantideva
 ■ This thought is very powerful and practical; it automatically destroys the ego
 ■ There is a huge difference between giving a cup of tea with selfishness or with bodhicitta 

Bodhicitta 
3 Exchanging self and others
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 Day 307 We need to attain both relative and ultimate 
bodhicitta —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

If we can transform whatever experience we have into the path by developing 
the two bodhicittas we can quickly progress to ultimate happiness. The two 

bodhicittas are relative, all- obscuring or conventional bodhicitta, and ultimate 
or absolute bodhicitta. Relative bodhicitta is the primary consciousness that 
holds the two aspirations of wishing to benefit all beings and wishing to attain 
enlightenment in order to do that. Ultimate bodhicitta is the realization of emp-
tiness within the mindstream of a being with bodhicitta. 

Relative bodhicitta or all- obscuring bodhicitta—whatever translation we give 
it—is a bodhicitta that is true for a consciousness that still holds the ignorance 
of seeing things as truly existent. Just as tipping a bottle of ink over a delicate 
drawing made of very fine lines obliterates the drawing completely, the way 
things actually exist is completely obscured by this ignorant mind that sees them 
as truly existing—hence the term “all- obscuring.” It is still bodhicitta, and it is 
still an incredible, wonderful mind, but it lacks the ability to see the emptiness of 
the object that appears to it. Ultimate truth is that emptiness, the lack of inherent 
existence of self and all phenomena, and so ultimate bodhicitta is the mind that 
has this realization of emptiness. The traditional explanations of how to train 
in bodhicitta have both these two elements: the graduated training in relative 
bodhicitta and the training in absolute bodhicitta. 

In Geshe Chekawa’s Seven- point Mind Training, the graduated path of ulti-
mate bodhicitta is explained before the graduated path of relative bodhicitta. 
However, Lama Tsongkhapa, in common with many lamas, began with relative 
bodhicitta and then explained ultimate bodhicitta, emphasizing the importance 
of this sequence in order to skillfully lead the disciple’s mind to enlightenment. 

 ■ Transforming our experience with the two bodhicittas brings rapid progress on the path
 ■ Ultimate bodhicitta realizes emptiness whereas relative bodhicitta does not 
 ■ Lama Tsongkhapa emphasized the importance of understanding each in sequence

Bodhicitta 
3 Exchanging self and others 
3.1 Training in the two types of bodhicitta
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 Day 308  We are all equal in both wanting happiness 
and wanting to be free of suffering 
—Lama Yeshe

The logical reason for feeling that all sentient beings are equal is that 
equally, all sentient beings seek happiness, and not one, ourselves included, 

wants to be unhappy. We should think, “All sentient beings want to be happy and 
no sentient being, myself included, wants to suffer. Whenever I experience an 
unpleasant feeling I want it to stop immediately. Although basically, all sentient 
beings equally desire happiness and freedom from suffering, out of the countless 
billions of beings, my fickle mind selects just one to make happy and forgets the 
others. When I encounter someone who agitates me I see them as an enemy and 
want to give them harm, and when an enemy finds good fortune, I get jealous.” 
Such a mind is unrealistic, unbalanced and extreme. 

It’s as if two equally hungry and thirsty people come to our door. We look at 
them both but choose only one, “You can come in,” and tell the other, “You can’t 
come in. Go away.” We know that they’re in exactly the same predicament, that 
they’re both extremely hungry and thirsty, but our extreme, narrow mind picks 
one—“Come in, I love you. Put on some nice, clean clothes; have something to 
eat and drink”—and completely rejects the other. 

This is the action of a narrow, silly, extreme mind. It all comes from the mis-
conception of attachment, an unbalanced mind acting in an unrealistic manner 
that certainly has nothing to do with Buddhism or any other religion. Even if we 
check from the scientific, materialistic point of view, it’s unrealistic; even ordi-
nary, nonreligious people would easily see that this kind of mind is ridiculous. 

 ■ A mind that discriminates between self and others is unrealistic, unbalanced and extreme
 ■ It is as illogical as helping one hungry, thirsty person and rejecting another
 ■ Even ordinary, nonreligious people can easily see this kind of mind is ridiculous
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 Day 309  There is no external enemy—the only real  
enemy is the self- cherishing thought 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

It might seem that our life would be perfect if it weren’t for all the exter-
nal factors that keep interfering and bringing us suffering, but when we look 

deeper we will see that if we could destroy the self- cherishing thought, we 
wouldn’t suffer at all, no matter what situation arose. This is where the blame 
lies for every tiny bit of suffering we have ever had to experience. 

The self- cherishing thought is like a butcher who slaughters our freedom, 
bringing us problems in this life and beyond. It makes enemies, prevents us from 
creating virtue by following the Dharma, and causes anger and other negative 
emotions to rule us. Rather than leading us to peace and enlightenment, it leads 
us instead to the lower realms. It’s like a thief, stealing away any hard- earned 
merit we have accumulated—and yet we still want to follow it. This selfish atti-
tude is what has caused us to be endlessly reborn in the six realms of samsara, 
experiencing all of the various sufferings an infinite number of times. While we 
reside in the human realm, it is the cause of old age, sickness and death and all 
the other types of suffering we face every day.

As long as we hold self- cherishing in our heart, enlightenment, liberation 
and bodhicitta are all impossible. Attaining any of the lamrim realizations such 
as the perfect human rebirth or the realization of impermanence and death is 
impossible. Not one single action in our day, from morning until night, can 
become Dharma and hence the cause of happiness. The self- cherishing thought 
fills our mind, giving us no space to think of others or to develop compassion 
and loving kindness. 

 ■ Every tiny bit of suffering we have ever experienced is due to the self- cherishing attitude
 ■ Self- cherishing is a butcher that slaughters our freedom and leads us to the lower realms
 ■ As long as we harbor self- cherishing we will never gain any lamrim realizations 
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 Day 310  All life’s problems come from the selfish 
attitude —Lama Yeshe

Our self- cherishing thought is the root of all human problems. It makes 
our lives difficult and miserable. The solution to self- cherishing, its anti-

dote, is the mind that is its complete opposite—bodhicitta. The self- cherishing 
mind is worried about only me, me—the self- existent I. Bodhicitta substitutes 
others for self. It creates space in our mind. Then even if our dearest friend for-
gets to give us a Christmas present, we don’t mind.

In his text Lama Chöpa, the Panchen Lama says, “Self- cherishing is the cause 
of all misery and dissatisfaction, and holding all mother sentient beings dearer 
than oneself is the foundation of all realizations and knowledge. Therefore bless 
me to change self- cherishing into concern for all others.” This is not some deep 
philosophical theory but a very simple statement. Without needing a Tibetan 
text to tell us, we know from our own life’s experiences that our self- cherishing 
thought is the cause of all our confusion and frustration. This evolution of suf-
fering is found not only in Tibetan culture but in ours as well.

The Panchen Lama goes on to say that we should look at what the Buddha 
did. He gave up his self- attachment and attained all the sublime realizations. But 
look at us—we are obsessed with “me, me, me” and have realized nothing but 
unending misery. This is very clear isn’t it? Therefore, we should know clean- 
clear how this works. Get rid of the false concept of self- cherishing and we’ll be 
free of all misery and dissatisfaction. Concern ourselves with the welfare of all 
others and wish for them to attain the highest realizations such as bodhicitta and 
we’ll find all happiness and satisfaction.

 ■ The self- cherishing mind is the root of all human problems and bodhicitta is its antidote
 ■ Our life experiences show how self- cherishing causes all our confusion and frustration
 ■ In contrast, the Buddha gave up self- attachment and attained all the sublime realizations
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 Day 311 We couldn’t live without the kindness of 
others —Lama Yeshe

Every happiness and benefit we have ever experienced has come from 
others. When we were born, we came from our mother’s womb with noth-

ing. We didn’t even have any clothes. Our parents gave us clothes, milk, care 
and attention. 

Now that we have grown we have clothes and many other things. Where did 
they come from? They came from the effort of other sentient beings. Maybe we 
think it’s because we have money. We can’t wear money. If other people hadn’t 
made the fabric we wouldn’t have any clothes. The cake we enjoy is also the result 
of others’ effort. If they hadn’t put effort into making the cake we wouldn’t have 
any. It’s the same with all our other samsaric enjoyments; everything comes from 
other sentient beings, from other people’s giving it to us. Think of everything 
we’ve done today. The milk we had this morning—it wasn’t our own, was it? 
Similarly, we can check in detail everything we have. It has all come from others. 
We were born with nothing. Other people are so kind. Don’t think that we’ve 
come up through society—studying, working, making money—and now we’re 
doing everything ourselves.

Forgetting the kindness of others and thinking “I did it” is a completely 
mistaken, totally unrealistic mental attitude. Check up. All the food in the 
supermarket comes from other sentient beings’ effort. We can’t do everything 
ourselves. Other mother sentient beings expended their own energy, brought 
the food to the supermarket and made it available to us. I’m sure that our ego 
and attachment have never let us think that other sentient beings are kind. Over 
the eons that thought has never even crossed our mind. 

 ■ Every happiness and benefit we have ever experienced has come from others
 ■ When we check up we’ll see it’s impossible to live without the kindness of others 
 ■ To forget the kindness of others is a mistaken and unrealistic mental attitude
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 Day 312  Cherishing even one sentient being brings  
us to buddhahood —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Without the existence of suffering sentient beings there is no way we can 
actualize bodhicitta. Therefore, every single living being is unbelievably 

precious and can benefit us so much. Living beings are our real teacher. Cher-
ishing and serving even one living being—whether our mother, father, child or 
even our enemy—leads us to enlightenment because it purifies so many obscu-
rations and accumulates so much merit. 

Even one living being is more precious than we are because all our happiness 
and success comes from cherishing this one living being. Since that is so, it fol-
lows that two living beings are even more precious and important, so we should 
also cherish and serve them. A hundred living beings are much more precious 
and important than we are, so we should cherish and work for them as well. 
Now, living beings are numberless, so the numberless living beings are unbe-
lievably precious and important and, because of this, we should cherish them. 
Analyzing it in this way, we can see that there is nothing more important in our 
life than to cherish and work for the numberless other living beings. 

If there is one sentient being in our life that we don’t cherish, such as a person 
who dislikes or criticizes us, there can be no enlightenment. Without cherishing 
this person, we cannot achieve enlightenment; if we do cherish this one per-
son, we can achieve enlightenment. Therefore, this person is the most precious 
one in our life. We can cease all the defilements of our mind, liberate ourselves 
from all suffering, achieve peerless happiness with all the realizations and then 
enlighten the numberless other sentient beings because of the kindness of this 
one precious person. 

 ■ Cherishing even one living being will purify our obscurations and accumulate merit
 ■ There is nothing more important than cherishing the numberless living beings
 ■ Each person is so precious because through cherishing them we find peerless happiness
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 Day 313  Exchanging self and others is an inner 
revolution that completely turns our mental 
attitude upside down —Lama Yeshe

Bravely changing attachment to oneself into concern for others is both 
wonderful and wise. There are countless living beings on earth but very 

few know about exchanging self and others. This practice may be very difficult 
but it’s extremely worthwhile. If we can do it, it will help solve all our problems. 
Changing our outlook in this way transforms whatever misery we perceive into 
the peaceful path of liberation. We desperately need a method such as this. Life is 
suffering; our minds are weak. Exchanging self and others is truly revolutionary. 

If you have difficulty taking the suffering of others onto yourself, first practice 
on yourself. The next time your knees hurt when you’re sitting in meditation, 
take that pain onto your ego and let it freak out. Let your ego freak out more and 
more. Practice that for a week. Then practice taking onto yourself all the suffer-
ing you have ever experienced in your life. Your ego and attachment won’t like 
that either, but let them freak out again. Then slowly, slowly extend your practice 
to take upon yourself the sufferings of your parents, your friends, all the people 
in your country and all the people on earth until you are receiving the problems 
and suffering of all sentient beings throughout the universe. 

The nature of attachment is such that when problems arise, it blindly pushes 
them away. This practice trains our mind to handle negativity, feel compassion 
for the others and take their suffering and problems onto ourselves, which in 
turn helps us overcome self- cherishing and cherish others more than ourselves. 

 ■ Exchanging self and others is the inner revolution that will help solve all our problems
 ■ We start by taking on our own suffering, then gradually take on the suffering of others
 ■ This trains our mind to handle negativity and to cherish others more than ourselves
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 Day 314 The energy of attachment and selfishness 
is like a needle in our heart and when we 
release it we feel incredible joy —Lama Yeshe

Tibetan lamas have a special mind training technique for releasing attach-
ment and the self- cherishing thought where we transform our body into 

thousands, millions and billions of bodies and give them to all sentient beings. 
We transform our body into beautiful things—not horrible ugly things that 
we don’t want—and give them to all sentient beings. We do this because at the 
moment we cling to our body with tremendously powerful attachment energy; 
giving it away to others begins to break that down. 

Not only do we give our body to others—we now meditate on giving them 
all our possessions. Our house transforms into thousands of houses, the food in 
our refrigerator multiplies thousands of times, and so forth with all our other 
enjoyments. We send all this out to all sentient beings with much compassion, 
realizing that all beings are equal in wanting happiness and not desiring suffer-
ing, but always act out of ignorance and therefore have to constantly experience 
suffering, confusion and dissatisfaction. 

This kind of meditation is not a joke or something funny. It’s very useful. 
Prior to practicing it our attachment might make us feel unhappy when giving 
somebody even one cent, but through training our mind we can slowly, slowly 
reach the point where we give things away with much joy and pleasure. This is 
experience—I’m not saying it’s my experience but there are many people whose 
it is, in both the East and the West. So it’s something we too need to gain—the 
ability to happily give away our body and all our material possessions. 

 ■ To undermine attachment, we transform our body into beautiful gifts for others
 ■ We can also meditate on multiplying our possessions and sending them to all beings
 ■ This is a gradual training in how to give things away with great joy and pleasure
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 Day 315  The most effective way of training our mind 
to overcome self- cherishing is to practice 
tonglen meditation —Lama Yeshe

What is the technique for actually practicing the taking and giving medi-
tation, which Tibetans call tonglen? Start by breathing out through your 

right nostril. Visualize the air you exhale in the form of white light, the essence 
of which is all your positive energy and wisdom. This white light radiates to all 
sentient beings in the six realms of samsara and beyond. It enters their left nos-
tril, goes into their hearts and generates in them great bliss. Visualize the air they 
exhale in the form of thick black smoke, the essence of which is all their nega-
tivity, confusion and heavy suffering. This dark, polluted energy enters your left 
nostril and goes down into your heart. Don’t leave it outside of you; bring it right 
down into your heart so that your ego and attachment completely freak out. 

Do the above cycle of breathing white light out through your right nostril and 
black smoke in through your left three times. Then breathe out through your left 
nostril and in through your right three times. Then breathe out and in through 
both nostrils together three times. At the end of each nine rounds concentrate 
for as long as you can that you and all other sentient beings have been completely 
purified of all suffering, negativity and dualistic mind and are fully enlightened, 
experiencing everlasting bliss that pervades your entire body and mind. When 
you lose focus on this, repeat the nine rounds once more. 

We shouldn’t think that this is just a fantasy and that doing this meditation 
makes no difference to the suffering of ourselves and others. Actually, it is a 
profound practice, and each time we do it, it brings us and all other sentient 
beings closer to enlightenment. 

 ■ The technique of tonglen involves breathing out positivity and breathing in negativity
 ■ After each cycle of nine rounds, focus strongly on purification and bliss
 ■ Each time we do this practice it brings all beings and ourselves closer to enlightenment
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 Day 316 Practicing thought transformation is  
the clearest and most skillful way to seek  
happiness from our own mind 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The Mahayana technique called lojong—thought transformation, or mind 
training—is essentially about transforming any situation into one condu-

cive to the path. We view every situation as positive, using whatever we meet 
as a means to develop our mind in wisdom and compassion. There is no such 
thing as a “bad” situation other than what is labeled by our mind. We can just 
as easily label it “good.” 

The fundamental Buddhist practice is to not harm others, yet by becoming 
angry, attached, jealous and so forth, we harm ourselves and others. Thought 
transformation is an incredibly skillful way of reversing this, where everything 
we do benefits ourselves and others. This practice becomes much easier when 
we see that following the self- cherishing thought harms us and going against it 
helps us. For instance, when somebody gets angry at us, our habitual reaction is 
to get angry in return. But by applying thought transformation techniques we 
can come to see them as our best friend, appreciating how we need their anger 
to overcome our impatience and thereby complete the perfection of patience, a 
requisite for attaining enlightenment. We then see them as a precious jewel, a 
wonderful teacher. That doesn’t mean that their actions against us are necessarily 
good, just that our reaction to them can be beneficial or not, depending on how 
we interpret them. 

Overturning our habitual selfish traits and training our mind in working for 
others is the core of thought transformation practice. Without such a radical 
transformation we cannot hope to develop great compassion, bodhicitta and all 
the other minds that lead to enlightenment. 

 ■ Mind training can transform everything we encounter into a step on the path
 ■ It gives us techniques to see anybody who provokes us as a precious jewel or teacher
 ■ Lojong overturns our habitual selfish traits and trains our mind in working for others
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 Day 317 The real solution to our own problems  
is to face them—to try to understand  
their nature —Lama Yeshe

The Buddhist approach to negativity is not to avoid it but to confront it 
head- on and check why it’s there, what its reality is and so forth. We think 

that this is the best foundation for destroying the negative mind and is much 
more logical and scientific than just avoiding it—like running away to some 
other place or trying to think only positive things. That’s not enough. So, when 
problems arise, instead of turning away we stare them right in the face. That’s 
very useful; that’s the Buddhist way. 

If we run from problems we can never really ascertain their root. Putting our 
head in the sand doesn’t help. We have to determine where the problem comes 
from and how it arises. The way to discover the clean- clear mind is to under-
stand the nature of the unclear mind, especially its cause. If there’s a thorn bush 
growing at our door, scratching us every time we go in or out, pruning it won’t 
be enough to solve the problem once and for all—we have to pull it out by the 
root. Then it will never bother us again. 

Through meditation we can discover how the selfish mind of attachment is 
the cause of all mental disease and frustration and how changing our attitude 
can make our mind healthy and give purpose and meaning to our life. The atti-
tude we need to change is that of excessive worry and self- concern—“Maybe I’m 
going to get sick, maybe this, maybe that”—to one where through mind training 
we totally dedicate our life to the benefit of others. 

 ■ We shouldn’t turn away from problems but instead stare them right in the face 
 ■ We can discover the clean- clear mind by understanding the nature of the unclear mind
 ■ By changing our attitude we make our mind healthy and find meaning in life
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 Day 318  As soon as we place the blame on the 
self- cherishing thought, our problems 
completely vanish —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

One of the most important things that Mahayana thought training teaches 
is putting all the blame on the self- cherishing thought, where it belongs. In 

this way we develop aversion to the self- cherishing thought and come to see it 
as our enemy. Thus, instead of identifying with and obeying the self- cherishing 
thought, we separate ourselves from it. Then all our daily activities become pure 
Dharma practice. 

No matter what difficult circumstances arise, we should put all the blame 
on the self- cherishing thought. We must recollect how every difficulty is due 
to the shortcomings of self- cherishing. Then, on top of that, we give back to 
the self- cherishing thought all the problems and undesirable things that the 
self- cherishing thought has given us. The self- cherishing mind wants us to look 
elsewhere for the source of our problems, but with this practice we lay the blame 
squarely on the root cause: self- cherishing itself. Without this understanding, 
our problems cause us to create negative karma, but by using our problems 
as weapons to destroy self- cherishing, whatever problem we are experiencing 
becomes a means to eliminate ignorance and negative karma. This is especially 
useful if the problem is unavoidable. By sending problems back to the self- 
cherishing thought and destroying it, our experience of problems really becomes 
Dharma practice. 

Whatever energy we would have used to eliminate an external problem can 
now be used to eliminate our self- cherishing instead. It is especially effective to 
use our fears about being judged or criticized to destroy self- cherishing. If we 
can do this continually, then fears, worries and paranoia cannot arise. This is the 
deep, essential psychology that really wipes out the self- cherishing thought, the 
source of all our problems, and makes it non- existent. 

 ■ One of the key Mahayana trainings is to put all the blame on the self- cherishing thought 
 ■ In this way our problems become weapons to eliminate ignorance and negative karma
 ■ This is the deep essential psychology that will destroy the self- cherishing thought
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 Day 319 Painful situations are a source of wisdom 
—Lama Yeshe

If we’re not tested, we take teaching after teaching and think we’re OK, but 
when we’re confronted with a difficult situation, it’s possible that we’ll find 

we’re not OK at all. So that’s why true Dharma practitioners welcome trouble. 
It gives us a chance to see if what we’ve been studying works or not, a chance to 
transform suffering into happiness. Otherwise we just go blithely along, com-
pletely out of touch with reality, thinking we’re OK when we’re not, because we 
haven’t actually been practicing Dharma at all.

When I was studying at Sera in Tibet from the ages of nine to twenty- four, I 
tried my best to study and practice Dharma. But still, in 1959, the Chinese kicked 
us out. Well, not exactly, but they did not allow people to practice Dharma, so I 
thought that if I want to keep practicing there was no reason to stay in Tibet. So 
I escaped to India. In that painful situation of uncertainty I had to look deeply 
into myself to see if all those teachings I had taken would allow me to cope 
with my new reality. I found that they helped a great deal, and that gave me the 
confidence I needed to deal with the changing environment in which we found 
ourselves.

The painful experience helps us develop a deeper understanding that is 
beyond the merely intellectual. Of course, if we’re completely ignorant, it doesn’t 
matter how much suffering we experience, there’s no way for that to lead to 
happiness. All we do is go from misery to more misery. If, on the other hand, we 
have at least a modicum of Dharma wisdom, when we’re in difficulty we know 
how to use that experience to lead ourselves into happiness.

 ■ True Dharma practitioners welcome trouble because it tests us and keeps us real
 ■ In painful situations, as when the Tibetans fled into exile, the teachings help enormously 
 ■ Difficult experiences help us develop a deeper understanding beyond the intellectual
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 Day 320 We can use problems to eliminate our pride 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Whenever we experience problems, we can use them to eliminate pride, 
one of the six principal delusions. Until we completely liberate ourselves 

from delusion, we have no real freedom and are continually affected by past 
karma and disturbing thoughts. Pride seems to be our friend but in reality it 
only brings us endless problems. 

Pride focuses on the shortcomings of others and exaggerates our own good 
qualities. When we realize that we ourselves have many problems and recollect 
them, pride does not arise. Recognizing our own suffering eliminates pride and 
causes compassion to arise toward others who, like us, are suffering in samsara. 
Pride makes us rejoice when others have problems, which prevents compassion 
from arising. If, instead, we recollect our own problems, the virtuous mind of 
wanting others to be happy will easily arise. 

One way to control pride is to contemplate our own mistakes. Thinking of 
our successes causes pride to arise, but when we look at our own mistakes, our 
pride disappears. We should consider how little we know: consider whatever 
worldly knowledge we possess and how little it has helped us attain ultimate 
happiness; consider whatever small knowledge of the Dharma we possess and 
recognize how much more Dharma we have to learn. There are subjects we may 
feel we know, but while we may know the words, we do not have the realizations. 
Although we may understand the explanations, if we are still suffering because 
of problems, we clearly do not understand the true nature of our mind, our body 
and our senses. Thinking in this way helps to stop pride. 

 ■ Problems can help us eliminate pride, the source of endless difficulties
 ■ Acknowledging our problems destroys pride and allows compassion to arise
 ■ Contemplating our mistakes and lack of knowledge can also stop pride
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 Day 321 We are drowning in the ocean of our 
personal fantasy world —Lama Yeshe

With respect to human problems, most are intellectually generated. Of 
course, there are problems at the deeper, intuitive level, but most prob-

lems, such as emotional disturbances and anxiety, come from the way we think. 
When we were babies, we didn’t have political problems, did we? When we 

were babies, we didn’t have economic or societal problems. That’s because we 
were too immature for ego conflict or intellectualization. When we were babies 
we didn’t have religious conflict, religious dissatisfaction or philosophical or 
racial conflict; we didn’t have those kinds of intellectual problem. But as we grow, 
we begin to intellectualize: “What is society? Who am I? How should I identify 
myself? What is my significant archetype?” Our ego wants some kind of identity, 
something to hold on to in a grasping way. It can’t be natural. That’s why we’re 
completely artificial, confused and dissatisfied. 

We can see in the modern world most human problems come from con-
flicted relationships between people. Men have trouble with women; women 
have trouble with men. All this comes from intellectual games, not intuition. 
Our intellectual concepts fabricate beliefs such as, “This object is the best for me 
to grasp at. If I can’t have it I’ll kill myself. Other things are not reality for me; 
this object is my only reality.” In this way we fix our intellectual concepts and 
finish up committing suicide. So we can see how human intellectual problems 
are unnatural, unrealistic and completely divorced from reality. For example, 
our deluded mind describes an apple as “Fantastic. It has a beautiful red color, I 
love it so much.” That’s the exaggerated way we describe anything we’re attached 
to and why we finish up with a sick mind. Fundamentally, it’s all fantasy.

 ■ Most problems, such as emotional upset and anxiety, come from the way we think
 ■ As we grow up, our ego creates our problems by intellectualizing and grasping
 ■ Human problems are the unnatural and unrealistic consequence of a sick mind
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 Day 322  The problems of living beings derive from  
a lack of knowledge-wisdom—not under-
standing what we are or how we exist,  
relatively or absolutely —Lama Yeshe

The important thing to understand is that the self- pity image of ourselves 
to which we cling does not exist. I could easily explain this in a detailed, 

philosophical way but the simple approach is to look at how we hold ourselves 
today, “I am that- this,” and compare that with how we held ourselves last year. 

First of all, things are constantly changing in the shortest fraction of a sec-
ond. There’s no way that the Mr. Jones of today can be exactly the same as the 
Mr. Jones of yesterday. It’s just not possible. And when we clearly see the way 
in which we hold a permanent self- image, all we can do is laugh at ourselves. 
It’s just so nonsensical. We believe that we’re the same person we were ten years 
ago. That’s what Lord Buddha meant when he said that we’re deluded, deluded, 
deluded! Deluded means holding and hanging on to nonsensical conceptions 
and hallucinated projections of ourselves, and as long as we don’t eradicate this 
cause of all problems, we’re not doing a good job. 

We can meditate for twenty or thirty years but if we don’t touch the root of 
problems, if we don’t shake our ego, if all we do is make it more beautiful and 
solid, we’re not doing a good job at all. What we need to do is to shake our 
samsara, the root of ego, the way our ego conception holds things. When we 
shake the Mt. Meru of our ego, our entire samsaric mandala collapses. That’s a 
real earthquake. Lord Buddha’s teaching on universal reality is so profound. It 
shows us the best way to be healthy by shattering all our concepts and illusions. 

 ■ It’s vital to understand how we cling to a non- existent self- pity image of ourselves 
 ■ Believing that we are the same person today as we were yesterday is nonsensical 
 ■ Our samsaric mandala will collapse when we shatter the concepts and illusions of ego
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 Day 323 When we experience sickness or suffering  
we should feel as if we’d just won the 
lottery —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we fall ill, instead of getting depressed and obsessed with our ill-
ness, which only creates more problems, we should immediately think, “I 

have prayed to take on the problems of others and I have now received them. I 
will experience this illness on behalf of all living beings.” Our illness is the illness 
of all living beings and since we have to experience it, we might as well use it to 
develop the ultimate good heart of bodhicitta. 

How do we do this? We need to be aware of all the illnesses and all the other 
sufferings experienced by other living beings. We then experience our disease on 
behalf of all the other people with the same disease, on behalf of all people with 
diseases of any kind and on behalf of all the numberless other living beings with 
problems. We are experiencing it so that others can be free from all suffering and 
its causes and enjoy the peerless happiness of full enlightenment. Whether or 
not our illness is serious, we can use it to benefit others in this way. 

If we were healthy it would be so much harder not to focus on our own happi-
ness, but here we have been handed this priceless jewel. As I often say, our main 
goal in life is not to be healthy or to have a long life, it’s to benefit other sentient 
beings. Whether we are healthy or unhealthy, rich or poor, praised or blamed, 
living or dying, our main aim is only to benefit others. If being healthy doesn’t 
help us achieve this, it’s useless; if being sick does, then it’s very worthwhile. 
Happiness in life depends on having this attitude. 

 ■ When we fall ill, we can use our illness to develop the ultimate good heart of bodhicitta
 ■ We accomplish this by making prayers to experience our disease on behalf of others
 ■ Our main goal in life isn’t to be healthy or have a long life but to benefit other beings

Bodhicitta 
4 Converting unfortunate circumstances into the path 
4.2 Converting circumstances through action
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 Day 324 The five powers integrate a whole lifetime  
of practice —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

One of the most effective tools to free ourselves completely from the self- 
cherishing thought is the five powers. This is the fundamental practice that 

makes life most meaningful and beneficial for all sentient beings and prevents 
us from creating obstacles on the path. It is the foundation that underlies all the 
other practices we do—sadhanas, mantras, prostrations and so forth. This is 
what destroys our self- cherishing and stabilizes our guru devotion, buoying us 
during our life and preparing us for death. 

The mind training texts describe two different orders to the five powers, one 
to do in life and one to do at the time of death. The order in life is: the power of 
motivation; the power of acquaintance; the power of the white seed; the power of 
destruction (of self- cherishing) and the power of prayer. During our lifetime we 
constantly check our motivation to ensure it is as vast and positive as possible. 
After generating this motivation in the morning, we do all our daily activities—
walking, eating, working and so forth—for others, as purely as possible. By prac-
ticing loving kindness, compassion, patience and morality in relation to others, 
we accumulate merit. When a problem occurs, we immediately remember that 
it has been caused by our own selfishness and heap all the blame on it. Finally, 
the power of prayer involves dedicating the merits from our positive actions to 
develop bodhicitta.

Whether we experience fortune or problems, success or failure, health or 
illness, by practicing these five powers, which are the essence of the whole 
Dharma, we use every experience to develop bodhicitta. In this way, our mind 
will always be happy. 

 ■ The five powers are a fundamental Buddhist practice for making life meaningful
 ■ They are the powers of motivation, acquaintance, the white seed, destruction and prayer
 ■ By practicing these five powers we can use every experience in life to develop bodhicitta

Bodhicitta 
4 Converting unfortunate circumstances into the path 
4.2 Converting circumstances through action
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 Day 325  The thought of liking problems should arise 
naturally, like the thought of liking ice 
cream or music —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Generating a brave, determined attitude is extremely important for our 
thought transformation practice to succeed. With this strong motivation, 

we proceed to train our mind until we become like an experienced horseman—
even though their mind may be distracted, they are able to manage the horse 
effortlessly, no matter what it does, without falling off or endangering their life. 
They are able to cope because their body responds naturally to the way the horse 
runs. Similarly, when meeting miserable conditions or obstacles, an experienced 
thought transformation practitioner immediately and effortlessly recognizes 
them as good. 

When we meet undesirable conditions, if we spontaneously recognize them 
as good, we will be happy. During times of criticism, poverty, difficulties, fail-
ure, sickness or even imminent death, nothing will disturb our mind. We will 
be consistently happy. Effortlessly, naturally, we will recognize the benefits of 
problems, and the more we see the benefits, the happier we will be to experience 
difficulties in our life. By training our mind and becoming accustomed to not 
seeing problems as problems, even great problems of the mind and body become 
so easy to bear that we experience no difficulty when we encounter them. Prob-
lems become enjoyable, as light and soft as cotton. 

It is not enough for me say these things; this has to come from our own expe-
rience. Of course, we cannot suddenly face big problems and transform them 
into the Buddhist path. As much as we are able, we train our mind to transform 
small sufferings; then, when we experience big problems or great disasters—
even death, the most fearful thing of all—we will be able to infuse them with 
virtue and use them in our Dharma practice to move further along the path to 
ultimate happiness. 

 ■ Transforming problems can be as effortless as an experienced rider managing a horse
 ■ When we spontaneously see the good in problems, nothing can disturb our mind
 ■ Through gradual training, even great disasters can be used in our Dharma practice

Bodhicitta 
4 Converting unfortunate circumstances into the path 
4.2 Converting circumstances through action
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 Day 326  If we practice properly, the result is peace  
in our mind —Lama Yeshe

Wherever we go—East, West, sky, earth, beneath the earth—there are 
other sentient beings. If, through having recognized the false concep-

tions of ego and attachment, we develop pure motivation and dedicate our life 
to others, our life will become truly worthwhile. We will give real meaning to 
being alive and our relationships with those around us will be much better. We 
don’t have to change anything external; the only change we have to make is 
within our mind.

As long as we direct our energy into the channel of peace and wisdom it 
will spontaneously flow that way. We don’t need to think too much. We should 
just act in the right way and do our best to gain realizations; that’s enough. We 
always evaluate actions by their appearance: “They did this; that’s bad. They did 
that; that’s good.” We think that actions are fixed as good or bad. There’s no such 
thing as an action that’s always good or bad; actions can’t be categorized in that 
way. It all depends on the mind. For example, if we do things that are normally 
considered religious with attachment, they’re negative. Outside observers will 
think that we’re doing something good but they’ll be wrong. The actual way to 
judge whether an action is good or bad is by the motivation behind it, not the 
action itself. 

We must recognize that our real enemy, the thief who steals our happiness, 
is the inner thief, the one inside our mind—the one we have cherished since 
beginningless time. Therefore, we should make the strong determination to 
throw it out and never let it back in.

 ■ Life becomes truly worthwhile when we abandon ego and dedicate ourselves to others
 ■ It’s the motivation behind our actions that counts, not their external appearance
 ■ Our real enemy is the self- cherishing thought in our mind, which steals our happiness

Bodhicitta 
4 Converting unfortunate circumstances into the path 
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 Day 327 By having the enlightenment attitude, it is 
possible to transform our mundane Western 
life into the transcendental bodhicitta path 
to enlightenment —Lama Yeshe

Let’s be practical. Most of us are workers and have a job to deal with, so when 
we get up each morning we should make the strong dedication, “Today I will 

try as much as possible to dedicate my life for others. Physically and mentally, 
I will do whatever I can to make my life beneficial for others.” Make this strong 
motivation and think, “When circumstances bring problems and people criti-
cize me, I will not become angry.”

With this strong motivation, even if we work as a garbage collector, picking 
up garbage and putting it in a truck, that is still OK. We are doing something for 
other people. The most important thing is our motivation. Generating the right 
motivation is very important, especially in Western society. Westerners were not 
made to be great meditators, not made to have single- pointed concentration. 
Do you understand? We were not made for that, but we can dedicate our lives 
to others, to serve others, to do something meaningful for others. And we can 
really practice this daily.

I feel this is a more effective way of living life than just saying, “Oh, I have to 
be a great meditator.” Our society is not made for that kind of thing. But practi-
cally, we can dedicate ourselves to others. We can control our anger, control our 
selfishness and control our attachment. We can just be open and serve others as 
much as possible. This we can do.

 ■ Every morning we should make a strong motivation to dedicate our life for others
 ■ With this strong motivation, even a garbage collector’s life becomes meaningful
 ■ Controlling delusions and serving others is the most practical path in the modern world

Bodhicitta 
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 Day 328  If we cultivate bodhicitta and practice the 
six perfections we will definitely attain 
enlightenment —Lama Yeshe

The Mahayana way of bringing the mind to enlightenment is gradual. As 
we have seen, in order to develop universal love, we first have to develop 

equilibrium. On this basis, we generate the bodhisattva’s mind of enlightenment, 
bodhicitta, and having done so, our duty is to actualize the six perfections of 
charity, morality, patience, effort, concentration and wisdom. 

The bodhisattva’s practice of charity or, in fact, any of the six perfections, has 
to include the other five. In other words, charity must be practiced together with 
morality, patience, effort, concentration and wisdom—especially the latter. We 
need to have a profound understanding of emptiness in what we call the circle 
of the three: the emptiness of the object we are giving, the action of giving and 
the recipient of our gift. If we give without such understanding, it is neither 
beneficial nor perfect and, furthermore, can bring a conflicted reaction. If we 
really, deeply check up what true charity is, we’ll probably find that in our whole 
life we’ve never performed even one act of charity. Have we really checked the 
recipient’s needs? Have we generated the right motivation before giving? Have 
we performed the action with meditation on the circle of the three? 

I’m sure that if we practice properly, we can definitely attain everlasting, 
peaceful enlightenment. But even forgetting about that, if we practice well today, 
tomorrow we’ll automatically be more peaceful; if we meditate properly in the 
morning, our whole day goes more smoothly. We can easily experience the truth 
of this. Attaining enlightenment through meditating, practicing the six perfec-
tions and advancing through the ten bodhisattva stages is a gradual process. 

 ■ Having developed the mind of bodhicitta, our next step is to actualize the six perfections
 ■ The practice of each perfection must include all the others, especially wisdom
 ■ If we practice properly we can definitely attain everlasting peaceful enlightenment

Bodhicitta 
5 Training in the activities of a bodhisattva 
5.1 The six perfections
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 Day 329 From the Buddhist point of view, charity is  
not about what we give, but why and how 
—Lama Yeshe

All religions emphasize the importance of charity, but Lord Buddha’s 
 approach differs from most in that he explained mainly the psychological 

aspect of giving and was not so interested in the externals of it. Why? Because 
the perfection of giving is realized only when we completely release the mind of 
miserly attachment, and this is a purely mental thing. 

If our giving weakens our disturbing negative attitudes and brings more peace 
and understanding into our mind, it’s religious, but if it serves merely to increase 
our delusions, we’re better off not doing it, no matter how it appears from the 
outside. Why do something that exacerbates our already agitated mind? For 
example, if we’re not free of attachment, we might give something to somebody 
today and tomorrow be thinking, “I wish I hadn’t given him that; now I need 
it.” This kind of giving has nothing whatsoever to do with religion. Also, we 
should not make charity of things that belong to other people, like our family 
and friends. I’ve often been asked if it’s OK to steal from the rich to give to the 
poor. That’s not charity. Another thing is that sometimes we’re extreme. We 
don’t check to see if the recipient needs what we’re giving; we just give without 
hesitation. However, sometimes it may not be beneficial; in such cases, it’s better 
not to give. If what we give creates problems and, instead of being helped, the 
recipient experiences harm, it’s not charity. We think our action is positive, but 
it’s negative. 

There are three kinds of charity: giving material objects, giving knowledge- 
wisdom and saving others from danger. We should do whichever of these we 
can, with as much understanding as possible, according to our ability. 

 ■ The Buddha emphasized the psychological rather than the external aspect of generosity
 ■ Genuine giving decreases our delusions and is done with a mind free from attachment
 ■ We should carry out the three kinds of charity as often and as best as we can

Bodhicitta 
5 Training in the activities of a bodhisattva 
5.1 The six perfections 
5.1.1 Charity 
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 Day 330 The mind of a person living in moral conduct 
is like clean, calm water —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In Lamrim Chenmo, Lama Tsongkhapa explained the three types of morality: 
restraining ourselves from doing nonvirtuous actions, ripening our mind and 

working for other sentient beings. The first type is mainly explained as develop-
ing the ten virtuous actions, which are the opposite of the ten nonvirtues. The 
second refers to developing whatever virtues don’t already exist in our mind. The 
third, working for the welfare of others, means more than just helping them with 
their mundane needs and includes guiding people with no idea of Dharma so 
they can come to know and follow it. 

The purpose of observing morality is to stop all the hindrances on the path 
and to achieve enlightenment. Living a moral life helps us achieve these long- 
term goals and also brings immediate benefit; we naturally lessen any hindrances 
to a happy life by keeping our vows and not harming others. It’s as if living in 
morality is the ground from which all other positive actions can arise. There is a 
huge difference between somebody who is living in morality and somebody who 
is not. A person who does not have the ground of morality will never be able to 
grow the seed of everlasting happiness and will not only suffer continually but 
will also be unable to avoid harming others. It’s that simple. 

The key to observing morality is the various vows we can take such as the five 
lay vows, the eight Mahayana precepts, one of the sets of ordination vows or the 
bodhisattva vows, which we will look at later. It is extremely rare to be able to 
take these vows, but even rarer to be able to keep them.

 ■ The three types of morality are avoiding nonvirtue, ripening the mind and working for others
 ■ Living in morality is the ground from which all other positive actions can arise
 ■ The key to observing morality is the various sets of vows that we can take

Bodhicitta 
5 Training in the activities of a bodhisattva 
5.1 The six perfections 
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 Day 331  Patience is the most important thing we can 
learn, so we should put great effort into it 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Happiness and peace of mind in everyday life depend on how much we are 
able to practice the three types of patience. Therefore, it is very important 

to not only understand precisely what they are but to also put them into practice. 
The first type of patience is the patience of not retaliating when faced with 

harm. When we transform our mind into patience we feel no hatred or wish 
to retaliate when somebody tries to harm us through criticism, abuse, physical 
harm, theft or other means. We learn to appreciate the kindness of this person by 
seeing that what they are harming is our self- cherishing thought, our ego, which 
has kept us suffering for countless eons. The second type, bearing hardships with 
patience, is especially important for somebody practicing Dharma. We can’t 
expect to do a retreat, for example, without facing problems. We can all see that 
when we are too concerned with comfort and easily irritated by small harms, 
they become distractions. The third type is the patience of gaining certainty 
about the Dharma, which we achieve by meditating on and understanding the 
meaning of the lamrim and the extraordinary qualities of the Three Rare Sub-
lime Ones. When we have all these qualities, we will never lack the patience to 
persevere with our Dharma practice. 

Even one person practicing patience means that numberless sentient beings—
however many there are on earth—receive less harm. The greater the number 
of people living in patience, the more harmony and less anger and harm there 
will be. Therefore, the peace of this planet depends on our practicing patience. 
Peace does not depend on somebody else securing it for us; it is entirely our 
own responsibility. 

 ■ Happiness and peace in daily life depend on our understanding and practice of patience
 ■ The three types are: not retaliating, bearing hardships and gaining certainty about the Dharma
 ■ The peace of this planet is entirely our responsibility; it depends on our practicing patience

Bodhicitta 
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5.1 The six perfections 
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 Day 332 Those who have perseverance have no 
obstacles—they can achieve whatever they 
want —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Perseverance is the mind of enthusiasm, or energy, that rejoices in virtue, 
and like the other perfections is a vital quality for us to develop. With this 

mind we can put effort into removing the delusions, the obstacles that block our 
mind from attaining perfect concentration. Without perseverance, even if we try 
to concentrate we are trapped in the disturbed mind, distracted by either sinking 
or scattering thoughts, like being caught between the fangs of a vicious animal. 

When we have the perseverance to practice Dharma, our life, whether long 
or short, becomes highly meaningful. How quickly we attain enlightenment 
depends on how much perseverance we have. This is the quality that separates 
us from the distractions of worldly affairs, laziness and sleep. Unless we develop 
perseverance we will find it very difficult not to succumb to laziness, thereby 
falling into nonvirtue and losing all the merit we have accumulated. When this 
happens, we won’t be able to achieve even worldly success, let alone fulfill our 
ultimate purpose. There are three types of laziness to overcome: the laziness 
of procrastination, putting self- cherishing above practicing the Dharma, the 
laziness of being attached to worldly affairs and the laziness of discouragement 
and low self- worth.

When we attain the perfection of perseverance, as a bodhisattva we will be 
able to work tirelessly for others and never lose hope. We will not become dis-
couraged and will serve others with great joy. For the sake of every single sen-
tient being, we will be able to work without discouragement or exhaustion, even 
enduring the suffering of the lowest of the hot hells for an ocean of eons if we 
need to. We must have this kind of resolve.

 ■ Perseverance is the mind that rejoices in virtue with enthusiasm and great energy
 ■ It overcomes the three types of laziness: procrastination, attachment and discouragement
 ■ The perfection of perseverance enables us to work tirelessly for others with great joy
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 Day 333 By quieting and eliminating our gross 
mentalities we create the space we need to 
see the concepts of ego —Lama Yeshe

Why does Buddhism put so much emphasis on meditation? It’s because 
our mind is so gross and our memory so poor that we forget things easily 

and cannot recall our countless lives’ experiences. The purpose of meditation, 
therefore, is to increase, or develop, our memory, or mindfulness, of reality. 

Our distracted, fragmented thoughts, which we experience continuously 
every day, are countless. Nonsense repeatedly cycles through our mind, again, 
again, again, again. . . . It’s like in the pictures of the Wheel of Life, whose hub 
shows a pig, a chicken and a snake going round and round endlessly. Like that, 
our pig, chicken and snake mentalities continuously reverberate in our con-
sciousness, reducing our memory to almost nothing. The meditation techniques 
that stop these three mentalities are very important. Without stopping these 
deluded minds we can’t see the concepts of ego that we spontaneously expe-
rience in everyday life. They’re very subtle, so without eliminating these gross 
minds it’s impossible to see our ego’s activity. That’s why we meditate on the 
energy of our own conscious experience. 

Some people think that first we have to study emptiness in order to under-
stand it and then we meditate. That’s wrong. To realize emptiness, first we have 
to meditate. The thing is that the gross symptoms of ego, the three poisonous 
mentalities I just mentioned, disturb, irritate and shake the mind, so without 
subduing them to a certain extent—and there are various levels to which they 
can be subdued—there’s no way to see the unconscious levels of ego that hold 
the notion of an independent self- existent I. It’s impossible. And that’s the 
point. Therefore, our approach has to be through meditation—the experience 
of contemplating the energy of mental clarity automatically eliminates those 
mentalities. 

 ■ We need to meditate because our mind is so gross and our memory so poor
 ■ Meditation techniques eliminate the deluded mental activity that shakes our mind
 ■ Without subduing the gross symptoms of ego it’s impossible to realize emptiness

Bodhicitta 
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 Day 334 The supremely compassionate outlook of 
bodhicitta is a direct result of clear insight 
into our own essential reality and the reality 
of others —Lama Yeshe

First, we develop single- pointed concentration, which leads us beyond 
worldly emotional problems and gives us a degree of higher satisfaction. 

But a certain amount of darkness remains in our mind. In order to reach the 
depths of human consciousness we also have to cultivate penetrative insight, 
which is the only thing that can lead us totally beyond the dualistic view of all 
existence. From the Buddhist point of view, the dualistic way of thinking is the 
real conflict. Meditative concentration can bring us a certain degree of peace, 
but if the dualistic view remains, we still have conflict in our mind.

The purpose of insight meditation, the experience of emptiness, is realization 
of non- duality, where the flashing of sense objects and images disappears and 
we experience the total unity of absolute reality. There’s a difference between 
the experience of emptiness and its philosophy. Philosophically speaking, sense 
objects exist, sense pleasures exist and there’s a relationship between the senses 
and the external world. But in the experience itself, there is no awareness of a 
duality, no perception of the sense world and no sense of conflict to irritate the 
mind. Normally, whenever we perceive objects in the sense world, we see two 
things: we perceive the thing itself and immediately compare it with something 
else. Society is built on the dualistic mind. 

Dharma wisdom is the light that eliminates the dark shadow of ignorance, 
the main source of all human afflictions. Dharma philosophy is not Dharma, 
doctrine is not Dharma, religious art is not Dharma. Dharma is not that statue 
of Lord Buddha on your altar. Dharma is the inner understanding of reality that 
leads us beyond the dark shadow of ignorance, beyond dissatisfaction.

 ■ As long as we have a dualistic view we will have conflict in our mind
 ■ The experience of emptiness is the total unity of absolute reality, beyond any duality
 ■ Dharma wisdom is the inner understanding of reality that leads us beyond ignorance

Bodhicitta 
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 Day 335 Having attained bodhicitta, a new bodhisattva 
practices the six perfections and the four 
means of drawing disciples to the Dharma 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The six perfections are a means of ripening our own mind, and there are 
four additional bodhisattva practices called the four means of drawing disci-

ples to the Dharma, which are a means of ripening the minds of others. Although 
“disciples” is an accurate translation, using this term makes the meaning a little 
limited. It actually refers to drawing all sentient beings to the Dharma—influ-
encing them so that we can reveal the Dharma to them and lead them to a better 
future rebirth, liberation and enlightenment. 

The first of these practices is giving, which means giving material things to 
those who are not yet receptacles for the Dharma. Before we can introduce peo-
ple to the Dharma we first make them happy by offering whatever material 
things they need, such as food and clothes. The second is speaking kind words, 
which means talking to people in an appropriate way—sweet like candy—which 
pleases them. The third is teaching to the level of the student. This means that 
when we explain the Dharma we do so in a way that is entirely relevant to the 
person we are talking to. 

The fourth means of drawing disciples is practicing what we teach. Just as we 
explain the Dharma to others, showing how they can make their life most mean-
ingful, we too live like that. We encourage them to live in the Dharma, and they 
can see that we ourselves are doing exactly that. Unless we live in the practice 
we cannot be an example or inspiration for others, and then there is no result in 
the mind, no peace of mind. 

 ■ The four means of drawing disciples to the Dharma are for ripening the minds of others
 ■ The first three are giving, speaking kind words and teaching to the level of the student
 ■ The fourth is practicing what we teach so that we become an inspiring example for others

Bodhicitta 
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 Day 336 Without keeping the bodhisattva vows,  
enlightenment is impossible 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Developing bodhicitta for all sentient beings is the supreme task. There 
is no greater responsibility than to free all the countless sentient beings 

from every suffering and place them in the peerless happiness of enlightenment, 
and whenever we take the bodhisattva vows we are committing ourselves to 
doing just that. 

First we take the wishing vow, where we generate the aspiration to attain 
enlightenment; then we take the entering vow, where we vow to actively engage 
in the bodhisattva’s activities, the six perfections. Keeping these vows, our path 
to enlightenment is assured, but if we break them, we create great obstacles to 
our path. For example, if we live in a lawless country—where people refuse 
to obey the laws and steal and kill for their own ends—no matter how many 
police there are, life is dangerous and terrible. Society needs laws and people 
have to follow them. Similarly, it is vital for aspiring bodhisattvas to take and 
keep the bodhisattva vows. By living in the vows and working tirelessly to attain 
bodhicitta and enlightenment, we are doing the most beneficial thing we can do, 
actively liberating countless sentient beings from suffering and leading them to 
enlightenment. 

Aspirational bodhicitta is the spontaneous, uncontrived bodhicitta that comes 
before actually taking the bodhisattva vows and engaging in the activities of a 
bodhisattva, at which stage it becomes engaging bodhicitta. Bodhisattvas living 
in the six perfections continuously create unbelievably powerful merit that con-
stantly increases—every moment, day and night, awake or asleep—no matter 
what they do, just from that decision to follow the activities of the bodhisattva. 
Even in a coma they would still gain infinite merit. This is the power of the 
bodhisattva vows. 

 ■ When we take the bodhisattva vows we commit to leading all beings to enlightenment
 ■ First we take the wishing vow, which is an aspiration, and then the entering vow
 ■ Aspirational bodhicitta leads to the mind of engaging bodhicitta, which creates infinite merit
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 Day 337  Bodhicitta is the most perfect way  
to practice Dharma —Lama Yeshe

Bodhicitta is the most comfortable path, the most comfortable medita-
tion. There can be no philosophical, scientific or psychological disagree-

ment with this. With bodhicitta, there’s no East- West conflict. This path is the 
most comfortable, most perfect, one hundred percent uncomplicated one, free 
of any danger of leading people to extremes. Without bodhicitta, nothing works.

Remember the story of Lama Atisha’s interpreter, Dromtönpa, when he saw 
a man circumambulating a stupa? He said, “What are you doing?” and the man 
answered, “Circumambulating.” So Drom said, “Wouldn’t it be better if you 
practiced Dharma?” Next time Drom saw the man he was prostrating and when 
he again asked what he was doing, the man replied, “Prostrating.” “Wouldn’t it 
be better if you practiced Dharma?” asked Drom. Anyway, the story goes on, but 
the point is that just doing religious- looking actions like circumambulating and 
prostrating isn’t necessarily practicing Dharma. It depends on motivation. We 
have to transform our attachment and self- cherishing, and if we haven’t changed 
our mind in this way, none of the other practices work; doing them is just a joke. 
Dharma means a complete change of attitude—that’s what really brings us inner 
happiness, that is the true Dharma, not the words we say. Bodhicitta is not the 
culture of ego, not the culture of attachment, not the culture of samsara. It is an 
unbelievable transformation, the most comfortable path, the most substantial 
path—definite, not wishy- washy.

Circumambulating isn’t Dharma, prostrating isn’t Dharma, meditating isn’t 
Dharma. My goodness, what is Dharma, then? This is what happened to the 
man in the story. He couldn’t think of anything else to do. Well, the best Dharma 
practice, the most perfect, is without doubt the practice of bodhicitta.

 ■ Bodhicitta is the most perfect, uncomplicated meditation and path
 ■ If we don’t change our attitude, all our other practices are a joke
 ■ Dharma doesn’t consist of religious- looking activities—the best practice is bodhicitta

Bodhicitta 
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 Day 338  Bodhicitta energy is alchemical:  
it transforms our entire life into positivity 
and benefit for others —Lama Yeshe

Bodhicitta is the vehicle that will definitely carry us to enlightenment. 
It is also great psychology. Through this attitude we can overcome self- 

cherishing and hatred. As long as we are living on this earth, our relationships 
are with other human beings, not stones and trees, and most of our problems 
come from conflict with others, other sentient beings. Therefore, if we have the 
enlightenment attitude of bodhicitta, our human relationships will automati-
cally improve. 

Whatever situation people with bodhicitta are in, they will never kill other 
sentient beings; their nature is peace. We say, “I don’t like war, everybody is fight-
ing each other; I want to make peace.” Actually, it is difficult if not impossible to 
really make peace externally. If we can make peace within ourselves, we will be 
able to separate from the powerful vibrations of aggression and war. As long we 
are under the control of self- cherishing, that will be impossible. 

The nature of those who have bodhicitta is completely peaceful, compassion-
ate, loving. They are universal medicine, universal teachers. Wherever they go, 
north, south, east, west, they always give off a positive vibration; their nature is 
right, natural. Imagine, if all sentient beings in the world had bodhicitta, what 
would happen? There is no way that we could have war, no way that we would 
take advantage of each other. That is most worthwhile; it’s incredible. Enlighten-
ment is a universal attitude; our mind becomes universal. We become universal 
energy. 

 ■ Bodhicitta is not only the vehicle to enlightenment but also great psychology
 ■ We can’t create peace in the outside world until we create peace within ourselves
 ■ If all beings in the world had bodhicitta there would be no war 

Bodhicitta 
Wrap- up
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 Day 339 Bodhicitta should be the motivation for 
everything we do —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Bodhicitta, the altruistic mind that works solely for the enlightenment 
of all sentient beings, is the key to unlocking the great secret of happiness. 

With bodhicitta, everything is possible; without it, there will always be limita-
tions. Bodhicitta is a vast mind, the vastest of minds. Compassion is wonderful, 
but it does not have the power to see the suffering of every single sentient being, 
nor does it have the power to alleviate that suffering. When we have actualized 
bodhicitta, every action we do is of inconceivable benefit to every single sentient 
being. 

With bodhicitta, everything we do is for every sentient being. Think how 
powerful and meaningful that makes every action of our body, speech and mind. 
Every prayer we make and every mantra we chant is for the rabbits in our gar-
den and the centipedes in the earth; for the flies buzzing around, the butterflies 
and bees collecting pollen and the ants running over the ground—for all the 
uncountable number of insects around us. It is for the worms in our compost 
and the maggots feeding on old meat. It is for the fish squirming on a fisherman’s 
hook. It is for all the animals in every country, such as the herbivores and carni-
vores in Africa, the deer and zebras that are prey for the lions, the monkeys and 
the wildebeest. It is for all the myriad species of animals everywhere. Everything 
we do is for each of them. 

Even if we can only manage the aspiration to one day have the mind of 
bodhicitta, this is a truly incredible motivation to have. If we think about it, it 
is mind- blowing.

 ■ The vast mind of bodhicitta is the key to unlocking the great secret of happiness
 ■ Everything we do with bodhicitta, every prayer and mantra, benefits every sentient being
 ■ Just having the aspiration to develop bodhicitta is incredible and mind- blowing 

Bodhicitta 
Wrap- up
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 Day 340 The root of all misery is our ignorance 
of the way in which things actually exist 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

All the problems we encounter in samsara, the cycle of repeated death and 
 rebirth, have their source in the ignorance that grasps at things as though 

they were self- existent. Our situation in this cycle is similar to being trapped in 
a large building with many rooms and doors, but with only one door leading 
out. We wander hopelessly from one part of the building to another looking for 
the right door. 

The door that leads us out of samsara is the wisdom that realizes the empti-
ness of self- existence. This wisdom is the direct remedy for the ignorance that is 
both cause and effect of clinging to self and that believes the self or I to be inher-
ently and independently existent. In other words, the I appears to be something 
it is not, a concrete, unchanging entity existing in its own right, and our ignorant 
mind clings to this mistaken view. We then become addicted to this phantom I 
and treasure it as if it were a most precious possession. Wisdom recognizes that 
such an autonomously existing I is totally non- existent and thus, by wisdom, 
ignorance is destroyed. It is said in the Buddhist scriptures that to realize the 
correct view of emptiness, even for a moment, shakes the foundations of sam-
sara, just as an earthquake shakes the foundations of a building. 

According to Lama Tsongkhapa, there are three things to concentrate on in 
order to prepare our mind for the realization of emptiness: dissolution of obsta-
cles and accumulation of merit, devotion to our spiritual teacher and study of 
subjects such as the graduated path to enlightenment and mahamudra. Under-
standing will come quickly if we follow this advice. 

 ■ The ignorance that grasps at things as self- existent is the source of all our problems
 ■ Wisdom destroys ignorance by recognizing that there is no inherently existent I
 ■ To realize emptiness we must purify and create merit, practice guru devotion and study 

Emptiness
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 Day 341  When we realize the absolute nature of 
our mind, we free ourselves from bondage 
—Lama Yeshe

There are various terms used in referring to the ultimate nature of reality. 
Sometimes it is called emptiness, since the true nature of all phenomena is 

empty, as opposed to the ego’s imagination, which is full. Full of what? Full of 
concepts, expectations, anxieties and projections that have nothing to do with 
reality. Ultimately, all things are empty. Reality is also called voidness, voidness 
being the opposite of the solid, concrete world imagined by the ego. All phenom-
ena, both samsaric and spiritual, are void by their very nature.

It is essential to eliminate the ego’s basic misconception about reality because 
this is the root of all suffering. The ego’s view is debased, unrealistic and pro-
duces a low opinion of oneself and others. It underestimates our true potenti-
alities and qualities, thereby creating a feeling of insecurity and defensiveness. 
Furthermore, with this sort of negative attitude we easily get involved in argu-
ments and fights with one another. The ego is political by nature. If there were 
no ego, there would be no reason to quarrel. The ego’s misconceptions of reality 
also keep us in bondage, whether it is the iron bondage of worldly existence or 
the golden bondage of a spiritual way of life. The iron bondage is our continual 
mental and physical suffering in the cycle of dissatisfied existence known as 
samsara, while the golden bondage is that of being enslaved to misconceptions 
and false philosophies. No matter how respectable they seem, these incorrect 
views still bind us to ignorance and suffering. 

The highest goal is to be free of all bondage. But I do not mean being free in 
a revolutionary sense. No, I am just trying to provoke a revolution in our mind. 

 ■ Emptiness and voidness are terms that both refer to the ultimate nature of reality 
 ■ The ego’s misconception of reality is the root of all suffering and must be eliminated
 ■ Our highest goal is to be free of all bondage, which demands a revolution in our mind

Emptiness
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 Day 342 Only the Prasangika view of emptiness 
can completely sever our ties to samsara 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

What eliminates the root of ignorance is the right view according to 
the Prasangika, the subtlest of the four Buddhist philosophical schools: 

Sautrantika, Vaibhashika, Cittamatra and Madhyamaka, which has two sub- 
schools, Svatantrika and Prasangika. 

Even though each school has an idea of ultimate reality, it is the Prasangika 
view that really cuts the root of all samsaric suffering. The only thing that 
can completely eliminate that ignorance is the Prasangika view of emptiness, 
emptiness- only, shunyata. To bring us to that understanding, the Buddha gave 
us the teachings on dependent arising, which have the power to lead us to the 
end of samsara. Padmasambhava, Nagarjuna, Asanga and Lama Tsongkhapa as 
well—all of them—actualized the Prasangika view and were therefore able to 
give teachings from their experience and to guide us, helping free us from the 
oceans of samsaric suffering and bring us to full enlightenment. Having received 
teachings directly from Manjushri, Lama Tsongkhapa was able to explain the 
Buddha’s teachings on sutra and tantra in the clearest possible way, even the 
most difficult points, clarifying the past mistakes of many famous meditators. 
We are unbelievably lucky to have met his teachings. 

If we don’t study, meditate and realize ultimate reality—emptiness, tong pa 
nyi, shunyata—we’re completely cheating ourselves. Right now in this life we 
have all the chances, all the opportunities. We have great teachers who are always 
teaching emptiness, particularly the emptiness taught by the Omniscient One, 
the kind, compassionate Shakyamuni Buddha, and the many pandits, Nagar-
juna, Lama Tsongkhapa and so forth. If we are totally distracted by mundane 
pleasures, which are only suffering, and fail to take this opportunity, we have 
completely cheated ourselves. 

 ■ Prasangika Madhyamaka is the right view that alone eliminates the root of ignorance
 ■ Lama Tsongkhapa’s teachings on emptiness and dependent arising are particularly clear
 ■ We mustn’t waste this extraordinary opportunity to realize ultimate reality in this life

Emptiness
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 Day 343 Just as we recognize the enemy who always 
harms us or the thief who always steals our 
things, similarly we need to recognize the 
object of our ignorance —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we try to realize emptiness, the first thing we must do is understand 
exactly what it is that things are empty of. We must recognize the object 

of refutation, the object that does not exist in the way we think it exists. This 
sense of I that we always carry around, like a tortoise carrying its shell, is that 
object of refutation. 

In India there are always posters of wanted criminals in police stations and on 
telephone poles. Similarly, we should have a photo of our I posted somewhere 
prominent, like on the fridge or next to the television, so that we can always 
check to see whether this dangerous criminal is lurking about. Whenever we feel 
a negative emotion arise, we should look at that photo and see that this is the real 
problem. At our deepest heart level we have this instinctive feeling of a real, solid 
I. Where did it come from? It was there when we were a child and even a baby. 
If we really check thoroughly we will see that there cannot be a first moment of 
self- grasping, and therefore, even in the very first moment of this life, we must 
have possessed this strong sense of I, which in turn must have come from the 
sense of I we had in a previous life.

The reality of the I is that it’s a mere label placed on top of our ever- changing 
aggregates. However, it feels one hundred percent solid. We see the I, the body 
and the emotions as independent, and because of that we suffer. This deluded 
sense of I is the fundamental driving force in samsaric existence. 

 ■ Our first task is to recognize the object of refutation—the sense of I we carry around
 ■ We must be constantly on the alert for this instinctive feeling of a real, solid I 
 ■ This deluded sense of I is the fundamental driving force in samsaric existence

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.1 What is to be refuted
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 Day 344 We do not exist, relatively or absolutely,  
as we think we do —Lama Yeshe

A very simple, practical approach to understanding emptiness, to realiz-  
 ing the non- self- existent I, is first to just mindfully investigate how our 

ego holds the self- notion of our I, our self. That’s the first thing to seek. Then, 
when at a certain point we discover that we’re holding something heavy, solid, 
truly existent within us, a heavy concrete blanket, when through investigation 
we discover these hallucinated, nonsensical concepts, at the conclusion of this 
observation we can experience emptiness, non- conceptualization—we let go 
and contemplate that. 

In the superficial view of our ego, our self, or I, is something solid within 
either our body or our consciousness, but when we use wisdom and intensive 
awareness to investigate how our ego holds that self somewhere within our body 
or mind, we discover that there’s no such solid, independent self anywhere. We 
can contemplate that discovery by remaining mindfully on the conclusion we 
have just reached and simply let go into that. That’s the way to meditate. 

Once, when Lama Tsongkhapa was giving a teaching on emptiness, one of his 
disciples, who was himself a great yogi, suddenly gasped and grabbed at his lapel 
because he’d completely lost his self; he thought he’d disappeared and got scared. 
Of course, his self soon reappeared. This is a good example of what happens. 
He completely lost his concrete conception of ego, his entire mental universe 
disappeared, he thought he was becoming non- existent and to reassure himself 
that he was still there he grabbed at his shirt. That’s the way to listen to our guru’s 
teachings. We should all have such experiences in teachings and, because we 
have the intelligence to examine reality correctly, we can. 

 ■ Investigating our concept of self is the first step to experiencing emptiness
 ■ When we’ve concluded there’s no independent self, we meditate by letting go into that
 ■ By listening to teachings correctly it’s possible to completely lose our concrete sense of I

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.1 What is to be refuted
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 Day 345  The I exists simply because the mind applies  
a temporary label to a bubble- like collection 
of parts —Lama Yeshe

The moment I was given the name Thubten Yeshe, Thubten Yeshe came into 
existence. Before I was given the name, he didn’t exist; nobody looked at 

me and thought, “There’s Thubten Yeshe.” I didn’t even think it myself. Thubten 
Yeshe did not exist. But when one superstitious conception named this bub-
ble, my body—“Your name is Thubten Yeshe”—my superstition took it: “Yes, 
Thubten Yeshe is me.” It’s an interdependent relationship. My superstition gives 
the name Thubten Yeshe to this bubble of relativity and my ego starts to feel that 
Thubten Yeshe really does exist somewhere in the area of my body. 

The ego’s instinctive feeling that Thubten Yeshe exists somewhere around here 
is very superficial. We can see that the relative reality of Thubten Yeshe is simply 
the name that’s been given to this bubble of energy. That’s all Thubten Yeshe is. 
That’s why the great philosopher and yogi Nagarjuna and the great yogi Lama 
Tsongkhapa both said that all phenomena exist merely in name. As a result, 
some early Western Buddhist scholars decided that Nagarjuna was a nihilist. 
That’s a conclusion that could be reached only by someone who doesn’t practice 
and spends all their time dealing in concepts and words.

If I were to show up somewhere and suddenly announce, “You’re all merely 
names,” people would think I was crazy. But if we investigate in detail the man-
ner in which we’re all merely names, it becomes extremely clear. Nihilists reject 
the very existence of interdependent phenomena but that’s not what Nagarjuna 
did. He simply explained that relative phenomena exist but we should view them 
in a reasonable way. They come, they go; they grow, they die. 

 ■ “Thubten Yeshe” only came into existence when a body was given that name
 ■ The relative reality of Thubten Yeshe—and of all phenomena—is nothing but the name
 ■ Nagarjuna didn’t teach that relative phenomena don’t exist; he taught how they exist 

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.1 What is to be refuted
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 Day 346  When we check up, when we analyze,  
suddenly this I disappears —Lama Yeshe

The ego’s hallucination of a concrete, self- existent I is like a thief who 
sneaks up on us when we are not looking and hides when we turn around. 

When we are relaxed and off guard, the thief advances on tiptoe like a demon 
ready to attack, but if we chase him he suddenly disappears as if swallowed up 
by the earth. This is exactly how our devious mind deceives us. Our mind will 
go on cheating us until we finally catch it in the act. 

Meanwhile, we shall continue to carry around a strong intuitive feeling of I 
and a vague notion that it exists somewhere, probably in the body. The only way 
to arrest this fantasy is to observe the object of our hallucination, in this case 
our own self; to examine it carefully and see what it really is. As the imagined I 
is like a sneak thief, it is necessary to use a special trick in order to capture it. We 
must somehow bring the object in question into clear view for close inspection. 
Because the imagined I comes up most strongly in highly emotional states, we 
should take advantage of those situations, look at the obvious feeling of I that 
has arisen and try to locate and identify it. Another effective technique is to 
deliberately evoke during meditation an emotional crisis in order to bring this 
feeling of I to the surface. 

In either case, the meditator must be extremely alert if they are to capture this 
image before it disappears. Through this practice they will eventually discover 
that the self they have always believed to exist has no basis at all. It was, and is, 
nothing more than a fantasy. 

 ■ Our hallucination of a self- existent I is like a thief who sneaks up when we’re off guard
 ■ The best moment to examine this fantasy is when we are in a heightened emotional state
 ■ Through observation we will discover that the self we believed in has no basis at all

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.1 What is to be refuted
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 Day 347 The way that the I exists is so subtle that, 
for our hallucinating mind, it is like it  
does not exist —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Our normal life is totally like a dream, like a hallucination, like an illusion, 
like a mirage. By thinking about what really exists, we can understand the 

hallucination. To summarize, the valid base, the aggregates, is there. Because of 
that, the thought of I arises, the merely labeled I and the merely labeled action 
arise, depending on what the valid base does. 

In the first moment the labeling thought merely imputes the I and the action. 
For instance, if the I is sitting—if sitting is the merely labeled action of the I—
there is firstly the merely labeled I and then secondly the merely labeled action, 
“sitting.” Therefore, it is so subtle. The way the I exists is extremely subtle and it 
has never existed the way we have always believed it to exist from birth; from 
beginningless rebirths, in fact. It is never the way that our mind projects it to 
be—truly existent. The I that exists is extremely subtle. It’s like it doesn’t exist 
compared to how it appears to our normal hallucinated mind. That happens in 
the first moment. 

In the second moment, when it appears back it should appear back as merely 
labeled. It was just merely labeled by our mind a moment ago, so it should appear 
back to us like that. But that is not what happens. It only appears back to the 
buddhas as merely labeled; only to those beings who have no disturbing- thought 
obscurations, for whom there is no trace of negative imprints at all. Only the 
enlightened beings, the buddhas, apprehend it as merely labeled. Until that time, 
for us sentient beings, we have this hallucination of truly existing appearance 
because we have not yet ceased the negative imprints of the disturbing- thought 
obscurations. 

 ■ The merely labeled I and action arise in dependence on the valid base and what it does
 ■ In the first moment the labeling thought merely imputes the I and the action on the base
 ■ In the second moment our negative imprints cause the I to appear back as truly existing

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.1 What is to be refuted
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 Day 348 Things do exist, but not inherently—this is 
the ultimate truth that we need to discover 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Our understanding of emptiness can only be considered correct if it 
helps us understand subtle dependent arising and does not contradict it. If 

it contradicts dependent arising—if, instead of supporting dependent arising, it 
leads us to the conclusion that there is no dependent arising, no existence—that 
means there is a mistake in our understanding. 

Lama Tsongkhapa uses the example of a vase. He says that when we check and 
see that there is no vase—that the top is not the vase, the neck is not the vase, the 
belly is not the vase, the bottom is not the vase—if we conclude that there is no 
vase at all, this view of emptiness does not help us see how the vase does exist. 
Unless our conclusion is an understanding of dependent arising—the truth for 
the all- obscuring mind, conventional truth—we are led into a sense that there 
is no vase, and that is nihilism. Our meditation leads to nihilism when we begin 
with the big mistake and leave out the object to be refuted. When we look for the 
vase that exists, from the very beginning we fail to touch the object of refutation, 
that which does not exist. 

So, we can see, these two things are not separate. Dependent arising and emp-
tiness are not two separate phenomena. That is the middle way, neither nihilism 
nor eternalism. What is a dependent arising is empty of existing from its own 
side, being merely labeled by the mind. Nothing exists from its own side. And 
emptiness is a dependent arising. In that way dependent arising and emptiness 
are unified. 

 ■ If our understanding of emptiness contradicts dependent arising, it is mistaken
 ■ Unless we understand the conventional existence of the vase we will fall into nihilism
 ■ The middle way avoids both extremes through unifying emptiness and dependent arising 

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.1 What is to be refuted
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 Day 349  If the real I exists it has to be either one 
with the aggregates or separate from them 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Why is it wrong to feel that the I is some sort of independent entity existing 
by itself? If we approach this question carefully, the answer will eventu-

ally become clear. It is impossible to think of the I without also thinking in some 
way of either the mind or the body. Thus, if the I were truly independent and 
self- sufficient, it would either have to be exactly the same as the body and mind, 
existing in perfect oneness with them, or else be something totally separate and 
distinct from them. If we meditate on this well, we shall see that these are the 
only two possibilities.

As we meditate on emptiness, we pass through several stages of insight. First 
we gain a clear view of how we conceive of our false I, the one that appears to 
exist independently. Then, as we try to pinpoint this false I by checking to see 
if it is one with or separate from our body and mind, this I begins to fade and 
eventually disappears.

When we can no longer find this I, we will experience a profoundly empty 
feeling within, as if we had lost something precious. At this point, fear may arise 
because we no longer have our I to hold on to. If and when this happens, we must 
be on guard not to fall into the extreme of nihilistically denying everything. This 
is a dangerous mistake. Rather, we should persevere in our meditation and even-
tually a very subtle realization of emptiness will arise. We shall be able to discern 
the absolute true nature of the I, its lack of independent existence, and yet fully 
appreciate that it has a phantom- like existence on the relative level of truth.

 ■ An independent I would have to be either one with the aggregates or separate from them
 ■ As we meditate on these two possibilities, the false I will begin to fade away
 ■ With perseverance we will achieve a subtle realization of both absolute and relative truth

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.2 Determining the full set of possibilities 
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 Day 350 None of the aggregates separately is the 
real I, nor are all the aggregates as a whole 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Despite the fact that the label “I” refers in some way to the body and 
mind, there is no one part of our physical or mental makeup that we can 

point to and say, “This is I.” Neither our hand, our heart or any other part of our 
body is our I. Nor can we say that what we are thinking or feeling at this or that 
moment is our I. To identify ourselves with our body or mind and yet continue 
to think “This is my body” or “This is my mind” is to make nonsense out of 
everything. These thoughts would imply “This is the body’s body” and “This is 
the mind’s mind,” both of which are completely meaningless statements. 

Furthermore, there are so many atoms in our body and so many thoughts 
passing through our mind that if we called each one of them I, we would have to 
conclude that we were a million different people. Nor is it reasonable to identify 
I with any one particular atom or thought, for then what would everything left 
over be? To whom would it belong? 

If we think about these points systematically and use them to investigate the 
way in which we view ourselves, we shall come to see that there can be no such 
thing as an independently existing I. The nonexistence of such an I is what is 
meant by emptiness. Because ignorance holds that we exist somehow as a truly 
independent I, and the wisdom of emptiness sees clearly that such an I has 
never had even the slightest existence, these two views are said to be complete 
opposites. 

 ■ There is not one part of our body or mind that we can point to and say, “This is I”
 ■ It would be nonsensical to identify the I with every passing thought or atom in our body
 ■ A systematic investigation of our aggregates shows us there is no independently existing I

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.3 The self and the aggregates are not truly the same
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 Day 351 If the I existed separately from the 
aggregates, there would be no base for 
anything to happen —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

From beginningless samsaric lifetimes up until now we have been think-
ing of our I as if it were something inherently unique, born by itself and 

existing completely independently. It does not appear to rely on our body, mind 
or anything else. Rather, it seems to be completely self- sufficient. We did not 
have to learn this erroneous belief; we are born, die and are born again with it 
instinctively. 

However, it is obvious that the I cannot exist separately from the body and 
mind because there is no I we can point to without also pointing to some aspect 
of our mental or physical makeup. For example, when the body is sleeping we 
say, “I am asleep.” When it is engaged in consuming food we say, “I am eating.” 
When it is resting in a chair we say, “I am sitting.” If the I actually did exist in 
the way we instinctively conceive it to—as something independent of our body 
or mind—then it would be meaningless to refer to our activities in such ways. If 
the I were something that existed separately from the body, why should we think 
“I am sitting” when our body is in a chair? 

The same holds true with respect to the mind. In a very short space of time 
our mind engages in many different, and often contrary, activities. Yet whether 
the mind is thinking, sleeping, meditating, becoming angry or merely dreaming, 
we say, “I am thinking,” “I am meditating,” “I am angry” and so forth. If there 
were an I that existed in some way separately from these various states of mind, 
it would be senseless to refer to all these mental activities in terms of an I felt to 
be unique and independent. 

 ■ We are born with the mistaken conviction that our I is independent and self- sufficient
 ■ If the I were separate from the body, it makes no sense to say “I am eating or sitting” 
 ■ It is similarly illogical for our mental activities to be owned by a separate I or self

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.4 The self and the aggregates are not truly different 
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 Day 352 We must continually question our experience 
—Lama Yeshe

We must understand that we cannot banish our habitual, concrete view of 
ego immediately. It takes time for this solid appearance to be overcome 

completely. But we can attack the grosser levels of misconception now by loos-
ening our tight grip on what we think reality is. Then, even though the concrete 
appearance of things still remains, we are not so readily led astray by it. 

The traditional Buddhist texts illustrate this point with the analogy of a magi-
cian and his audience. By reciting hypnotic spells over pieces of wood or stone, 
a skilled magician can trick people into seeing horses, for example. The people 
affected by these spells not only see these illusory animals, they believe them to 
be real. They are entranced by the magician’s powers and taken in by his illu-
sions. Owing to the power of the spells, the magician also sees the horses but of 
course does not believe in them; he knows they are illusory because he himself 
conjured them up. Thus, while the audience can be dazzled by the performance, 
the magician himself remains unmoved and unaffected. 

Ordinarily, we are like that audience. We believe everything that our dualistic 
conceptions conjure up. But it is possible for us to let go of these ignorant beliefs. 
Like the magician, even when concrete appearances of this and that arise, we 
need not be swayed by them. Eventually, when our mind has become completely 
cleansed of all distorted views, even these dualistic appearances will cease. But 
we do not need to wait until then to be liberated from our conflicting emotions. 
The moment we start loosening our concrete conceptions we will experience a 
taste of this freedom. 

 ■ We can begin to change our habitual view of ego by weakening our misconceptions
 ■ Our goal is to be like the magician who sees his own illusions without believing in them
 ■ As soon as we loosen our concrete conceptions we will experience a taste of freedom

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.5 How to pursue the attitude that things are like an illusion
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 Day 353  We should train our mind to see and feel 
reality—gently, naturally, skillfully 
—Lama Yeshe

When we try to apply logical reasoning to prove to ourselves that some-
thing is empty—that it lacks inherent, concrete self- existence—it may 

sometimes feel that we are pushing too hard. “This is empty for this reason . . . or 
that reason . . . or that reason.” Somehow it feels uncomfortable. This can defi-
nitely happen; strenuous application of logic can often harm our understanding 
rather than help it. 

At such times it is a good idea to relax the force of our logical investigation 
and merely observe how the thing we are examining functions, how it works, 
where it came from and so forth. For instance, if we are examining something 
to discover if it is as self- existent as it appears, we can remember, “This item was 
put together by people in a factory, then it was shipped to the market to be sold, 
then I came along and bought it and now I am using it.” Looked at in this way, 
the non- self- existent nature of the thing becomes a bit clearer. We see it as some-
thing that grew out of causes, that depends on many things for its existence, that 
functions this way and that. This understanding will soften the general impres-
sion we have that it is something independent and concrete, existing out there 
as a solid, self- contained object. 

This approach to understanding interdependence and non- self- existence, or 
emptiness, is comfortable and direct. Once we are familiar with it we will easily 
see why many great masters of the past have claimed that interdependence, or 
dependent arising, is the king of logical reasoning and the best way of under-
standing the actual condition of things. 

 ■ Logical reasoning is important but can sometimes get in the way of our understanding
 ■ Instead, we can simply observe how everything is dependent on causes and conditions
 ■ Many great masters claim that dependent arising is the best way to understand reality

Emptiness 
1 Establishing the selflessness of persons 
1.5 How to pursue the attitude that things are like an illusion
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 Day 354  Everything we experience—feelings, 
sensations, shapes and colors— 
comes from our mind —Lama Yeshe

When we look at the outside world we have a very strong impression 
of its substantiality. We probably don’t realize that the strong impres-

sion is merely our own mind’s interpretation of what it sees. We think that the 
strong, solid reality really exists outside, and perhaps, when we look within, we 
feel empty. This is also a misconception: the strong impression that the world 
appears to truly exist outside of us is actually projected by our own mind. Every-
thing we experience—feelings, sensations, shapes and colors—comes from our 
mind.

For example, when I say “satellite,” we have a mental image of the object that 
we’ve been told is a satellite. When the first satellite was made, its inventor said, 
“I’ve made this thing that orbits the earth; it’s called a ‘satellite.’” Then when 
everybody else saw it, they thought, “Ah, that’s a satellite.” But “satellite” is just a 
name, isn’t it? Before the inventor of the satellite actually made it, he speculated 
and visualized it in his mind. On the basis of this image, he acted to materialize 
his creation. Then he told everyone, “This is a satellite.” So everyone thought, 
“Wow, a satellite; how beautiful, how wonderful.” That shows how ridiculous we 
are. People give things names and we grasp at the name, believing it to be the 
real thing.

Look at all the stuff we find in supermarkets: so many names, so many foods, 
so many different things. First people made it all up—this name, that name, 
this, this, this—so then this, that, this, this and this all appear to us. If all these 
thousands of supermarket items as well as jets, rockets and satellites are mani-
festations of mind, what then does not come from mind?

 ■ The outside world is neither solid nor substantial—it’s just the creation of our own mind
 ■ We believe that satellites truly exist, but “satellite” is only a name made up by its inventor
 ■ Everything that appears to us is a manifestation of mind

Emptiness 
2 Establishing the selflessness of phenomena
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 Day 355 A table is not nonexistent but it is not 
the concrete thing we normally think it is 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Problems in life arise because we look at things in a way that is opposite to 
reality, to the way things actually exist. This itself is the problem. Our view, 

in which we believe, is a projection that is not the reality. 
Let’s use the example of a table. One leg of the table is not the table; that one 

piece is part of the table, which means it is not the table. Any part of the table is 
not the table. Even the collection of all the parts is not the table; it’s the basis of 
the table. The basis of the table is not the table. “Table” is merely imputed to the 
collection of all the parts of a table. We can see clearly the difference between 
the table and its base. Table is merely imputed by the mind; table exists in mere 
name in dependence upon its base. Therefore, there is no concrete table, no real 
table from its own side. We can see that the table is completely empty of being a 
table that exists from its own side. 

So, what is the table? To make it simple, the table is merely imputed in depen-
dence upon the collection of its parts, the base. It is nothing other than this. The 
table is completely empty of being a real table existing from its own side. This 
emptiness is the ultimate nature of the table. Now, there is a table. The table is 
not nonexistent; it exists in mere name, being merely imputed. The table is a 
dependent arising, dependent on its base, and at the same time it is empty of 
existing from its own side. Dependent arising and emptiness are unified.

 ■ Problems arise because we look at things in a way that is opposite to how they exist
 ■ A table exists in mere name, in dependence upon the collection of its parts
 ■ The table is a dependent arising that is also empty of existing from its own side 

Emptiness 
2 Establishing the selflessness of phenomena 
2.1. Physical forms do not truly exist 
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 Day 356  The mind that appears to be real from its  
own side doesn’t exist —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

What is the mind, or consciousness? It is a phenomenon that is not body, 
not substantial, has no form, no shape, no color, but, like a mirror, can 

clearly reflect objects. Objects appear to the mind and the mind can perceive 
these objects. As long as a mirror is not dirty, it will reflect whatever object 
comes before it clearly. Similarly, since the mind is unobstructed by substance, 
form, objects can appear to it. The phenomenon that is mind perceives objects. 
So, that is the base. 

In relation to the phenomenon, our thought creates, merely imputes, the label 
“mind.” And that’s how the mind exists. The mind exists merely in name; what 
we call mind has been merely labeled by thought. It’s like when a person is 
given a name. Whether we named ourselves or whether our name was given 
to us by our parents, that name is a mind- created label. In the same way, then, 
what’s called mind is also a name. We think there’s a real mind—a real mind 
existing from there. That’s how it appears to us and, without a shadow of doubt, 
we believe one hundred percent in this appearance. But if we analyze this phe-
nomenon called mind, it’s no different from the name given to us by our parents, 
which was created by their mind. 

What we call mind has been merely labeled by our thought in relation to its 
base, that formless phenomenon that has neither shape nor color, whose nature 
is clear and which has the ability to perceive objects. That is the base, and “mind” 
is the label. They’re two distinct phenomena, not one. They’re not separate, but 
they’re different. That’s what we have to realize—that these two phenomena are 
different. 

 ■ Mind is a phenomenon with no form, shape or color that functions like a mirror
 ■ We believe there’s a real mind but it exists only in name, merely labeled by thought
 ■ The formless, colorless base and the label “mind” are two distinct phenomena

Emptiness 
2 Establishing the selflessness of phenomena 
2.2. Consciousness does not truly exist 
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 Day 357  Time is made up by our mind 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

When we think about a year—when we don’t meditate, when we’re not 
aware that time is made up by our mind—a year appears to us to be a 

truly existent year. It appears to us like that, and we then allow our mind to 
believe that it’s one hundred percent true. That’s the view of the ignorance that 
apprehends inherent, or true, existence. So, that’s a total hallucination. 

That hallucination is the normal view of sentient beings. Those of us who 
haven’t realized emptiness allow our mind to believe it’s true. We don’t ques-
tion it. We have no doubt that there’s a real year. However, we can’t find the 
year there on any of the twelve months. And we can’t find the year on all of the 
twelve months together. The twelve months are the base. When our mind sees 
the twelve months, we just make up the label “year”; we merely impute year. 

We can see now that there’s no such thing as a real year there. We cannot see 
a real year there. Before, a real year always appeared to us and we believed in it, 
but suddenly it’s not there. It is totally nonexistent. That real year is the object to 
be refuted, or gag cha, as explained in the philosophical texts. This is the one we 
have to realize is empty, nonexistent, because it doesn’t exist. The year that exists 
is the one that is merely imputed by the mind. There is a year because there are 
twelve months. That’s it. What is a year? It is nothing other than what is merely 
imputed by the mind. Our mind merely imputed and believed in that. It’s just a 
thought, a concept. 

 ■ The truly existent year we believe in is a complete hallucination, made up by our mind
 ■ “Year” is merely imputed by our mind on the base—twelve months
 ■ That real year, the object to be refuted, is totally empty, nonexistent and a mere concept

Emptiness 
2 Establishing the selflessness of phenomena 
2.3. Non- associated compounded phenomena do not truly exist 
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 Day 358  Even uncaused, unproduced and permanent 
phenomena are merely labeled by the mind 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

We might think that we have been meditating on emptiness but actually, 
for many years and months we have been meditating on space, not emp-

tiness. We’ve believed that we’re meditating on emptiness but we’ve just been 
meditating on the sky, as if looking out an airplane window. This is a real danger, 
and when it happens it means that we’ve just been wasting time.

Instead, when space appears we should analyze it, thinking that even this 
space doesn’t exist from its own side. Then our meditation becomes correct; it 
hits the right point. When space appears, we don’t visualize any form or substan-
tial phenomena—space has no appearance. However, when we are meditating 
on emptiness, when everything has dissolved and there is the appearance of 
space, we can then analyze the space. We can go beyond space. We should ask 
ourselves, “How does this space appear to me? Does this space appear to me 
as merely labeled or not merely labeled?” If it appears as not merely labeled by 
mind, we should recognize this as a hallucination, as the object to be refuted, 
recognizing that space doesn’t exist from its own side.

One approach is to just look at the real space appearing from there and realize 
that this is a hallucination. Alternatively, we can think, “Even this space is totally 
empty.” We can go straight to the point like this. Space is totally empty; it does 
not exist from its own side. So it is very effective to go beyond space. This is the 
correct meditation.

 ■ There is a real danger of confusing meditation on space with meditation on emptiness
 ■ When space appears to us we must recognize that it’s a merely labeled hallucination
 ■ Space is totally empty: there is no real space existing from its own side

Emptiness 
2 Establishing the selflessness of phenomena 
2.4. Unconditioned phenomena do not truly exist
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 Day 359  Just as scientists cut into an animal’s body 
in search of reality, so must we search for 
the I —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

In order to realize the true nature of the self, what the self is, we first have 
to recognize ignorance, the mind that makes us view the I in completely the 

wrong way, in a way that is opposite to the reality of the self. The way we view 
the self is the way ignorance conceives of the self. 

First concentrate on the thought, whatever you’re thinking now. As your 
mind gets calm, relaxed, check carefully how the I, the self, appears to you, or 
how you conceive it. If you find something, if you find the truly existing I, the 
truly existing self, search for where it is. When you find the truly existing I, 
the real I, check whether it’s the body or the mind and whether it’s within your 
body- mind or outside of it. Check in this way. If you can’t find it, if you see the 
emptiness of the self, then just concentrate on that. If you do find a real self, 
then check whether it’s the body, the mind or the mind- body combination. You 
have to look for this truly existing self from head to foot, searching in every part 
of your body to try to find exactly where it is. If you don’t find it and come to 
the conclusion that the self does not exist at all, then that’s a wrong conception; 
you’ve fallen into the extreme of nihilism. That conclusion does not make you 
free of suffering.

However, if the feeling of the emptiness of the self comes to you more or less 
effortlessly, rather than running away from that you should practice concen-
trating on it, just for the auspiciousness of meditating on emptiness, seeking the 
true nature of the self.

 ■ To realize the true nature of the self we first have to recognize the mind of ignorance
 ■ We start with analytical meditation on how and where the truly existing self appears to us
 ■ When we get an effortless feeling of the emptiness of the self, we concentrate on that

Emptiness 
3 How to develop special insight
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 Day 360  When we cut our crowded superstitions,  
the experience of emptiness arises 
—Lama Yeshe

If we have sharp intelligence it is not so difficult to understand emptiness. We 
do not have to learn tremendously complex philosophies or study volumes of 

texts under many lamas. Of course, we can learn from teachers and books, but 
if we are skillful, we can learn through a very simple method: by not believing 
what our senses tell us. It is not necessary to search far and wide for what stops 
us from seeing emptiness. We simply realize that the way we perceive the sense 
world every day of our life is completely wrong, that it is the misconceived pro-
jection of our ego. The moment we realize this, our deluded view will disappear. 

We live in the sense world believing that the misconceptions and projections 
of our ignorant mind are true. We think that seeing is believing: “I saw that; it 
must be true.” Some people believe passionately that their philosophy is the ideal 
one for their society. Communist or capitalist, both are wrong; both are halluci-
nations! If we go on like this, we shall never discover emptiness; it will always be 
somewhere else. When we realize that our view of the world is a hallucination, 
that our view of reality is obscured by the heavy blanket of delusion, the wrong 
view disappears and we are left with its opposite, the right view of emptiness. The 
moment we extinguish the dualistic mind, we experience emptiness. 

Thus, we can study emptiness every day, because every day our five senses’ 
gravitational attachment to the sense world has us believing that whatever we 
perceive really exists as it appears. If we continuously investigate our perceptions 
and beliefs, there is no time that we are not studying emptiness.

 ■ The simple way to understand emptiness is to not believe what our senses tell us
 ■ We experience emptiness as soon as we realize our view of the world is a hallucination
 ■ Through continuously investigating our beliefs, we can study emptiness all day long

Emptiness 
3 How to develop special insight
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 Day 361  Realizing that everything is a creation of 
our mind is the fundamental enlightenment 
meditation —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Whatever activity we are doing in our daily life, we can practice mind-
fulness of the merely labeled I, the merely labeled action and the merely 

labeled object. If we practice mindfulness of how everything is merely labeled 
by the mind, then during that time the delusions—anger, attachment, igno-
rance—do not arise. This brings us to liberation and means that whatever we’re 
doing becomes the antidote to samsara. It eliminates ignorance, the root of suf-
fering, and we recognize the hallucination as a hallucination. This real I is not 
there; it is a hallucination that is not there. And just as this truly existent I is not 
there, whatever action we’re doing, this real, truly existent action, is also false, 
a hallucination. For example, if we’re walking—real walking as a truly existent 
action—that is totally false. The real I and the real walking are both totally false. 
And then the road we’re walking on, the real road, is not there. 

Seeing everything as a dream is another good meditation. Whatever we’re 
doing—I, action, object—whatever appears as existing from its own side or not 
merely labeled by the mind, we can look at it all as a dream. Keeping mindfulness 
like this as much as possible is very powerful and effective. 

A further meditation technique on emptiness is to see our ignorance as a 
magician. Ignorance is like a magician and we are like the audience. The magi-
cian creates illusions for the senses of the audience so that they see things that 
don’t actually exist. None of it is true. So this is another mindfulness practice we 
can use in our busy daily lives. Whether we’re talking, driving a car or shopping, 
part of our mind should always be absorbed in this meditation.

 ■ We can practice mindfulness of the merely labeled I, action and object in any situation
 ■ Another powerful and effective meditation is to view everything in daily life as a dream
 ■ A third technique is to see ignorance as a magician who’s creating illusions for our senses

Emptiness 
3 How to develop special insight
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 Day 362 Everything Lord Buddha said, every single 
movement he made was, in essence, a method 
of leading mother sentient beings to 
discover universal reality —Lama Yeshe

The law of the universe is scientific reality, not some kind of made up fan-
tasy, and it is extremely important that we discover it for ourselves. When 

we do, we will understand how the dark shadow of ignorance keeps the pitiful 
mother sentient beings in confusion; how sentient beings are suffering because 
they have not discovered the clean, clear, pure energy of universal reality. This 
is what they lack. 

All our dealings with the relative world, all our ups and downs, being happy, 
unhappy, happy, unhappy, happy, unhappy, all these extreme feelings come 
from mistaken, dualistic perception, from holding ecstatic, happy objects and 
miserable, unhappy objects as concrete, self- existent, dualistic self- entities. 
Beauty exists. I’m not saying that we have to reject beauty. What should con-
cern us, however, is the way our projection of concreteness, independence and 
self- existence onto the relative bubble of transience, dependence and non- self- 
existence overpowers, overwhelms and dominates our entire reality. How do we 
perceive that object of happiness or that object of misery? If we see it as illusory 
and non- dual, the extreme feelings that pump us up so that there’s no space for 
other feelings cannot function. If we can recognize the unity of the absolute 
reality of these two extreme objects, if we can see how these objects are in reality 
equal in nature—and also the same in nature as ourselves, the subject—our lives 
will be balanced.

Throughout the entire canon of his teachings, Lord Buddha says again and 
again, “Sometimes I advise people to do this; sometimes I recommend that. I 
tell people all kinds of things. But the sole purpose of every syllable, every letter, 
of every method I teach is to lead them to discover the reality of the universe, 
emptiness.” 

 ■ It is extremely important that we discover the scientific law of the universe for ourselves
 ■ If not, we’ll be dominated by extreme feelings caused by mistaken, dualistic perception
 ■ The sole purpose of everything the Buddha taught was for us discover reality, emptiness

Emptiness 
Wrap- up
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 Day 363 Since the I that exists is merely imputed, 
there is nothing to cherish, nothing to cling 
to —Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Our ignorance of the way things ultimately exist—and especially of how 
the I exists—is the main creator of samsara. This is our worst enemy. This 

is the ignorance that is the first of the twelve links of dependent origination, the 
link that initiates the whole process. 

The ignorance that clings to a sense of a permanent, separate I creates all our 
problems and causes us to jump from one body to the next as we circle around 
and around in samsara. We make mistakes and suffer because of karma, but we 
create karma because of all the various delusions, which in turn stem from this 
fundamental delusion, the ignorance of the absolute nature of the self. Therefore, 
realizing the absolute nature of the self, the emptiness of the inherent existence 
of the self that we currently ascribe to it, is the direct antidote to the whole of 
samsara. It is the atomic bomb that destroys everything by destroying the root. 

Destroying the false concept of self does not just mean sitting in meditation 
and seeing the self doesn’t exist in the way we perceive it. It is much more than 
that. On a very practical level it is destroying our selfishness, the mind that sees 
this I as the center of the universe and all other phenomena as things that serve 
this I. Developing selflessness, the attitude that places others before the self, is 
as important as realizing the lack of self. This is where the method and wisdom 
sides of the practice work together. This is the whole reason we should be fol-
lowing a spiritual path. We are working for others, not ourselves. We are aspir-
ing to gain enlightenment for others, not for ourselves. This is the Mahayana 
motivation. 

 ■ Our ignorance of the way things exist is our worst enemy, the creator of our samsara
 ■ Due to this fundamental delusion we create the karma that perpetuates our suffering
 ■ By destroying our false concept of self, we develop the Mahayana attitude of selflessness 

Emptiness 
Wrap- up
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 Day 364 If we neglect to protect our mind,  
we can neither close the door to suffering  
nor open the door to happiness 
—Lama Zopa Rinpoche

The mind is like a TV with many channels. On one channel all we see are 
problems, problems, problems. But if we turn to another channel, we will 

see everything as empty. There are many different programs! It is very important 
to remember that life appears to us according to our interpretation, according 
to our channel. 

It is actually very good to understand this, because we then know that the 
mind- channel we want is in our hands. How we want our life to be—full of prob-
lems or full of happiness—is completely in our hands. Everything—samsara 
or liberation, hell or enlightenment—depends on what we do with our mind. 
And even in everyday life, everything—harmony or disharmony, happiness or 
unhappiness—has to do with the channel we choose. So, we have incredible 
freedom. Not only because the nature of mind is pure in the sense of being clear 
and knowing and not being one with delusions, but especially because at this 
time we have received a perfect human rebirth, which gives us every opportu-
nity to develop our mind. We can cease all faults and sufferings and achieve the 
highest happiness, the complete peace of mind of full enlightenment. We have 
all these opportunities. 

By having this perfect human rebirth and developing our mind in the grad-
uated path to enlightenment, in method and wisdom, we can also free every 
sentient being from all suffering and obscurations and lead them to enlighten-
ment, the greatest peace of mind. It is extremely important not to waste our life 
and to apply all our effort to this end so that later, when we die, we don’t have 
any regrets.

 ■ The mind is like a TV and what appears to us depends on the channel we choose
 ■ Everything depends on how we use our mind—it’s completely in our hands
 ■ We mustn’t waste this opportunity to lead every sentient being to enlightenment

Wrap- up
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 Day 365 Check up for yourself—that’s the way to 
learn and to solve your own inner problems 
—Lama Yeshe

You’ve spent quite a lot of time with me now, listening to my explanations 
of Lama Tsongkhapa’s approach to both the fundamental human problem 

and your individual ones. After all these months, you need to come to a con-
clusion from what you’ve read and heard; you need to integrate the teachings 
within yourself.

Listening to my words you might think, “Yes, what he’s saying is true,” but 
experience and actualization are very different from mere intellectual under-
standing. Therefore, to experiment with what your intellectual knowledge- 
wisdom has understood from what I’ve said, to see if it exists in reality or not, 
is very important. Otherwise, what happens is that, while we understand intel-
lectually that happiness, unhappiness and so forth do not depend on outside 
conditions but on the interpretations of our wrong conception mind, we still 
believe what our ego tells us; we don’t realize the meaning of our words; we don’t 
follow our intellectual understanding wisdom. To arrive at this deeper wisdom, 
we have to experiment within ourselves, beyond words. For that reason, retreat 
is very important. Whereas modern science conducts experiments on external 
phenomena, we experiment internally, examining mental phenomena intro-
spectively and penetratingly.

We have to integrate into experience whatever we understand. Once we have 
gained experience and realization of one topic we need to go on to the next, 
which takes us further down the path. Without moving forward step by step, 
it’s impossible to progress; we can’t simply collect high- sounding words while 
leaving our actions down here on the ground. Collecting words that talk of fly-
ing to the moon doesn’t mean we fly to the moon; with words alone, we remain 
earthbound.

 ■ After all these teachings, it’s now important to integrate them within ourselves
 ■ Experience and actualization are very different from intellectual understanding
 ■ Step by step, topic by topic, we need to move beyond words and gain realizations 

Wrap- up
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Appendix 1:  
The Foundation of All Good Qualities

The foundation of all good qualities is the kind and perfect guru;
Correctly following the guru is the root of the path.
By my clearly seeing this and applying great effort,
Please bless me to rely upon the guru with great respect.

When I have discovered that the precious freedom of this rebirth is found  
only once,

Is extremely difficult to find again and is greatly meaningful,
Please bless me to unceasingly generate the mind
Taking its essence, day and night.

This body and life are changing, like a water bubble;
Remember how quickly they perish and death comes.
After death, just like a shadow follows the body,
The results of negative and positive karma follow.

When I have found definite conviction in this,
Please bless me always to be conscientious
In abandoning even the slightest collection of shortcomings
And in accomplishing all virtuous deeds.

When I have recognized the shortcomings of samsaric perfections—
There is no satisfaction in enjoying them, they are the door to all suffering, 
And they cannot be trusted—
Please bless me to generate a strong wish for the bliss of liberation.

Through my being led by this pure thought
With great remembrance, alertness, and conscientiousness,
Please bless me to make keeping the individual liberation vows,
The root of the teachings, my essential practice.

Just as I have fallen into the sea of samsara,
So have all mother transmigratory beings.
By my seeing this, please bless me to train in supreme bodhicitta,
Which bears the responsibility of freeing transmigratory beings.
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Even if I develop only bodhicitta, without familiarizing myself with the 
 three types of morality,

I cannot achieve enlightenment.
By my seeing this well,
Please bless me to keep the vow of the sons of the victorious ones with  

fervent effort.

By my having pacified distractions to wrong objects
And correctly analyzed the meaning of reality,
Please bless me to quickly generate within my mindstream
The unified path of calm abiding and special insight.

When I have become a [suitable] vessel by training in the common path, 
Please bless me to immediately enter
The holy gateway of the fortunate beings—
The supreme of all vehicles, the Vajrayana.

At that time, the basis of accomplishing the two attainments
Is keeping my vows and samayas purely.
When I have gained effortless conviction in this,
Please bless me to protect them even at the cost of my life.

Then, when I have realized exactly the vital points of the two stages—
The essence of the tantric sets—
And am enjoying the yoga of four sessions with effort, without being  

distracted [by nonmeditation objects],
Please bless me to accomplish these according to the teachings of the 

holy beings.

Thus, may the virtuous friends who reveal the noble path
And the spiritual practitioners who correctly accomplish it have long lives.
Please bless me to pacify completely
The collections of outer and inner obstacles.

In all my lives, never separated from perfect gurus,
May I enjoy the magnificent Dharma
And, by completing the qualities of the grounds and paths,
May I quickly attain the state of Vajradhara.

Colophon
Composed by Lama Tsongkhapa; translated by Maureen O’Malley and edited by Ailsa 
Cameron, 1988. Lightly edited over the years by Constance Miller, Nick Ribush, Steve 
Carlier and Joan Nicell. Revised by Lama Zopa Rinpoche and edited by Joan Nicell, Ailsa 
Cameron and Tenzin Tsomo, 2020.
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Appendix 2:  
Outline of Lamrim Topics

Based on Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand by Pabongka Rinpoche

INTRODUCTION                                                                                                 1

GURU DEVOTION                                                                                               4

1  Devoting to the guru                                                                                                  6
1.1 The power of the guru
1.2 The qualities of the guru
1.3 The qualities of the disciple

2 The benefits of correct devotion to a guru                                                          10
2.1 We become closer to enlightenment

2.1.1 We become closer to enlightenment by practicing the advice  
given by our guru

2.1.2 We become closer to enlightenment by making offerings 
 to our guru

2.1.3 We become closer to enlightenment by serving our guru
2.2 We please all the buddhas
2.3 We are not harmed by maras or evil friends
2.4 All our delusions and negative actions naturally cease
2.5 All our realizations of the paths and bhumis increase

The story of Geshe Chayulwa
2.6 We will never lack virtuous friends in all our future lives
2.7 We will not fall into the lower realms
2.8 We will effortlessly achieve all our temporary and ultimate wishes

3 The disadvantages of incorrect devotion to a guru                                         22
3.1 If we criticize our guru, we criticize all the buddhas
3.2 Anger toward our guru destroys our merit and causes rebirth in the hells

Purifying our mistakes
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3.3 Even though we practice tantra, we will not achieve enlightenment
3.4 Even if we practice tantra with much hardship, it will be like attaining hell 

and the like
3.5 We will not generate any fresh realizations and those we have will 

degenerate
3.6 We will be afflicted even in this life by illness and other undesirable things
3.7 In future lives we will wander endlessly in the lower realms
3.8 In all our future lives we will lack virtuous friends

4  Devoting ourselves through thought                                                                                                    33
4.1 The root: training our mind in devotion to the guru

4.1.1 Why we should look at the guru as a buddha
The story of the old woman and the dog’s tooth

4.1.2 Why we are able to see the guru as a buddha
The story of the two disciples and the cold tea

4.1.3 How to see the guru as a buddha
4.1.3.1 There is nothing to trust in our view

The story of Asanga, the dog and the maggots
4.1.3.2 All the buddhas and bodhisattvas are still working for 

sentient beings
4.1.3.3 The guru is the agent of all the buddhas’ good works
4.1.3.4 Vajradhara stated that the guru is a buddha

4.2 Developing respect by remembering the guru’s kindness
4.2.1 The guru is kinder than all the buddhas

4.2.1.1 The guru is kinder than all the buddhas in general
4.2.1.2 The guru is kinder than Shakyamuni Buddha in particular

4.2.2 The guru’s kindness in teaching Dharma
4.2.3 The guru’s kindness in blessing our mindstream
4.2.4 The guru’s kindness in inspiring us to practice Dharma through 

material gifts

5 Devoting ourselves through action                                                                      54
5.1 Carrying out the guru’s advice
5.2 Offering respect and service
5.3 Making material offerings
5.4 Guru yoga
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THE PERFECT HUMAN REBIRTH                                                              64

1 Identifying the perfect human rebirth                                                                 65
1.1 The freedom of not being born as a hell being
1.2 The freedom of not being born as a hungry ghost
1.3 The freedom of not being born as an animal
1.4 The freedom of not being born as a long- life god
1.5 The freedom of not being born where no buddha has descended
1.6 The freedom of not being born as a barbarian
1.7 The freedom of not being born as a fool
1.8 The freedom of not being born as a heretic
1.9 The five personal richnesses
1.10 The five richnesses in relation to others

2 The benefits of the perfect human rebirth                                                          77
2.1 Temporal benefits
2.2 Ultimate benefits
2.3 How every moment can be beneficial

3 The difficulty of acquiring a perfect human rebirth                                       80
3.1 How the causes are difficult to acquire

The story of the blind turtle
3.2 The rarity of this life
3.3 The brevity of this life

4 Taking the essence of the perfect human rebirth                                            84

IMPERMANENCE AND DEATH                                                                   87

1 The drawbacks of not remembering death                                                        88
1.1 We do not remember to practice Dharma
1.2 We postpone our Dharma practice
1.3 We practice but do it impurely
1.4 We practice purely but not continuously
1.5 We create nonvirtue
1.6 We die with fear and regret
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2 The advantages of remembering death                                                                94
2.1 We avoid the lower realms and attain a perfect human rebirth
2.2 We attain great power to destroy the negative mind
2.3 We gain great benefit at the beginning, middle and end of our practice
2.4 We die happily and without regret

3 The nine- point meditation on death                                                                    98
3.1 Death is certain

3.1.1 Everyone has to die
3.1.2 Our lifespan is continually decreasing
3.1.3 There is very little time to practice Dharma

Conclusion: We must practice Dharma
3.2 The time of death is uncertain

3.2.1 The lifespan of human beings is not fixed
3.2.2 There are many causes of death
3.2.3 Our body is extremely fragile

Conclusion: We must practice Dharma right now
3.3 Nothing can help except Dharma

3.3.1 Possessions and enjoyments cannot help
3.3.2 Friends and relatives cannot help
3.3.3 Our body cannot help

Conclusion: We must practice Dharma and only Dharma

THE LOWER REALMS                                                                                      114

1 The hell realms                                                                                                                                                              117
1.1 Causes of the hell realms
1.2 Rebirth in the hell realms
1.3 The hot hells
1.4 The neighboring hells
1.5 The cold hells
1.6 The occasional hells

2 The hungry ghost realm                                                                                         126
2.1 Causes of the hungry ghost realm
2.2 General sufferings: heat, cold, hunger, thirst, exhaustion and fear
2.3 Particular sufferings: outer and inner obscurations, and obscurations of 

food and drink
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3 The animal realm                                                                                                      129
3.1 Causes of the animal realm
3.2 General sufferings: heat, cold, hunger, thirst, exhaustion and fear
3.3 Particular sufferings: overcrowding and abuse by humans 

REFUGE                                                                                                                 135

1 The causes on which taking refuge depends                                                   137

2 Identifying what to take refuge in                                                                       138
2.1 Why the Three Rare Sublime Ones are fitting objects of refuge

2.1.1 The Buddha is free from suffering and fear
2.1.2 The Buddha is skilled in guiding sentient beings
2.1.3 The Buddha has equal compassion for all sentient beings
2.1.4 The Buddha works for all sentient beings equally

3 The criteria for taking refuge                                                                               143
3.1 Knowing the good qualities of our refuge

3.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha
3.1.1.1 The good qualities of the Buddha’s body
3.1.1.2 The good qualities of the Buddha’s speech
3.1.1.3 The good qualities of the Buddha’s mind
3.1.1.4 The good qualities of the Buddha’s enlightened activities

3.1.2 The good qualities of the Dharma
3.1.3 The good qualities of the Sangha

3.2 Knowing the differences between the Three Rare Sublime Ones
3.3 Taking refuge according to our beliefs
3.4 Taking refuge and not asserting another religion

4 The benefits of taking refuge                                                                                153
4.1 We become Buddhist
4.2 We become a candidate for all vows
4.3 We purify previous negative karma
4.4 We will easily accumulate a huge amount of merit
4.5 We are protected from the harmful actions of humans and  

non- humans
4.6 We will not fall to the lower realms
4.7 We achieve all our temporary and long- term aims
4.8 We will soon be enlightened
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5 Advice after taking refuge                                                                                     161
5.1 What to avoid
5.2 What to practice

5.2.1 Respect holy objects
5.2.2 Respect the written texts
5.2.3 Respect the Sangha
5.2.4 General practices

KARMA                                                                                                                  170

1 The four outlines                                                                                                       175
1.1 Karma is definite
1.2 Karma is expandable
1.3 We cannot meet the result unless we have created the cause
1.4 Once the cause has been created the result cannot be lost

2 The negative karmic process                                                                                 179
2.1 The ten nonvirtues

2.1.1 Killing
2.1.2 Stealing
2.1.3 Sexual misconduct
2.1.4 Lying
2.1.5 Divisive speech
2.1.6 Harsh speech
2.1.7 Idle gossip
2.1.8 Covetousness
2.1.9 Ill will
2.1.10 Heresy

2.2 The differences that make for heavy or light karma
2.3 The four suffering results

3 The positive karmic process                                                                                  193
3.1 The positive karmic process and its results
3.2 The doors that unintentionally lead to powerful karma
3.3 The ripening qualities

4 How to modify our actions                                                                                   198
4.1 Purifying with the four powers
4.2 Methods of purification
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THE SUFFERINGS OF SAMSARA                                                                 209

1 The six general types of suffering                                                                        212
1.1 Nothing is definite in samsara
1.2 Nothing gives satisfaction in samsara
1.3 We have to repeatedly leave this samsaric body
1.4 We have to take rebirth again and again
1.5 We forever travel from high to low in samsara
1.6 We experience pain and death alone

2 The sufferings of the upper realms                                                                     220
2.1 The eight types of human sufferings

2.1.1 The suffering of birth
2.1.2 The suffering of aging
2.1.3 The suffering of sickness
2.1.4 The suffering of death
2.1.5 The suffering of separation from what is pleasant
2.1.6 The suffering of encountering what is unpleasant
2.1.7 The suffering of not getting what we want
2.1.8 The suffering of having deluded aggregates

2.2 The sufferings of the demigods
2.3 The sufferings of the god realms

3 The three types of suffering                                                                                   231
3.1 The suffering of suffering
3.2 The suffering of change
3.3 Pervasive compounding suffering 

THE EVOLUTION OF SAMSARA                                                                 239

1 The root delusions                                                                                                    240
1.1 Attachment
1.2 Anger
1.3 Ignorance
1.4 Pride
1.5 Doubt
1.6 The five deluded views
1.7 The stages in their development
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2 The causes of the delusions                                                                                   248
2.1 The base
2.2 The object
2.3 Distraction
2.4 Following false teachings
2.5 Habit
2.6 Wrong comprehension

3 The drawbacks of the delusions                                                                           255

4 Karma, death and rebirth                                                                                      257
4.1 Mental and intended karma
4.2 What happens at death
4.3 The intermediate state

5 The path to liberation                                                                                             260
5.1 The physical rebirth that will stop samsara
5.2 The three higher trainings
5.3 The higher training of morality

THE TWELVE LINKS OF DEPENDENT ORIGINATION                       267

 1 Ignorance
 2 Karmic formation
 3 Consciousness
 4 Name and form
 5 The six senses
 6 Contact
 7 Feeling
 8 Craving
 9 Grasping
 10 Becoming
 11 Rebirth
12 Aging and death
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BODHICITTA                                                                                                      283

1 The ten benefits of bodhicitta                                                                               286
1.1 Bodhicitta is the sole gateway to the Mahayana
1.2 We gain the name “child of the buddhas”
1.3 We outshine the arhats
1.4 We become a supreme object of offering
1.5 We accumulate enormous merit with ease
1.6 We rapidly purify negative karma and obscurations
1.7 We accomplish whatever we wish
1.8 We are not bothered by hindrances
1.9 We quickly complete the stages of the path
1.10 We become a source of happiness for others

2 The seven points of cause and effect                                                                  296
The basis: immeasurable equanimity

2.1 All sentient beings have been our mother
2.2 Remembering their kindness
2.3 Repaying their kindness
2.4 Loving kindness
2.5 Great compassion
2.6 Special attitude
2.7 Developing bodhicitta

3 Exchanging self and others                                                                                   306
3.1 Training in the two types of bodhicitta
3.2 Training the mind in relative bodhicitta

3.2.1 We and all others are equal
3.2.2 The faults of self- cherishing
3.2.3 The benefits of cherishing others
3.2.4 How to meditate on taking and giving (tonglen)

4 Converting unfortunate circumstances into the path                                 316
4.1 Converting circumstances through thought

4.1.1 Converting them through analysis
4.1.2 Converting them through the view

4.2 Converting circumstances through action
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5 Training in the activities of a bodhisattva                                                       328
5.1 The six perfections

5.1.1 Charity
5.1.2 Morality
5.1.3 Patience
5.1.4 Perseverance
5.1.5 Concentration
5.1.6 Wisdom

5.2 The four means of drawing disciples to the Dharma
5.3 Taking the bodhisattva vows

EMPTINESS                                                                                                          340

1 Establishing the selflessness of persons                                                            343
1.1 What is to be refuted
1.2 Determining the full set of possibilities
1.3 The self and the aggregates are not truly the same
1.4 The self and the aggregates are not truly different
1.5 How to pursue the attitude that things are like an illusion

2 Establishing the selflessness of phenomena                                                    354
2.1 Physical forms do not truly exist
2.2 Consciousness does not truly exist
2.3 Non- associated compounded phenomena do not truly exist
2.4 Unconditioned phenomena do not truly exist
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The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive (LYWA) is the collected works of Lama 
Thubten Yeshe and Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche. Lama Zopa Rinpoche, its 
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Lamas and digitizing Archive materials.
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tribution and sale, ebooks on a wide range of readers, lightly edited transcripts, 
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for distribution.
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indebted to you all.
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Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive
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info@LamaYeshe.com

LamaYeshe.com

The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive is a 501(c)(3) tax- deductible, nonprofit cor-
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Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive Membership

In order to raise the money we need to employ editors to make available the thou-
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make the Lamas’ incredible teachings available to a worldwide audience. More 
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The Foundation for the  
Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition

The Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition (FPMT) is an 
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related activities founded in 1975 by Lama Thubten Yeshe and Lama Thubten 
Zopa Rinpoche. At present, there are more than 160 FPMT centers, projects and 
services in over forty countries worldwide.
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Buddhism in general and the Tibetan Gelug tradition, founded in the fifteenth 
century by the great scholar, yogi and saint, Lama Je Tsongkhapa, in particular.

The FPMT website also offers teachings by His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Lama 
Yeshe, Lama Zopa Rinpoche and many other highly respected teachers in the 
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FPMT
1632 SE 11th Avenue, Portland, OR 97214

Telephone (503) 808- 1588
info@fpmt.org
www.fpmt.org
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Becoming Vajrasattva: The Tantric Path of Purification, by Lama Yeshe
The Bliss of Inner Fire, by Lama Yeshe
Becoming the Compassion Buddha, by Lama Yeshe
Ultimate Healing, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
Dear Lama Zopa, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
How to Be Happy, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
Wholesome Fear, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche with Kathleen McDonald
When the Chocolate Runs Out, by Lama Yeshe
How to Enjoy Death, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
Mahamudra, by Lama Yeshe
The Four Noble Truths, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
Bodhichitta, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
The Six Perfections, by Lama Zopa Rinpoche
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About Lama Yeshe: Reincarnation: The Boy Lama, by Vicki Mackenzie
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Transcripts, practices and other materials

Go to LamaYeshe.com and fpmt.org.

Video of Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche

Go to youtube.com/user/LamaYeshe or youtube.com/user/fpmtinc.



What to do with Dharma Teachings

The Buddhadharma is the true source of happiness for all sentient beings. Books 
like this show you how to put the teachings into practice and integrate them into 
your life, whereby you get the happiness you seek. Therefore, anything containing 
Dharma teachings, the names of your teachers or holy images is more precious 
than other material objects and should be treated with respect. To avoid creating 
the karma of not meeting the Dharma again in future lives, please do not put 
books (or other holy objects) on the floor or underneath other stuff, step over or 
sit upon them, or use them for mundane purposes such as propping up wobbly 
chairs or tables. They should be kept in a clean, high place, separate from worldly 
writings, and wrapped in cloth when being carried around. These are but a few 
considerations.

Should you need to get rid of Dharma materials, they should not be thrown in 
the rubbish but burned in a special way. Briefly: do not incinerate such materials 
with other trash, but alone, and as they burn, recite the mantra om ah hum. As 
the smoke rises, visualize that it pervades all of space, carrying the essence of the 
Dharma to all sentient beings in the six samsaric realms, purifying their minds, 
alleviating their suffering, and bringing them all happiness, up to and including 
enlightenment. Some people might find this practice a bit unusual, but it is given 
according to tradition. Thank you very much.



Dedication

Through the merit created by preparing, reading, thinking about and sharing this 
book with others, may all teachers of the Dharma live long and healthy lives, may 
the Dharma spread throughout the infinite reaches of space, and may all sentient 
beings quickly attain enlightenment.

In whichever realm, country, area or place this book may be, may there be no 
war, drought, famine, disease, injury, disharmony or unhappiness, may there be 
only great prosperity, may everything needed be easily obtained, and may all 
be guided by only perfectly qualified Dharma teachers, enjoy the happiness of 
Dharma, have love and compassion for all sentient beings, and only benefit and 
never harm each other.
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